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Abstract 

Modular product architectures play a key role for profitable product life cycles in a wide 

variety of industries. However, engineering design research to date has tended to focus on 

the issues and the approaches associated with establishing modular product architectures 

on new products and systems. Little research has been undertaken on the overall issue of 

what will be referred to as “modularisation transition”. It is thus the main aim of this work 

to identify and test issues and factors associated with support for transitioning from single 

product development towards development of modular systems. Based on these findings, 

it is proposed to develop understanding and engineering design support for the transition. 

The research is based on a multi-faceted longitudinal case study with the involvement of a 

primary case company and 27 complementary secondary cases from different industries 

in eight countries. The research was conducted during an overall period of five years and 

included research methods such as a participant observer approach for generating a deep 

understanding and an action-based interventionist approach for developing support. 

One of the main issues that the case companies encountered during transitioning has been 

identified to be development projects not adhering to the common modular reference ar-

chitecture during later phases of the modular system life cycle. Hence, the modular system 

is constantly in danger of losing what can be thought of as its stability because the archi-

tectures of products diverge. An evaluation has shown that there is only scarce pre-

existing support for industry during these later phases. Thus, a modularisation support 

framework with focus on stability was created as guidance to develop new support. 

As part of the support framework, a modularisation assessment framework has been de-

veloped. It is the aim of the assessment framework to ensure that important factors for the 

stability of the modular system are in place throughout the entire development life cycle. 

Further to this, modularisation metrics are presented. It is the purpose of the metrics to 

assess adherence of derivative products to the specifications of the common modular sys-

tem architecture. Subsequently an approach for the provision of product architecture in-

formation in standard IT-systems has been developed. This approach aims at improving 

transparency about the modular system, for instance to protect the architecture from di-

verging and to enable efficient assessments. All deliverables of this thesis have been vali-

dated in a variety of ways in a variety of industrial settings. 

It is suggested that this thesis unprecedentedly highlights the importance of stability for 

modular system development, particularly during later phases. This is seen as new and 

vital understanding to make transitioning a successful undertaking. Therefore, the thesis 

presents novel and compressed insights about issues and support throughout the whole 

development life cycle. Moreover, an innovative set of support for stability during later 

phases of the life cycle is provided. This helps companies to avoid costly setbacks during 

transitioning and to achieve their modularisation goals more efficiently and sustainably. 
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1 Introduction 

The goal of engineering design is to develop solutions to technical problems under consid-

eration of adjacent disciplines and constraints such as economic or organisational re-

quirements. In order to meet that goal, engineering designers have to apply a wide reach-

ing set of skills, knowledge, experience, techniques, methodologies and principles. One of 

these principles is modular design. Modular design is used to derive a wide variety of 

product variants while at the same time reducing cost (Pahl et al., 2007). 

This well-known principle from literature and industry follows the logic of dividing a 

range of products into a set of interchangeable modules. If a set of modules is based on the 

same underlying architecture and if the modules can be combined to derive a high variety 

of products, it is defined modular system for the purpose of this work. 

There has been considerable research on modularisation rationale, modularisation bene-

fits and approaches to establish types of product architecture, see for example Chapter 6 

in Smith’s and Rienertsen’s widely used book on developing products in half the time 

(Smith and Reinertsen, 1991). Much less is known about the issues associated with intro-

ducing and maintaining modular product architectures and modules across different 

product development projects, brands, markets or organisations, particularly in existing, 

successful and well established organisations and product ranges. Such an introduction, 

development and maintenance is termed transition in the course of this work. It is consid-

ered to be multi-dimensional, fraught with technical, process and operational difficulties 

and is also cost-intensive. To date, there are only very few studies which cover overall 

modularisation transition towards stable modular systems. For the purpose of this work, 

“stable” is defined as firmly established and not likely to fail, change or deteriorate (Oxford 

Dictionaries Online, 2016). 

To remedy this, it is the focus of this research to investigate the overall issue of transition-

ing towards modular system development, covering a wide range of products that origi-

nally were not based on the same modular architecture. This research aims to support 

companies during “modularisation transition” by providing a fundamental understanding 

and some approaches for engineering design support. 

The following sections introduce the topic by outlining the background of the research 

problem and by identifying the detailed research issues which are solved in the course of 

this research work. 

1.1 Background of the research problem 

High complexity has become a major problem for many industries during recent years. 

The main drivers for this development are individualised and fluctuating market needs, 
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new technologies, market consolidation and internationalisation (Friedman, 2007; Linde-

mann, Maurer and Braun, 2009). 

1.1.1 Individualised and fluctuating market needs 

The market environment is characterised by, amongst other factors, diverse needs, unsta-

ble demand, uncertain forecasts, strong buyer power and the need to serve market niches 

with low sales volume. This market development leads companies to “produce ever 

greater variety more quickly” (Pine, 1992, p. 45) under low volumes and forces them to 

shorten development time and product life cycles (Clark and Fujimoto, 1989, p. 25). The 

characteristic trend of volatile and dynamic markets has been known since years and is 

today still a topic of significant importance (Simpson et al., 2006, p. 1; Jiao, Simpson and 

Siddique, 2007, p. 5–6; Simpson et al., 2014). For instance, 40 new car models are waiting 

in the pipeline of Mercedes to fulfil individualised customer needs until 2020 (Keller, 

2015). A different example for shortened product life cycles can be found in TV industry 

where the primary useful life of a TV decreased from about 11 years in 2005 to about 5 

years in 2012 (Stiftung Warentest, 2015). 

In order to stay competitive, companies have to find means how to handle complexity 

caused by individualised and fluctuating market needs. 

1.1.2 New technologies 

The progress in different technological fields, such as automation, computerisation, con-

nectivity or environmental engineering drives companies to offer a wider range of tech-

nologies in parallel (Pine, 1992, p. 46–47). 

Firstly, new technologies applied within a product can help to extend a product’s function-

ality. Well-known examples of this are embedded driver assistance systems in cars or in-

tegrated monitoring systems in drilling machines. These products have originally been 

purely mechanical systems. Today, they are highly interconnected electro-mechanical sys-

tems. A car is a good illustration for that. An estimation from 2011 quantified the number 

of microcontrollers in a well-equipped car to around 50. This number is applicable only for 

intra-car control and networking mechanisms (Fleming, 2011, p. 4). Further ubiquitous 

developments around the internet of things are believed to give a sharp rise in those fig-

ures again (Gubbi et al., 2013). 

Secondly, for products with the same functionality, companies have to offer a wider range 

of product portfolio with different technologies. For instance, with rising energy prices 

there is and will be an increasing need to develop energy-efficient and green products 

(Department of Trade and Industry, 2010). For example, this means that companies such 

as heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) manufacturers have to expand their 

product portfolio. New products like reversible heat pumps, hybrid systems, fuel-cells, 

photovoltaic and solar thermal systems, combined-heat-and-power plants and biomass 

systems will in future be of greater importance. These products and systems will add to 
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and replace current core products like oil- and gas-fired boilers (Sustainable Energy Au-

thority Ireland, 2013). A similar situation can be found in many industries. To give a fur-

ther example, automotive industry is also widening its technology portfolio by shifting 

from fossil fuel propulsion towards a combination with alternative technologies (Schif-

feres, 2007). 

Companies are struggling to cope with complexity that is induced by new technology de-

velopment (Koehler, Naumann and Vajna, 2014, p. 1811). In order to survive, companies 

have to find support that helps them to keep track of complexity in their multi-technology 

product portfolio. 

1.1.3 Market expansion and internationalisation 

Established markets are saturated with products that once contributed to their economic 

growth. For example, this can be seen in the case of cars (Schifferes, 2007; KPMG Interna-

tional Cooperative, 2013), computers (Arthur, 2012) or smartphones (Arthur, 2014). This 

leads to only moderate growth rates, stagnation or decline of sales volume in originally 

strong established markets. If companies cannot maintain their growth rates by penetrat-

ing the market, introducing unique features or new technologies, they have different 

growth alternatives (Ansoff, 1957): Firstly, they can induce new customer demand by ex-

tending product features offered on established markets. Secondly, they can adopt their 

product portfolio to establishing and emerging markets in order to become successful 

sellers there. This results in companies struggling with higher mix but lower volume 

product portfolios. 

The parallel trend of globalisation and fierce worldwide competition sets companies un-

der immense cost pressure. New market entrants from emerging markets frequently 

launch highly cost-efficient products while beating the price level of established competi-

tors. Moreover, market entrants from emerging markets have been catching up in terms of 

quality and know-how with incredible speed (Friedman, 2007). 

Therefore, companies have to find ways how to cut cost without compromising quality, 

functionality and variety. 

1.1.4 Market and organisational consolidation 

A common strategy for companies, if they want to gain market access, expand their prod-

uct portfolio, open up synergies or acquire know-how about new technologies, is to buy, 

merge (The Huffington Post, 2013; Bosch Group, 2014) or collaborate (Mitteldeutsche 

Zeitung, 2014) with other companies. The negative effect of this strategy is that engineer-

ing, manufacturing and administration processes have to handle an increasing amount of 

uncoordinated multi-site and multi-brand complexity (Skold and Karlsson, 2007). The same 

situation can be found within companies where different country organisations or busi-

ness units are working in parallel without proper integration process that consolidates 

synergies (“silo-mentality”). If products and engineering processes are not consolidated in 
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such environments, companies are facing the problem of wasting resources by doing simi-

lar or almost identical things over and over again. For instance, this could be a module or 

an interface that is not fixed company-wide but newly defined for every development pro-

ject individually again and again. 

If companies do not want to lag behind their competitors, they have to remove the waste 

that is entailed by this complexity driver. 

Once companies are faced with complexity drivers, they get into the dilemma of a vicious 

circle of continuously increasing complexity. For instance, if a company wants to increase 

revenues by entering a new market, it also has to generate new products and processes. 

This increases internal complexity and in turn, internal complexity cost. As the increased 

complexity costs lead to a loss in profit margin and to a loss in competitiveness due to 

higher prices, companies face the challenge of over-capacity, fierce price competition and 

decreasing sales. In order to overcome these problems, companies most often have no 

choice as to get caught by additional complexity drivers like internationalisation, new 

technologies or market expansion (Rennekamp, 2013; Renner, 2007; Schuh and Schwenk, 

2001). Such a vicious circle of continuously increasing complexity is shown by Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1: Vicious circle of continuously increasing complexity (Rennekamp, 2013; Renner, 

2007; Schuh and Schwenk, 2001) 
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1.2 Increasing complexity 

The given drivers have led to a tremendous increase in complexity that is imposed on 

products and engineering design processes (Koehler, Naumann and Vajna, 2014; Mikkola 

and Gassmann, 2003; Pine, 1992). Various studies regularly quantify the trend towards 

higher intra-company complexity. For instance, a study of the Center Automotive Research 

(CAR) at the University Duisburg-Essen estimated that the number of different car models 

offered has been increasing by more than 80% between 1995 and 2015. It is stated that 

there are 3281 different car variants (only differentiated by type, body design and engine) 

on the German market with an accelerating upward trend (Der Teckbote, 2012, p. 7). 

Wildemann (2005) shows an example where the number of used car body types doubled 

within eleven years. Renner (2007, p. 4) cites a survey presented by Stockmar (2004, p. 

17) in which car manufacturers estimate variant growth of 10 % per year. Other studies 

show a rise in items to be handled by manufacturing companies in general industries of up 

to 130 % within ten years (Wildemann, 1991; Mühlbradt and Mirwald, 1992, p. 41). More 

recent studies show that since Ford’s standard Model T was launched, the number of dif-

ferent car variants that can be ordered from Ford has increased to more than 3.8 million 

different variants of Ford vehicles, including colour, interior and optional packages (Simp-

son, Siddique and Jiao, 2005a, p. 1). Similar examples can be found in all kind of industries 

with complex technical products (Koeppen, 2008, p. 2). 

The increased product and process complexity in direct and indirect organisational do-

mains entails tremendous cost which limits competitiveness of manufacturing companies 

(Pine, 1992; Simpson et al., 2014). It is claimed that 15 % - 20 % of a product’s overall cost 

are complexity-driven (Caesar, 1991; Piller and Waringer, 1999; Ripperda and Krause, 

2013). 

To quantify the cost of complexity in detail, researchers introduced the concept of com-

plexity cost. According to a definition provided by Thonemann and Brandeau (2000, p. 1), 

complexity cost is “the cost of indirect functions at a company and its suppliers that are 

caused by component variety; complexity cost includes, for instance, the cost of designing, 

testing, and documenting a component variant.” Each newly created component variant 

and the maintenance of the component variant causes process-related complexity costs of 

considerably more than 2000 € per part number in average (Ehrlenspiel, 2003; Wilde-

mann, 2005; Ehrlenspiel, Kiewert and Lindemann, 2007; Eilmus, Ripperda and Krause, 

2013). 

Currently, there are 30 000 unique components (Ulrich and Eppinger, 2012, p. 5) and in 

total three million components in a Boeing 777 (Boeing, 2014). Airbus stocks 3.6 million 

spare parts and 150 000 tools, respectively 120 000 and 20 000 different part numbers 

(Airbus, 2014). Another example is given by automotive industry with 30 000 components 

(Toyota Motor Company, 2014) in a single car and respectively 10 000 unique part num-

bers (Ulrich and Eppinger, 2012, p. 5). Even smaller products like Hewlett-Packard Deskjet 

Printers have approximately 200 unique mechanical parts in a single product. If these fig-

ures are combined with above mentioned figures and if it is assumed that a company has 
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to handle from several hundred to several million different product variants (3,8 million 

vehicle variants in the case of Ford (Simpson, Siddique and Jiao, 2005a, p. 1), it is sug-

gested that companies waste substantial amounts of money if they do not handle their 

complexity in a systematic, scientific manner. For instance, saving 1 000 unique part num-

bers throughout the product portfolio of a company could mean cost savings of more than 

two million Euros, depending on characteristics of the specific company and its products.  

From an overall perspective, according to the Global Simplicity Index, it is estimated that 

“the top 200 Fortune global companies lost $237 billion between them in 2010 because of 

the increasing complexity in their markets and their own organisations” (Chynoweth, 

2011). Even though there is no clear cut between good and bad complexity or between 

unavoidable and avoidable complexity, “there is a direct link between profits and complex-

ity” (Chynoweth, 2011). 

From the findings of this section can be concluded that there is huge cost saving potential 

for companies if they can improve the way they deal with complexity. Hence, the next sec-

tion introduces mitigating strategies to deal with increasing complexity. 

1.3 Modularisation as strategy to deal with complexity 

Strategies to mitigate increasing complexity in companies have been well-known in indus-

try and literature since decades. 

Henry Ford’s statement “Any customer can have a car painted any colour that he wants so 

long as it is black.” (Ford and Crowther, 2005) must not be taken literally1 and must be 

seen in its textual context because Ford tailored thousands of T Model variants to individ-

ual customer needs (Alizon, Shooter and T. W. Simpson, 2009, p. 602). Nevertheless, stan-

dardised components and interchangeable parts have been crucial for the introduction of 

mass production and efficient assembly lines (Ford, 1926, p. 90–92). 

However, standardisation alone is not sufficient to deal with increasing complexity. The 

importance of managing the trade-off between diverse customer needs and standardisa-

tion was already marked during the early 20th century. Ford’s struggle between salespeo-

ple who “were insistent on increasing the line” (Ford and Crowther, 2005) and engineer-

ing people who saw “the advantages that a single model would bring about in production” 

(Ford and Crowther, 2005) led to the T Model platform from which a huge variety of 

product variants could be derived (Alizon, Shooter and T. W. Simpson, 2009, p. 602). Con-

sequently, Schuh and Schwenk (2001) argue that the goal of managing complexity is not to 

                                                             

1 “The Model T was introduced Oct. 1, 1908, and through the 1913 model year buyers had a choice 
of several colors, including black. Then, in 1926 and 1927, colors included green, light blue, 
brown, maroon - and, of course, black. Black was the only color the Model T came in from 1914 
through 1925, and the reason was economics, not style. Black was the only color paint that 
could be dried quickly, and speed was important at the Ford plant because of its enormous vol-
ume.” (Kurylko, 2003) 
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reduce complexity as much as possible. The challenge is rather to improve the balance 

between external variety (desired) and internal complexity (undesired). 

Common strategies to balance internal complexity with external variety can be classified 

in different ways. Lindemann et al. (2009, p. 31–36) distinguish between “acquisition and 

evaluation” (e.g. representation, modelling, metrics), “avoidance and reduction” (e.g. stan-

dardisation, platforms) and “management and control” (e.g. managing the trade-off be-

tween standardisation and customisation) of complexity. Pine (1992) points out that com-

plexity management strategies either cover development, production, marketing or deliv-

ery. 

It is widely recognized that modular product architecture design is on the one hand an 

efficient strategy to improve the balance between standardisation and customisation and 

on the other hand a strategy to improve development, production, marketing and delivery 

performance. This is done through balancing internal complexity and external variety at 

the same time (Pine, 1992; Jiao, Simpson and Siddique, 2007). 

The importance of modular product architecture design as an engineering design lever to 

improve the balance between internal complexity and external variety (see Figure 2) is 

widely recognized, not only in management and engineering literature, but also in indus-

trial practice. Researchers have shown that modular architectures are, firstly, directly 

linked to process performance in the supply chain, in manufacturing, administration and 

in engineering. Secondly, they are also linked to the internal part number count and prod-

uct variety which can be economically offered to the customer (Ulrich, 1995, p. 426–438; 

Smith and Reinertsen, 1991, p. 99–110; Jiao, Simpson and Siddique, 2007). Other re-

searchers point out that the product architecture leverages adaption speed, flexibility, 

design “robustness” while reducing the cost of engineering changes and making the prod-

uct less sensitive to volatile market demands (Thomke, 1997, p. 117; Thomke and Reinert-

sen, 1998, p. 25–27; Simpson et al., 2014). Publications about the role of product architec-

ture in industry accredit the role of product architecture design for successful products 

(ZF Friedrichshafen AG, 2012; Steinbeis, 2011; Sanderson and Uzumeri, 1995; Simpson et 

al., 2006; Handelsblatt, 2014) and processes (Feitzinger and Lee, 1997; Holzner, 2006; 

Handelsblatt, 2014). In consequence, these studies and reports from industry show the 

practical benefits behind the principle of product architectures (Halman, Hofer and van 

Vuuren, 2003, p. 149; Roland Berger Strategy Consultants, 2012). 
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Figure 2: Modularisation as a lever to enable high external variety with low internal com-

plexity, based on (Krause et al., 2014; Renner, 2007; Schuh and Schwenk, 2001) 

Figure 2 shows the desired mitigating effect of modularisation on increased internal com-

plexity while enabling a high degree of external variety. This is a combination of three 

pieces of work, put together to illustrate the type of issue that modularisation is set out to 

tackle in the research transition. 

1.4 Product architectures 

The principle of modular product architectures has been established in industry and the-

ory for some time (Lehtonen, 2007). Nevertheless, there has been sharply increased prac-

tical and theoretical interest in researching this field due to the context of today’s market 

environment. In a review-based study, Fixson (2007, p. 89) shows that the number of pub-

lished articles in product architecture research doubled between 1995 and 2005. 

The product architecture is in general terms defined as “the scheme by which the function 

of a product is allocated to physical components” and the way those components interact 

(Ulrich, 1995, p. 420). The product architecture type has far reaching consequences for 

manufacturing companies. It determines the number and type of components of a product, 

a product family or a whole product portfolio. Moreover, it describes how the components 

interact, how they can be combined and how they are assembled. This means that the ar-

chitecture also describes the number and type of interfaces of the considered product 

range. In sum, the product architecture represents the structure of a company’s products 

or of its whole product range (Fixson, 2005, p. 346–347).  

The work presented in literature divides product architectures into integral and modular. 

A modular architecture includes one-to-one mapping between functional and physical 

elements and de-coupled interfaces that do not have to be changed if other parts of the 

architecture are changed. In turn, a modular product is composed of modules with stan-
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dardised interfaces where modules can be flexibly interchanged. Integral product architec-

tures have a complex mapping between functional and physical elements. Moreover, inte-

gral architectures have complex, non-standardised interfaces between their components 

(Ulrich and Eppinger, 2004). 

In practice, products are neither fully integral nor fully modular. Products rather have a 

certain degree of modularity or different parts with different degree of modularity. Ulrich 

and Tung (1991) define modularity as a gradual property. Especially companies with a 

broad product range have the possibility to apply different product architecture types. The 

range of different alternatives varies from a rigid platform strategy (i.e. the platform as 

one shared module) over the application of modular systems (i.e. several predefined mod-

ules) to the free customer-individual configuration of modules (Schuh and Schwenk, 2001, 

p. 88–90).  

In other words, product architecture influences how product families and platforms are 

structured. This in turn, has a strong and critical impact on how company-wide standardi-

sation and reuse can be accomplished and how variety can be provided to the customer. 

There are a considerable number of publications which describe benefits of successful 

product architecture improvement (Kusiak, 1995; Simpson, 2004; Pahl et al., 2007; Dieter 

and Schmidt, 2009). For instance, improved product architectures in the Black and Decker 

Power Tool business reduced product cost by 50 % which was due to a cut in product 

complexity (Meyer and Lehnerd, 1997). Another case described in literature showed that 

an intelligently designed product architecture enables high variety which can effectively 

be sold to the customer. Within only ten years, 160 different product models from the 

same Sony Walkman platform could be offered to the customer which gave the company a 

high competitive advantage compared to its competitors (Sanderson and Uzumeri, 1995). 

More recent examples from industry report product cost savings of 30 % (Pander, 2012) 

and R&D spending cuts of 30 % – 50 % (Scania, 2009) while tremendously increasing of-

fered product variety through the introduction of modular systems. 

Having set the scene on architectures, the next section deals with the attempts of work 

reported in the literature to support engineering designers in establishing modular prod-

uct architectures. It focuses on the aspects that are particularly relevant to this research 

work: how product architectures are seen to be handled in the engineering design process, 

methods to create them and how product architectures can be assessed. 

1.4.1 Product architectures in the engineering design process 

The complex nature of the engineering design process can be described by using models. 

These models can be classified as prescriptive and descriptive models (Finger and Dixon, 

1989). Descriptive design models describe what “processes, strategies and problem solv-

ing methods designers use” (Finger and Dixon, 1989, p. 52). Prescriptive models either 

prescribe what attributes the “design artefact” should have or how the ideal design proc-

ess should be (Finger and Dixon, 1989, p. 55). 
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An example for a prescriptive design model is Axiomatic Design. The axioms prescribe that 

the product should have independent functional requirements and a minimum of informa-

tion content (Suh, 2001, 1990). Other examples for prescriptive process models that de-

scribe the necessary procedure from an abstract towards a concrete product (Hubka, 

1982, p. 23) are given by Pahl et al. (2007), Dieter et al. (2009), Roozenburg (1995), Lin-

demann (2009), Ponn and Lindemann (2008), Ulrich and Eppinger (2008), Ullman (2003), 

and the association of German engineers with the VDI Guidelines 2221 (Verein Deutscher 

Ingenieure, 1993) and 2206 (Verein Deutscher Ingenieure, 2004a). In the given models, 

product architecture creation is explicitly mentioned as important activity in the design 

process. It can be concluded that system structuring or product architecture creation is a 

vital part of the design process. For instance, the VDI Guideline 2221 (Verein Deutscher 

Ingenieure, 1993) takes product architecture creation as own phase in their process 

model with seven phases in total. Ulrich and Eppinger (2012) take it as phase-overarching 

activity which brings the architecture from an abstract state into a more concrete state. 

It has to be stated that in reality the steps of the process models are not undertaken in a 

linear manner like is depicted by prescriptive engineering design models. In fact, the de-

velopment process is passed in a highly complex and iterative manner (Verein Deutscher 

Ingenieure, 1993, p. 11). This is constituted by iterative feedback cycles between action 

and evaluation (see Figure 3). Action phases create different alternatives which undergo 

evaluation phases in later stages (Dieter and Schmidt, 2009; Roozenburg and Eekels, 

1995). The spiral development model which is derived from software development de-

scribes such an intensive cycle between target setting, evaluation, action and planning 

(Boehm, 1995). Close relation of action and evaluation in general development are also 

valid for processes which are used to establish product architectures and modular sys-

tems. 

 

Figure 3: Iterative cycle in engineering design, based on (Dieter and Schmidt, 2009, p. 7) 
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To establish product architectures, the iterative design cycle with a focus on product ar-

chitecture specific elements has been surveyed by many researchers. It has been shown 

that the most frequently researched means of support are operational methods to estab-

lish product architectures (Heilemann et al., 2012). Therefore, the next section briefly de-

scribes methods to establish product architectures. 

1.4.2 Methods to establish product architectures 

There are a wide range of methods from engineering design research that have the goal to 

create and improve product architectures. All methods have the same goal of restructuring 

the product architecture for a certain purpose. The methodological approaches have a 

very large set of characteristics. In order to be able to categorise the large set of methods 

and to bring them into the context of this research work, an adopted classification frame-

work was created based on the work of Daniilidis et al. (2011) and Hackl et al. (2014). For 

this research work they were classified according to what they consider or relate to for 

product architecture improvement during the engineering design process. They are listed 

below: 

 Modularisation principles 

It has been analysed that abstract and theoretical methods strive to improve product ar-

chitectures based on incorporated modularity principles. These methods either consider 

functional relations within and between products (Dahmus, Gonzalez-Zugasti and Otto, 

2001; Day, Stone and Lough, 2010; Kurtadikar et al., 2004; Meehan, Duffy and Whitfield, 

2007; Stone, 1997; Zamirowski and Otto, 1999), functional-physical relations within prod-

ucts (Tseng and Jiao, 1997; Stake, 2000; Goepfert, 1998) or physical interactions between 

product elements (Pimmler and Eppinger, 1994; Kusiak and Huang, 1996; Helmer, Yassine 

and Meier, 2008). 

 Strategic factors 

Strategic methods use as their basis a focus on all kind of strategic factors for module 

grouping. Many researchers take product life cycle reasons like similar processes or ser-

vice characteristics into account (Coulter et al., 1998; Gu and Sosale, 1999; Ji et al., 2013; 

Newcomb, Bras and Rosen, 1996; Yu et al., 2011) when they establish the product archi-

tecture. Others cluster the product architecture based on a whole set of different strategic 

reasons for module grouping (Blees, Henry and Krause, 2009; Ericsson and Erixon, 1999; 

Erixon, 1998; Jonas, Gebhardt and Krause, 2012). 

 Holistic methods 

Researchers have also shown increasing interest in combining the methods mentioned 

above into holistic research methods considering whole sets of factors for product archi-

tecture improvement during the engineering design process (Blackenfelt, 2000; Blees and 

Krause, 2008; De Weck, Suh and Chang, 2004; Emmatty and Sarmah, 2012; Gonzalez-
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Zugasti, Otto and Baker, 2000; Krause et al., 2014; Marshall and Leaney, 2002; Simpson et 

al., 2012; Simpson, Maier and Mistree, 2001). 

The factors that are considered by these methods range widely from requirements collec-

tion over detailed design up to product disposal. 

All of these topics are dealt with in more detail in Chapters 2 and 3. 

1.5 Summary: state-of-the-art 

It has been shown that the prevailing diverse and volatile market environment has led to 

an increasing research interest in product architectures and modularisation. Researchers 

describe principles and the underlying rationale for different types of product architec-

tures. From this, theoretical benefits and the limitations of modular product architectures 

are derived. Numerous practical cases from industry reported in the literature also sup-

port the findings from theory. Thus, significant scientific value is ascribed by general engi-

neering design literature to product architecture design. In turn, this has led to a large and 

growing body of literature describing how product architectures can be designed. In line 

with the iterative model of the design process, predominant discussions are on methods 

that deal with the improvement and evaluation of product architectures along the engi-

neering design process. 

However, there are still some important gaps and further research needs in this contem-

porary and significant research area, the distillations of these are dealt with below. 

1.6 Research problem and knowledge gap 

Product architecture design and implementation in organisations is on the one hand a 

very complex activity (Alizon et al., 2008; Kreimeyer, 2014; Plaikner et al., 2012; Simpson 

et al., 2006, p. 1–2; Simpson, Siddique and Jiao, 2005a, p. 5) and on the other hand a critical 

factor for the success of a company (Alizon et al., 2008; Muffatto, 1999, p. 1). It has been 

shown that successfully designed product architectures that are implemented company-

wide create competitive advantage for manufacturing companies (Alizon et al., 2008; Muf-

fatto, 1999, p. 2, 1996; Simpson, 2004; Simpson et al., 2014). However, poorly designed, 

poorly implemented and poorly managed product architectures consume high amounts of 

resources (Automobil Produktion, 2014; Halman, Hofer and van Vuuren, 2003, p. 159; 

Muffatto, 1999; Simpson et al., 2006; Sundgren, 1999; Zacharias and Yassine, 2008) while 

making derived variant products lagging behind that of competitors (Alizon et al., 2008; 

Cusumano and Nobeoka, 1998; Sörensen, 2006, p. 174). It can be derived that product 

architecture design is vital for the competitiveness of a company. However, product archi-

tectures cannot be adjusted over night (Simpson et al., 2014). 

Even though, the introduction of platform- and modular design is not new for both, theory 

and practice, companies are pursuing modular strategies more aggressively and are in-
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vesting significantly more resources in developing platforms since the last few years, and 

in particular the last two to three years (Simpson et al., 2014, p. v–vi). 

The difference to the past and the new challenge is to think, first, in higher “variability” 

(Simpson et al., 2014, p. vi), i.e. in a wider range of product variants, product generations, 

technologies, markets, brands and development sites. The second different point is to de-

rive different product families from flexible modular systems instead from rigid platforms. 

The third point is the extended strategic top-down view from an overall corporate level 

(Simpson et al., 2014, p. 779–782). These points make companies without historically 

grown product architectures or with a shift of the scope of the product architecture having 

to really rethink their product architecture strategies. If they have one at all! 

Considering the circumstances of the new challenge, making the transition from single 

product development towards multi-product development with common modular product 

architectures is not straightforward. This is particularly true in the case of industrial prac-

tice (Automobil Produktion, 2014; Freitag, 2014). In fact, such an undertaking is intricate 

and complex (Arnoscht, 2011; Kreimeyer, 2014; Simpson et al., 2014, p. v–vi). 

1.6.1 Main field of research 

The major gap in existing research about product architecture design support arises from 

the fact that the overall issue of transitioning from single product development to the de-

velopment of modular systems in industry is only rarely considered by the current litera-

ture. Only very few researchers have been able to draw on any systematic research into 

modularisation transition. A study from 2011 focused on rather organisational aspects of 

developing and introducing modular systems in industry and was only evaluated through 

discussions in expert workshops in agricultural machinery industry (Arnoscht, 2011). 

Two other studies from vehicle industry are ongoing in parallel to this work (Kreimeyer, 

2014; Vietor and Hoffmann, 2014). 

In addition, only few studies from adjacent fields exist which report on how to implement 

standardisation or platforms in industry (Gudmundsson, Boer and Corso, 2004; Karandi-

kar and Nidamarthi, 2007; Muffatto, 1999; Shibata and Kodama, 2013; Wijnstra, 2004). 

Besides that they are not focused on transitioning towards modular system development, 

they have the flaw that they focus on i) single examples, ii) standardization or platforms, 

iii) just on the initial implementation activity, iv) only on software or v) on management 

issues. Moreover, another flaw is that the required depth is missing and that the topic is 

not treated in much detail from an engineering design perspective. Thus, these studies are 

not sufficient for supporting industry in making the transition towards modularisation. 

1.6.2 Implementation into industrial practice 

This major gap identified leads to further problems of this research field. In general, engi-

neering design research is criticised for a lack of use of results in practice (Blessing and 

Chakrabarti, 2009, p. 7). In many cases, the developed methods are overly specified, miss 
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the real issues of practitioners and produce “solutions to problems that do not exist” 

(Eckert, Stacey and Clarkson, 2003). Modularisation support (see Section 1.4.2) is only, if 

at all, initially evaluated in industry without giving insights of its implementation into 

daily practice. However, engineering design support should be tested in serious industrial 

use, which means the methods themselves as well as “the process of introduction” (Eckert, 

Stacey and Clarkson, 2003; Halman, Hofer and van Vuuren, 2003). 

Moreover, existing support from literature tends to focus on single products or product 

families with rather narrow focus (Jonas, Gebhardt and Krause, 2012; Marti, 2007) or on 

single methods to establish modular product architectures (Arnoscht, 2011). However, 

this is not sufficient as transitioning itself is complex (Arnoscht, 2011). Hence, to maximize 

benefits of product architecture design in engineering organisations, it is suggested that it 

is necessary to make holistic considerations (Götzfried, 2013) while taking into account 

“variabilities” of practice (Simpson et al., 2014, p. vi). Halman et al. (2003, p. 161) state 

that the gap is really associated with “strategies to manage the risks and problems related 

to platform and product family development and implementation” in different industries. 

In addition, this means that it is necessary to go beyond current methods (Kristjansson, 

2005) which have a strong focus on new product development and not on the fact that 

most designs evolve iteratively and are adoptions of past designs (Arnoscht, 2011; Clark-

son and Eckert, 2005; Reddi and Moon, 2013; Vietor and Hoffmann, 2014). 

1.6.3 Maintaining stability of the architecture 

Current approaches assume that modularisation is completed after establishing the prod-

uct architecture (Bahns and Krause, 2013; Nielsen, 2010; Schuh, Aleksic and Rudolf, 2015; 

Vietor and Hoffmann, 2014; Wijnstra, 2004). However, studies in practice have shown that 

the stability of the common product architecture is jeopardised exactly after this phase 

(Arnoscht, 2011; Koziolek et al., 2013; Munk, 2011; Nielsen, 2010). Interestingly, literature 

does not suggest any solution how the product architecture of complex product families 

can be kept stable over time without eroding or breaking apart. This “breaking apart” of 

architectures is closely related to “platform divergence” which has been described re-

cently as major future research direction in the field of platform design (Boas, 2008; 

Montano, 2011; Simpson et al., 2014) and modularisation (Bahns, Gregor Beckmann, et al., 

2015). 

1.6.4 Summary: knowledge gap 

In sum, it is the main argument of this research that far too little attention has been paid to 

the overall issue of transitioning from single product development towards modular sys-

tem development based on common, modular and stable product architectures in practice. 

Consequently there is a clear knowledge gap in this area. 

As a result, it is the purpose of this research to develop understanding about overall is-

sues, important factors and support for the transition from single product development to 
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the development of multiple products based on common, modular and stable product ar-

chitectures. Further, this deeper understanding allows for developing support for the 

transition towards modularisation. 

1.7 Research aim 

The aim of this research is to identify and test critical issues and important factors associated 

with support for the transition towards modular system development with stable product 

architectures. 

Based on these findings, it is proposed to develop engineering design support for the tran-

sition. 

In order to achieve the research aim, this research work will be divided into two parts 

which examine four main research questions:  

 Part 1: Establishing a deep understanding of transitioning towards modular system 

development in industry: 

a) What are the vital elements that have to be considered for transitioning towards 

modular system development? 

 Part 2: Developing support for the transition in industry based on the findings of part 

1: 

b) Does a modularisation assessment framework support companies in making the 

transition? What is an appropriate modularisation assessment framework? 

c) Does the assessment of product architectures support companies in making the 

transition? What are appropriate metrics to assess product architectures during 

the transition? 

d) Does the provision of product architecture information in standard IT-Systems 

support companies in making the transition? What is an appropriate approach for 

the IT-integration of product architecture information? 

These research questions (RQ) have been “translated” into research objectives (RO). 

Moreover, they have been used to derive research activities and the deliverables of this 

research work (see Table 1). 
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Table 1: Research objective in relation to research activities and deliverables 

Research objective Research activity Deliverables 

RO1 (from RQ1): 

To identify vital elements 

for modularisation transi-

tion 

 Participating in and 

observing activities of a 

transitioning company 

 Coding and classifying 

field notes and other 

documents 

 Semi-structured inter-

views within organisa-

tion and benchmark or-

ganisations 

 Testing engineering 

design support in indus-

try 

 List of issues and corre-

sponding important fac-

tors that must be in 

place 

 List of use and limits of 

support for modularisa-

tion transition 

 Support framework for 

modular system devel-

opment 

RO2 (from RQ2): 

To develop a modularisa-

tion assessment framework 

for the support during 

modularisation transition 

Developing, testing and 

validating the modularisa-

tion assessment framework 

in industry 

Modularisation assessment 

framework 

RO3 (from RQ3): 

To develop metrics that 

support companies in 

modularisation transition 

Developing, testing and 

validating metrics in indus-

try 

Modularisation metrics 

RO4 (from RQ4): 

To develop an approach for 

provision of product archi-

tecture information into 

standard IT-Systems for 

modularisation transition 

Developing, testing and 

validating an IT-Integration 

approach in industry 

Approach for IT-Integration 

of modularisation 

1.8 Research methodology overview 

The “twin goals” of engineering design research is to understand designing and to improve 

the way designing is done (Eckert, Stacey and Clarkson, 2003). This requires a totally dif-

ferent set of varied research methods. When design research is undertaken with industry, 

it is important that there is a clear differentiation between doing a “consultancy” for indus-

try and doing real research with proper research methods. The goal of industry focussed 
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consultancy is to produce immediate solutions that work somehow. However the topic of 

Engineering design itself is much more complex. Thus, it is the challenge of engineering 

design research to produce both, a) valid, reproducible, innovative and well-grounded 

research results as well as b) solutions to practical problems (Eckert, Stacey and Clarkson, 

2003). 

Blessing and Chakrabarti (2009) identified three main issues in engineering design prac-

tice: lack of overview of already existing research, failure to produce results that are ap-

plied in practice and lack of scientific rigour. In order to overcome these main issues, they 

introduced a Design Research Methodology (DRM) that supports engineering designers to 

produce valid research results with high potential for practical application. 

DRM comprises four research phases. Firstly, “Research Clarification” sets the research 

focus by analysing state of the art, identifying a knowledge gap and establishing research 

goals. Secondly, the “Descriptive Study I” builds the foundation for later design support by 

generating deep understanding about respective design issues and factors for success. 

Thirdly, during the “Prescriptive Study” the actual design support is developed. Finally, the 

“Descriptive Study II” validates the developed design support (Blessing and Chakrabarti, 

2009). 

The left column of Figure 5 shows the research phases of this work: 

 “Research Clarification” is setting up the research focus by screening literature and by 

doing preliminary studies in industry. 

 “Descriptive Study I” is concerned with generating understanding about modularisa-

tion transition. Therefore it builds upon a longitudinal case study approach in indus-

try. Mainly qualitative data collection is done during participant-observer studies, 

semi-structured interviews, observations, document analyses, experiments, action re-

search and small surveys. The collected data is qualitatively analysed through coding. 

This has the purpose to find out predominant themes and relationships. The results of 

this research phase are issues, important factors and tested support for modularisa-

tion transition. The results of this research phase can be seen as requirements for de-

veloping support in the next research phase. 

 During the “Prescriptive Study” actual support for modularisation transition is devel-

oped. From a methodological research viewpoint, this research phase heavily depends 

on action research. Action research is an adequate research method to improve mat-

ters in organisations through a cyclical process of questioning, reflecting, investigating, 

developing, implementing and refining (McIntyre, 2008). The support comprises a 

modularisation assessment framework, modularisation metrics and an approach for 

IT-Integration of modularisation. 

 The “Descriptive Study II” evaluates the support. This is mainly done through expert 

interviews with multiple investigators, workshops with practitioners, application and 

implementation in industry, publication of findings and triangulation. Focusing on a 

case study, even with multiple cases, makes it difficult to generalise research out-
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comes. Therefore, it is claimed that generalisation is achieved with the mentioned 

means of validation and through reflecting outcomes with accepted theory in litera-

ture. 

The descriptive and prescriptive elements of this research were to a large extend con-

ducted on site in the central engineering department of a large German manufacturing 

company which is making the change from single product development towards modular 

system development. The primary case company is a major player in international HVAC 

industry and headquartered in Germany. This case was reinforced through numerous sec-

ondary cases which led to a longitudinal case study with several cases. For instance, sec-

ondary cases comprise benchmark partners and consultancies. It is claimed that a case 

study is the most appropriate way to collect in-depth information over a longer period like 

it is necessary for this research enquiry. Moreover, a case study provides a sound base to 

develop and test engineering design support. Based on the knowledge of the descriptive 

studies, an adopted action research approach was used to develop support for modularisa-

tion transition in industry. The goal of the developed support is to prevent drawbacks dur-

ing modularisation transition. Hence, it can be concluded that the overall research meth-

odology helps to stringently close the described knowledge gap. 

 

Figure 4: Overview of interplay between industrial cases, data collection, research evalua-

tion and research contribution 
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Figure 4 shows an overview of the longitudinal case study and the interplay between re-

search contribution, primary case and secondary cases. It becomes clear from the figure 

how the research study draws upon three kinds of sources: central engineering depart-

ment of the primary case company, development projects in different business units of the 

primary case company and different secondary cases. In the first major research phase, it 

is the goal to gather and analyse information about how companies can make the transi-

tion towards modular system development (Descriptive Study). Therefore, data was col-

lected from all research cases involved in order to achieve RO1. The succeeding Prescrip-

tive Study aims to achieve RO2-RO4. Based on the improved understanding, the outcome 

of the Prescriptive Study is support which is based on intervention and validation mainly 

in primary but also in secondary cases in industry. 

1.9 Outlined structure of this thesis 

The introduction to this research work is presented within this chapter (Chapter 1). 

Chapter 2 presents the literature review and describes the principles of modular product 

architecture design. This comprises: principles of product architectures, platforms and 

modular systems as well as the role of product architecture in the engineering design 

process. 

Existing modularisation support, i.e. methods to establish modular product architectures 

are presented in Chapter 3. At the end of Chapter 3, common understanding about existing 

support to modular design is established. Moreover, Chapter 3 will also present examples 

and issues from industry. At this point of the thesis it becomes clear that there is still a 

clear knowledge gap in the field of modularisation transition. To fulfil the needs of indus-

try, this gap has to be understood and closed effectively. 

In order to close the knowledge gap and to ensure that scientific rigour is applied during 

the case study in industry, a well-defined research methodology was set up. Chapter 4 

explains the research framework, the mode of data collection & -analysis, the method for 

developing support and how the research results were validated. 

Chapter 5 gives an overview of issues that companies encounter during transitioning to-

wards modularisation. Moreover, it derives important factors and tests support for modu-

larisation transition in industry. To sum up, Chapter 5 presents deep understanding about 

modularisation transition and it is therefore the base for development of innovative 

modularisation support in the next chapters. 

Chapter 6 is about guidance on what needs to be done for modularisation transition in 

companies. For this reason, a modularisation assessment framework that identifies weak 

spots and leads organisations towards the right actions is presented. The delivery of Chap-

ter 6 can really be seen as framework for assessing the process side of modularisation 

transition. 
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Figure 5: Layout of this research report: Relation of chapters (right hand side of figure) to 

research phases (left hand side of figure) 

Complementary, Chapter 7 gives support on how to assess rather physical aspects (e.g. 

products, modules) during modularisation transition. To start with, it shows requirements 

for evaluating modularisation transition within industry. Moreover, it shows how a set of 

metrics that support companies in transitioning towards modularisation were developed, 

applied and validated. 
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It has been shown that there is a lack of explicit information about product architectures 

and its related fields in industrial organisations. Hence, it is difficult or nearly impossible 

to efficiently apply the support of Chapters 6 and 7 in daily organisational practice. In or-

der to remedy this and to provide a coherent set of applicable support, Chapter 8 intro-

duces an approach for IT-Integration of product architecture information. It is the purpose 

of this chapter to show a valid approach that helps engineers and engineering managers in 

gaining transparency about modularisation transition and in assessing modularisation 

transition, both, from a process and product view. 

The relation of research phases to the layout of chapters of this thesis is depicted in Figure 

5. 
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2 Literature review: principles of modularisation 

It is the purpose of this chapter to build the basic foundations and research rationale for 

this work. It deals with what is already known about product architectures and modulari-

sation. As was pointed out in the introduction of this thesis, modularisation has the main 

purpose of attacking increasing complexity in companies. Modularisation transition done 

as described within this thesis is a proposed new enabler. 

 

Figure 6: Elements of Chapter 2 

It is worth briefly reflecting on the nature of complexity. The problem of increasing com-

plexity is often treated by using the term “complexity” to describe various phenomena: 

sometimes the nature of complexity and sometimes the effects of it. Therefore, the term 

has to be specified to make the use of the term complexity understandable. For the pur-

pose of this work, complexity is described as structure-related characteristic of a system. 

Consequently, the characteristics of complexity are: 

 Diversity and variety of elements, i.e. number of different types of elements and over-

all number of elements (Franke et al., 2002; Malik, 2003) 

 Intensity and diversity of interactions between elements, i.e. strength, number of dif-

ferent types of interactions and overall number of interactions (Ehrlenspiel, 2007; 

Franke et al., 2002; Gomez and Probst, 1997; Malik, 2003) 

 System’s change rate (i.e. high system’s dynamics), (Gomez and Probst, 1997) 
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Having considered complexity this chapter starts by describing and looking at the nature 

of systems and uses this theoretical base to inform the other considerations (see Section 

2.1). It then covers what modular and integral architectures actually are (see Section 2.2). 

In the subsequent sections, the concept of multi-product development (see Section 2.3) is 

introduced with a particular emphasis on modular architectures and modular systems 

(see Section 2.4). Afterwards, benefits and limitations of different product architecture 

types are dealt with in Section 2.5. To complete the analysis, the role of product architec-

tures in existing engineering design process models is described (Section 2.6). Figure 6 

shows the elements of Chapter 2. 

2.1 System considerations 

The system is the overarching descriptor of the product and the product elements and it is 

here that the underlying complexity can be generated and can start to emerge. Accord-

ingly, to improve the complexity of a system, it is necessary to optimise the variety and 

diversity of elements, the intensity and diversity of interactions between elements and to 

control the system’s dynamics. This improvement has to be done while meeting fixed re-

quirements (e.g. product requirements from the customer) and underlying constraints 

(e.g. limited resources). It is claimed, that this can be achieved by reorganising a system’s 

elements. In other words, the main lever to improve the complexity of a system is the im-

provement of a system’s structure with its constituting elements (Pine 1992; Baldwin & 

Clark 2000; Goepfert 1998; Piller 2001). Before it is described how this can be achieved, 

the next sections provide the background to understanding the relationships between 

systems and product architecture and modularisation. 

2.1.1 Definition of system 

Systems can be described as “a construct or collection of different elements that together 

produce results not obtainable by the elements alone” (National Aeronautics and Space 

Administration (NASA), 2007, p. 3). Hubka (1982, p. 110) adds that a system is a “set of 

elements and their relationships within a clearly defined boundary”. Figure 7 shows an 

abstract depiction of a system. The international standard ISO/IEC/IEEE 15288:2015 fol-

lows these definitions and gives a system a designated purpose: “combination of interact-

ing elements organized to achieve one or more stated purposes” (ISO/IEC/IEEE, 2015, p. 

9). In sum, a system can be described as follows: 

 set of different elements 

 interactions between these elements 

 clearly defined boundary 

 designated purpose 
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Figure 7: Abstract depiction of a system (similar to Schaeppi et al. (2005, p. 31)) 

2.1.2 System types and system levels 

On the one hand, structuring can be applied on different types of systems (see left side of 

Figure 8). For instance, it can be applied on technical systems like products (Salvador, 

2007), on organisational systems (Sanchez and Mahoney, 1996) or in production (Pan-

dremenos et al., 2009). The focus of this work is on technical systems such as described by 

Hubka (1982). 

 

Figure 8: Different types and levels of systems (based on Eeles and Cripps (2010, p. 19)) 

On the other hand, a technical system can be considered on different levels (see right side 

of Figure 8). Therefore, it is always necessary to clarify exactly the scope of a technical 

system (just referred to as “system” in the further course of this work). 

A system can have totally different scopes (Eeles and Cripps, 2010, p. 18–19). For instance, 

a system can be seen as an artefact that comprises different final products of different 

companies. Moreover, a system can be seen as something that includes different final 

products of the same company. It is also possible to regard a system as a final product it-

self or on the level of a product’s modules, assemblies or components.  
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2.1.3 System structure and product architecture 

Structure is a major characteristic of a system (Hubka, 1982, p. 110) which determines the 

complexity of the system (Schuh and Schwenk, 2001, p. 73). A specific focus of a “system 

structure” is a “product architecture”, mainly used in engineering design literature (Lin-

demann, Maurer and Braun, 2009, p. 24). Literature and industry have come to no agree-

ment on the exact definitions of the terms. This is resulting in “different meanings for the 

same term (homonyms) and two or more terms that mean the same thing (synonyms)” 

(Eeles and Cripps, 2010, p. 18). Rechtin and Maier (2000) discuss architecture and struc-

ture and come to the definition that an architecture is “the structure (in terms of compo-

nents, connections, and constraints) of a product, process or element”. Therefore, “struc-

ture” and “architecture” are used as synonyms for the purpose of this work. This means 

that a “system structure” can have the same meaning as a “product architecture”. When an 

architecture is considered, it is always necessary to consider the above mentioned scope 

of the system as well. 

There are numerous views on “architecture” by scholars in engineering design: 

Erens and Verhulst (1997, p. 170) define product architecture as the “composition of a 

product from a number of component products”. More extensively, architecture can also 

be described as “the components, together with their interfaces and operation” (Erens and 

Verhulst, 1997, p. 170). However, Erens and Verhulst (1997, p. 170) leave it open whether 

a component is of functional, technological or physical nature. 

Other researchers from the system and software engineering domain have a more exten-

sive definition of architecture and add design and evaluation principles as well as interac-

tions with the environment (Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), 2010, 

p. 20): 

Fundamental organization of a system embodied in its components, their rela-

tionships to each other, and to the environment, and the principles guiding its 

design and evolution. 

The concept of “product architecture” referred to mostly in new product development is 

related to the “layout, configuration, or topology of functions and their embodiments” (Van 

Wie et al., 2003, p. 1). Similarly, Ulrich and Tung (1991) view product architecture as the 

allocation of functions to components.  

As well as functional organisation, and functional-physical allocation, there is also the rela-

tion between physical elements. Two frequently referenced and widely recognized defini-

tions of “product architecture” among researchers are the definitions of Ulrich and Ep-

pinger (2012, p. 185) and of Ulrich (1995, p. 420). These definitions are closely related to 

research about product architectures in engineering design and to general research about 

modularisation. 
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The definition of Ulrich (1995, p. 420) considers the structure of functional elements, func-

tional-physical relations and interactions between physical elements: 

(1) the arrangement of functional elements; (2) the mapping from functional 

elements to physical components; (3) the specification of the interfaces among 

interacting physical components 

The definition of Ulrich and Eppinger (2012, p. 185) takes the same characteristics into 

account while, in contrast to Ulrich (1995, p. 420), excluding functional elements on their 

own: 

The architecture of a product is the scheme by which the functional elements 

of the product are arranged into physical chunks and by which the chunks in-

teract. (Ulrich and Eppinger, 2012, p. 185) 

All definitions deal more or less with the organisation of physical or non-physical ele-

ments, the relations between them and additional constraints and conditions. The smallest 

common denominator of all definitions is the breakdown of the system into its elements 

and the relations between them. Accordingly, Crawley et al. (2004, p. 2) introduce a ge-

neric definition while not just focusing on physical elements but also on non-physical ele-

ments like functional elements, etc.: 

System architecture is an abstract description of the entities of a system and 

the relationships between those entities. 

It is suggested that this definition is well suitable to cover the definition of “product archi-

tecture” and that it is most suitable and sufficiently generic for the purpose of this work. 

Therefore, the definition of Crawley et al. (2004, p. 2) is taken as guiding definition for this 

work with the assumption that the scope of the system guides the scope of the architec-

ture, according to the definition, an architecture can be on different levels. For instance, a 

“logical architecture” may be technology-independent whereas a “physical architecture” 

may be technology-specific (Eeles and Cripps, 2010, p. 3). Moreover, an architecture may 

comprise entities of different levels and relations between entities of different levels (e.g. 

functional domain and physical domain). 

However, whenever it comes to describing the type of a product architecture or the prin-

ciples of modularity, literature comes back to a more specific definition. Therefore, in 

cases where the principles of modularity are explained from a literature point of view, the 

more detailed definition of Ulrich (1995, p. 420) is used. It is claimed that the definition of 

Crawley et al. (2004, p. 2) is on a higher level and covers the more specific definitions of 

Ulrich (1995, p. 420) and of Ulrich and Eppinger (2012, p. 185). 

Before different types of product architectures are described, an illustrative example of a 

product architecture is given. Figure 9 shows two different car drive architectures for the 

case of a rear wheel drive and a front wheel drive. It is assumed that both architectures 

have a front engine. For both architectures, the functional elements of the product are ar-

ranged into the same physical chunks. However, the rear wheel architecture has an addi-
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tional transmission function which is arranged into an additional drive shaft. Additionally, 

the two types differ in the way by which the physical chunks interact. For instance, for the 

rear wheel drive architecture there is an interaction between the drive shaft and the rear 

axle whereas the front wheel drive architecture does not have such an interaction. This 

means that the interfaces between the interacting elements are totally different between 

the two architectures. 

 

Figure 9: Exemplary front wheel drive (right) and rear wheel drive (left) architecture 

(Whitney, 2004, p. 3)  

It is the purpose of the next section to describe different typologies of product architec-

tures. 

2.2 Modular and integral architectures 

Every system has an architecture, even if it is simple and comprises only a single element 

(Eeles and Cripps, 2010). However, the architecture of a system is not always directly ob-

vious and needs further investigation. 

The two extreme types of a product architecture are integral architectures and modular 

architectures (Jose and Tollenaere, 2005, p. 376). According to point 2) and 3) of Ulrich’s 

(1995, p. 420) definition and of the entire definition of Ulrich and Eppinger (2012, p. 185), 

there are two main characteristics in the nature of the product’s architecture that deter-

mine the degree of modularity: 

2.2.1 Arrangement of functional elements into physical elements 

Ulrich (1995) and Erens & Verhulst (1997) denote that a modular architecture has one-to-

one mapping from functional elements to physical elements. In this case, the subsystems 

of the product architecture are functional independent. The other extreme, an integral 

architecture has a more chaotic structure. Either a functional element is mapped to more 

than one physical elements (1:N relation), more than one functional elements are mapped 

to one physical element (M:1 relation), or several functional elements are mapped to sev-

eral physical elements (M:N relation). Table 2 shows two examples of a purely integral and 

a purely modular architecture. A well-known example for a modular product is a desktop 

computer if simplifying assumptions are made. Therefore, the functions of the computer 

are “realize data input”, “process data”, “display data”, “play sound”. In a modular desktop 
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computer, these functions are all mapped to another part of the product. Data input is 

done with the keyboard, data is processed in the tower, data is displayed from the moni-

tor, and sound is played from the speakers. All simplified functions of the desktop com-

puter are mapped one-to-one to parts of the computer. On the other hand, another well-

known example for an integral architecture is a laptop computer. If the same simplifying 

assumptions are taken, at least the functions data input and processing data are mapped 

to the keyboard panel whereas playing sound and displaying data are mapped to the 

monitor panel. For this reason, the functions cannot be mapped one-to-one to compo-

nents. 

Table 2: Different architecture types of a nail clipper (MIT, 2011, p. 9) and a trailer (Ulrich 

1995, pp.421–422) based on functional-physical arrangement 

Modular architecture Integral Architecture 

Nail Clipper 1 

 

Nail Clipper 2 

 

Trailer 1 

 

 

Trailer 2 

 

 

 

2.2.2 Interactions between elements 

There are two points that make it possible to characterize product architectures based on 

interactions between elements: 

 “Coupled” and “de-coupled” interfaces: 

A modular architecture has “de-coupled” interfaces. In an integral architecture, ele-

ments are linked with “coupled” interfaces. Interfaces are defined as coupled if a 

change in one component entails a change in another component. If components can 

be changed independently from each other, they are linked with de-coupled interfaces 

(Ulrich 1995, pp.421–422; Jose & Tollenaere 2005, p.376). Taking again the example of 
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the computer, the desktop computer has de-coupled interfaces whereas the laptop 

computer has coupled interfaces. If the speakers of the desktop computer shall be 

changed, this can be done by unplugging it via a standardised, totally de-coupled inter-

face. Whereas a change to the speakers of the laptop computer could possibly cause a 

change to the monitor panel because the interfaces are coupled. Table 3 shows two 

concrete examples of coupled and de-coupled interfaces. In the modular architecture 

on the left, changing the trailer bed does not require a change to the trailer box. In the 

integral architecture on the right, a change of the trailer bed requires to change the 

trailer box in order to maintain a functioning whole. 

Table 3: Example for coupled and de-coupled interfaces (Ulrich, 1995, p. 423) 

Modular architecture Integral architecture 

Trailer bed and box: De-coupled interface 

 

Trailer bed and box: Coupled interface 

 

 

 Relative strength of interfaces inside subsystems to strength of interfaces between 

subsystems: 

There is an additional way how interactions between elements can be described. To 

characterise the type of product architecture, it is also possible to determine the 

strength and location of interaction between the elements. In modular architectures, 

the internal interactions in a subsystem (modules) are much stronger than the 

strength of interaction between subsystems (modules). Therefore, modular systems 

are decomposable systems which incorporate relatively autonomous modules that act 

nearly independently (Goepfert, 1998). In contrary, a product architecture is integral if 

there is no difference between the strength of internal interactions in a subsystem and 

the strength of interactions between subsystems (see Table 4). 
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Table 4: Characteristics of product architectures based on the relative strength of internal 

and external interactions (Goepfert, 1998, p. 32) 

Type of architecture Internal to external in-

teraction strength 

Visual example 

modular architecture internal interaction >> 

external interaction  

integral architecture internal interaction ≥  

external interaction  
 

 

 

Modular or integral product architectures are relative and not absolute. As both extreme 

types of product architectures have their pros and cons, most products are hybrids and 

somewhere in between strictly modular and strictly integral (Dieter and Schmidt, 2009, p. 

302; Ulrich and Tung, 1991). Consequently, a product has a certain “degree of modularity”. 

Even more, the degree of modularity may not be equally distributed over the product. In 

fact, a product has certain parts which are more integral and other parts which are more 

modular. For instance, in the BMW model R1200S motorcycle, the transmission case is 

integrated into the frame whereas the drivetrain is a separate module (Dieter and 

Schmidt, 2009, p. 302). 

Having defined what is meant by a product architecture and what is meant by different 

types of product architectures of a single system, the thesis will now move on to discuss 

architectures across different systems. 

2.3 Multi-product development – current approaches 

As was pointed out in the introduction to this thesis, most companies have to cope with 

increasing variety of their product portfolio. A “product portfolio” may be defined as all of 

a firm’s product variants that fulfil the needs of different customer groups (Jiao, Simpson 

and Siddique, 2007, p. 7). A product portfolio can be further broken down into different 

“product families”. In literature, the term “product family” tends to be used to refer to a set 

of similar product variants that are based on a common product architecture to meet the 

requirements of a particular customer group or segment (Meyer and Lehnerd, 1997, p. 

35). The term “product line” is often used for the same meaning as a “product family” 

(Wijnstra, 2004, p. 13). These synonyms will also be valid for the purpose of this work. 

Each distinct product within a product family is defined as “product variant”. Each product 

variant addresses a particular set of customer requirements (Jiao, Simpson and Siddique, 

2007, p. 7). Although, academic literature still focuses on single design processes (Clark-
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son and Eckert, 2005, p. 22), it has been well known that there is a need to shift the focus 

from single products towards product families or product portfolios. 

Meyer and Lehnerd (1997, p. 2) state that many companies with single product develop-

ment have difficulties to “embrace commonality, compatibility, and standardisation, or 

modularization among different products or product lines”. This lack of “structure and 

reuse in the design process” has a negative impact on other company and product life cy-

cle related processes. Due to this situation, one can find different screws or switches for 

the same purpose within a company for example. Or one can find numerous different 

components with different materials but with the same technical specifications. This all 

increases costly complexity within a company while not achieving advantages of product 

communality. 

Platform and modularisation approaches may remedy these issues (Andreasen, McAloone 

and Mortensen, 2001, p. 14). More generally expressed, a “well-planned” product architec-

ture is the enabler for successful multi-product development (Du, Jiao and Tseng, 2001, p. 

309): 

As the backdrop of product families, a well-planned architecture - the concep-

tual structure and overall logical organization of generating a family of prod-

ucts will provide a generic umbrella to capture and utilize commonality, 

within which each new product instantiated and extends so as to anchor fu-

ture designs to a common product line structure. 

 

Figure 10: Different product architecture types that guide the grouping of elements in in-

dividual and product family development 

As was mentioned in the previous chapter, products can have a certain degree of modular-

ity. In other words, products can have different kinds of product architectures. This is also 
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true for common architectures that are used across a set of product variants, i.e. a product 

family. Figure 10 shows an overview of different product architecture types that will be 

further described in this section. As can be seen in the figure, the product architecture type 

is the guiding principle how components and assemblies are grouped in order to derive 

individual products or product families. 

2.3.1 Integral architectures 

If the variety of products is low or if single products have to be optimised, an integral 

product architecture is the most advantageous type of product architecture. In such an 

environment, the integral architecture is quite individual and differs from product to 

product. In this “classical way”, of developing products, it is not necessary to tediously 

matching modules across products (Jose and Tollenaere, 2005, p. 375). 

2.3.2 Platform approaches 

Platform development is closely related to platforms which are known from automotive 

industry (Pahl et al., 2007, p. 515). In this sense, platforms are “a set of common compo-

nents, modules or parts from which a stream of derivative products can be efficiently de-

veloped and launched” (Meyer and Lehnerd, 1997, p. 7). Robertson and Ulrich (1998, p. 

20) relate product related entities to other entities of a company and view platforms as 

any asset which could be components, processes, knowledge, people and relationships 

“that are shared by a set of products”. Although the understanding of platform is diverse 

and different from company to company (Kristjansson et al. 2004), the most common un-

derstanding of platform is the “lowest common denominator” across a set of products 

(Pahl et al., 2007, p. 515). Similarly, it is defined as “a collection of the common elements, 

especially the underlying core technology, implemented across a range of products” 

(McGrath, 1995, p. 39). The definition of McGrath (1995, p. 39) will be the working defini-

tion for the purpose of this thesis. 

2.3.3 Modular system approach 

Simpson et al. (2005a, p. 6–9) state that there are scale-based (parametric) and discrete 

(configured), module-based product families under the roof of modularisation. For the 

purpose of this work discrete, module-based product families are further considered. 

There are products that are modular but that do not share a common modular architec-

ture across each other. These products do not have a generic module structure, but they 

may still use common modules. For the purpose of multi-product development, it may also 

make sense to share a common modular architecture across products. In this case, the 

“reference architecture” is a generic modular architecture (Nielsen, 2010, p. 18). It is the 

purpose of a so-called reference architecture to provide “an initial starting point upon 

which to build a new system” (Eeles and Cripps, 2010, p. 94). A modular reference archi-

tecture is the basic foundation for a “modular system”. According to Pahl et al. (2007, p. 

495), a modular system is a set of fixed individual modules (function units) that are com-
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bined to derive a high variety of modular products. As modular systems are a fundamental 

concept for this thesis, they are further specified in the next section. 

Table 5: Classical platform approach compared to modular system approach 

Rigid Platform approach Modular system approach 

 
 

 

(Vietor and Hoffmann, 2014, p. 5) 

 

(Vietor and Hoffmann, 2014, p. 5) 

Car underbody platform  

(Alizon, Shooter and T. W. Simpson, 

2009, p. 597) 

 

 

Modular car system 

(Pander, 2012) 

 

 

 

Although, frequently mixed up in literature, modular system development as approach to 

multi-product development is not identical to platform design, even if a “modular plat-

form” is used. In platform-based product families, all products are based on the same plat-

form. Products that are based on modular systems, do not necessarily share a common 

“core” (Arnoscht, 2011, p. 23). Moreover, “the product variants based on a platform con-

struction are not principally configured out of predefined modules” (Pahl et al., 2007, p. 

515). This difference gives a higher flexibility to module-based product families (Arnoscht, 
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2011, p. 23). Thus, platform approaches rather simply aim on commonality whereas 

modularity approaches focus on both, commonality and variety. 

However, according to the definitions, common modules which are shared across products 

can be seen as platforms. Table 5 compares the platform approach to the modular system 

approach. 

2.4 Multi-product development with modular systems 

The previous section gave an overview of how different types of product architectures can 

be used to derive multiple products. It is the focus of this section to give a more detailed 

overview of how modularity can be used for multi-product development. Salvador (2007) 

presents almost 50 definitions of modularity. 

Modularity 

For this thesis, modularity is simply defined as the characteristic of a system to be built of 

modules (Arnoscht, 2011, p. 20). It can be derived that a “modular” artefact is anything 

that is built of modules. Thus, a modular product is created of modules. It is important to 

note that “modularity” of an architecture may not be the same as “modularity” of an arte-

fact. An architecture is an abstract description whereas an artefact is a concrete, physical 

construct. This means that there could be slightly different definitions between “modular 

architecture” and “modular artefact”. For instance, the description of an architecture could 

include functional mapping whereas the description of a product might only consist of 

physical elements. It is possible to say that a modular product consists of modules, 

whereas it is not possible to say that a modular architecture consists of modules. However, 

it is possible to say that a modular architecture describes how products are divided into 

modules. 

2.4.1 Different types of modularity in modular product development 

According to Ulrich (1995), there are three different kinds of modularity with discrete 

modules: 

 Bus modularity (Pine, 1992; Ulrich, 1995) 

Bus modularity uses a standard module with standardised interfaces to connect several 

different kinds of modules with the same type of interface. The term “bus” comes from the 

computer and electronics industry where a bus is used to transfer data between different 

components. Figure 11 shows two examples for bus modularity where different modules 

(M) are connected with the same bus via the same type of interface. 

For instance, an extension card of a computer or an adjustable roof rack for an automobile 

is of bus modularity. 
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Figure 11: Examples for bus modularity (Pine, 1992; Ulrich, 1995) 

 Sectional Modularity (Pine, 1992; Ulrich, 1995) 

In sectional modularity, all interfaces are of the same type. In contrary to bus modularity, 

there is not a standard module to which all other module connect. Sectional modularity 

provides the greatest flexibility and variety among all modularity types. However, it is 

very difficult to achieve sectional modularity in practice as products are functional chains 

which only work if the function chain is in the right order. This type of modularity allows 

to combine any number of different types of components, even if the product architecture 

changes. Figure 12 illustrates sectional modularity where modules (M) can be freely com-

bined via the same type of interface. 

Examples for this type of modular product architecture include Lego building blocks and 

many sorts of piping systems. 

 

Figure 12: Examples for sectional modularity (Pine, 1992; Ulrich, 1995) 

 Slot modularity (Ulrich, 1995) 

In this type of modularity, each interface is different. This means that different modules 

cannot be interchanged and remain on the same place in the functional chain of the prod-

uct. However, different variants of a module can be freely interchanged. Figure 13 shows 

illustrations of slot modularity where different variants of a module can be interchanged 

but where different modules cannot be interchanged due to different types of interfaces. 

For instance, in a car it is possible to connect a seat to the defined interface for the seat 

and it is also possible to connect many variants of the seat as long as they have the same 

interface to the car. However, it is not possible to connect other modules to the seat inter-

face. Another example for slot modularity would be a car radio. 
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Figure 13: Examples for slot modularity (Ulrich, 1995) 

Pine (1992) defines two further types of modularity which can be seen as subcategories of 

slot modularity (see Table 6). These two types have in common that there is only one 

module shared across different products whereas architecture and interfaces of the other 

parts of the product are not further specified. The common module is connected via an 

standardised interface. An accumulator of handheld power tools would be an example for 

slot modularity. 

In “component-sharing modularity”, the same standardised module is used across differ-

ent products. This type of modularity is similar to the platform approach. However, the 

common module might not be considered as main base within this type of modularity. 

In “component-swapping modularity”, the same base-product is used, but slightly differen-

tiated with different modules via a standard interface to customize the product. This kind 

of modularity is exactly the contrary of component-sharing modularity. Examples for this 

type of modularity include Swiss watches or eyeglass frames with lenses added at a local 

shop. 

Table 6: Illustrations of component-sharing and component-swapping modularity (Pine, 

1992) 

Component-sharing modularity Component-swapping modularity 
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2.4.2 Definitions of modular systems 

What is meant with the term “modular system” is derived from the German term “Baukas-

ten”. In literature there is no common agreement how the term “Baukasten” can be trans-

lated into English. For instance, “modular construction kit”, “modular toolkit”, “set of mod-

ules”, “modular matrix”, “modular platform” or “modular design” are just a few illustra-

tions how many different terms are used to mean the same thing in literature. 

As stated above, a system is a) a set of different elements with a defined purpose that can-

not be achieved by the elements on their own (National Aeronautics and Space Admini-

stration (NASA), 2007, p. 3), b) the relationships between the elements (Hubka, 1982, p. 

110) within c) a clearly defined boundary (Hubka, 1982, p. 110). “Modular” means that a 

physical artefact consists of “modules” (Arnoscht, 2011, p. 20). 

Theoretically from these considerations, a “modular system” could have three different 

meanings. It is important to note that a system’s elements can be considered on various 

different levels: 

1. It could be a set of modular products, i.e. a product family or a product portfolio with 

modular products and modules. For the purpose of this thesis, this case is referred to 

as (modular) product family or product portfolio. 

2. It could be a single system/product/part that is modular and that can be directly given 

to an internal or external customer for further processing or consumption, i.e. a single 

modular product, assembly, etc. For the purpose of this research, this case is defined as 

modular product. It has to be clear that a product can be considered on many different 

levels. 

3. It could be a set of modules that are used to derive modular products for a modular 

product family. This sort of system is a company-internal construct which is not obvi-

ous or directly sold to the customer. This case will be considered as “modular system” 

for the purpose of this work. 

For the third case, a common modular reference architecture across products is required. 

Such a type of architecture can also be referred to as “modular system architecture”. 

Pahl et al. (2007, p. 495) understand of the term “modular system” a set of fixed individual 

building blocks (modules) that can be combined for the development of modular products. 

Kohlhase and Birkhofer (1996) define that a “modular system” consists of modules “that 

are selected and combined in order to configure different customized modular products”. 

These products can in turn be the modules for a modular system on a higher level. 

Lehtonen (2007, p. 88) defines “modular system” as a system which consists of modules 

and which involves the interchangeability of these modules. 

A comprehensive view on what is understood as modular system by different researchers 

is given by Arnoscht (2011, p. 25–28). Based on his review, he states that a modular sys-

tem comprises modules which may consist of assemblies or components. Interfaces be-
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tween modules are defined and standardised so that combinability allows to efficiently 

creating product variants (Arnoscht, 2011, p. 28). 

For the purpose of this work, following definition of modular system is derived from lit-

erature: 

 Modular system 

A modular system is a set of predefined modules and respective module variants which 

are combined to create final product variants. The modular system is based on particular 

“design rules” that ensure combinability and reuse of modules. These design rules pre-

scribe the common modular reference architecture (Nielsen, 2010, p. 18) and, thus, inter-

faces that need to be fixed across modules (Baldwin and Woodard, 2008, p. 20; Tiwana, 

Konsynski and Bush, 2010, p. 676). 

 Module 

A module is a component or assembly with standardised interfaces that is part of a modu-

lar system (Arnoscht, 2011, p. 30; Jose and Tollenaere, 2005; Kohlhase and Birkofer, 1996; 

Lehtonen, 2007, p. 88; Pahl et al., 2007, p. 495). Other studies in literature have shown that 

many organisations and research communities have a different understanding of modular-

ity and modules. Additional definitional perspectives include “component commonality”, 

“component combinability”, “function binding”, and “loose coupling” (Salvador, 2007, p. 

222). In some cases, the definition even differs from department to department within the 

same organisation (Hansen and Sun, 2010, p. 174). An example for the variety of defini-

tions of modules and modularity is given by Salvador (2007). Sometimes companies use 

the term module just to describe their assemblies without any further intention (Arnoscht, 

2011, p. 30). Such a view is not shared within this research work. 

2.4.3 Classification of modular systems 

Kohlhase (Kohlhase, 1996, p. 39–44) and Arnoscht (2011, p. 30–38) make a detailed lit-

erature analysis on classification of modular systems. They report that modular systems 

can be classified in different ways. 

A first finding of Arnoscht’s (2011, p. 30–38) literature review is that modular systems can 

either be technical (e.g. machines), natural (e.g. molecules), or immaterial (e.g. characters 

and words). The clear focus of this thesis is on technical modular systems (Arnoscht, 2011, 

p. 31). 

The main essence from Kohlhase’s (1996, p. 39–44) and Arnoscht’s (2011, p. 30–38) work 

is that technical modular systems can possess different characteristics. The following 

points give an excerpt of characteristics that were considered as relevant for the purpose 

of this work: 
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 Level of architectural fixation: 

Modules can either be freely combined without being bounded to architectural require-

ments. For instance, Lego bricks or piping systems are relatively free from architectural 

requirements. In order that the modular system works, modules may also be fixed to cer-

tain architectural requirements. This could be the case for a car engine where it is neces-

sary to meet architectural attachment, interface and design space requirements. 

 Level of purity: 

This characteristic defines if a modular system is purely made of predefined modules, or if 

there are also elements that are not predefined. An example for the second case is an injec-

tion nozzle which has a defined “body” which ensures accurate injection mechanisms. 

However, defining the connector to the fuel pipe could be the customer’s freedom. 

 Level of free combinability: 

This characteristic describes whether all possible combinations within a modular system 

are allowed or whether there are restrictions to combinability. This characteristic is par-

ticularly important for the customer, but also for the sales organisation of a company. For 

instance, when all possible combinations are allowed, the customer can customize the 

product himself and might have the choice between thousands of product variants. Re-

strictions in module combinability set by the organisation allows for focusing on most 

profitable products and eventually for placing those products in a product catalogue. 

 User of modular system 

This characteristic describes if a modular system is used by a customer or by a manufac-

turer. Modular systems for customers are completely delivered to customers and used by 

them. For instance, they could include toolkits to build a webpage or do-it-yourself con-

struction kits. Modular systems used by manufacturers have the purpose to generate dis-

tinct products for customers (e.g. machines). 

Further characteristics like the level of abstraction of a modular system’s elements (e.g. 

concrete module variants versus virtual models or drawings) and number of dimensions 

that can be altered (e.g. scalability of pipes in various dimensions versus scalability of 

pipes in only one dimension) will not be further considered for the purpose of this work.  

Table 7: General classification of modular systems (adapted from Arnoscht (2011, p. 34)) 

Characteristics Options 

Architectural fixation free fixed 

Purity mixed pure 

Combinability without limits defined combinations 

User customer manufacturer 
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Table 7 shows an overview of how modular systems can be classified. The options in bold 

present the type of modular system that is relevant for this work. Thus, a modular system 

is defined as a) fixed to an architecture, b) consisting mainly of modules, c) defined, re-

stricted number of combinations between modules and c) used by a manufacturer to cre-

ate products for customers. What this precisely means is described in the next section. 

2.4.4 Representation of a modular system 

Several researchers use graphs to depict the structure of a modular system (Kohlhase, 

1996, p. 28; Arnoscht, 2011, p. 37). Those graphs are usually on different hierarchy levels 

and describe the relations between single elements, modules and product variants derived 

from a modular system. Figure 14 shows an abstract example for a modular system of 

mixed purity. 

The graph shows that products are derived from predefined modules that comprise differ-

ent elements on a lower hierarchy level. In this example, elements could be components or 

assemblies. In addition, the products are also made of elements that were not predefined 

and grouped into configurable modules. 

This kind of representation of modular systems is strongly connected to multi-level bill of 

material representation with tree graphs (Aydin and Güngör, 2005; Hegge and Wortmann, 

1991). 

 

Figure 14: Depicting the structure of a modular system (Kohlhase, 1996, p. 28; Arnoscht, 

2011, p. 37). 

2.4.5 Summary: understanding of modular system within this work 

This section described the concept of multi-product development with modular architec-

tures. Therefore, different types of modularity in modular product development are de-

scribed from the perspective of literature. After that, the concept of modular system de-

velopment was explained by defining terms, classifying modular systems and showing 

how modular systems are represented by other researchers. 
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It is now the purpose of this summary to extract the essence of the literature review so far 

and to show in detail the understanding of a modular system for the purpose of this work. 

Figure 16 takes the graph of Figure 14 and transfers it into a more detailed representation 

of a modular system with the support of a “Morphological Box” or “Morphological Matrix” 

(Zwicky, 1971, 1966). Morphological matrices can be used as design catalogues as well as 

overview for combining sub-solutions into overall solutions (Pahl et al., 2007, p. 94; Lin-

demann, 2009, p. 281). The rows of a morphological matrix represent main sub-functions 

of the overall solution. The columns of the morphological matrix show concrete solution 

principles for each sub-function (Pahl et al., 2007, p. 104). An abstract example of combin-

ing different solutions into an overall solution is depicted in Figure 15. 

 

Figure 15: Abstract example of a morphological matrix (Pahl et al., 2007, p. 104) 

Figure 15 shows how different sub-solutions are combined to generate a high variety of 

overall solutions. However, in practice the main problem of such matrices is the combina-

bility of sub-solutions, i.e. compatibility of sub-functions or sub-solutions. In real world 

problems, compatibility of such systems is usually restricted. If compatibilities are re-

flected in the same matrix, the matrix is also named as “Compatibility Matrix” (Pahl et al., 

2007, p. 105). If the number of elements and combination restrictions in a morphological 

matrix gets too high to depict them in one single matrix, it is also possible to represent 

elements, combinations and combination restrictions by computable mathematical models 

(Pahl et al., 2007, p. 106). For instance, overall solution 2 of Figure 15 could be described 

as S11 + S21 + ... + Sn1. Moreover, there could be a combination restriction between S12 and 

S21. 

Figure 16 shows how the given definitions, Figure 14 and the concept of a morphological 

matrix (see Figure 15) can be combined to clearly describe what a “modular system” is for 

the purpose of this work. 
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Figure 16: Understanding of a modular system for the purpose of this work 

Figure 16 shows that a modular system consists of modules and respective module vari-

ants that can be combined to generate different product variants. This combination is pos-

sible because all modules are based on well-defined (product-architecture-related) design 

rules. These design rules specify how the modules interact and, thus, prescribe standard-

ised interfaces and module boundaries to which all module variants of a module have to 

stick to. The design rules of the overall modular system make up the common modular 

reference architecture. All products (solutions) that are derived from the modular system 

are based on the same common modular reference architecture. Therefore, these products 

build a product family. It is also possible that the modular system is not purely modular. 

This means that certain carefully-selected parts of the product are not predefined, but 

optional. In such cases, additional functionality can be added to the products by installing 

flexible add-ons (e.g. components, assemblies). 

The terms and definitions of Figure 16 are summed up in Table 8. 
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Table 8: Summary of definitions linked to a modular system 

Term Definition Linked Reference 

Modular system A set of predefined modules and 

respective module variants which 

are combined to create final prod-

uct variants. The modular system 

is based on particular “design 

rules” that ensure combinability 

and reuse of modules. 

(Arnoscht, 2011, p. 28; Kohl-

hase and Birkofer, 1996; 

Lehtonen, 2007, p. 88; Pahl et 

al., 2007, p. 495) 

Product family A set of similar product variants 

that are based on a common prod-

uct architecture to meet the re-

quirements of a particular cus-

tomer group or segment. 

(Meyer and Lehnerd, 1997, p. 

35) 

Variant A form or version of something 

that differs in some respect from 

other forms of the same thing or 

from a standard. 

(Oxford Dictionaries Online, 

2015) 

Module A module is a component or as-

sembly with standardised inter-

faces that is part of a modular sys-

tem. 

(Arnoscht, 2011, p. 30; Jose 

and Tollenaere, 2005; Kohl-

hase and Birkofer, 1996; 

Lehtonen, 2007, p. 88; Pahl et 

al., 2007, p. 495) 

Module variant Concrete versions of a module with 

distinct characteristics. 

Derived from the definitions 

of “Module” and “Variant” 

(architecture-

specific) 

Design rules 

Design rules ensure combinability 

and reuse of modules. These de-

sign rules prescribe the common 

modular reference architecture 

and, thus, interfaces that need to 

be fixed across modules. 

(Baldwin and Woodard, 2008, 

p. 20; Tiwana, Konsynski and 

Bush, 2010, p. 676). 

Modular reference 

architecture 

Same modular product architec-

ture across the product family. 

(Eeles and Cripps, 2010, p. 

94; Harlou, 2006, p. 48; Niel-

sen, 2010, p. 18) 

Architecture Abstract description of the entities 

of a system and the relationships 

between those entities. 

(Crawley et al., 2004, p. 2) 
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Term Definition Linked Reference 

Modular Characteristic of a system to be 

built of modules. 

Characteristic of an architecture 

which describes how a system or a 

set of systems is divided into mod-

ules. 

(Arnoscht, 2011, p. 20) 

Interface Specification (e.g. of connections or 

protocols) and constraints (e.g. 

boundaries) that govern the rela-

tionship among modules and how 

they interact. 

(Baldwin and Woodard, 2008, 

p. 7; Tiwana, Konsynski and 

Bush, 2010, p. 676) 

 

Modules are the physical foundation for derivation of products from modular systems. In 

literature, modules are frequently further classified. Firstly, on a higher level modules are 

classified according to their purpose in the life cycle phase (e.g. production modules, de-

sign modules, modules in use (Kamrad, Schmidt and Ulku, 2013, p. 290; Pandremenos et 

al., 2009, p. 148; Salvador, 2007, p. 234)). Secondly, modules are classified according to 

their potential to either create variance or commonality: 

 Jonas (2012, p. 6) differentiates between carryover modules, carryover candidates and 

variant modules. 

 Alizon (2009, p. 245) distinguish between common, variant and unique modules. 

 

Figure 17: Different types of modules according to Pahl et al. (2007, p. 496–497) 
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 Pahl et al. (2007, p. 496–497) classify modules into basic modules (essential and fun-

damental to the system), auxiliary modules (e.g. locating or joining basic modules), 

special modules (e.g. optional additions or add-ons to basic modules), adaptive mod-

ules (not fully fixed, but within boundaries for unpredictable circumstances) and non-

modules (to fulfil customer-specific functions). Figure 17 shows how the different 

types of modules and non-modules make up a “pure” modular system and a “mixed” 

system that contains both, predefined modules and unspecified elements (Arnoscht, 

2011, p. 32; Kohlhase, 1996, p. 44; Pahl et al., 2007, p. 496–497). 

So far, it was the purpose of the literature review to show how single products and multi 

products can be developed from an architectural perspective. It has been described what a 

modular system is, thus, it gets clear what it means to transition from “single product de-

velopment” towards “development of modular systems” from a functional and technical 

point of view. 

Section 2.5 will now move on to the possible benefits and limitations of establishing modu-

lar systems within companies. Therefore, it provides the rationale for companies to transi-

tion towards modular systems or to make a deliberate decision not to transition. 

2.5 Benefits and limitations of modular systems 

The product architecture which determines the relations between various elements on 

different levels of a system has various effects directly on complexity as well as on other 

areas of interest for a company. Various theoretical and practical benefits and limitations 

of modular architectures are derived in literature. In a nutshell, the main purpose of estab-

lishing a modular system is to economically create high product variety with high com-

monality between products (Dieter and Schmidt, 2009, p. 304; Pahl et al., 2007, p. 495). 

This has various effects on the product portfolio as well as on other strategic aspects (e.g. 

supply chain performance) of a company (Ulrich and Eppinger, 2012, p. 184). While there 

are potentially huge benefits when embarking upon modularisation, the side effects 

should not be neglected. Companies might also have good reasons not to transit towards 

modularisation (Hino, 2006). 

2.5.1 Commonality, standardisation and reuse 

Commonality, standardisation and reuse are themselves supported by modular product 

architectures. The usage of common and standardised modules is facilitated if modules 

with the same functionality have the same definition and identical interfaces. One-to-one 

mapping between modules and functions allows for identifying those functions that are 

also used by other products. Consequently, modules can be shared as common unit among 

different products and product generations. Moreover, decoupled and standardised inter-

faces make it possible to reuse the same interfaces across the product range. Standardised 

and decoupled interfaces are less sensitive to future chance which in turn leads to higher 
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future commonality across modules and interfaces even if product functionality alternates 

over time (Ulrich, 1995, p. 431). 

However, commonality, standardisation and reuse are not an end in itself. Positive effects 

that are of concrete interest for a company are given in the next section. It has to be noted 

that the benefits and limitations impact each other on different levels. For the purpose of 

this work, complete cause-effect relations between all factors are not given. 

 Positive effects of commonality, standardisation and reuse 

The usage of common modules and standardised interfaces across products and genera-

tions has positive influence on production volumes (Lau, 2009, p. 2046), general econo-

mies of scale (Kusiak, 1995, p. 261; Lau, 2009, p. 2046) and learning curve effects across 

the company (Lau, 2009, p. 2046). 

Reusing already defined and existing modules reduces development lead time (Kamrad, 

Schmidt and Ulku, 2013, p. 289; Kusiak, 1995, p. 261; Lau, 2009, p. 2046) and develop-

ment effort (Goepfert, 1998, p. 116; Kamrad, Schmidt and Ulku, 2013, p. 289). Simpson et 

al. (2005a, p. 3) similarly see the benefits of increased reusability and carryover of mod-

ules, interfaces and processes in “reduced development time and system complexity, re-

duced development and production cost”. In detail, sharing modules between products 

may result in decrease of product development lead times by 30% and in 50 % reduction 

in production capital investment (Muffatto, 1999, p. 148). 

For example, Volkswagen claimed to save $1.7 billion per year through transitioning to-

wards modularisation by sharing product and process elements between 19 models of its 

four major brands VW, Audi, Skoda and Seat (Bremmer, 1999, p. 30–38; Dahmus, Gon-

zalez-Zugasti and Otto, 2001, p. 409). Chrysler’s rolling chassis module supplied by Dana 

Corporation allegedly saved $700M in investment due to commonality when developing 

their new Dodge Dakota facility (Kimberley 1999 cited by Simpson et al. 2006, p.7). 

The goal with new modular systems like the MQB of Volkswagen is to standardise compo-

nents, dimensions and positions. For instance, the number of different positions for the 

engines is claimed to be reduced by 88% from 18 to two and the percentage of common 

components is alleged to be between 60% and 70% across 30 compact models. With the 

alignment of product commonalities to development, purchasing, logistics and process 

commonalities worldwide, Volkswagen expects to reduce assembly time per car of about 

30%, and to reduce unit cost and investment cost of about 20% while still maintaining 

high differentiation (Hrachowy, 2011). These examples triangulate above mentioned find-

ings of Simpson et al. (2005a, p. 3) and Muffatto (1999, p. 148). 

For reused modules and interfaces, it is possible to overtake certification and testing evi-

dence from already existing artefacts. This can significantly reduce testing and certifica-

tion effort that companies have to invest prior to launching new products to the market 

(Simpson, 2004, p. 4). 
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Standardised interfaces and modules facilitate standardising production processes and 

other company processes. Furthermore, this also enhances flexibility to produce the same 

module in different plants across the world in the same quality. Hence, production vol-

umes can be flexibly balanced across the company (e.g. for capacity, cost or sales reasons) 

(Muffatto, 1999, p. 145–146). 

 Negative effects of commonality, standardisation and reuse 

Disadvantages or threats that are entailed by standardisation and commonalities are 

losses in originality and uniqueness of products. Moreover, products may become less 

attractive due to problems differentiating the products (Goepfert and Steinbrecher, 2000, 

p. 6; Kim and Chhajed, 2001; Lau, 2009, p. 2046). For instance, Chrysler engineers in the 

1980s were criticized for relying too much on the K-car-platform while missing to bring 

out innovative and distinctive products (Lutz, 1998, p. 17). Lower end models are often 

cannibalising higher end models if they are based on the same high-end core (Kim and 

Chhajed, 2001). Thus, too much commonality can damage a brand’s image (De Weck et al. 

2003, p.3). For instance, if brands are aligned with the same modules, customers may ask 

why they should buy the more expensive high-end products with no superior quality. Such 

concerns are expressed by customers of Volkswagen products that compare their prod-

ucts with congruent Skoda and Seat products. Such concerns pose a real challenge for the 

Volkswagen Group (Pander, 2014b; Skodaportal, 2014). 

Commonality in modular products has often to be paid with reduced product performance 

(Goepfert and Steinbrecher, 2000, p. 6). Such compromises in performance could affect 

speed, efficiency, lifetime, accuracy, noise and the like (Ulrich and Eppinger, 2012, p. 189). 

Moreover, modular products often force companies to make compromises concerning size 

and mass (Lau, 2009, p. 2046). 

In addition to compromises in performance, “undesirable functions can be introduced to 

the system, causing unexpected technical difficulties to the platform-based product family” 

(De Weck et al. 2003, p.3). For example, an apparently simple Audi TT rear wheel pressure 

problem turned out to be complex as it was traced back to the utilization of platform ele-

ments which had “unexpected side effects” (De Weck et al. 2003, p.3). 

High reuse rates of modules and usage in various different products might lead to great 

negative impacts if components are prone with quality flaws. These high impacts of quality 

flaws, amongst other reasons like increasing electromechanical complexity, have led to the 

situation that the recall rate has reached a new record level. For instance, the number of 

recalled vehicles exceeded the number of delivered new cars by the factor 1,3 in the US in 

2013. Manufacturers like BMW who want to double the share of platform products by 

2019 even achieved a recall rate of 2,33 per delivered new vehicle. Reason for such re-

cords are, to a large extent, not the number of recalls, but the number of impacted car 

variants (Pander, 2014a). 

High production volumes, modular architectures and standardised interfaces make it at-

tractive and feasible for competitors to substitute modules and spare parts. This gives new 
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opportunities for other companies to copy designs (Goepfert and Steinbrecher, 2000, p. 6; 

Lau, 2009, p. 2046). 

Another thread of modular design is the time-consuming pre-thinking of module variants 

for reuse (Goepfert and Steinbrecher, 2000, p. 6). Other researchers stress the importance 

as well as the cost factor for platform development. In automotive industry, the cost for 

platform development accounts for approximately 60% (Sundgren, 1999, p. 42) to 80% 

(Muffatto, 1999, p. 149) of overall development cost of vehicles. Ulrich & Eppinger (2004) 

and Lau (2009) point out that the cost for developing a product platform can be enormous 

and sharing modules between low end and high end products increases variable cost due 

to over-sizing of standard modules. 

Modular design can have adverse effects on production cost programmes like Design for 

Assembly (DFA) and Design for Manufacturing (DFM). Such programmes foster the mini-

misation of parts to be assembled by defining integrated parts. If these programmes are 

not aligned with modularisation initiatives, modularisation might increase direct produc-

tion cost (Dieter and Schmidt, 2009, p. 302; Ulrich and Eppinger, 2012, p. 190–191). 

2.5.2 Variety and flexibility 

 Positive effects of variety and flexibility 

Modularisation is an enabler for mass customisation which lays the foundation for econo-

mies of scope and economies of scale (Dieter and Schmidt, 2009, p. 304; Lau, 2009, p. 

2046; Pine, 1992). Variety and flexibility are facilitated with combinable modules of modu-

lar architectures. Predefined modules with specified functionality and standardised inter-

faces create the possibility to replace modules with modules that have different parame-

ters or specifications, but the same general functionality and identical interfaces. The 

combinability of standard and variety modules allows for creating a huge amount of final 

product variants to satisfy diverse customer requirements based on a basic set of modules. 

This can be done with relatively low development and production effort (Erens and Ver-

hulst 1997, p.170).  

 Product Variety: 

With established modular architectures, it is possible to increase the range of dif-

ferent products that can be delivered to the customer (Ulrich and Eppinger, 2012, 

p. 188). Manufacturers can develop “differentiated products efficiently, increase 

the flexibility and responsiveness of their manufacturing process, and take market 

share away from competitors that develop only one product at a time” (Robertson 

& Ulrich 1998, p.20). In the 90’s, “platform” car manufacturers achieved a 5.1 per-

cent growth in market share yearly compared to a decline of 2.2 percent of those 

companies that did not apply platform strategies (Cusumano and Nobeoka, 1998; 

Simpson, Siddique and Jiao, 2005a, p. 4).  

 Product Change and Flexibility: 

Companies also achieve greater flexibility for future product generations by carry-
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ing over several modules from previous generations instead of newly developing 

the whole product. In turn, new products which have carried over modules achieve 

market maturity much faster. Expected or planned changes to one or several prod-

uct functions over time or in the next generation can be accommodated by single 

modules instead of changing the whole product (Ulrich, 1995, p. 436; Pahl et al., 

2007, p. 509). Modular architectures can respond quickly to changes in styling 

such as colour or shape if those components with the same styling life cycle are 

grouped into a module which can be easily interchanged (Erixon, 1998; Stake, 

2000). Moreover, following general change benefits that are particularly facilitated 

with modular products fall into this category (Hansen and Sun, 2010; Kamrad, 

Schmidt and Ulku, 2013; Lau, 2009; Ulrich and Eppinger, 2012): 

 Upgrades: Upgrading single modules of a product like the storage disc, graphic 

board or software of a personal computer 

 Add-ons: Some modules might be added on to a rather standard product (e.g. 

IPhone apps, pollen removal filter in a car) 

 Adaptions: Incorporating switch mechanisms from a gasoline system to a propane 

fuel supply in distinct modules 

 Wear: Placing wear and tear components in a module that can be easily replaced 

(e.g. replacement of carbon brushes in a motor) 

 Consumption: Making frequently consumed materials easily replaceable through 

changing a single module (e.g. printer cartridge). 

 Flexibility in use: For instance, accumulators might be used in different power 

tools 

With modular systems, it is possible to implement these changes with one single module, 

without big redesign effort for the whole product. 

Moreover, modular architectures are also suitable for unforeseen changes. Robustness to 

change of the whole product architecture is enabled by de-coupled interfaces. This means 

that changes to certain modules do not affect other modules which in turn means that the 

impact of change to the product is relatively low (Erens and Verhulst, 1997, p. 170). There-

fore, modular product architectures are suitable to incorporate uncertainty. 

 Negative effects of variety and flexibility 

In most cases, high variety and flexibility of products is a desired goal of companies. How-

ever, there are several points that have to be considered when the transition towards 

modular system development is undertaken. 

Firstly, higher variety and flexibility have to be paid with more expensive pre-planning of 

product variants and initial investment in standardised interfaces and modules (Goepfert 

and Steinbrecher, 2000, p. 6; Riepe, 2003, p. 39).  
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Even though, it is the goal of modularisation to increase variability, the degree of achiev-

able variety is limited to exchanging and adding modules. With modularisation, it is not 

always possible to respond to very special wishes economically. The contrary of a discrete 

module-based product family would be a scale-based product family with unlimited vari-

ety along scalable dimensions or a totally customised design with an integral architecture 

(Pahl et al., 2007, p. 509; Simpson, 2004, p. 5). 

Finally, the potential of a modular system to generate variety and commonality depends 

on its composition of standard and variety modules. An emphasis on standard modules 

could lead to higher commonality. An emphasis on variety modules could lead to higher 

variety. Combining a number of discrete variety modules could lead to a tremendous 

number of final product variants. In any case it has to be considered that high product 

variance is not an end in itself. It is also possible that inappropriately high product vari-

ability has detrimental effect on the demand of customers. For instance, if a customer has 

too many choices, her/his decision becomes too complex and she/he might consider buy-

ing a competitor’s product with a straight-forward buying decision (Cutrone, 2013; DeAn-

gelis, 2004; Mael, 2014; Schwartz, 2005; Zoltan, 2014). In sum, what is true for so many 

other things could also be true for variety – more is less. 

2.5.3 Strategic aspects 

The general advantage of modular products is that modules can be grouped for certain 

strategic reasons into the same building block. In such a module, all parts have ideally the 

same strategic intend. 

Change to the product over its life cycle can be achieved by establishing a modular archi-

tecture that groups components with similar life cycle properties into the same module. 

Moreover, standardised and decoupled interfaces allow to quickly exchanging modules. 

From the life cycle view it is beneficial that modules can be created to effectively support 

following life cycle motives: maintenance, repair, service, reuse, recycling, and disposal 

(Kamrad, Schmidt and Ulku, 2013, p. 289; Kusiak, 1995, p. 261; Lau, 2009, p. 2046; New-

comb, Bras and Rosen, 1996; Ulrich, 1995, p. 427). For instance, modules can be easily 

changed in case of any defects or recycled based on material compatibility. 

The modules of a modular product architecture can be tested separately. This separate 

testability is enabled by the functional independence of modules and standardised inter-

faces. In case of changes to the functionality of the product, it is possible to test the module 

which incorporates the change instead of the whole product. Moreover, with this strategy, 

defects of modules are detected before they are built into the final product which reduces 

quality related losses. However, defect-free modules do not replace tests for end product 

variants as defect-free modules do not guarantee defect-free product or system functional-

ity (Goepfert and Steinbrecher, 2000, p. 6). 

Modular product architectures allow for aligning product structures, organisational struc-

tures and process structures (Goepfert, 1998; Oosterman, 2001; Persson and Ahlstrom, 
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2013; Sanchez and Mahoney, 1996). Functional independent modules and decoupled in-

terfaces reduce the need for information exchange between developers of different mod-

ules. This allows for working on different modules independently and simultaneously 

(Lau, 2009, p. 2046) which “permits overlapping activities and reduces the length of the 

design process” (Smith & Reinertsen 1991, p.101). Moreover, modularisation makes it 

possible to assign specialised teams to development of special/highly innovative modules 

(Lau, 2009, p. 2046). For instance, Daimler made tremendous investments for aligning its 

organisational structure to its module structure (Daimler, 2014). 

Modularisation makes it possible to integrate strategic module suppliers that independ-

ently develop and produce certain modules. Such a concentration on core-competencies 

and specialisation also enhances the technological development and know-how accumula-

tion for modules (Baldwin & Clark 2000). Independent modules also offer the opportunity 

to reduce manufacturing lead time through concurrent internal and external production 

processes. In the ideal case, this can be achieved through modularity in production (Jacobs 

et al., 2011). 

With the help of modular product structures, it is possible to shift the point of variance 

creation towards the end of the supply chain. This means that cost can be reduced by ap-

plying principles of mass production until a late point where actual variety is generated. 

This principle widely known as postponement (Ernst and Kamrad, 2000; Feitzinger and 

Lee, 1997). 

2.5.4 Effect on cost and profit 

The above mentioned benefits and limitations of modularisation have in turn a more or 

less direct effect on cost and profit of an organisation (Hansen and Sun, 2010). For in-

stance, faster delivery times might increase sales, reused modules might decrease cost in 

production and general overhead cost. On the other hand, high commonality might com-

promise product performance, thus, this might decrease the willingness of customers to 

pay appropriate prices. 

Literature has not presented a universal model that makes it possible to directly list finan-

cial implications of modularisation. However, researchers have shown that there are fac-

tors that indicate the financial effects of modularisation. (Fixson, 2005; Martin and Ishii, 

1996). The outcome of such analyses are more or less estimations of the effects of modu-

larisation. Such estimations can be conducted before and after modularisation transition. 

More recent advancements have come up with activity-based costing systems that meas-

ure the actual effects of modularisation throughout the company (Park and Simpson, 

2008; Thyssen, Israelsen and Jørgensen, 2006). Such cause-effect relationships between 

benefits, limitations, cost and profit have to be established situation-specific for each con-

sidered company. It has to be considered that such systems only come up with reliable 

financial figures after transitioning towards modularisation and that implementation of 
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such measurements requires a tedious and revolutionary shift from traditional costing 

systems towards activity based costing. 

2.5.5 Overview: Benefits and limitations 

In principle, the strengths of a modular architecture are the weaknesses of an integral ar-

chitecture: Providing relatively high variety, flexibility and changeability with high com-

monality and reuse. 

This is of high importance for companies with complex product portfolios which want to 

save cost without reducing variety provided to the customer. High product commonalities 

and modular structures have a beneficial impact on unit cost, investment cost as well as on 

many other processes of the company. Some of them are depicted in Figure 18. 

 

Figure 18: Effects of modularisation (Blees, Kipp and Krause, 2010; Miller, 2000; Rathnow, 

1993; Schuh and Schwenk, 2001) 
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lar architecture. Product programs with low variety and high volumes should not be real-

ised with modular architectures (Erixon, 1998). In integral architectures, interfaces can be 

reduced or optimized by integrating parts or by creating un-detachable interfaces. This 

means that if single products have to be optimized regarding cost, integral product archi-

tectures might be more suitable (Smith and Reinertsen, 1991, p. 101). Accordingly, inte-

gral product architectures are the better product architecture if the performance of single 

products has to be optimised. The common elements of modular architectures are often 

compromises between several different product variants which can have a negative im-
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pact on the performance of single products. Moreover, interfaces may become the weak 

point of modular architectures. For instance the interface of legs to seats of wooden chairs 

often become the weak link or the performance of electronic circuits decreases if the elec-

tronic modules are separated (Smith and Reinertsen, 1991, p. 101). Another disadvantage 

of modular architectures is that their weight and structural dimension requirements are 

greater than those of integral architectures. Moreover, if very special customer wishes 

have to be met, an integral architecture might be the preferable option (Pahl et al., 2007, p. 

509). 

In the introduction at the very beginning of this chapter, it was pointed out how complex-

ity is defined for the purpose of this work. According to the definition of complexity, 

modular architectures are indeed a way to reduce a company’s complexity (Simpson, 

2004, p. 4). It has been shown that modular architectures reduce (1) the variety and over-

all number of elements in a range of products by drawing upon common elements, (2) the 

intensity and diversity of interactions by using standardised and de-coupled interfaces 

across different products, and (3) system dynamics by using a functional-independent de-

coupled architecture which is less sensitive to change over time. Once, the complexity is 

reduced in these dimensions, this has benefits not only to the cost structure of the product 

but also to the complexity related activity-based costing for all processes of the company 

(e.g. administration and general overhead cost). It has to be stated that the effort that is 

needed for modular product architecting is only justifiable if a large variety of customer 

requirements has to be flexibly satisfied, the customer is willing to pay for the variety or if 

other benefits such as described in Figure 18 are achieved. If this is the case, a modular 

system is more cost-efficient than a specially-designed product with an integral architec-

ture (Pahl et al., 2007, p. 509–510). 

Having discussed the potential benefits and limitations of modular design, the thesis will 

now move on to present how literature recommends establishing modular architectures. 

To get an understanding how product architectures are established during the develop-

ment process, the next section will bring product architecture related issues into the con-

text of the engineering design process. 

2.6 Product architectures in the engineering design process 

This section will briefly introduce to the principles of the engineering design process and 

show where modularisation is placed within this process. 

To understand the implications of product architectures with the engineering design 

process, it is necessary to reflect upon the general design process as a whole. Finger and 

Dixon (1989) distinguish between descriptive design models and prescriptive design 

models. 

Descriptive design models describe how designers create designs and what techniques, 

processes, methods and strategies they use. This is done by collecting data about the de-

signer’s behaviour or by creating cognitive models that describe mental behaviours of 
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designers. Some descriptions follow intuitive sense while others are based on formal ob-

servations of the design process (Finger and Dixon, 1989). 

Prescriptive design models can also be categorized into two categories. The first category 

describes how the ideal result of the design process should be and the other category de-

scribes how the ideal design process should take place (Finger and Dixon, 1989). 

A prominent example for the first category of prescriptive design models is Axiomatic De-

sign. Axiomatic2 Design prescribes “a fundamental set of principles that determine good 

design practice” (Suh, 1990). In short, Axiomatic Design expresses that “good design meets 

its various functional requirements independently and simply” (Finger and Dixon, 1989, p. 

56). Of special interest for the design of product architectures in this sense, is the mapping 

from the functional domain to the physical domain and the complexity of interfaces. It can 

be derived that modular design with functional independent physical modules and stan-

dardised interfaces meets the ideals of Axiomatic Design to a large extend (Dieter and 

Schmidt, 2009). 

A large volume of research has also been published on the prescription how the new 

product development process (NPD) should ideally be. Predominant publications pre-

scribe the design process as a chronological, linear process combined with iteration cycles. 

Such prescriptive models are, for instance, given by Cooper (2014), Pahl et al. (2007), Di-

eter et al. (2009), Roozenburg and Eekels (1995), Lindemann (2009), Ponn and Linde-

mann (2008), Ulrich and Eppinger (2012), Ullman (2003), and the Association of German 

Engineers with the VDI Guidelines VDI 2221 (Verein Deutscher Ingenieure, 1993) and VDI 

2206 (Verein Deutscher Ingenieure, 2004a). 

2.6.1 The new product development process (NPD) 

A study of Sharafi et al. (2010) came to the conclusion that the process phases of the dif-

ferent models are similar and that the phases are on the same position. Moreover, a main 

finding of their study is that the task specifications from various design stages can be clus-

tered into three product development domains: Product Concept, Product Design and 

Production Design ((Sharafi et al. 2010, p. 1733) in accordance with (Krishnan and Ulrich, 

2001)). 

For the purpose of this work, actual production design phase is discarded and the re-

quirement domain is taken as separate development domain (following (Lindemann, 

2009; Pahl et al., 2007; Suh, 1990; Verein Deutscher Ingenieure, 1993)). Nevertheless, 

production needs in combination with other relevant life cycle needs are considered in all 

phases of product design. The task of each resulting phase can be described as follows: 

                                                             

2  “Axioms are fundamental truths that are always observed to be valid and for which there are no 
counterexamples or exceptions. Axioms may be hypothesized from a large number of observa-
tions by noting the common phenomena shared by all cases; they cannot be proven or derived, 
but they can be invalidated by counterexamples or exceptions” (Suh, 1990, p. 47) 
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 Requirement Phase 

The aim of this phase is to understand the needs and requirements of the customers, to 

identify internal requirements for the design problem and to identify overall market 

trends (Dieter and Schmidt, 2009; Pahl et al., 2007). This understanding is brought into 

correlation to the strategy and plans of the company (Pahl et al., 2007). After deep analysis 

of all factors that influence the requirements for the design artefact, the product design 

specification or in other words, the requirements list has to be created and officially ac-

cepted. The requirements list sets the course for all succeeding activities and has to be 

adjusted and managed throughout the whole product development process (Lindemann, 

2009, p. 44–45). 

 Concept Phase 

Functions that the product has to fulfil are defined in this phase in order to satisfy func-

tional requirements from the requirements list. The result of the functional analysis is the 

functional structure of the product (Verein Deutscher Ingenieure, 1993). This allows for 

determining the cause-effect-relationships for each product function (Lindemann, 2009, p. 

45). As soon as the basic principle behind each product function is clear, the designers can 

start to screen, evaluate and select solution concepts for the implementation of product 

functions (Dieter and Schmidt, 2009). The result of this stage is the conceptual solution of 

the product. 

 Design Phase 

The design phase requires the product architecture to be established. This means that the 

overall system has to be divided into modules already at this stage. To which phase estab-

lishing the product architecture is assigned to, is handled differently by different re-

searchers. The setup of the product architecture is either assigned to concept phase 

(Stone, 1997), to embodiment design (Dieter and Schmidt, 2009) or to a design phase 

called “system-level design” (Ulrich and Eppinger, 2012). The actual design phase for this 

work comprises embodiment design and detail design of the product: 

 Embodiment design concerns sizing, configuring and parameterising modules ac-

cording to the specifications of the overall system (Dieter and Schmidt, 2009). 

 The purpose of the next phase, detail design, is to generate a complete design de-

scription of a producible and tested product (e.g. engineering and assembly draw-

ings, bill of material, and verified test protocols) (Dieter and Schmidt, 2009). 

Figure 19 gives a summarising overview of the linear design process in a slightly finer 

resolution (VDI 2223). 
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Figure 19: General procedure of systematic design (Verein Deutscher Ingenieure, 2004b, 

p. 5) 

2.6.2 Establishing architectures in the design process 

Figure 19 shows product architecture definition as an own step in the systematic design 

process (“dividing into realizable modules”). This view is shared by Dieter and Schmidt 

(2009) who also see product architecture definition as an own step. However, Dieter and 

Schmidt assign the step “Establishing Architecture” within embodiment design of the de-

sign process. Other researchers establish product architectures already during concept 

phase (McAdams, Stone and Wood, 1999; Meehan, Duffy and Whitfield, 2007; Stone, 

1997). 

In contrast, Ulrich and Eppinger (2012) and Pahl et al. (2007) see it as a phase overarching 

process that ends just before design phase. Ulrich and Eppinger (2012) suggest to start at 

the late requirements phase and to end during the design phase. Pahl et al. (2007, p. 499–

508) go even further and assign product architecture relevant activities from task clarifi-

cation to detail design. Architecting as phase-overarching activity is indicated in Figure 19 
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by the dotted bracket. The excerpt of the process model of Ulrich and Eppinger (2012, p. 

9) is depicted in Figure 20. This figure shows a more recent product development process 

model. It gets obvious from the figure that the product architecture has to be established 

on system or product level before detailed design. This makes it possible that the defined 

modules can be designed in detail independently. 

 

Figure 20: Product architecting in the product development process of Ulrich and Ep-

pinger (2012, p. 9). 

The right process phase for modularisation is indeed controversially discussed in engi-

neering design literature. On the one hand, it is desirable to establish the architecture as 

early as possible. On the other hand, if the product architecture is established too early in 

the design process under incomplete information, it might “fail in meeting the constraints 

that become apparent later in the design process” (Kusiak, 1995, p. 261). To date, it seems 

that there is still no agreement on the right process phase for modularisation. Thus, this 
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design evaluation steps. Such an iteration between design action and design review pro-
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base for planned knowledge capture and lessons learned (Dieter and Schmidt 2009). 

To accommodate the iterative feature of the product architecture design process and to 

get a deep understanding of what other researchers do to establish and review product 

architectures, the next chapter provides an extended overview about product architecture 

methods. 
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2.7 Summary 

It was the purpose of this chapter to present the basic foundations and research rationale 

for this thesis. The chapter showed what is already known about product architectures 

and modularisation. 

Product architecture is an abstract construct that describes the entities of a system and 

the relationships between them. When literature analyses products in terms of their 

modularity, the most frequently used entities of the product to describe their architecture 

are functional and physical elements. An architecture is defined as modular if there is 1:1 

relationship between functional and physical elements, if interfaces are de-coupled and if 

relationships inside a module are greater than relationships between modules. On a purely 

physical level, a product can be defined as modular, if it consists of modules. 

In order to fight product and process complexity in companies, single modular products 

are of no means. For the purpose of complexity reduction, modularisation is only a strong 

lever if it is applied on product family level or broader. As an extension of the platform 

concept, modular system development enables companies to generate both, high product 

variety and internal commonality by combining predefined modules. Besides high variety 

and decreased complexity, modularisation has numerous additional benefits. However, it 

has been shown that the benefits cannot be harvested for free. When a company wants to 

exploit the potential of a modular system, it first has to carefully look at limitations and 

disadvantages of modularisation as well. 

Nevertheless, the literature review has shown that from a theoretical perspective, the 

transition towards modular system development can indeed be seen as a very promising 

way to fight the complexity problem that is increasingly pressurising industry (e.g. see 

Section 2.5.5). 

The design of modular product architectures requires special attention during the devel-

opment process, either as phase-overarching activity or as individual major phase. It will 

be the purpose of the next chapter to show how literature deals with establishing product 

architectures in detail during product development. 
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3 State-of-the-art: modularisation development 

process support and industrial examples 

This chapter analyses architectural considerations in the engineering design process in 

detail. The main focus of the research reviewed is modular product development with 

modularisation methods as its essence (Gershenson, Prasad and Zhang, 2004, p. 39). 

Therefore, this chapter will present and review methods that are proposed by literature to 

establish modular product architectures (see Section 3.1). In order to get a comprehensive 

overview of existing modularisation approaches, they are characterised and related to the 

product life cycle in Section 3.2. To understand the relationship between theory and prac-

tice, this chapter also contains a review of product architectures in industry (see Section 

3.3). Finally, the chapter closes with a summary of state of the art and the need for further 

research. Figure 21 shows the elements of this chapter. 

 

Figure 21: Elements of Chapter 3: State of the art of modularisation support and examples 

from industry 
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and the possibility to combine more types of modularisation. This, in turn should lead to 

effective design operations for creating product variants” (Andreasen, McAloone and 

Mortensen, 2001, p. 46). Holtta and Salonen (2003) also published a report which points 

at the paucity of modularisation methods and the lack of knowledge when and how to use 

them. In the meantime, a large number of modularisation methods and tools which are 

applied on a wide variety of issues have emerged (Simpson et al., 2014; Simpson, Siddique 

and Jiao, 2005b; Jiao, Simpson and Siddique, 2007). 

The previous chapter explained what modular product architectures are, it introduced 

different types of modularity and discussed the effects of it. This section follows on and 

presents a literature review about methods, which are applied in the engineering design 

process, to establish modular product architectures. On the one hand, the development of 

modular products is supposed to be the “heart” of research into modularity and on the 

other hand it is fraught with difficulties and problems. For this reason, “methods for de-

veloping modular products are essential” (Gershenson, Prasad and Zhang, 2004, p. 39). 

Therefore, literature from the English- and German-speaking world about methods estab-

lishing product architectures was extensively reviewed. The methods were identified by 

consulting standard literature, screening databases that are used to store literature about 

engineering design (e.g. Compendex, Web of Science, IEEE Xplore, SAE Digital Library and 

Scopus), visiting libraries, visiting conferences and by using contacts to universities, indus-

try and consultancies. 

“Methods” are descriptions of a rule-based and planned action process. Methods are pre-

scriptive, target-oriented, consciously applied and operational while being related to an 

action (Lindemann 2006; Roozenburg & Eekels 1995). An action in this meaning is the 

“intervention in the autonomous transformation process of a system.” Through the inter-

vention, the system is led into another direction, compared to not intervening (Roozen-

burg and Eekels, 1995, p. 40). The difference of a method to a process model is its formal 

description, its operational character and the description of “how” to perform the proc-

esses (Lindemann 2006, p.58). 

The value of applying methods in the design process becomes evident when looking at 

their advantages. Methods are means of support to handle complex problems which prod-

uct design tasks usually are. They help to break down complex problems into smaller sub-

problems, to identify target conflicts and focus working areas (Lindemann 2006, p.58). 

Moreover, methods coordinate processes between individuals and support effective han-

dling of information and knowledge. For instance, methods incorporate traceable docu-

mentation of decision processes which facilitates the knowledge management between 

different departments and projects (Lindemann 2006, p.59). The general development 

risk, i.e. achieving targets without any unplanned fallbacks, is also minimized by applying 

methodologies (Lindemann 2006, p.59). 

Due to the large quantity of product architecture methods found in literature, a classifica-

tion scheme was set up. Amid many different possibilities to classify product architecture 

methods described in literature (Daniilidis et al., 2011; Jiao, Simpson and Siddique, 2007; 
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Koeppen, 2008; Koppenhagen, 2004; Meehan, Duffy and Whitfield, 2007), the next sec-

tions are classified and subdivided according to the factors that are considered during 

product architecture design. These factors are assigned to different product life cycle 

phases in section 3.2 later on. 

3.1.1 Product function analysis 

Functional analysis is an important tool to solve design problems by abstracting the task 

which a system or product has to fulfil (Lindemann, 2009, p. 267). There are two different 

research streams considering functional relations during product architecture design. The 

first research stream analyses functional elements and the second research stream analy-

ses functional flow structures, functional structures or functional hierarchies. Product 

architecture methods that take use of functional analysis draw upon general principles of 

good design (Suh, 1990) and upon the general principles of product architectures (Ulrich, 

1995). Both research streams have in common that their methods can be applied inde-

pendently without having technical solutions on hand. This is of special interest in the 

early concept phase of product development. 

 Functional element analysis 

Functions are grouped into modules for reasons of functional independency which can be 

seen as a characteristic of modular design. This means that changing a function of the 

product (e.g. triggered by the customer) or system is facilitated by only changing one 

module instead of changing several distributed parts of the product. Another point is that 

functions that are identified as “common” function for a wider range of products support 

communality within product families. On the other hand, functions that are identified as 

“variant” can be grouped into variant or optional modules. 

Dividing the function structure into “common” elements and into “variant” elements for 

the product variants of the family allows for a convenient derivation of product variants 

by combining common and variety elements of the product family (Pahl et al., 2007; Sid-

dique and Rosen, 1999; Zamirowski and Otto, 1999). The categorisation of functional ele-

ments can be further specified by defining basic, special, auxiliary and adaptive functions 

from which modules or non-modular parts of the product can be derived (Pahl et al. 

2007). Such approaches are usually done visually on graphs and, thus, can be seen as 

graph-based functional module clustering. 

Product architectures can also be established by analysing several functions at once or 

chains of functions for commonality. McAdams et al. (1999) divide functional structures 

into “common flow function chains3”, “causally linked but flow independent function 

                                                             

3  Common flow function chains: Every function works on a common basic flow (McAdams et al. 
1999, p. 7) 
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chains4” and into “independent, non-causal function chains5”. Afterwards, they identify 

modules based on these classifications. For instance, common flow function chains are 

candidates for standardised modules whereas independent, non-causal function chains 

should not be grouped together into modules.  

Dahmus et al. (2001) add a modularity matrix subsequent to graph-based functional mod-

ule clustering (see Figure 22). The modularity matrix is used to relate common and variety 

functions of the functional structure to the products of the product portfolio. The matrix 

can also be used to compare qualitative characteristics and target values between the 

product variants of the portfolio. For instance, the modularity matrix shows whether “Mo-

tor A” or “Motor B” is used in a certain product to fulfil the function “Convert Electricity to 

Motion”. This tackles the shortcomings of other approaches of just comparing sub-

functions without looking at the target values behind the sub-functions. 

 

Figure 22: Generic function structure fort the product portfolio of exemplified power tools 

(Zamirowski & Otto 1999; Dahmus et al. 2001) 

 Functional flow analysis 

Modules which are created based on functional flows are built because less functional 

flows between modules indicate fewer interfaces between the modules. This characteristic 

                                                             

4  Causally linked but flow independent function chains: The functions work on an obvious flow 
link even they do not work on the same link (McAdams et al. 1999, p. 7) 

5  Independent, non-causal function chains: Functions which work separately from each other, 
share no common flows and have their source in different customer needs (McAdams et al. 
1999, p. 7) 
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supports independency of different modules from each other within the product or the 

product portfolio. 

Holtta et al. (2003) group functional flow chains into modules based on the similarity of 

in- and outputs of its functional elements. To derive modules from the functional flow 

structure, Stone (1997) and Stone et al. (2000, 1999) develop heuristic6 rules. The heuris-

tic rules suggest to group functional dominant flows, separate branching flows and func-

tions with conversion-transmission functionality into modules (see Figure 23). 

 

Figure 23: Three heuristic rules according to Stone (1997), figure according to Blackenfelt 

(2001, p. 57) 

Even though, there is no theoretical proof why the heuristic rules should identify an im-

proved product architecture, other studies further developed and empirically verified the 

usefulness of the method (Kurtadikar et al., 2004; Day, Stone and Lough, 2010). The heu-

ristic method for identifying modules has been later used by Chandrasekaran et al. (2004) 

to develop design templates for product-platform-focused design in multi-product devel-

opment. With this method, heuristically identified modules are classified based on their 

re-occurrence in a set of considered products with the help of a module-product matrix. 

Another example for an extension of the heuristic rules can be found in the work of Zami-

rowski and Otto (1999) who add two portfolio related modularity rules to Stone’s (1997) 

heuristic rules. 

3.1.2 Functional-physical analysis 

Addressing physical-functional relations when optimising product architectures has the 

aim of making part of the product functional-independent. This means that the relation 

                                                             

6  The Oxford Online Dictionary defines ‘heuristic’ as “enabling a person to discover or learn some-
thing for themselves” (Oxford Dictionaries Online, 2011) whereas Stone et al. (2000, p. 14) de-
fine module heuristics as “A method of examination in which the designer uses a set of steps, 
empirical in nature, yet proven scientifically valid, to identify modules in a design problem.” 
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between the functional domain and the physical design domain is mapped and optimised 

based on modularity principles. Functional independence of modules follows the defini-

tion of modularity which was shown earlier in this work and the principles of axiomatic 

design (Suh 2001). 

Without developing a designated method, Stake (2000, p. 100–102) uses the direct rela-

tion of product properties to physical solutions. “Product properties” can be seen as an 

intermediate state between design properties and functional requirements and “physical 

solutions” are considered as components. Jiao and Tseng (1999) introduce a huge meth-

odology for product family architecture (PFA) development. Their holistic methodology 

generates functional, technical and physical views of the product architecture. For the ac-

tual architecture design process, a matrix-based clustering algorithm (Kusiak and Chow, 

1987; Newcomb, Bras and Rosen, 1996; Tseng and Jiao, 1997) is used to cluster func-

tional-technical relationships into functional independent modules. The importance for a 

preceding thorough analysis of customer needs and functional requirements as base for 

the PFA is stressed and focused by the research group of Du et al. (2005, 2001). 

In a similar approach, Goepfert (1998) develops a methodology which establishes the 

product architecture based on the visualisation of the mapping between product functions 

and product components with the purpose to achieve functional independent modules. In 

addition, the visualisation of the product architecture helps to align the structure of the 

modules to the organisational concept or vice versa (Goepfert and Steinbrecher, 2000). 

3.1.3 Physical interactions between system elements 

Components of a product can be grouped into modules in a way that interactions pre-

dominantly occur inside modules and that there are only few defined interactions between 

modules. Only few interactions between modules allows for efficient standardisation of 

interfaces and therefore for module combinability. Moreover, if there are only few stan-

dardised interfaces between modules, it is less likely that a change to one module has an 

impact on other modules or to other parts of the product. 

As the first research stream within this category, graph-based methods identify modules 

based on interactions between components or subassemblies of technical systems. These 

methods are applied to visually or algorithmically establish product architectures. The 

graphs show the components and the dependencies between them. Afterwards, the 

strength of dependency is rated so that components with strong dependencies can be 

grouped into modules (Kusiak and Huang (1996); Shamsuzzoha (2011)). 

Another research stream establishes product architectures with the help of matrices. 

Steward (1981) introduces a design structure matrix (DSM) to manage the design of com-

plex systems. Pimmler and Eppinger (1994) use the DSM to define product architectures 

by analysing physical interactions between components of a decomposed product. The 

ideal product architecture designed with the help of the method contains a high degree of 

intra-module interactions and a low degree of inter-module interactions (see Figure 24). 
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An algorithm is applied to support the method (Kusiak and Chow, 1987; Pimmler, 1994; 

Liu, 2008, 2006, Yu, Yassine and Goldberg, 2003, 2007). In a similar approach, Huang and 

Kusiak (1998) apply two matrices to optimize product architectures. The first interaction 

matrix shows physical interdependencies between the components of a product. The sec-

ond suitability matrix is a component-component matrix as well and shows whether it is 

desirable to integrate two components into the same module or not. Even though DSM 

methods have been constantly adapted and applied (Eppinger and Browning, 2012), it is 

interesting to note that a number of these references are 20 years old, yet organisations 

are still struggling with very mixed portfolios of products and all the attendant inefficien-

cies. 

 

Figure 24: Design Structure Matrix of a climate control system (Pimmler and Eppinger, 

1994) 

Helmer et al. (2008, p. 648) argue that the quality of the resulting product architecture of 

DSM techniques is unsatisfactory. They claim that the information type required for prod-

uct architecture definition is not clearly defined, unavailable or of poor quality to come to 

the right results. Moreover, the researchers claim that just focusing on the minimisation of 
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inter-module interfaces and the maximisation of intra-module interfaces does not always 

lead to improved product architectures. Therefore they develop an extended DSM ap-

proach which covers other relevant aspects like diligent information collection, considera-

tion of other domains for the DSM, post algorithm phase correction and improving the 

results, also with regard to constrains and technical feasibility. These additional factors 

have to be determined case-dependent and highly depend on individual engineering 

knowledge. Other works integrate other perspectives such as functional cost aspects into 

product architecture creation with the help of interaction matrices (Shan and Chen, 2009; 

Xu et al., 2006; Alizon, Shooter and Thevenot, 2006). 

Designing the product architecture based on interaction between system elements helps 

to identify detrimental and desired interfaces as well as a product structure with maxi-

mised intra-module and minimised inter-module interactions. The minimised inter-

module interactions can be realised with well defined interfaces. The analysis of interac-

tions and the focus on interfaces between elements allows for efficient standardisation of 

module interfaces. Thus, the resulting product architecture is less sensible to change be-

cause a change to a certain module is less likely to affect another module and high combi-

nability is provided due to standardised interfaces. 

3.1.4 Addressing strategic reasons 

Not all researchers regard the factors mentioned above in previous sections as appropri-

ate input factors to modularise products. For instance, it is claimed that functional ele-

ments have another purpose (e.g. starting point for a technical system) rather than serving 

as an input factor to set up a modular system. Thus, it is suggested that “the functional 

structure does not directly show the modular structure in the design of new products that 

include a physical assembly” (Lehtonen, 2007, p. 67) Moreover, Lehtonen (2007, p. 96) 

claims that “the key issues for the division of the module structure arise from the business 

environment and the production environment, and the relations emerging from the tech-

nical implementation ought to be examined only in regard to these product requirements”. 

Therefore, this section now turns to the examination of methods that establish architec-

tures driven by strategic business factors. 

 Product life cycle considerations 

Many researchers establish product architectures with factors that address various life 

cycle issues. In all presented research works of this section, it is claimed that the product 

architecture is a great lever to better achieve the goals of life cycle engineering. This may 

include the following perspectives: engineering, manufacturing, testing, assembly, distri-

bution, operation, service, maintenance, reuse, recycling and disposal. 

Based on these claims, researchers have developed methods to enhance the life cycle per-

formance of products. To achieve this, components are grouped into modules if they have 

similar or the same life cycle characteristics like the same material for recycling, the same 

reuse intend, or the same maintenance interval (Gu and Sosale, 1999; Newcomb, Bras and 
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Rosen, 1996). Gu et al. (1997) develop a method which establishes modular product archi-

tectures based on the same principles. However, they also add constraints like the maxi-

mum number of modules and refine the identified modules based on “manual” engineer-

ing knowledge. 

Yu et al. (2011) cluster modules based on “modular driving forces”. In their view, modular 

driving forces are life cycle motivations to group components into modules. Besides func-

tional and structural considerations, components are grouped based on three main moti-

vations: a) similarity in component lifetime (e.g. for maintenance, upgrade or end-of life 

scenarios), b) similarity in material compatibility (e.g. for reuse, recycling and disposal) 

and c) ease of disassembly for recycling and other end-of-life intents. In a similar manner, 

Ji et al. (2013) use ten input factors for green modular design. The factors can be divided 

into three different categories: functional similarity (e.g. functional compatibility), struc-

tural similarity (e.g. component connection pattern) and material reuse similarity (e.g. 

material environment impact). 

The optimisation of the product architecture based on life cycle viewpoints is limited by 

the constraints of already existing components. To overcome this shortcoming, Coulter et 

al. (1998) develop a method for the identification and elimination of limiting factors for 

life cycle modularity. Based on the matrices and metrics of Newcomb et al. (1996), possi-

ble changes to the design are identified and evaluated. For instance, materials of different 

components in the same module can be changed so that they are compatible for recycling. 

Therefore, components can be efficiently redesigned to improve life cycle modularity 

(Coulter et al., 1998). 

 Module drivers: reasons for grouping parts into modules 

Erixon (1996, 1998) develops the five-step methodology “Modular Function Deployment” 

(MFD) to derive modular product architectures. Module clustering is based on “module 

drivers” which are the company- and product-strategic reasons why parts should be 

grouped into modules. To support this step, a module indication matrix (MIM, see Figure 

25) is applied to relate module drivers to technical solutions. The methodology is verified 

in practice and further developed without changing the core of the holistic method (Erixon 

et al. 1996; Nilsson & Erixon 1998; Nilsson 2010; Ericsson & Erixon 1999). 
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Figure 25: Module Indication Matrix (MIM) indicating potential modules based on module 

drivers (Blackenfelt, 2001, p. 59) 

MFD establishes product architectures mainly based on module drivers during the prod-

uct life cycle. The module drivers reflecting the company functions R&D, product man-

agement, production, quality, purchasing and after sales are as follows (Ericsson and 

Erixon, 1999): 

 Carryover: Components should be grouped because they are together potential 

candidates for carryover from one product to the other. These modules are tried to 

kept stable over the whole life cycle of the modular system. 

 Technology Evolution: Components should be grouped because they might be re-

placed at the same time by other or more advanced technologies. 

 Planned Product Changes: Components should be grouped because they undergo a 

planned change (e.g. for customer, development, cost or production reasons) at the 

same time. 

 Different Specification: Components that contribute to product variability should 

be grouped into as few as possible modules. 

 Styling: Components that are strongly influenced by fast changing trends should be 

grouped into the same module. 

 Common Unit: Components that can be used in a large number or in all products in 

parallel should be grouped into the same module. 

 Organisation / Processes: Components that use the same production processes 

should be grouped into the same module. 
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 Separate Testing: Components that can be tested together separately should be 

grouped into the same module. 

 Availability from Supplier: Clusters of components that are available from suppli-

ers as final modules should be considered for supply from external manufacturers. 

 Service and Maintenance: Components that have similar service and maintenance 

characteristics should be grouped into the same module. 

 Upgrading: Components that are together potential candidates for upgrades 

should be defined as a separate module. 

 Recycling: Components that can be recycled together should be grouped into the 

same module. 

However, much more other factors influencing the product architecture are considered by 

the method. Firstly, there is the strong link to current and future customer demands and 

technological trends. Secondly, there is the strong link to feasibility of the modular system 

in development and production. Thirdly, there are the impact of the platform on various 

costs (system, production, development) and quality factors (e.g. quality, lead time, sales 

and after sales). Moreover, the optimum number of modules is defined by correlating it to 

the assembly time and indicated with the square root of the number of components 

(Erixon, 1998). 

Stake (2000) and Blackenfelt & Stake (1999) extend the research about MFD. Stake (2000) 

develops a software tool to automatically generate product architectures by applying den-

drograms and clustering analyses based on a product management map by Nilsson and 

Erixon (1998). Another aspect of Stake’s (2000) research classifies the module drivers of 

Erixon (1998) and relates them to the different strategy alternatives (i.e. differentiation, 

cost leadership, focus on niches) according to Porter (1992) which a company can pursue. 

In later works, Borjesson (2009) extends the MFD methodology by incorporating various 

other aspects while leaving the module driver concept as core of the methodology. Borjes-

son (2009) claims that module drivers alone do not always lead to better modules. In-

stead, modules have to be improved by manual engineering work in the classical MFD 

methodology. Therefore he introduces “convergence properties” which are four additional 

factors that are used during module generation (Borjesson, 2009): 

 Optional product properties 

 Geometrical properties 

 Functional flow properties 

 Module driver compatibility 

Figure 26 shows a matrix-based “Product Management Map” (PMM) that is adopted from 

Quality Function Deployment methodology for modularisation purposes. The PMM guides 

the MFD methodology from customer requirements over product properties and technical 
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solutions toward clustering of modules with the MIM. Figure 26 also shows the extended 

elements of Borjesson (2009). 

 

Figure 26: “Product Management Map” to support the MFD methodology (Borjesson, 

2009) 

3.1.5 Combined and integrated approaches to establish product architectures 

There are a large number of studies in literature that combine various above mentioned 

approaches and add new elements for product architecture creation. Moreover, combined 

methodologies have in common that they integrate various factors from different stages of 

the product life cycle or value chain to improve product architectures. This section shows 

a brief overview of the factors that are considered in combination or in addition to the 

factors of above mentioned methods. This section will not go into detailed description how 

these methods work. 

 Combining functional and physical elements 

Meehan et al. (2007) support design for reuse with modular design. Therefore, they intro-

duce a multi-viewpoint modularisation method. The method starts with module creation 

on functional level. Subsequently, during the design process, modules are also created on 

working-principle level and on solution level. Mapping between modules on functional, 
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working-principle and solution level shall support designers to introduce modular solu-

tions that foster design for reuse. Figure 27 shows that the method assists the designer in 

module clustering from an abstract toward a more concrete level during the design proc-

ess. 

 

Figure 27: Product architecting on functional, working-principle and solution level during 

the design process (Meehan, Duffy and Whitfield, 2007, p. 150) 

 Combining physical and strategic factors 

Early approaches combine technical aspects of the DSM with strategic aspects of the mod-

ule driver concept (Lange, 1998; Lanner and Malmqvist, 1996). Others combine technical 

DSM aspects with internally conflicting strategic factors (e.g. stability vs. instability during 

life cycle of modular system, intended reuse vs. development, commonality vs. variety, 

carry over vs. change and make vs. buy) (Blackenfelt, 2001, 2000). Strategic reasons from 

different company perspectives are combined with a functional-physical module interface 

graph to establish product architectures (Blees, Henry and Krause, 2009, 2008; Blees and 

Krause, 2008). 

 Incorporating DFA and DFM methodologies 

The methodology of Salhieh and Kamrani (1999) analyses the similarity of components 

based on front-end information which is derived from market needs. Physical similarity 

(e.g. design specifications) between components is considered for module grouping as 

well as the feasibility of the created product architecture. The new element here is that in 

later studies, Kamrani and Salhieh (2002) extend the modular design approach by incor-

porating DFA and DFM methodologies into later stages of their modular design process. 

Emmatty and Sarmah (2012) combine a modularisation methodology that accompanies 

the whole design process with a design knowledge database, a platform-component ap-
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proach and Design for Manufacturing and Assembly (DFMA). The methodology incorpo-

rates constant feedback cycles between DFMA, conceptual product architecture phase and 

the requirements phase. 

 Managing the trade-off between common and variety platform elements 

Improved product architectures are achieved by managing the trade-off between using 

common elements for platform-based design and individually designed elements. After 

defining all product variants of the product family which share the same product architec-

ture, the product variants derived from the platform are evaluated against individually 

designed product variants (Gonzalez-Zugasti, Otto and Baker, 2000). More detailed de-

scriptions measure the impact of different architecture alternatives on the trade-off be-

tween variant-driven complexity cost and direct cost (Schuh and Jonas, 1997; Schuh and 

Schwenk, 2001). The trade-off between standardised modules and optimized single prod-

ucts is also solved with the use of algorithms and mathematical models which reflect the 

performance of different module scenarios by considering constraints of the modular ar-

chitecture, various types of cost and the price potential of different scenarios (Fujita, 2002; 

Fujita, Sakaguchi and Akagi, 1999; Fujita and Yoshida, 2004). Yigit et al. (2002) consider 

the trade-off between quality and performance loss and increased configurability in pro-

duction from modular architectures. 

The right platform strategy for different market needs based on deep market understand-

ing, price-performance targets of platform products, and the platform roadmap is consid-

ered by Meyer and Lehnerd (1997). Simpson et al. (2001) makes the technical link be-

tween market segments, platform specification, and the division of the platform into scal-

able parts. 

De Weck et al. (2004) came up with an approach that goes beyond single platform im-

provement. The approach determines the right number of platforms to cover different 

market segments. This approach is based on a maximised profit function for a product 

family that is based on market data, competitor data and on estimated variant and capital 

investment (e.g. factories, dies and R&D) cost. 

 Considering effects on production and logistic processes 

Architecture-relevant relationships between the entities of the functional product hierar-

chy (e.g. welded joint, bolted connection, adhesive bonded joint or contact surface) are 

improved by applying optimisation measures. The optimisation measures can be grouped 

into three fields which are used as levers: rearrangement or reduction of assembly steps, 

definition of subassemblies and reduction of assembly parts through integration (Bäßler, 

1987; Dahl, 1990). 

The optimal fit between product architecture, assembly sequence and product variants 

can also be achieved by visualizing product variance in combination with the process se-

quence (Schuh, 1988). Another option to achieve the best fit between the product architec-

ture and the process sequence is by measuring the impact of variant-caused complexity on 
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logistics and manufacturing processes which is directly related to the shape of a product-

process variant tree (Caesar, 1991). 

 Considering uncertainties 

Several researchers mention that despite acting amid highly volatile markets, product 

architectures are still created with static planning. Therefore, they design scenario-robust 

product architectures by varying uncertain, imprecise and dynamic input- and output fac-

tors for the product architecture creation process and analyse how the product architec-

ture looks like under changing circumstances (Moon et al., 2007; Nepal et al., 2008; Schuh 

et al., 2014; Schuh, Lenders, and Bender, 2009). 

Based on the work of Jordan and Graves (1995) about manufacturing flexibility and prod-

uct-plant-configuration and the work of Connors (1996) about multi-attribute trade off 

analysis, Kidd (1998) develops a method for the review of different platform strategies. 

Therefore, he connects platform attributes and platform uncertainties of different plat-

form scenarios to economic platform performance metrics (Kidd, 1998). Future platforms 

with stable product architecture need good anticipation of future trends, risks and market 

preferences during the early product creation phase. This need is addressed with the pro-

posed simulations in the study. 

 Integrating PLC or strategic, functional and physical aspects 

Recent research streams continue to integrate more and more factors for modularisation 

by integrating factors such as customer requirements, product programme planning, func-

tional requirements, technical dependencies and various strategic requirements (Jonas, 

Gebhardt and Krause, 2012; Koppenhagen, 2004; Sand, Gu and Watson, 2002, 2001; Ulrich 

and Eppinger, 2012). 

Koeppen (2008) remarks that the strategic, PLC, functional and technical aspects which 

are considered for product architecture creation all rely on qualitative engineering judge-

ment which is to some extend subjective, not repeatable and know-how dependent. For 

this reason, she develops formulas to describe and quantify the reasons why components 

should be coupled into modules. The mathematical formulation of modularization reasons, 

covers strategic, PLC, functional and technical aspects. 

Simpson et al. (2012) develop an integrated approach for product family design. The 

method is based on proper analysis of product requirements. Afterwards, different sup-

port tools (e.g. metrics, matrices, graphs) are applied to balance the trade-off between 

product planning, variability planning and commonality planning. Other highly integrated 

and development process-accompanying approaches have also been presented by Thumm 

& Göhlich (2015) and Pakkanen et al. (2015). 

Marshall and Leaney (2002) present a framework for systems engineering which includes 

a methodology for product modularisation. The framework brings modularisation into the 

broader range of system engineering which respects the requirement for a holistic view on 

the topic of modularisation (see Figure 28). 
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Figure 28: Modular product development process in the context of the system engineering 

framework (Marshall and Leaney, 2002, p. 296–297) 

Applying various tools along the product development process to enhance modularity, 

commonality and variety has become increasingly attractive. Some researchers combine 

elements of Design for Variety (DfV7, e.g. based on Martin & Ishii (2002) and Martin 

(1999)) with strategical module clustering and other accompanying information during 

the design process (Blees, Kipp and Krause, 2010; Kipp, Blees and Krause, 2010; Kipp and 

Krause, 2008). Krause et al. (2014) and Kruse et al. (2015) further develop their work and 

introduce an integrated method toolkit for modular product families that can be applied 

during different phases of product development. The toolkit consists of eight visual tools 

that aim at following aspects: 

 Design for optimised variety of modules and products 

 Modularity for different product life cycle phases 

 Product program planning as input for modularisation 

 Development of modular product programs 

Schuh et al. (2007) draw upon a QFD-based matrix-approach to handle their modularisa-

tion method. The methodology starts with requirements from various sources and relates 

them to technical functions. Afterwards, different product architecture alternatives are 

established based on the relations of technical functions to physical components. Finally, 

                                                             

7 DfV, Definition by Kipp and Krause (2008, p. 426): “...possibilities of design and product architec-
ture, which minimise the costs of the development and production of variant products.” 
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physical components or modules of a certain product architecture alternative are related 

to each other in order to define interfaces between them on a conceptual level. Figure 29 

shows the matrices of the holistic modularisation methodology. 

 

Figure 29: Matrix-based approach to handle the modularisation method of Schuh et al. 

(2007), figure according to Schuh et al. (2007, p. 29) 

Based on a study on the definition of product platforms (Kristjansson et al. 2004) and on 

an analysis of influencing factors which should be considered during the creation of a plat-

form strategy (Kristjansson & Hildre 2004a), a method to review product platforms is de-

veloped (Kristjansson & Hildre 2004b; Kristjansson & Hildre 2004c; Kristjansson 2005). 

The developed method assesses the alignment of platforms to the company’s strategy (i.e. 

differentiation, cost leadership, focus). The aspects that are assessed comprise a) platform 

strategy, b) internal side effects, c) external side effects, d) match of platform with prod-

ucts, e) dynamics of the market, f) competition situation and g) the competency of the 

company regarding the platform. The results of platform assessment evolve during discus-

sions that run in parallel to the platform development process. The assessment of the plat-

form remains on a high and managerial level. Because the ratings are based on experience, 

estimations and gut feeling, the results do not reflect a real state but can only be seen as a 

current approximation to the platform’s performance. The method depends on the opinion 

of different individuals. This makes it possible that different individuals rate the perform-

ance of a platform totally different in the same field due to missing facts that should ideally 

be used to back the reasoning for a certain rating. 
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3.1.6 Overview: methods 

The literature review about modularisation methods shows how engineers are supported 

to establish product architectures during the engineering design process. The previous 

sections have presented 58 methods from 89 research publications that are eligible candi-

dates to support engineers in establishing modular systems, with a variety of key points. It 

is the purpose of this overview section to give a compressed taxonomy of how work from 

the literature supports engineers during modularisation activities. 

During module clustering, most of researchers draw upon graph-based, matrix-based or 

mathematical support. For instance, graph-based approaches help to visually subdivide a 

set of functions into modules, matrix-based approaches are used to identify similarity pat-

terns between components and mathematical models help to balance the trade-off be-

tween different estimated effects of modularisation. There are also numerous researchers 

who apply a mix of different means for product architecture representations or who apply 

metrics or tables. Figure 30 shows the distribution how the identified modularisation 

methods support engineers during product architecture design. 

 

Figure 30: Distribution of how the presented 58 methods support engineers through 

product architecture representation 

The methods have in common that they aim at organising a system into modules. This can 

either be achieved bottom-up or top-down (Alizon et al., 2007; Liu, Wong and Lee, 2010; 

Simpson et al., 2014). In detail, this means that they either help to group a set of elements 

(e.g. functional, physical) into modules (bottom-up approach) or that they subdivide a 
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product or product portfolio into modules with the help of different input factors (top-

down approach). 

The literature review identifies factors that can be used to establish modular systems. The 

input factors can be seen as reasons and guiding principles for product architecture modi-

fication. Therefore, a modular product architecture is claimed to contribute significantly to 

the performance of different company areas. 

What was found in literature can either be divided into methods considering abstract fac-

tors, strategic factors, or integrated approaches which integrate a mixture of various fac-

tors (see Figure 31). The derivation of data for Figure 31 is given in Appendix A. 

 

Figure 31: Factors that are applied to establish modular product architectures 

Abstract factors are physical interactions between elements, functional structures and 

functional-physical relations. They are used to create an improved product architecture 

based on the abstract definition of “good design” or of “modular product architecture” 

which was defined earlier in this work. 

Other methods improve the product architecture based on more practice-related, less ab-

stract factors. Among these reasons are strategic reasons for modularity which contain 

factors from the whole product life cycle and value stream. Strategic factors can be applied 

generally with the help of module drivers as well as with the help of more detailed product 

life cycle factors. 

Integrated (holistic) approaches consider various factors and are therefore further classi-

fied. Integrated platform-based methods consider the trade-off between commonality and 

individuality. This trade-off can be managed by directly comparing different platform ar-

chitecture alternatives against cost, revenue, performance, quality and other characteris-

tics of the product specification. 

Holistic consideration of production and logistic processes takes into account if various 

measures affecting the product architecture are beneficial or disadvantageous for logistics 

and manufacturing. Other holistic methods combine the principles of variability manage-

ment and modularisation. These approaches strive for on optimum balance between in-
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ternal complexity, external variety and the cause-effect relationship between them. Fur-

ther holistic methods combine a huge amount of strategic, functional and physical factors. 

Several holistic methods were found which have distinct features in addition to more 

“conventional” methods. Among them are integrated methods considering the optimum 

degree of modularity. On the base of other known main input factors, different architec-

ture types are created and evaluated or the level of modularity is planned prior to apply-

ing the methodology. Another distinct feature is the consideration of uncertainties which 

makes clear that the expectation for factors which are used during early product creation 

phase could rely on an unstable base during the life cycle of the product architecture. 

Besides the main input factors which are used for the actual product architecture genera-

tion process, researchers use side input factors which are used prior to or after the actual 

product architecture creation process. Side factors with origin before the actual product 

architecture creation process usually consider market data or functional issues. Moreover, 

some researchers stress the importance of alignment of general business objectives with 

product architecture improvement objectives prior to undertaking the architecture crea-

tion process. 

Side input factors which are considered after the actual architecture creation process 

come from various fields. Usually constraints, feasibility and impact of the product archi-

tecture are considered after the actual architecture creation. For instance, findings after 

DFMA methodology, production ramp-up or testing is used to create an iterative feedback 

loop to the conceptual product architecture creation phase. 
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Figure 32: Percentage of factors used by “abstract” methods, “strategic” methods and “in-

tegrated” approaches 

Figure 32 gives a detailed overview at the percentage of different factors that are applied 

“inside” abstract, strategic or integrated approaches. The derivation of data and more de-

tailed overview are given in Appendix A: Overview of modularisation methods. 

Recently developed product architecture design methods (see Section 3.1.5) tend to inte-
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method is new to its users. Another reason for methodological scepticism can be the delay 

between applying the method with certain amount of effort and delivering results such as 

cost savings (Lindemann 2006, p.59). No study has been identified that gives evidence to a 

case where a modularisation method has been applied in daily industrial practice. Most of 

the modularisation methods have been validated on a small sample size, relatively isolated 

from industrial practice. However, reality in industry is not that neat. Rather, there are 

diverse and unforeseen variabilities in practice. Consequently, the transfer of modularisa-

tion support from academia into daily industrial practice with enormous time and cost 

pressure could be prone to failure if the underlying overall issue of transition towards 

modularisation is not properly understood. 

A major part of this section has dealt with factors that are used in literature to establish 

modular systems. In order to make a first step towards understanding the overall issue of 

transitioning towards modularisation, the next section will move on to bring the pre-

sented modularisation methods and their applied factors into the wider range of a com-

pany’s development process life cycles. 

3.2 Context of modularisation approaches in the product life 

cycle 

It is the purpose of this section to bring modularisation into the context of the develop-

ment life cycle. It will be shown where modular systems are suggested to be established in 

the product life cycle by the presented modularisation methods. Furthermore, it will be 

shown which aspects of the product architecture life cycle are covered by the literature 

review, and equally important, which aspects are not covered by the 58 modularisation 

methods that were identified. These are analysed in some detail. 

The detailed taxonomy of modularisation methods is given in Appendix A: Overview of 

modularisation methods. There, it is also described how the data and graphs of this sec-

tion were derived. The following paragraphs will summarise and visualise the results of 

bringing modularisation methods into the wider context of the product life cycle. 

3.2.1 Context in the product development process 

Figure 33 has been created to show two different alternatives as to how product architec-

tures are established during the development process. The figure has been created based 

on the information provided in Appendix A. 

The first alternative, alternative (A), establishes product architectures during the concept 

phase of product development. This alternative is chosen by the majority (approximately 

83 %) of modularisation methods of the literature review. Input factors that are used to 

establish the product architecture are either taken directly from concept phase or from 

various other phases of the engineering design process. 
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Figure 33: Consideration of product development phases during modularisation 

The second alternative, alternative (B), is chosen in around 17 % of the 58 identified 

modularisation methods. These methods start to establish a preliminary product architec-

ture quite early in the development process and establish a constant feedback loop be-

tween different design phases in order to constantly modify product architecture through 

newly acquired findings of succeeding phases. 

Both of the presented alternatives clearly have their own advantages and disadvantages 

(Kusiak, 1995, p. 261). For instance, if the product architecture is early fixed during con-

cept phase, constraints that arise later during other phases of the development process 

will undermine the product architecture. Moreover, establishing the product architecture 

early requires engineers to make vague estimations on factors that arise during succeed-

ing phases. On the other hand, if the product architecture is constantly modified, designers 

of (sub-) modules and components encounter serious problems if they cannot rely on 

fixed functionality or interfaces (i.e. the results of previous phases). Therefore, it has to be 

stated that the classification of modularisation methods is neither black nor white, nor 

that clearly cut. In practice, users of the methods have to find a situation-specific balance 

between the alternatives. 

One of the most important points of this section is the coverage of phases during product 

development. The table in Figure 33 shows that all phases of new product development 

which are shown in the same figure are sufficiently covered by the identified modularisa-

tion methods. This is a result of the finding that researchers have integrated more and 

more factors to establish architectures (as shown in section 3.1.6), and in parallel, re-

searchers have integrated more and more product development phases during modulari-

sation since recent years. For instance, the phase with the smallest coverage, which is 
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“testing”, is still considered by at least 12 modularisation methods. It can be concluded 

that whichever phase during product development shall be considered or improved by 

modularisation, there are a significant set of methods available. Consequently, there is 

actually sufficient appropriate available support in this area. Hence the focus of the next 

section will turn to the overall life cycle. 

3.2.2 Context of modularisation in the overall life cycle 

This section goes beyond the product development process and brings the modularisation 

methods into the context of the overall life cycle phases of a company. Figure 34 shows all 

phases that are considered by the 58 methods of the literature review. 

The methods cover different overall life cycle phases for two reasons. Firstly, factors from 

different life cycle phases are considered for product architecture improvement. Secondly, 

the performance of considered life cycle phases shall be improved by modularisation itself. 

The depicted phases that could be identified in the literature review cover the aspects of 

(1) product development, (2) the product life cycle (excluding (1) product development), 

(3) the value stream, (4) financial functions, (5) organisational aspects, (6) phase-

overarching aspects that cannot be directly assigned to a phase and (7) the evolution of 

the modular system beyond its development (see Figure 34). 

 

Figure 34: Life cycle phases considered by modularisation methods 

Figure 35 shows the coverage of each phase by indicating how often a phase is considered 

by the 58 methods of the literature review. Most of the modularisation methods consider 

aspects that have their origin in the product development process, the product life cycle or 

the value stream. Less frequently, but still significantly covered are the aspects of financial 

and organisational processes. Phase-overarching or accompanying aspects are considered 
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by 4 % of the methods. This category comprises aspects that could not be directly assigned 

to one or several of the listed phases. 

 

Figure 35: Life cycle phases that are covered by the modularisation methods from litera-

ture review 

All aspects related to the category of (7) evolution, reuse, design modification and engi-

neering change of the modular system or its elements are not covered by the identified 58 

methods. These aspects have been totally neglected by previous scholars who do research 

in the field of modular product architecture design (see Figure 35). 

Several conclusions can be drawn from the finding that phase (7) of Figure 34 and of Fig-
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phase could be overly simple and self-explaining. Such a situation would not require ex-

tensive research about the topic. Secondly, it could be derived that it is totally unimportant 
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lished during a new product development process. Thirdly, it could be concluded from the 

findings of this section that the focus of current research is misleading. It has to be ques-
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cation and change of the overall modular system (see Figure 36). It can be thus concluded 

that dealing with this phase is neither simple nor unimportant. In contrary, if a company 

wants to transition from single product development towards development of modular 

systems, it is vital consider how a modular system can be evolved and how it can be main-

tained over a prolonged period. 

Other previous studies showed that commonality in platforms tends to decline over the 

platform life cycle. Moreover, actual commonality in implemented platforms and deriva-

tive products is significantly lower than the commonality that was originally planned dur-

ing product family planning (Boas, 2008; Montano, 2011; Munk, 2011). This problem is 

denoted as “platform divergence” and is seen as a main future issue to be remedied in this 

field (Simpson et al., 2014). 

In summary, if a company wants to make the overall transition towards modular system 

development, it has to ensure that the product architecture across different products is 

kept stable over time. Such stability can be achieved by taking the evolution of the modular 

system across a wider range of products together with its reuse, design modifications and 

change into consideration. This is an under-researched topic which needs further investi-

gation in order to avoid significant problems during overall modularisation transition. 

 

Figure 36: Issues during transition from single product development towards modular 

system development (Arnoscht, 2011, p. 208) 

So far, this research has presented what modular systems are, how they are suggested to 

be established by academia and what the problems are from a theoretical perspective. The 
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modular systems. However, drawbacks encountered by industry will also be presented in 

this chapter. 

3.3.1 Modular architectures in different industries 

In his literature review about modular systems, Arnoscht (2011, p. 25) goes back until 

3000 BC and lists Egyptian hieroglyphics as first modular system. According to his review, 

the first technical modular system can be dated back to 300 BC with modular bricks that 

possess 1 : 1,5 : 3 relationship in dimension. 

Up to modern times, the progress of technology has been accompanied by the progress of 

modular systems. Lehtonen(2007, p. 25–26) presents how modularisation of submarines 

was used to improve organisation of production during the 1940s. He states that this con-

cept that was new during those days is still applied in shipbuilding industry today. 

In addition, Lehtonen (2007, p. 26) gives an example from railway industry in the 1970s. 

The example includes diesel locomotives that incorporate improved life cycle characteris-

tics like facilitated service through modularisation. 

Rothwell and Gardiner (1983, p. 165) show an example how well defined interfaces be-

tween the jet engine module evolved together with the stretchable platform of the Boeing 

757 in the 1970s and 1980s. 

Baldwin and Clark (2000, p. 6–9) state that the product architecture of computers trans-

formed from being integral to modular, starting with IBM’s System/360 in 1964. The evo-

lution of the whole computer industry from integral designs towards modular designs 

mainly took place in the 1980s and 1990s and is claimed to be one of the driving forces 

that reshaped computer industry. 

With the Sony Walkman from the 1980s, Sony managed to be steps ahead of competitors 

by constantly and quickly introducing more than 250 different models in the US. Core 

modules and platforms are seen as reason for this success in pace, variety and flexibility 

(Sanderson and Uzumeri, 1995). 

The panel meter of Nippondenso Co. Ltd is an example how a modular product architec-

ture can help automotive suppliers to improve combinability of their components. 288 

different panel meters could be efficiently manufactured by combining six components 

with 17 predefined component variants. In addition, Nippondenso Co. Ltd reduced pro-

duction variety with the redesign of its products like the 250 varieties of its alternators 

(Whitney, 1993).  

Huge investments in the redesign of a product line concerning automation, cost and value 

creation paid off for Black and Decker. Foundation for the success was the consequent 

planning and re-use of standardised components that were already optimised for manu-

facturing. With this strategy, the complexity driving iteration loop between design to func-

tion, design for manufacturability and design to cost for each product was eliminated. 

Amid high standardisation across products in a family, Black and Decker managed to keep 
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high variety with universal electric motors by just adjusting the stack length (Lehnerd 

1987). 

Feitzinger and Lee (1997) see in modular product design a precondition for modular pro-

duction and supply design with standardised processes, postponing and process re-

sequencing in order to get agile production and supply. In the case of modular redesign of 

generic DeskJet Printers from HP which enabled new supply strategies, “the total manu-

facturing, shipping, and inventory costs dropped by 25%” (Feitzinger and Lee, 1997, p. 

118). 

Ericsson and Erixon (1999) report about successful introduction of modular product ar-

chitectures at Scania, Volvo, Atlas Copco Controls (control units for machine industry), 

VBG Ltd. (truck and trailer industry), and Sepson (winches for heavy duty vehicles). Ac-

cording to the authors, the major goal with modularisation in these companies is a 

broader offer to the customer while reducing the part number count, assembly time, lead 

time in production and engineering, investment, purchasing cost, quality losses and test-

ing time (Ericsson and Erixon, 1999). 

Examples for modular systems can be found in almost all industries. Beyond the presented 

cases so far, further examples reach from modular watches (Ulrich and Eppinger, 2012, p. 

189), modular gearboxes (ZF Friedrichshafen AG, 2012), modular conveyors, modular 

trams (Adolph, 2005; Pahl et al., 2007, p. 510–515), electromechanical control systems 

(Bathelt et al., 2003), modular software (Kuhlemann, 2006), modular axle units (ZF Corpo-

rate Communications, 2010), agricultural machinery (Mayer de Ávila and Borsato, 2014), 

modular spacecrafts (Gonzalez-Zugasti, Otto and Baker, 2000) to modular smartphones 

(Kazi, 2015; Khedekar, 2016; Phonebloks, 2016). Even medical industry like hip implant 

manufacturers use the principles of modular design (Hips For You, 2009; Paul Byrd Law 

Firm, 2013). Although modularity in this industry is not without risk, the possibilities to 

generate variety are enormous. Hence, there are more than 35 000 different artificial 

joints registered in Germany’s artificial joint registry (Deutsches Ärzteblatt, 2013)8. 

Most examples for product architecture strategies are reported on product family level. 

However, other promising examples such as the Black and Decker radical redesign pro-

gram shows that such a program may go beyond product family level. Scania or Volks-

wagen (see section below) show that transitioning towards modular system development 

is implemented and aligned throughout the whole company and across different brands. 

In the case of Renault-Nissan, General Motors together with PSA (i.e. Peugeot and Citroen) 

or Daimler with Nissan (Mitteldeutsche Zeitung, 2014), modular systems are even estab-

lished across company borders (Focus Online, 2013; Handelsblatt, 2012a). 

                                                             

8 The modularisation aim of the listed examples may not mainly be on complexity reduction. This 
could be slightly different compared to the main focus of this work. For example, upgradeability 
and reduction of waste seem to be one of the main goals of modular smartphone projects cur-
rently (Kazi, 2015; Khedekar, 2016; Phonebloks, 2016). 
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3.3.2 Modular systems in automotive industry 

Among all the examples from various industries, the dimension of modular systems in 

automotive industry remains the most prominent one. 

Honda’s way to serve totally different demands in the US, Japan and Europe was a flexible 

and stretchable platform for the world market. Even though Honda had to invest large 

sums in the flexible platform, it could cut cost by 20 % and $1,200 per car compared to 

single product development. The Honda Accord could be developed for $600 million com-

pared to the competitive model Ford Taurus with $2.8 billion (BusinessWeek, 1997). 

Scania’s modular system which evolved over many years targets to serve current and fu-

ture customers, with individual and optimised products, in parallel with a limited and con-

trolled number of parts and interfaces (Scania, 2008, 2000; Scania Group, 2011). Synergies 

that are created between products are claimed to reduce the number of components by 

50 %. This lowers the cost for research and development by 30 % - 50 %, production by 

about 10 % and sales and service by about 30 %. For instance, 85 % of the components in 

a tourist coach chassis are shared with a truck chassis (Scania, 2009). 

In general, automotive industry seems to expect extremely high complexity entailed by 

new technologies and higher competition in future (Krepper, 2011). Moreover, the indus-

try tends to be present in more and more markets while serving cars for each class type. 

For this reason, car manufacturers are striving to replace their platform-driven architec-

tures with module-driven product architectures (see Sections 2.3 and 2.4) as they regard 

this as a more flexible approach with more potential for cross-model commonalities. Be-

sides volume-driven cost effects in purchasing and production, they expect advantages 

throughout the whole value stream. These expectations have led to a “hype” about modu-

lar systems at car manufacturers. Just to name a few, Tata Motor wants to introduce a new 

modular system, the “Code X4”, to launch hatchbacks, sedans and multipurpose vehicles 

(MVPs) from the same modular system (The Economic Times, 2013). Renault-Nissan in-

tends to build cars around a Common Module Family, the so called CMF, (The Economic 

Times, 2013). Peugeot and Citroen want to derive cars from their new Efficient Modular 

Platform EMP2 (PSA Peugeot Citroen, 2013). Volvo plans to launch new car generations 

from the Scalable Product Architecture, SPA, (Gomoll, 2013). 

Modular strategy of Mercedes 

Mercedes invests enormous sums (3 billion Euro for organisational restructuring alone, 

without initial platform investment) to restructure their organisation around the intro-

duction of four modular systems for vehicles and one modular system for power-trains 

(MPA). In this course, manufacturing will also be reordered from relatively autonomous 

production facilities towards production facilities that are guided by the standardised 

product architecture (Daimler, 2014). The four vehicle platforms are intended to cover all 

of Mercedes car models (Daimler, 2014): 
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 the rear-wheel drive architecture (MRA) for the S-, E-, and C-Class 

 the front-wheel drive architecture (MFA) for the A-, B-, CLA- and GLA-Class 

 the architecture for SUVs (MHA) for the M-, R-, GL- and G-Class 

 the architecture for sports cars (MSA) for the SL- and SLK-Class 

With the new modular strategy, Daimler plans to launch 40 new car models, including 12 

new car models without predecessors until 2020 (Daimler, 2014). Daimler claims that the 

cost savings with this new approach would be huge and that the launch of a multitude of 

additional vehicle variants would not be possible without the extended modularisation 

approach (CARSCOOPS, 2014). 

Platform strategy of BMW 

BMW is reducing its platforms to just two across different models and brands (with MINI 

and Rolls-Royce). The platform consolidation is expected to support BMW desire to re-

main profitable during unstable periods while being able to subsequently launch new 

model variants. With this strategy, BMW plans to reach unit sales of two million and more 

from 2016 on (Vijayenthiran, 2015). The two platform architectures of BMW are as fol-

lows (Boeriu, 2015; Kurylko, 2014): 

 The Cluster Architecture (CLAR, initially the 35up) will equip rear-wheel drive cars 

like the 3-, 5-, 6-, 7-Series or the X3, X4, X5, X6 and X7. 

 The UKL platform will be the base for smaller front-wheel drive cars like the 1- or 2- 

series. The same platform will also be shared with the MINI. 

All-wheel drive variants of BMW will draw upon the CLAR and the UKL platform (Kurylko, 

2014). 

Volkswagen Group’s modularisation transition 

James Scoltock, the editor of the “Automotive Engineer” states that “when modularity is 

mentioned during discussions at the various events we attend, conversation is soon di-

rected to Volkswagen’s MQB architecture” (Scoltock, 2014). In fact, Volkswagen Group’s 

(also referred to as Volkswagen within this section) undertaking seems to be cutting-edge 

modular system development. 

Volkswagen expects that the modular strategy makes it possible to reduce development 

and production costs by 20 %. Together with other effects in the value chain, this would 

reduce unit costs and one-off expenditure by 20 %. Moreover, engineering hours per vehi-

cle are claimed to be reduced about approximately 30 % (Krepper, 2011; Pötsch, 2011, p. 

18). In turn, this leads to a decreased time to market for new model variants (e.g. new Golf 

VII) by about 30 % (Autobild.de, 2013). 

The former Volkswagen head of development Dr. Ulrich Hackenberg stated that the modu-

lar strategy enables much higher flexibility as conventional platform strategies. According 

to his estimation, over 60 % - 70 % of a car can be defined as common modules which can 
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be used for saloon cars as well as for off-road vehicles. For instance the new A1 of Audi 

will share the common base of the VW-Polo class. Cars can be varied in width, length, 

height, wheel dimension and wheelbase. Common modules are amongst others power 

train, air conditioning system, seats, door locking systems and window lifter. The flexible 

modules permit to use different gas types as well as the accommodation of batteries for 

hybrid- and electric cars (Krepper, 2011). 

Moreover, the Modular Petrol Engine System (MOB) and the Modular Diesel System 

(MDB) are aligned to the modular systems of vehicles. As the different engine variations 

are mounted at the same angle and at the same interface, the “exhaust line, drive shafts 

and transmission location” can be efficiently standardised. This is claimed to reduce “the 

number of engine and transmission variations in the Group’s MQB system by nearly 90 %” 

(Volkswagen Group, 2015). 

The technical concept behind Volkswagen’s intensified modularisation strategy is the 

transition from rigid underbody platforms that generated synergies mainly between the 

models of a certain value class towards modular systems. The modules of a modular sys-

tem are seen as the main ingredient for synergies inside a value class and between differ-

ent value classes (Pötsch, 2011, p. 18). The underlying concept is depicted in Figure 37. 

  

Figure 37: Technical concept of Volkswagen’s competitive advantage from its modular 

system strategy (Pötsch, 2011, p. 18) 

Remarkably Volkswagen Group aims to derive almost their complete range of car models 

(with sales volumes of more than ten million cars in total in 2014) from only four modular 

systems (Volkswagen, 2014). The term “modular system” used within this work was for-
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merly referred to as “modular matrix” and is now referred to as “modular toolkit” by 

Volkswagen. Volkswagen’s four modular systems are as follows (Volkswagen Group, 

2015): 

 New Small Family (NSF): This modular system will be used for ultra-compact cars like 

the VW Up!, the Seat Mii and the Skoda Citigo (Autobild.de, 2013). 

 Modular Transverse Toolkit (MQB): The MQB is used for small and medium sized ve-

hicles with transverse engine mounting position. The MQB shall serve more than 40 

model variants by 2018 and it shall equip more than 4 million units by 2016. Examples 

for models that can be equipped with modules from the MQB are VW Polo, VW Golf, 

VW Passat, VW Scirocco, VW Touran, VW Caddy, VW Tiguan, Audi A3, Audi TT, Seat 

Leon, Skoda Octavia, Skoda Superb (Autobild.de, 2013) and partly the Skoda Fabia 

(Skodaportal, 2014; WORLDCARFANS, 2014). 

 Modular Longitudinal Toolkit (MLB): The MLB is used for bigger sized cars with longi-

tudinal engine mounting position. Examples for modules that are capable to use mod-

ules from the MLB are the Audi A4, Audi A5, Audi Q5, Audi A6, Audi A7, Audi A8 and 

the Porsche Macan (Autobild.de, 2013). 

 Modular Standard Toolkit (MSB): This modular system is intended to boost synergies 

between high-end sports cars or premium brands like Lamborghini and Porsche 

(Autobild.de, 2013). 

The interplay between the different modular systems and how they contribute to Volks-

wagen’s vehicle classes is shown in Figure 38. 

 

Figure 38: Modular systems for passenger cars at Volkswagen (Volkswagen Group, 2015) 

In order to bring on the one hand the benefits of standardised vehicles down to produc-

tion and on the other hand to being able to manufacture flexible solutions, Volkswagen 

establishes a strong link between the modular system for products and a so called modu-
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lar system for production (MPB), (Volkswagen Group, 2015). It is claimed that the stan-

dard installation of the MPB is capable to deliver 30 vehicles per hour of the same model. 

Nevertheless, the MPB can be flexibly extended with pre-defined equipment at predefined 

positions so that it is possible to manufacture 60 different vehicles of any model and of any 

brand per hour (Volkswagen, 2012; Volkswagen Group, 2012). 

3.3.3 Problems during modularisation transition in industry 

The reported transition of industry towards modular systems with a new dimension is just 

at the beginning. In 2015, major car companies are either at an advanced planning stage or 

at the early implementation state of their new modular platforms. It can be assumed that 

the immense reuse of modules, explosion of car variants, ambitious growth strategy, reor-

ganisation and industry-wide collaboration even among competitors that is based on the 

possibilities of new modular systems will radically change automotive industry. Moreover, 

other industries already jumped on the “modular” path, paved by the promises of new 

modular system pioneers. Up to now, it is impossible to foresee whether these undertak-

ings will be successful or if some, if not more, of the risky ventures will make a crash-

landing. 

Nearly all cases from industry only report about the positive effects of higher variety and 

commonality and the resulting impact on company processes (Persson and Åhlström, 

2006). The most frequently mentioned disadvantage of “platforming” and “product archi-

tecting” is the high initial effort and investment (Feitzinger & Lee 1997; Lehnerd 1987). 

Camuffo (2002) discusses advantages and disadvantages while analysing Fiat’s World Car, 

the Palio. Indeed, worldwide standards enabled by modularisation, make it possible to 

amortise development costs much earlier due to repetition. Know-how can be accumu-

lated and used in every new site by replicating the same organisational concepts and 

working methods. Therefore, production capacity can be increased simply by reproducing 

the same module in parallel and standard working practices can be shifted to all process, 

service and subassembly suppliers (Camuffo, 2002, p. 24).  

However, the case study showed that the promising detailed benefits are not that easy to 

implement as such broad-scope strategies increase project complexity considerably. This 

increase began when Fiat started to enter countries with significantly different require-

ments. Much more had to be considered than the required product customisation. Local 

adjustments have to be made in technologies, organizational structures and management 

practices, especially in existing and overtaken sites (Camuffo 2002, p.25). 

There, in fact, the strong commitment to global optimization and cross-

country standardisation has been challenged by the peculiarities of local 

competition, institutional constraints and cost factors. For example, local con-

tent constraints and tough price competition by other local and global OEMs 

(Tata, Daewoo, Ford, etc.) have pushed Fiat managers toward a major cus-

tomization and nationalization of Siena. (Camuffo 2002, p.25) 
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Camuffo (2002, p. 26–27) further observes that “modularization is a complex, slow and 

controversial process” which “will negatively affect OEMs' capability to differentiate and 

characterize their vehicles’ and brand identity vis a vis competitors”. Moreover, he advises 

not to underestimate the complex link of modularisation to “different systems and vari-

ables” like product design, technology, manufacturing equipment and other company ar-

eas. 

Even the modular world of the forerunner of modular systems, Volkswagen Group, is not 

always that neat. With the intention to follow the modular system strategy of their pas-

senger car unit, Volkswagen wanted to bring their utility vehicle brands VW, MAN and 

Scania onto the same platform. However, after Volkswagen had invested 500 million Euros 

into the project, it encountered serious problems so that it had to stop the project. This 

means that a common modular system for utility vehicles is currently not progressing, and 

to date, such endeavours can be seen as having failed (Handelsblatt, 2012b). 

Even more, although the modular system strategy for passenger cars of Volkswagen is still 

at an early stage, it is quite obvious that the transition does not run as smoothly as ex-

pected. So far, positive effects of the modular system have not been fully realised. In con-

trary, due to problems launching the new Golf and the Passat from the MQB, Volkswagen 

had to invest 300 million Euros additionally! This has led to a nervous atmosphere and job 

changes at the top management level (Freitag, 2014). 

Even worse, Martin Winterkorn, former CEO of the Volkswagen Group, conceded that the 

transition toward MQB has not led to the expected simplification, but that the transition has 

been afflicted with unforeseen problems. Without doubt in the modular strategy itself, he 

called the efforts of overcoming the obstacles of the “bumpy transition” a continuous, 

strenuous challenge (Automobil Produktion, 2014). Thus, the modular system of Volks-

wagen remains one of the main issues of the vehicle manufacturer (Spiegel Online, 2015). 

3.4 Summary and knowledge gap 

Based on the logic and the promising theoretical benefits of modular systems (see Chapter 

2), many researchers have attempted to develop support methods for product architec-

ture design. Thus, it has been shown that the product architecture is an important part of 

the general engineering design process. In initial phases of the design process, the product 

architecture is an abstract construct. Afterwards, the product architecture becomes more 

concrete from phase to phase, until the conceptual product architecture is transferred into 

the bill of materials and into the description of bill of material items. This is the point 

where the product architecture influences the performance of different company func-

tions. 

Modularisation methods influence the way that elements of design artefacts are clustered 

– either in a more abstract state in the early design process or in a more concrete state in 

later design stages or for product redesign purposes. The applied methods from literature 

can be characterised according to the goal that they are attempting to pursue. Methods 
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that have the goal to change the degree of modularity either lead the product architecture 

into a more integral or modular architecture by drawing upon principles of modularity. 

Other methods attempt to improve diverse strategic effects of the product architecture or 

its influence on PLC or value stream issues. 

In parallel to academia, it seems that some industries are on the verge of deriving more 

products than ever before from common modular product architectures in the coming 

years. Given the high investments and the high expectations that are put on new modular 

systems in practice, it can be assumed that the outcome of modularisation transition is one 

of the most critical contributors to the competitiveness of companies pursuing a modulari-

sation strategy. 

However, much of the research up to now has sought to answer what the logic behind 

product architectures is, what benefits can be expected of modular systems and how 

product architectures can be established. 

The literature review has shown and, thus, it reinforces the claim in the introduction to 

this work, that it is not yet clear how companies can be supported to tackle the overall 

issue of transitioning towards modular system development. As was pointed out in the 

introduction of this thesis, this major gap can be further detailed into following points: 

 As was shown in the introduction of this work and in Sections 3.1.6 & 3.3.3 of the lit-

erature review, there is urgent need to show how modular systems can be imple-

mented into industrial practice. Even though modularisation seems to work well on a 

blank sheet of paper, transfer to industry, with associated legacy issues, are fraught 

with diverse additional challenges. 

Moreover, it has been shown that modularisation has been studied “mostly in static 

situations”. No “longitudinal studies” have been applied to capture the reality that “no 

system is really static”, that “products change, processes evolve, organizations adapt, 

and innovations appear, and all of these changes are accelerating” (Fixson, 2007, p. 

98). 

 Although considerable amount of research has been undertaken on how to establish 

modular product architectures, the introduction and Sections 3.2 & 3.3.3 indicate 

strong need to research solutions how product architectures can be kept stable over 

time without eroding, diverging or breaking apart. It is the understanding of this work, 

that it is not sufficient to stop “architecting” after establishing the product architecture 

in the context of a new product development process. Rather, reality presents an envi-

ronment where the majority of designs evolve iteratively from past designs. 

Having discussed the state of the art in the literature and in industry which clearly identify 

important deficiencies of current research, the thesis will in the next chapter move on to 

show how the knowledge gap can be closed. 
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4 Research direction and methodology 

This chapter discusses in more detail the research aim to help sharpen and focus the re-

search direction of this study (see Section 4.1). In addition, a research methodology for the 

work is developed and is outlined in detail in Section 4.2. Section 4.3 presents the research 

activities applied for this research work. The overall approach to data collection is de-

scribed in Section 4.4. An overview of how the data that was collected within the case 

companies contributes to the contents of this thesis is presented in Section 4.5. A discus-

sion of the outcomes and the research deliverables of the work is then included in Section 

4.6 (see Figure 39). 

 

Figure 39: Elements of chapter 4 

4.1 Research aim 

As previously introduced the overall aim of this research is: To identify and test critical 

issues and important factors associated with support for the transition towards modular 

system development with stable product architectures. 

Based on these findings, it is proposed to develop engineering design support for the tran-

sition. 

Having outlined in the introduction what the research questions and research objectives 

of this work are, as shown in overview in Table 1 which covers objective, research activity 

and proposed deliverables. Here the research objectives are considerably expanded and 

are then used to drive the methodology. 

4.1 Research aim

Chapter 4: Research direction and methodology

4.2 Research methodology

4.3 The research activity

4.4 Overall data collection approaches

4.5 Overview of research setting

4.6 Research deliverables
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In order to achieve the research aim, this research work will be divided into two parts 

which examine four main research questions: 

 Part 1: Establishing a deep understanding of transitioning towards modular system 

development in industry: 

a) What are the vital elements that have to be considered for transitioning towards 

modular system development? 

 Part 2: Developing support for the transition in industry based on the findings of part 

1: 

b) Does a modularisation assessment framework support companies in making the 

transition? What is an appropriate modularisation assessment framework? 

c) Does the assessment of product architectures support companies in making the 

transition? What are appropriate metrics to assess product architectures during 

the transition? 

d) Does the provision of product architecture information in standard IT-Systems 

support companies in making the transition? What is an appropriate approach for 

the IT-integration of product architecture information? 

The detailed research objectives that were derived from above research questions and 

from above mentioned aim are as follows: 

RO 1: To identify and test vital elements for modularisation transition 

a) RO 1a: To identify critical issues that companies encounter during transitioning 

towards modular system development 

b) RO 1b: To establish important factors that must be in place for transitioning to-

wards modular system development 

c) RO 1c: To identify and test support for transitioning towards modularisation 

RO 2: To develop a modularisation assessment framework for companies that transition to-

wards modular system development 

a) RO 2a: To identify an appropriate assessment framework for modularisation tran-

sition 

b) RO 2b: To develop and test a modularisation assessment framework for modulari-

sation transition in industry 

RO 3: To develop metrics for transitioning towards modular system development 

a) RO 3a: To derive requirements for modularisation metrics applied in industry 

b) RO 3b: To find out use and limits of existing modularisation metrics 

c) RO 3c: To develop and test metrics for modularisation transition in industry 
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RO 4: To develop an approach for provision of modularisation information in companies 

a) RO 4a: To identify requirements for provision of modularisation information 

b) RO 4b: To identify relevant information for modularisation transition 

c) RO 4c: To develop and test an approach for integration of modularisation informa-

tion into standard industrial IT-systems 

The next section will show how the research objectives will be achieved by considering 

existing research, scientific rigour and involvement of industrial practitioners. 

4.2 Research methodology 

As stated earlier, it is the purpose of this work to study the overall issue of transitioning 

towards modularisation with a specific focus on implementation into industrial practice 

and on prolonged stability of the modular system architecture. In order to capture the 

overall issue, it is claimed that a longitudinal field study in industry with multiple research 

methods is the most appropriate approach to bring light onto the underrepresented re-

search area. 

The next section describes the research methodology of this research work by presenting 

the overall research framework and the research context. 

4.2.1 Design Research Methodology (DRM) 

The purpose of engineering design research is “generating knowledge about design and 

for design” (Horvath 2001 cited by Blessing & Chakrabarti 2009, p.5). In other words, re-

search in engineering design is about understanding design (descriptive research), and 

developing support for design (prescriptive research) in order to improve design in terms 

of processes and created artefacts. “Design research must be scientific in order for the 

results to have validity in some generic, theoretical as well as practical sense” (Blessing 

and Chakrabarti, 2009, p. 9). Blessing and Chakrabarti (2009, p. 6) identified three main 

issues in past and current engineering design research: lack of overview of existing re-

search, lack of use of results in practice and lack of scientific rigour. In order to address the 

three issues and to systematically develop and validate knowledge, Blessing and Chakra-

barti (2009) introduce a “Design Research Methodology”. Design Research Methodology 

(DRM) shall guide researchers in engineering design to achieve results which are indeed 

practically and scientifically valid. 

The methodological framework consists of four stages which are closely linked: Research 

clarification, descriptive study I, prescriptive study and descriptive study II (Blessing and 

Chakrabarti, 2009, p. 14–38): 

1. The main purpose of the Research Clarification stage is the identification of research 

questions and objectives based on background information about the existing and de-
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sired situation. Moreover, the clarification phase determines a focus on what to find 

out during the descriptive study I. 

2. The Descriptive Study I aims at a deep understanding of the existing situation and the 

detailed factors that influence the research goal and serves as input for the effective 

development of support during the prescriptive study. Findings that impact the devel-

opment of support are also described here. During this stage, overall and measurable 

success criteria are identified and brought into relation to each other. This step is 

closely linked with the creation of the impact model in the prescriptive study. 

3. The Prescriptive Study first ensures appropriate support, by selecting relevant factors 

from descriptive study I by bringing them into a cause-effect relationship model with 

overall success criteria. Based on this impact model, the intended support is developed 

and documented. 

4. The developed support from the prescriptive study is evaluated during Descriptive 

Study II. This is either done by evaluation of the application or the achievement of 

identified success criteria. 

It is not possible for every research project to cover every stage of the research framework 

in detail. For this reason, Blessing and Chakrabarti (2009, p. 18–19) identify seven differ-

ent research project types that can be selected based on the research question, the re-

quired research coverage of a certain and the available resources. According to the seven 

research types, a research stage stage can either be “review-based”, “comprehensive”, “ini-

tial”, or in certain situations be omitted. A review based study focuses solely on the review 

of literature. A comprehensive study includes both, a literature review and own results 

produced by the researcher. An initial study closes the research project by showing the 

impacts of the research and making the research results usable by others. Figure 40 gives 

an overview of the research framework and the existing research types. 

It has to be pointed out that the Design Research Methodology is a model that does not 

exactly reflect reality and considers the iterations and stages that are worked through in 

parallel. Theoretically, the starting point for the research could also be in any stage of the 

Design Research Method Framework (Blessing and Chakrabarti, 2009, p. 17). 
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Figure 40: DRM research framework and suggested research types (Blessing and Chakra-

barti, 2009) 

4.2.2 Research framework of this study 

As marked out in Figure 40, the research methodology of this work is essentially type five. 

It starts with a review-based research clarification, which is followed by a comprehensive 

descriptive study I, a comprehensive prescriptive study and is closed by an initial descrip-

tive study II. Following research activities are done in each research stage: 

 Research Clarification: Identifying problems of industrial practitioners 

This research stage starts with a problem definition of increased complexity in manufac-

turing companies, based on literature (see Section 1.2) and based on the problems of the 

collaborating case companies. This is followed by a literature review about product archi-

tectures as means to improve complexity (see Chapter 2). The literature review also re-

veals the state of the art in product architecture improvement and a preliminary research 

direction through identified gaps (see Chapter 3). The defined focus of this research work 

(see Section 4.1) is based on a comparison between what is available in literature and ini-

tial findings identified during the case study (see Section 4.3 and Appendix B). The results 

of the research clarification lead to research about the overall issue of modularisation 

transition in industry. 

 Descriptive Study I: Generating a deep understanding about modularisation transition 

This research stage comprehensively focuses on the identification of issues, important 

factors and support that are relevant for modularisation transition. Relevant factors come 

from different aspects. Literature in each aspect is analysed for important factors, but as 

there was no satisfying coverage in literature (see Chapter 3 and Section 5.1), a longitudi-
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Research Stages
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nal case study is done to identify those factors that really matter in industry. Data collec-

tion for the case study is done through a mixed method approach comprising observer 

approach, participant-observer approach, document analysis, experiments, surveys, inter-

views, discussions, workshops and action research. There will be a more detailed descrip-

tion of research methodology used for this research stage in Chapters 4.4, 4.5 and 5.2. The 

research results of this stage are issues that companies encounter during modularisation 

transition, important factors that must be in place for transition and identified and tested 

support (see Chapter 5). These results are used as input for the development of support in 

the next research stage. 

 Prescriptive Study: Modularisation assessment framework, metrics, information pro-

vision 

Identified issues, important factors and use and limits of existing support are brought into 

a support framework for modular system development in Section 5.5. This can be seen as 

starting point for the development of detailed support for industry: modularisation as-

sessment framework (see Chapter 6), modularisation metrics (see Chapter 7) and modu-

larisation information provision (see Chapter 8). The research methodology for each sup-

port is described in detail in Sections 4.3, 4.4, 4.5, 5, 6, 7 and 8. Each detailed type of sup-

port is iteratively developed by checking it against requirements from literature and the 

requirements from engineers and engineering managers in industry. The output is evalu-

ated within the next research phase. 

 Descriptive Study II: Validation of modularisation transition support 

The purpose of this research stage is to show how far the developed design support (i.e. 

modularisation assessment framework, modularisation metrics and modularisation in-

formation provision) can be applied to support engineers and engineering managers dur-

ing modularisation transition of their organisation. It is seen as evaluation criteria that this 

research helps to remove issues during modularisation transition. The focus in this stage 

is on the evaluation of application (e.g. usability, applicability, and relevancy) rather than 

on evaluation of actual success (e.g. cost savings through modularisation). Reason for this 

focus is the time delay between modularisation transition and its effects in the organisa-

tion. Detailed description of validation of each type of support is given in corresponding 

chapters 6-8. 

Figure 41 shows an overview of content and link between the above described research 

phases, corresponding research objectives and deliverables. 
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Figure 41: Overview of research stages and research objectives 

4.3 The research activity 

There are different elements of research activity associated with this research. This 

spanned from end of 2010 until end of 2015 (see Figure 43) and covered 30 international 

industrial cases. These are summarised below. 

4.3.1 Case study approach 

In theory, there are two different approaches how to learn more about modularisation 

transition. First, it is possible to study many companies transitioning towards modularisa-

tion. This “cross-case” approach had to be equipped with a statistical significant sample 

size (Gerring, 2007). Such an approach is used if a broad understanding about the wide-

spread of a phenomenon across a population has to be generated (Flyvbjerg, 2011). Sec-

ond, it is possible to learn more about modularisation by studying a small sample size 

transitioning toward modularisation. Such a so-called “case study” is chosen if intensive 

investigations have to be carried out (Gerring, 2007), if “how” and “why” questions have to 

be answered (Yin, 1994) and if research has to be done within real-life context (Robson, 

1993). As the distinction between “case study” and “cross-case study” is a matter of degree 

(Gerring, 2007), a case study approach was chosen for the purpose of this work with a 

main primary case and several supporting secondary cases, that is, “multiple case studies” 

(Robson, 1993) with few well-selected cases. Other reasons why the case study approach 

was chosen for this research are: 

 It helps to generate in-depth knowledge of the whole by focusing on a key part (Ger-

ring, 2007). 
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 It helps to generate understanding about context, process and causal mechanisms 

(Flyvbjerg, 2011). 

 It helps to generate high conceptual validity (Flyvbjerg, 2011). 

 Case studies typically combine different data collection methods (Eisenhardt, 1989; 

Robson, 1993). 

Consequently, a case study approach is the most appropriate way for this research en-

quiry. However, it can be argued that deriving research findings from a case study is caus-

ing problems when it comes to generalising the findings (Flyvbjerg, 2011). These concerns 

can be removed by application of different research methods, by analysing the research 

findings in the context of existing theory, by discussing the findings with multiple investi-

gators, by publishing research results, by presenting research results at conferences and 

by triangulating the research findings with other case companies (Eisenhardt, 1989). 

For confidentiality reasons, it is not possible to name the collaborating industrial partners. 

Moreover, for the same reason, details that could be used for identification were requested 

to be removed. Nevertheless, a short characterisation is given below and in Appendix B. 

4.3.2 Primary case company 

The primary case company is an international manufacturer for heating, ventilation and 

air conditioning (HVAC) appliances. The products are diverse and comprise HVAC prod-

ucts like controls, conventional and condensing oil and gas technology, solar systems, heat 

pumps, biomass heating systems, combined heat and power generation, ventilation, radia-

tors, buffer tanks and air conditioning for residential, commercial and industrial purposes. 

Products are sold individually or combined in order to sell them as a complete system. 

Products of multiple brands are developed and produced in different sites worldwide. The 

different brands evolved through mergers and buyouts from historically different compa-

nies. 

The selected case company inherits all complexity drivers of Chapter 1. The need to serve 

more markets with diverse technologies and more product features on competitive cost 

made the management board come to the decision to implement complexity reducing 

measures. Transitioning towards modular system development has been seen as strong 

lever to decrease internal complexity while increasing variety offered to the customer. In 

order to achieve this, the central engineering department was given the task of imple-

menting appropriate measures for the company-wide change towards modular system 

development. This department is the main research site of this research work. The central 

research site allowed getting valuable insights into different development projects across 

the globe in addition to the overall modularisation transition project. 
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4.3.3 Secondary cases 

The primary case company is part of a larger group which comprises various central de-

partments and various independent organisational entities from different industries like 

packaging technology, household appliances, industrial products (e.g. drives and controls) 

or automotive. The relationship to these companies made it possible to get insights into 

totally different secondary cases for benchmarking and triangulation reasons. Moreover, 

the primary case company collaborated with several different consultancies with aca-

demic and industrial background during the study. This allowed obtaining fine insights 

into state of the art approaches. Regular participation at research conferences was used to 

establish connections to researchers from other companies (e.g. from vehicle industry) 

with the same or similar research problem. For the triangulation of findings, a further 

manufacturer from systems engineering was consulted. This company develops equip-

ment for connected safety-critical systems. 

It is argued that the selected research cases presented in this section build a scientifically 

proper base for collecting and analysing data with different methods in order to solve the 

stated research problem. 

4.3.4 Longitudinal research study 

The previous paragraphs described how the required depth for this research enquiry can 

be achieved. This section adds a further dimension: time. Like done by most researchers in 

this field, it would be possible to go into a company to study a “snapshot” of how the com-

pany is designing modular systems or if a certain method is applicable in industry. Such a 

research design would be pure cross-sectional research where measurement is done once 

for a case, where the measurement of each research subject applies to a single period and 

where the measurement of each research subject for each case occurs within a “suffi-

ciently narrow span of time” so “that the measurements may be regarded as contempora-

neous” (Menard, 2002). However, in order to answer the research questions, the transi-

tion towards modular system development is seen as a dynamic process with different 

periods, iterations and an appropriately long span of time. For instance, distinct periods 

could be the periods before and after a certain type of intervention like crafting the plan of 

the modular system or implementing a specific type of modularisation support. For such a 

case, it is suggested that a longitudinal field study has to be conducted. A longitudinal field 

study is a study in the field that collects data at “two or more distinct periods, for those 

distinct periods, on the same set of cases and variables in each period” (Menard, 2002). 

Longitudinal research has the purpose to reflect a) “the experience of individuals as they 

age or pass through successive stages“ and “to estimate the parameters, efficiently and 

without bias, of any dynamic process” (Menard, 2002). Figure 43 shows the relation on a 

high level between different research periods in above mentioned cases within the time 

span of this longitudinal field study approach. 

In order to being able to triangulate, to evaluate and to generalise findings from the cases 

mentioned in the previous section, a variation from “classical” longitudinal research like it 
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is applied in social sciences has been designed. In addition to the primary case company, 

different secondary cases were studied in different distinct periods. That also allows re-

flecting on a longer time span. For instance, if a company that started modularisation tran-

sition ten years ago is asked to share experience on modularisation issues retrospectively, 

a period of ten years can be covered within a five year research project. This variation is 

seen as valid from a longitudinal research methodology viewpoint (Menard, 2002): 

It is possible, for example, to have a revolving sample in which subsamples 

may be dropped for one period, then re-included in the sample in a subsequent 

period. It is also possible to have a panel design in which cases are dropped, 

without replacement, after they meet some criterion (e.g., age 21). This latter 

design would result in a monotonically decreasing sample size that could pose 

problems for analysis of data from later years of the study (unless the design 

were further modified by replenishing the sample with new respondents from 

younger cohorts). 

According to this definition, it is scientifically valid to drop and replenish cases if they can 

be related to the same criteria (e.g. three years after start of transition) and periods (e.g. 

maintenance period of modular system). Consequently, the research approach of this 

study also includes a “Revolving Panel Design” (Menard, 2002): 

Revolving panel designs collect data on a sample of cases either retrospec-

tively or prospectively for some sequence of measurement periods, then drop 

some subjects and replace them with new subjects. The revolving panel design 

may reduce problems of panel mortality and repeated measurement in pro-

spective studies (...) or problems of extended recall periods in retrospective 

studies. Retention of a particular set of cases over several measurement peri-

ods allows short-term measurement of change on the individual or case level, 

short-term analysis of intra-cohort developmental change, and panel analysis. 

Replacement of the subsample that is dropped in a measurement period with 

a new but comparable subsample of cases permits analysis of long-term pat-

terns of aggregate change. 

In fact, this study includes a “classical” longitudinal study of the primary case company 

with a “Revolving Panel Design” which enriches collected data from secondary cases. 

In terms of data collection, a longitudinal case study approach can be seen as a family of 

different methods which have to be applied according to the context of the case and re-

search question (Gerring, 2007; Menard, 2002; Pettigrew, 1990; Robson, 1993). Those 

methods will be further handled in the next section. 

4.4 Overall data collection approaches 

Due to different characteristics of the research phases, each main research phase that is 

concerned with research results is described separately. For Research Clarification phase, 
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there was no dedicated data collection method applied. The research focus as result of this 

research phase evolved exploratory through findings of literature studies and from re-

search methods that were applied in Descriptive Study I. For instance, the initial research 

focus was revised and refined after interviews and participant observation. Descriptive 

Study II (i.e. research evaluation) is described for each research result or support type 

separately. 

4.4.1 Data collection for Descriptive Study I 

This section describes the basic rationale of how data was collected for the Descriptive 

Study I which is described in Chapter 5 in more detail. 

A multi data collection strategy was chosen for this research phase. “Multimethod Re-

search” is useful for triangulation of research findings that were derived from different 

research methods. This view from different perspectives improves the validity of overall 

research findings. For instance, if research findings from different methods are contradict-

ing, then the validity of each finding is poor. In such a case, further investigations have to 

be made until there is reliable agreement between research findings from different meth-

ods (Brewer and Hunter, 2006). In the case of this research, further methods were applied 

when first research findings were challenged. For instance, in-depth interviews were con-

ducted when document or field note analysis revealed unsatisfactory answers to certain 

research questions. Moreover, multimethod research proved particularly useful for the 

purpose of this research when it came to applying the most suitable research method for a 

specific situation. By applying multiple methods, a research problem can be attacked with 

“an arsenal of methods that have nonoverlapping weaknesses in addition to their com-

plementary strengths” (Brewer and Hunter, 2006). 

The applied data collection methods can be divided into different groups (Brewer and 

Hunter, 2006): 

Firstly, in order to achieve naturalistic and realistic research findings, the researcher has to 

collect data in a natural field setting (Robson, 1993) from “indigenous inhabitants” 

(Brewer and Hunter, 2006). Thus, it is possible for the researcher to get increasing aware-

ness and understanding of emerging theory of the natural flow of events in the field 

(Brewer and Hunter, 2006). Data collection methods that were applied to achieve realism 

comprise a participant-observer approach (e.g. attending meetings, workshops or collabo-

rative work session) and in-depth, semi-structured interviews (e.g. interviewing a special-

ist, making interviews in a focus group setting or organising workshops with experts from 

different fields). The strength of these complementing data collection methods is that they 

provide detailed information to previously unknown issues and that they allow insights 

into contexts and interdependencies. Moreover, these methods elicit experiences, opin-

ions, feelings and urge the researcher to directly resolve contradictions. On the other 

hand, these methods have to weakness that they are time-consuming and require a disci-

plined, diligent researcher. In addition, it is maybe the main weakness of these data collec-

tion methods that they require considerable effort on objectivity in order to overcome 
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inherent subjectivity (Brewer and Hunter, 2006; Gubrium and Holstein, 2001; Mack et al., 

2005; Robson, 1993). 

Secondly, in contrast to naturalistic field work, survey research focuses on general ques-

tions that have to be answered with a statistical relevant sample size. Data collection 

methods that were used to achieve generalisability include (semi-)structured interviews 

(e.g. in order to sort out what industrial benchmark partners are doing) and question-

naires (e.g. to collect requirements for modularisation metrics) (Brewer and Hunter, 

2006). It is the strength of these data collection methods that they are very helpful to pro-

duce objective, commonly agreed results. However, this strength has to be paid with less 

ability to produce deep insights. Another flaw of survey research is its dependency on mo-

tivation and understanding of participants (Gillham, 2000a, 2000b). 

Thirdly, complementary to the first two data collection categories which require involve-

ment of others, nonreactive research focuses either on unobtrusive or indirect observation 

of unaware research subjects like people, artefacts, archives or any other naturally occur-

ring data sources (Brewer and Hunter, 2006). For the purpose of this study, product as-

sessments and document analyses have been carried out. This allows generating evidence 

without manipulation or abnormal behaviour of research subjects (Brewer and Hunter, 

2006). However, nonreactive research highly depends on correct interpretation of the 

researcher. 

Finally, the last category is data collection through experiments. Experiments require con-

trol over events and measure “the effects of manipulating one variable on another vari-

able”. Experiments are mainly used for hypothesis testing (Robson, 1993). Even though, 

this whole research work and its elements can be seen as some kind of “experiment”, lab-

like environments with controlled and separate variables could only scarcely be achieved 

in the course of this research project. This is an intended contrast to already existing sup-

port. However, it was possible to conduct experiments to test developed modularisation 

support, for example on isolated methods, products, IT-Tools or on separate development 

projects. The result was that hypotheses were constantly and circularly created, tested, 

revised and refined during the course of this research. 

To sum up, the use of multiple data collection methodology ensures to bring a high level of 

trustworthiness into the research. One data source, especially in the case of a longitudinal 

case study, can be checked against the other data source. This provides that contradictions 

in research information can be gauged out while preventing wrong conclusions (Brewer 

and Hunter, 2006). 

A more detailed description of actual data collection and qualitative analysis of data for 

this research phase is given in Section 5.2. 

4.4.2 Data collection for Prescriptive Study and Descriptive Study II 

Design support for transitioning towards modular system development is based on data 

from the previous section, Descriptive Study I. In the course of this work, the development 
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(Prescriptive Study) and evaluation of support (Descriptive Study II) is combined as it is 

assumed that this research phase incorporates a constant feedback cycle between action 

and evaluation. 

The theoretical foundation of this research phase is based on two different streams of 

thought. The first stream is grounded in action research from social sciences. It is one goal 

of action research to solve a problem in practice (e.g. with an organisation) by participat-

ing in an iterative change process with iterative cycles of intervention and evaluation (Bil-

lies et al., 2010; McIntyre, 2008). Beginning at Research Clarification and Descriptive 

Study I, action research starts with questioning a particular issue in order to come to new 

insights, questions and perspectives to a particular problem. For instance, this research 

work started with developing another modularisation method before it became evident 

that, first, the underlying problem is different than actually assumed and, second, that the 

responsive support needs to go beyond another modularisation method. Moreover, the 

understanding of this research phase also poses the requirements for the development 

and evaluation of the actual support. The various phases of action research are intercon-

nected with each other in a spiral of a) questioning a particular issue, b) reflecting upon 

the issue, c) investigating the issue, d) developing an action plan, e) implementing the plan 

and f) refining the implemented support evaluation (Billies et al., 2010; McIntyre, 2008). 

For the purpose of this work, the spiral of these phases result in validated support for 

modularisation transition. The phases of action research are similar to the phases of the 

second considered stream. 

The second stream of thought for support development and evaluation comes from engi-

neering design research. It comprises following phases (Blessing and Chakrabarti, 2009): 

 Task clarification: This phase establishes the requirements for the support. 

 Conceptualisation: This phase generates different concept variants. The concept that is 

further pursued is selected based on most promising fulfilment of requirements. 

 Elaboration: The elaboration phase transfers the support concept into a detailed de-

scription of the support. 

 Realisation: During the realisation step, the support is developed and an intervention 

takes places to apply the support in practice. 

 Support evaluation: This activity takes place throughout support development and in 

addition after support development. For instance, support can be evaluated by validat-

ing it against established requirements through expert interviews and test in a real 

application environment. 
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Figure 42: Support development and evaluation of Chapters 5-8, based on action research 

(McIntyre, 2008) and DRM (Blessing and Chakrabarti, 2009) 

Figure 42 shows how support is developed in the context of this work. Each type of sup-

port and, thus, Chapters 5-8 start with the overall objective of the support. This is followed 

by following sections in each chapter: 

 Brief state of the art section 

 Requirements for the support type 

 Description how the support was developed 

 Description of the developed support (main part of each chapter) 

 Findings from support evaluation 

The detailed research methodology elements of Prescriptive Study and Descriptive Study 

II depend on the specific situation and the type of support developed. Therefore, context-

specific details of the presented phases will be provided separately for each support type 

in Chapters 5, 6, 7 and 8. 

4.5 Overview of research setting 

Major parts of this research have been conducted in industry. The case study draws upon 

two different types of cases. The first case is the primary case company which sought to 

transition toward modular system development. The second type of case draws upon tri-

angulation with different organisations that are either more mature in modularisation 

transition (mature cohorts) or that are quite at the beginning of transitioning toward 

modular system development (younger cohorts). More information on the characteristics 

of the primary and the secondary cases can be found in section 4.3 and in Appendix B. 

The primary case company was studied by participating and by doing interventions in two 

different kinds of projects: 

 Central Department: 

It was the goal of the central engineering department to implement and to accompany 
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the transition toward modular system development across different business units of 

the company. The research work in the central engineering department started with 

analysing the needs of the company for modularisation transition. After investigating 

different available scenarios how the transition toward modularisation can be made 

were investigated, a decision was prepared if modularisation transition pays off for the 

company at all. As the analysis came to the conclusion to further pursue modularisa-

tion transition, a plan was set up how the transition toward modularisation can be 

made. In order to study actual modularisation transition, research took place by ob-

serving, participating and intervening in activities guiding the company toward modu-

lar system development. 

 Development Projects: 

In parallel to the overall perspective on modularisation transition in the central de-

partment, the research closely analysed and supported two different projects (pre-

liminary project and pilot project) from different business units in developing modular 

systems. These studies gave real insights into the needs and issues engineering de-

signers face during modularisation transition in their daily work and how this con-

nects to the implementation activities of the central department. Moreover, during 

more mature research phases, developed support could be directly tested in those de-

velopment projects. 

Secondary cases were mainly used to get more mature insights into modularisation transi-

tion prior to starting in the primary case company, to constantly triangulate findings and 

to evaluate findings in younger secondary cohorts. 

Based on the insights from the primary case and the secondary cases, actual research de-

liverables were developed. In order to come to RO1, the input of all cases was taken to 

analyse and condense vital elements for modularisation transition (see Chapter 5). RO2 

concerns the development of a modularisation assessment framework which is based on 

the analysis of the primary and secondary cases. The modularisation assessment frame-

work was developed and evaluated in the context of the primary case company, but valida-

tion took also place in a secondary case (see Chapter 6). Modularisation metrics of RO3 

were developed based on the overall industrial case study. The modularisation metrics 

were applied, tested and evaluated in the projects of the primary case company (see Chap-

ter 7). In order to being able to effectively support the modularisation assessment frame-

work of RO2 and the generation of modularisation metrics of RO3, RO4 deals with the 

provision of modularisation information in a company’s standard IT-systems. In parallel to 

the work on RO4, interventions, application and evaluation took place in the primary case 

company (see Chapter 8). 

Figure 43 shows an overview how the contributions (see Chapters 5, 6, 7 and 8) of this 

research work have been derived and evaluated in the context of industrial cases. 
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Figure 43: Overview of research contribution from Chapters 5, 6, 7 and 8 and its relation 

to the longitudinal case study in industry 
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4.6 Research deliverables 

It is the goal of this research work to generate novel contributions for both, academia and 

industry. Therefore, this section describes what the contributions that initially were 

mainly developed for industry of this work are, where it can be found within this thesis 

and how they relate to academic research publications that were generated in the course 

of this work. 

RO1 seeks to identify and test vital elements for transitioning toward modular system 

development in industry. The sub-objectives of this descriptive research phase deal with 

problems that companies encounter during modularisation transition, important factors 

that have to be established for smooth transition and available support that can be applied 

in order to remedy the identified issues. In sum, it is the goal to understand how compa-

nies can make the transition. Chapter 5 presents an overall support framework for modu-

larisation transition which takes the results of RO1 into account. 

Chapter 6 handles RO2 and presents a modularisation assessment framework that guides 

companies during the transition process taking into account the findings of Chapter 5. 

Chapter 7 shows the results of RO3 by providing modularisation metrics that can be used 

in conjunction with the modularisation audit to control the performance of modular sys-

tems during and after transitioning. 

Finally, Chapter 8 seeks to achieve RO4 by presenting an approach for provision of relevant 

information about modular systems during the transition process. This IT-integration ap-

proach can be seen as direct support for the derivation of modularisation metrics, the 

modularisation assessment framework and a vital contributor for overall transition to-

ward modular system development. 

The deliverables of this thesis in the context of modular system development are shown in 

Figure 44. 

 

Figure 44: Relation between research objectives and deliverables of this research work 
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5 Modularisation transition – a longitudinal case study 

in industry 

As described in the previous chapters, to date it is unclear how companies can be sup-

ported in making the transition toward modular system development within existing 

products. The review of literature about modularisation support in Chapter 3 indicates 

that contemporary research in the field mainly focuses on the concept phase of the engi-

neering design process without giving answers how these concepts can be transferred into 

a working modular system. In order to close this gap, more knowledge about modularisa-

tion transition is needed. Thus, this thesis chapter will present an overview how compa-

nies can make the transition toward modular system development. 

 

Figure 45: Elements of Chapter 5 

Before presenting the results of the industrial case study in order to answer research 

question RQ1, a brief overview of the remaining sections of this chapter is provided. Sec-

tion 5.1 gives the aims and objectives of the study. The detailed research setting and 

methodology is given in Section 5.2. Issues that were identified during modularisation 

transition are presented in Section 5.3. Use and limits of support for modularisation tran-

sition have been evaluated in Section 5.4. Based on these findings, a support framework 

for modularisation transition with stable product architectures is presented in Section 5.5. 

The results of this chapter are discussed in Section 5.6 and Section 5.7 summarises this 

chapter. Figure 45 summarises the elements of this chapter. 

5.1 Aims and objectives of the study

Chapter 5: Longitudinal Study in industry

5.3 Issues identified during modularisation transition

5.4 Evaluation of support for modularisation transition

5.5 Support framework for modularisation transition with focus on 

stability

5.6 Discussion

5.7 Summary

5.2 Detailed research setting and methodology
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5.1 Aims and objectives of the study 

The central question of this research is how companies can be supported in transitioning 

toward modular system development. Thus, as outlined in Chapter 1 and Chapter 4, it is 

the first research objective of this thesis, RO1, to identify vital elements for modularisation 

transition. RO1 can be further subdivided into objecting following research deliverables: 

 Identified issues during modularisation transition 

 Use and limits of support for modularisation transition 

 Well-reasoned starting-point for research about support for modularisation transition 

With particular respect to these points, this section also briefly reviews literature that 

supports achieving RO1. 

 

Figure 46: Relation of this chapter to overall context of this work 

Besides the modularisation support that was presented in Chapter 3 as a foundation for 

this research thesis, there are several particular studies available that are of particular 

interest for the purpose of this chapter, three are discussed in detail below. 

 Challenges in platform design from case studies in industry 

Chao and Ishii (2004) report about the constant threat that a platform project is “killed” 

before its completion. The threat comprises synchronisation problems between develop-

ment teams, high initial investments, lack of resources, unstable market requirements and 

lack of vision and commitment. Nobelius and Sundgren (2002) studied six manufacturers 

from different industries on managerial issues in parts sharing between different devel-

opment projects. The identified issues are of organisational, technological, strategic, cost 

related and support system related nature. Gudmundsson et al. (2004) studied two stan-

dardisation projects in industry with the finding that one project failed and the other pro-

ject did not have any positive effects on the organisation. Some of the major root causes 

for this failure were the lack of time, resources, motivation and stringent implementation 
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programme. Persson and Åhlström (2006) analysed modularisation-specific platform de-

velopment at Volvo Car Corporation. The researchers conclude that managers have to deal 

with the appropriate degree of modularity, balance the trade-off between requirements of 

different modularisation stakeholders and the coordination of processes within a modular 

organisation. Skold and Karlsson (2007) identified three multimanagerial challenges dur-

ing multibranded platform development. The first challenge deals with the commonality of 

architectural elements, the second challenge deals with brand differentiation and the third 

challenge is based on a corporate management level and deals with the trade-off between 

commonality and brand differentiation. Arnoscht (2011, p. 184) points out that problems 

encountered during modular system development arise from lack of change management, 

lack of knowledge, lack of leadership and missing basic conditions (e.g. overly ambitious 

expectations). 

 Implementing platforms in industry 

Muffatto (1999) and Muffatto & Roveda (2000) report about implications of platform im-

plementation on development process management and organisational settings. Shibata 

and Kodama (2013) come to similar implications at Mabuchi Motor Company. Kraus 

(2005, p. 148) addresses processes, products, organisation, managers, employees and in-

formation as important aspects to consider during platform implementation. Karandikar 

and Nidamarthi (2007) developed a framework to implement a platform strategy at ABB 

automation. The framework is built around the PDCA-cycle and touches the areas of plat-

form components, change management, work processes and enabling IT technology. Ponn 

(2015) identified three main points of action for platform development at Hilti Entwick-

lungsgesellschaft mbH: a) creating transparency and visualisation of correlations in the 

portfolio, b) promoting synchronisation between product and module development and c) 

supporting decision making by managing the conflicts of interests between the project and 

the portfolio perspective. 

 Implementing product architectures in industry 

In a case study with six manufacturers, Lau (2011) identifies seven success factors for 

managing modular architectures in production design: identified product advantage, des-

ignated design rules, definition of modules, system integration, technological maturity, 

internal communication and stakeholder involvement. Lalande (2013) addresses process, 

measurement and organisational issues during vehicle modularisation by introducing four 

critical success factors: reference architecture, generic product definition, execution model 

and a commodity framework. Kreimeyer (2014) gives insights into the work of the central 

product architecture department at MAN Truck & Bus AG and presents organisational 

changes that have to be done when implementing architecture in industry. Collaborating 

with a platform research group at the Technical University of Denmark (DTU), Nielsen 

(2010) studied the ongoing process of developing modular platforms and updating exist-

ing ones at LEGO and Grundfos. He clearly divides platform and product development 

while stressing the need for aligning both processes. Therefore, platform development is 

split into a design and a maintenance organisation. Finally, Nielsen (2010, p. 145–146) 
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calls for more research about the transition period, implementation and maintaining plat-

forms. In a parallel study at DTU, Munk (2011) concludes that “between half and two 

thirds of the platforms do however do not achieve the expected effects, despite that they 

do deliver some effects”. This is reported mainly due to lack of using platform elements 

(Munk, 2011, p. 169). 

5.2 Detailed research setting and methodology 

In order to avoid “reinventing the wheel”, the qualitative study which is described in this 

chapter starts where other researchers seem to have stopped: 

 The methods described in Chapter 3 were only very briefly, if at all, validated in indus-

try. Consequently, this research focuses its studies on two methods from the modulari-

sation support from Chapter 3 in some detail. In addition, it looks at other modularisa-

tion support methods in less detail. As a result, this chapter will deal with application 

of modularisation methods in product development projects in industry over a pro-

longed period. 

 Based on first initial studies in other adjacent fields (see second part of Section 5.1), 

the longitudinal study researches modularisation transition activities in primary and 

secondary case companies in order to present the basic rationale to develop support 

for modularisation transition. 

The next paragraphs will now describe how data was collected and analysed for this study. 

5.2.1 Data collection 

As was pointed out in the description of the overall research methodology in Chapter 4, 

data was collected in a primary case company (primary cases) that was studied constantly 

during a prolonged period and from secondary cases that were consulted on a “need-

based frequency”. Following the guidelines for descriptive study methods of DRM (Bless-

ing and Chakrabarti, 2009) and the research methodological examples of Nobelius & 

Sundgren (2002), Lau (2011) and Hales (1987), following Table 9 has been created to 

characterise and provide the theoretical underpinning or research structure of the qualita-

tive study of this work. 
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Table 9: Characterising qualitative study for modularisation transition 

Characteristic Description 

Aim, Research 

questions 

Better understanding of transitioning toward modularisation in 

industry. Questions concerning influencing factors on the transition 

project and newly developed support for such a transition have to 

be answered. 

Nature of the study 

This is an in-depth case study in order to find out what was going on 

in the case projects and to understand how the transition can be 

made. In addition to the case study, numerous benchmark partners, 

i.e. secondary cases, were analysed in order to get a broader, deeper 

and more generalisable understanding. For characterisation of 

cases, see Appendix B. 

Theoretical basis 

- systematic engineering design process with its interfaces to adja-

cent areas 

- literature on modularisation, product platforms, product architec-

tures and product families with focus on support and case studies 

Unit of analysis 
Company-wide transition from single product development toward 

product development based on modular systems.  

Data collection and 

recording 

Participant observation and action-based interventionist approach 

using research notes, research logbook, meeting notes, survey data 

(e.g. semi-structured interviews, questionnaires), company docu-

ments, data derived from IT-Systems and experiments 

Role of researcher 

The researcher was research engineer for modular product devel-

opment, participant in the overall transition project, observer in the 

overall transition project (with central view on everything that is 

going on) and supporter of the primary and secondary cases. 

Duration 

The time on site in the primary case company covers more than 34 

months full-time from Nov. 2010 to Sep. 2013 (> 5600 h on site in 

the primary case company solely for data collection without analy-

sis or theory building), followed by a period of detailed analysis, 

further development of support and the involvement of younger 

cohorts for triangulation of research findings which lasted approx. 

27 months, part-time until 2015.  

Continuation 

The work on the project for data collection was during the main 

engagement full-time 5 days per week (> 45h/week in average) 

followed by a part-time phase for data analysis and refinement (ap-

proximately 15-20 h/week in average). 
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Characteristic Description 

Time constraint 

Time constraints were set by the company in terms of funding is-

sues. However, data could be collected from even before the study 

started (modularisation activities started in Jan 2010) and after the 

engagement ended (delivering and discussing results, interviews, 

discussions, observation, action research, joint publications, retriev-

ing information) until 2015 

Observed process 

All processes and adjacent processes that were related to the transi-

tion toward modular system development. In terms of time, this 

means that the research starts with initial modularisation activities 

and commences until the design of first concept appliances and pilot 

project with the first launch of modular products. 

Setting  

The major part of the study took place in a large company as pri-

mary case in an industrial environment (no labroratory). To com-

plement the picture, other industrial partners were consulted as 

secondary cases (see Appendix B for characterisation) 

Task 

The research task and problem is real, relevant and derived from 

industry as well as literature. The research project was one of the 

major strategic projects of the primary case company. 

Number of cases 

One in-depth case study of the primary case company, comprising 

one modularisation transition project in the central department and 

two projects in development projects for modular systems. In addi-

tion, 27 secondary cases were analysed. 

Case size 
The primary case project affected the whole company at different 

sites and in different functional departments. 

Participants 

Mainly engineers and engineering managers (from HW, SW and 

Systems Engineering), but general managers and other company 

functions like manufacturing, purchasing, controlling, product man-

agement and sales were also involved where appropriate. 

Object 

The project involved the whole range of heating, ventilation and air 

conditioning systems that is needed for complete heating or cooling 

water and air in households or in industry. Moreover, by collaborat-

ing with other companies insights from other products such as 

automotive equipment, household equipment, heavy machines or 

power tools were studied. 

Characterization of 

cases and products 

- primary case: full HVAC (see Sections 1.8, 4 and Appendix B) 

- secondary cases: (see Sections 1.8, 4 and Appendix B) 
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Characteristic Description 

Coding and Analy-

sis method 

Notes were collected continuously. During the analysis phase of the 

research, the notes and the documents were coded based on the 

findings that can be related to a certain research question. For data 

analysis, this was done in a database which allows deriving cause-

effect relationships as well as quantitative and qualitative findings. 

Validation method 

- iterative steps, mainly with evaluation reviews by interviews, 

workshops, presentations and meetings to verify subsequent steps 

- expert opinion (e.g. by consultants, experienced engineers, manag-

ers or other researchers) 

- comparison with literature and logical reasoning 

- implementation and application 

- validation against requirements and specifications 

- validation with the help of “modularisation users” 

Notes 

It must be noted that the relation between cases and research ques-

tions is of an intricate n:n relation and explorative which makes 

data analysis more complex than laboratory research or case stud-

ies with a single case. Consequently, a result of a single case study 

within this work is not exactly the same as the answer for a re-

search question. 

 

Several primary and secondary cases from industry were studied during the overall quali-

tative study. Each of these cases has been further characterised (see Appendix B). There 

was one central primary case company with a study in the central engineering depart-

ment, dealing mainly with gas boilers, a study in a heat pump modularisation project and a 

further study in a modularisation project for stoves and heating inserts. In addition to 

these three primary cases, 27 secondary cases were studied. The secondary cases are from 

different industries and had following purpose: 

 Mature cohorts: Mature cohorts were used as benchmark partners in order to obtain 

expertise about modularisation transition for the primary case company. 

 Mixed cohorts: These cohorts were approached on a need-based frequency in order to 

answer specific questions and to refine and validate findings throughout the whole 

study. 

 Young cohorts: This category of cohort was used mainly to refine findings, for triangu-

lation and for validation of research findings. 

A more detailed characterisation of the cases for the qualitative analysis can be found in 

Sections 1.8, 4 and Appendix B where each case is listed and classified. There it is also de-
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fined what kind of research method had been applied in detail to collect data for the pur-

pose of this chapter. 

Having defined the framework for data collection, the next paragraph will deal with the 

analysis of the collected data. 

5.2.2 Data analysis 

The data collected in the field is mainly presented on notes of the researcher and on for-

mal and informal documents. These notes and documents were processed systematically 

by considering research guidelines about qualitative data analysis and coding of large un-

structured sets of field data (Gibbs, 2007; Mack et al., 2005; Saldana, 2013). The five steps 

are listed below. 

1. Finding categories and codes 

Categories as a special type of code (Gibbs, 2007, p. 39) are used to classify the content of 

field data in order to have the possibility to link those contents later on. The categories 

identified for this research work are given in Figure 47. In order to identify relevant as-

pects and categories for modularisation transition, a preliminary study that linked theory 

and industrial practice of modularisation was used (Heilemann et al., 2012). The identified 

categories are as follows: 

a) tbl_life_cycle_phase: the life cycle phase to which a certain issue or support can be 

assigned to (e.g. requirements phase, logistics, product use), this category also has 

been applied for the classification of modularisation methods from theory in Sec-

tion 3.2.2. 

b) tbl_aspect_classification: the aspect that a certain issue or support concerned (e.g. 

process, organisation, IT, evaluation, implementation of modularisation) 

c) tbl_sorting_classification: the broader context a certain modularisation topic could 

also be related to (e.g. change management issues, standardisation, financial con-

siderations) 

d) tbl_company_function: the company function a certain content is relevant to (e.g. 

top management, product management, product development, purchasing) 

e) tbl_scope_classification: it is important to differentiate whether a certain content is 

related to a single product/project focus or to a broad modular system scope 

f) tbl_modular_system_phase: especially for support with a broader modular system 

scope, it was interesting to see to which phase a certain topic could be related to 

(e.g. planning modular system or maintaining modular system) 
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Figure 47: Screenshot of relational database with tables representing data sets, codes and 

their links amongst each other 
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2. Transferring field data into a coding database 

During this step, all field notes and documents were scrutinised for potential issues 

(tbl_issues), important factors (tbl_factors) and support (tbl_support) for modularisation 

transition. After identification, the relevant content was indexed and transferred into a 

coding database. 

3. Coding data sets in the database 

The relational coding database was set up in MS Access. The database was built around the 

principles of NVivo software for qualitative research, i. e. being able to establish links be-

tween content and codes. This setup proved to be helpful in identifying common themes, 

contradictions (e.g. Contradiction_to) and concepts while still being able to trace each con-

tent back to its source (tbl_industrial case). 

4. Analysing coded data 

The database provides the functionality to export coded data sets into MS Excel for further 

analysis. For instance, this could be used to visualise the rather abstract coded data. Such 

visualisations served as input for the next step. 

5. Building concepts 

Given direct experience from the field, documents from the mixed method approach and 

categorised and visualised information from the coding database was used to establish 

concepts about modularisation transition, in particular, to achieve research objective RO1. 

For instance, issues of a certain category could be further grouped into issue clusters in 

order to identify recurring themes across different cases. 

A compressed view on tables, fields and relations in the coding database is provided by 

Figure 47. 

5.3 Issues identified during modularisation transition 

The qualitative study using the setting and methodology of Section 5.2 revealed 166 issues 

in the primary case company and in secondary cases during modularisation transition. 

These issues are further analysed and presented within this section. A detailed list of is-

sues is presented in Appendix D. 

After initial explorative analyses and experiments, it was decided to build these issues 

around coding category a) “life cycle phases” (see Section 5.2) for the further course of this 

work. Thus, the categorisation of the issues can be directly compared with the identical 

categories applied for modularisation support from literature in Section 3.2.2. 

Figure 48 shows the distribution of the identified 166 issues along different phases of the 

complete life cycle, including value stream activities like production and logistics. It can be 

seen from the same figure that the majority of issues is related to “diverse” phases of the 

life cycle. 
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Figure 48: Distribution of all identified issues during modularisation transition 

As the emphasis of this work is on engineering design processes, Figure 49 shows a more 

detailed excerpt with relevant development life cycle related activities for modularisation 

transition. Figure 49 shows that the requirements, concept, design and evolution & 

change9 phase are the most problematic phases for modularisation transition from an en-

gineering design perspective, provided that issues which can be assigned to diverse 

phases are considered separately. 

The next sections will go through each development life cycle phase from requirements 

phase towards evolution & change of the modular system (see the phases of Figure 49) 

and analyse what the issues are and where they may arise in transitioning companies. In 

addition to the investigation of development life cycle phases, issues with “diverse” life 

cycle phases from Figure 48, that may concern implementation issues or the like, have also 

been investigated and are presented afterwards. 

Although the diagrams of Figure 48 and Figure 49 are of quantitative representation, they 

have been interpreted in a qualitative way. Therefore, following cautionary notes have to 

be considered: 

 It is the purpose of Figure 48, Figure 49 and the interpretations thereof to generate an 

overview of database results and to serve as starting point for concept building. 

 It is not the purpose of Figure 48 and Figure 49 to provide detailed quantitative or 

numerical analyses. 

                                                             

9 The evolution and change phase is a phase that occurs in situations of transition as there may be a 
number of intermediate phases before full modularisation is achieved. 
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 The “severity” of issues cannot be compared by their quantitative occurrence given in 

Figure 48 and Figure 49. 

 The results of the qualitative analysis have to be considered in relation to the charac-

teristics of the case study they were derived from. 

 For concept building, the 166 issues from the database have been thematically com-

bined in order to come up with compressed and manageable chunks of issues (see Ap-

pendix D). Thus, the presentation of issues in the following sections will solely be of 

qualitative and descriptive nature. 

 

Figure 49: Distribution of development life cycle related issues during modularisation 

transition 

5.3.1 Issues during development life cycle phases 

 Issues during requirements phase 

The issues that were encountered during modularisation transition in the requirements 

phase are manifold. The studied case companies started modularisation transition in this 

phase, assuming that either a series of workshops on modularisation or applying an ex-

tended stage-gate process is sufficient to define requirements for the newly created modu-

lar system with extended scope. For this reason, product managers and engineers had to 

handle much more requirements for parallel variant and future products. In addition, as 

the transition had to be done within existing products, the involved roles had to quickly 

bring first products from the modular system onto the market. 
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Compared to single product development, engineers had to deal with following challenges: 

 Much more requirements to be derived, analysed and fixed 

 Many yet unknown and uncertain requirements due to planning products to be de-

rived from the modular system several development life cycles ahead 

 Extreme pressure to quickly launch first product variants derived from the modu-

lar system onto the market 

 The succeeding development process phase requires a stable and fixed base of re-

quirements in order to create a common modular reference architecture for a 

broad product portfolio 

However, the project teams that were used to single product development settings had 

extreme difficulties to master the challenges from above for several reasons. 

Firstly, although some additional time was allocated to the project for extended require-

ments engineering, the project teams simply had not enough time and resources to master 

these challenges. 

Secondly, there was the constant struggle between the need to fix requirements for the 

next development phase and the inability to fix requirements in time due to lack of knowl-

edge and transparency. On the one hand, it was not possible to leave too many require-

ments open at this stage, because this would have been a poor input for the design of a 

stable product architecture. On the other hand, fixing requirements just so they are fixed is 

like a gamble that could lead, in turn, to many changes and an unstable architecture later 

on. Moreover, project teams felt that in order to make stable and fixed decisions about 

requirements, additional market analyses would be required. However, there was not 

enough time and resources to run another series of market analyses, key user experiences 

and the like. 

These issues threatened the stability of the yet to be developed modular system in two 

different ways: a) constant forces or tensions that try to pull the project back to a single 

product development approach with narrow scope of requirements (e.g. statements like 

“at least for the products for the next trade fair”) and b) constant forces that plead for pro-

ceeding with a large amount of unstable requirements that are already expected to be up-

dated, added or deleted during later stages. Moreover, there were also cases where too 

much unplanned time was spent on this phase with the result that later phases were de-

prived of resources. 

 Issues during concept phase 

This is the phase where the product architecture is suggested to be established. Compared 

to single product development, where it is not necessarily required that a formal reference 

architecture is established, modularisation transition requires formal architecting and 

explicit description. All companies under study made their architectures explicit during 

this step. However, the way how companies established their product architectures varied 
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vastly. The first controversy encountered was whether a formal method for product archi-

tecting is needed or not. Some companies solely relied on engineering expertise without 

method whereas other companies rather tried to apply a supportive modularisation 

method. Surprisingly, no matter which approach had been taken, the concrete step of es-

tablishing the architecture was not related to main issues of this phase. 

The first issue cluster that all companies encountered affects the major task of this phase. It 

is the goal of the concept phase to convert requirements into stable specifications of the 

architecture and of the product portfolio. These specifications are the input for the suc-

ceeding phases embodiment and detailed design (design phase). During single product 

development, the scope of the specifications to be created is quite straightforward and 

manageable. However, during modularisation transition the scope and required detail 

level gets largely extended. Firstly, the specifications have to cover much more parallel 

and future needs. Secondly, the specifications have to be more detailed than in single 

product development. This is because the specifications have to be passed on to module 

developers that have less knowledge about the details of the overall architecture and port-

folio. As a consequence, the resulting issue was that engineers did not have enough time 

and knowledge to create detailed specifications for the whole modular system. 

The second issue cluster was that the input to this phase is technically solution neutral and 

the output of this phase should ideally have a fixed decision on what technical solutions to 

implement with the modular system. For instance, it is required to define interfaces and 

space requirements for modules. However, as the modular system has to be developed 

anticipating several years ahead, engineers had lots of difficulties to come up with well-

reasoned decisions that are necessary for further realisation of the modular system. This 

technical knowledge could have been built up with further studies, concept appliances, 

simulations or experiments, but there was not enough time allocated to this phase. 

Beyond difficulties to decide for the right technical solution, there were many time con-

suming discussions during this phase about the appropriate level of modularity, granular-

ity of the modules, standardisation degree of modules and size ranges of modules. The 

trade-off between the statement that these discussions were actually very fruitful and the 

statement that there is no time for these discussions due to market pressure has been pre-

sent everywhere. 

Moreover, there are two forces during this phase that pull the conceptual modular refer-

ence architecture towards a more local integral architecture: Firstly, project team mem-

bers previously used to work on local architectures so that they might not be sufficiently 

knowledgeable and motivated to work on a common modular reference architecture. Sec-

ondly, in order to rule out different concepts, comparisons of products are mostly done on 

single product level. In such cases, direct costs of optimised integral single products are of 

advantage compared to direct cost of common modular products. Cost savings of modular 

products through, for instance, synergy effects are not considered by these approaches. 

Thus, local architectures have been mainly favoured over global architectures. 
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Modular reference architectures have been set up with either engineering expertise or 

with methods, were quite straightforward to determine or some cases have been “already 

given”. Those companies that set up the product architecture with the help of a method 

encountered following problems during this phase: 

 Engineers felt that they spent too much time on filing matrices or graphs while los-

ing the touch to the overall picture of modularisation. For instance, 20 engineers 

discussed which column to mark with a certain cross in a matrix. 

 After filing matrices, graphs and running through algorithms, the resulting benefit 

and value of that work did not seem to outweigh the effort behind this task. The 

outcome of the architecture with a certain method seemed either quite obvious or 

required massive rework by experienced engineers later on. 

The issue behind these points is that the study did not reveal evidence if a product archi-

tecture method helps to establish better product architectures. There are some indications 

that methods might be supportive, but there are also facts that show that the benefits of a 

modularisation method might not always outweigh its resource consumption. This is par-

ticularly critical as architecting itself was not seen as main issue during this phase within 

existing products. Due to its criticality and relevancy in literature, modularisation methods 

will be further scrutinised in section 5.4. It can be concluded that the main issue of this 

phase is not “finding” the right architecture, but finding enough time, resources, motiva-

tion and knowledge to define an extended modular reference architecture. 

 Issues during design phase 

Given the conceptual specifications for the modular system of the previous phase, the de-

sign phase concerns the embodiment and detailed design of the modules. The output of 

this phase are detailed drawings that are ready to be handed over to production. The spe-

cific feature of transitioning within existing products is that engineers have to manage the 

trade-off between drawings for the release of the first products and still considering the 

overall modular system for future products. However, that undertaking was prone to fail-

ure due to several reasons. 

Firstly, engineers worked with full attention on the release of first products. They only 

considered design details of future and parallel products where it seemed “suitable” for 

them. During this phase, engineers neither had time, resources nor any motivating intrin-

sic or extrinsic incentives to do additional work for the overall modular system that was 

beyond the scope of the current project. Thus, there were no measures in place to strin-

gently pursue the idea of the overall modular system. In contrary, incentives rather fa-

voured pursuing single project objectives than global company objectives. 

Secondly, the specifications from concept phase still contained some fuzzy elements that 

could not be further detailed during embodiment and detailed design. In particular, this 

was the case for designing modules and interfaces to neighbouring modules which will be 

detailed only in future projects. In order to properly design products, there was still lack of 

information and diverse uncertainties in all areas. Even worse, already during this phase, 
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product management started to question and change a bundle of requirements that should 

actually have been fixed during earlier stages. In consequence, engineers suffered lack of 

knowledge for detailed design documents, especially for those that concern the interplay 

with modules that are needed for the overall modular system, but not developed in detail 

during current projects. 

Another point is that the input to this phase is done in a rather informal way through 

spreadsheets, text files or drawings. The qualitative study revealed that this information is 

seen between proceeding and succeeding stages as more informative than as binding! 

Hence, a high amount of uncontrolled deviations from the original product architecture 

specification could be found during this stage. 

These issues resulted in the situation that after design phase, projects rather seemed to 

fall back into single product development behaviour than considering the overall modular 

system to be developed. For instance, this was evident in a case company where the plans 

of the modular system from concept phase were compared with actual PDM data of the 

first products to be “derived” from the modular system. The two data sources did not 

match at all. 

 Issues during testing phase 

During this phase, it was still not clear whether the modular system will work or not. The 

focus of engineers during this phase was on testing functional characteristics of the first 

products to be launched from the modular system. However, what could not be tested was 

the underlying concept of the modular system. This means that only a small percentage of 

the planned modules were developed at this stage. Thus, it could not be verified if the 

modules really work together and if planned interchangeability can be achieved later on. 

The resulting lack of knowledge could have been remedied with additional tests, but there 

was no time left for such activities beyond the scope of the first products to be launched. 

 Issues during production ramp-up 

One issue that is directly related to modularisation was identified during this phase. Sev-

eral cases were identified where the modular structure of engineering design differed 

from the modular structure of production or service. The resulting different view on 

modularity is less a problem of early involvement of manufacturing or service, but in fact a 

problem of handling different structures in different IT-systems throughout the company. 

Moreover, it gets more difficult to communicate modules if different company functions 

have different views on a certain module. In sum, this could lead to a lack of knowledge or 

transparency. 

 Issues during evolution and change phase of the modular system 

Several major issues were identified during this phase that deals with the maintenance of 

the product architecture, which is the evolution, reuse, design modification and engineer-

ing change of the modular system and its derivative products. The qualitative study re-
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vealed that this is the most dangerous phase where the product architecture diverges and 

the modular system loses its effectiveness. 

A constant conflict of interest and trade-off between global goals of modularisation and 

local goals of derivative product development has been identified. Different product de-

velopment projects that are actually supposed to derive products from the same modular 

system and sticking to the specifications of the common modular reference architecture 

have been frequently inclined to chase single project goals and losing sight of the big 

modular picture. 

The following issues can be seen as the reason why forces that are pulling projects toward 

the common modular reference architecture are too weak: 

 Lack of intrinsic motivation: For engineers it seemed to be easier to generate new 

module variants than reusing module variants from the modular system. More-

over, it was easier for engineers to deviate from the common modular reference 

architecture and creating isolated tailored solutions. In addition, engineers literally 

stuck to their used single product development behaviour. From an emotional 

point of view, local engineers and managers feared loss of freedom and loss of ex-

pertise as some parts of their engineering design activities were prescribed by cen-

tral modular system development. 

 Lack of extrinsic motivation: It was revealed that there are no formal conse-

quences if engineers built a “workaround”, undermining the common modular ref-

erence architecture. This might either be a result that there was no one in the 

company in charge of checking the compliance of artefacts with the modular sys-

tem in due time. On the other hand, this could have been also a result of traditional 

evaluation of product development: Usually, projects and products are assessed 

based on their local goals and not based on their global goals. 

 Lack of time and resources: During the transition period, resources were allocated 

to fulfil the market needs of proximate products. Therefore, engineers developed 

local solutions to their specific needs on hand instead of sticking to architecture 

specifications. However, modularisation transition means that designated modules 

meet the needs of both, proximate and non-proximate products. There was paucity 

of time and resources to develop the modular system for both needs. 

 Lack of collaboration and communication: The transition requires to exchange 

much more information about requirements, specifications, modules, interfaces 

and products than within single product development. Though, communication 

channels were still directed toward the traditional way of working. This made it 

more difficult for engineers to break up with their old behaviour and communicate 

site-, country- and market-overarching. 

 Lack of knowledge and transparency: With modularisation transition, the scope of 

products and modules extends vastly which leads to higher complexity engineers 

have to cope with. For instance, in single projects engineers had a lack of informa-
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tion about the overall modular system of what is available, what architectural 

plans are and to which specifications to stick to. 

The following practical implications show how difficult it is to keep the modular system 

approach during this phase: 

Different local sourcing strategies and different level of in-house production depth for the 

same parts of the product architecture made it difficult to achieve architectural common-

ality across sites. The same hindering forces for stability were given if rationalisation pro-

jects were done on product level. If a local manufacturing site decides to rationalise its 

single product, e.g. based on DFMA principles or based on best in class products, the out-

come might be negative for the site-overarching modular system. 

Some of these issues have been already indicated throughout preceding phases. However, 

their magnitude and effects increased during this phase. 

In the section that now follows, those issues that cannot be directly related to single de-

velopment life cycle phases will be shown. 

5.3.2 Issues during diverse life cycle phases 

As explained earlier, the described issues lack of intrinsic motivation, lack of extrinsic mo-

tivation, lack of time, lack of resources, lack of collaboration, lack of communication, lack 

of knowledge and lack of transparency have some phase-overarching elements and are 

also valid for several life cycle phases. This section now moves on to explain issues that 

are valid for several development life cycle phases. 

 Decision making 

In order to avoid an unreasonable high amount of iteration loops, it is necessary to fix de-

cisions during modularisation transition. While the effect of constant changes during sin-

gle product development remains manageable, the effect for changing large modular sys-

tems becomes unclear and intricate. However, the qualitative study revealed that, in fact, 

engineers and managers are highly troubled to fix decisions for the broad modular system. 

In the end, modularisation transition seems to be like a big gamble or like bedding into the 

long-term future. Therefore, it gets all the more important to remove uncertainties by pro-

viding support for decision makers through a sound base of knowledge and dedicated time 

and resources for modularisation transition. 

 High initial investments and only indirect but delayed benefits 

The qualitative study found out that there is need to scale down expectations about bene-

fits of modularisation during transitioning. This was for several reasons: 

 Modular system development required high initial investments while the benefits 

of developing a modular system could not be harvested for at least one develop-

ment life cycle. Thus, the promised increase in profitability was not related to the 

present, but to the long-term future. The principle behind this issue is sketched in 
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Figure 50 (real data behind the scheme has been collected during cost-benefit 

analyses in the primary case company, but due to confidentiality reasons the graph 

has been disguised) and was also identified by Blackenfelt (2001, p. 15–16). How-

ever, engineering controlling systems in companies were rather adjusted to short-

term developments than to sustainable long-term developments. The resulting 

discrepancy between expected benefits and actual cost led to an atmosphere that 

was adverse to modularisation transition. 

 

Figure 50: Delayed realisation of benefits in modular system development projects (see 

lower part of figure) compared to single product development projects (see upper part of 

figure), schematic representation 

 During development projects, short-term goals and goals of single products have 

always been prioritised compared to the global goals of modularisation. For in-

stance, oversizing modules for multi-purpose applications causes frustration in 

single product development projects due to lack of direct benefits. 

 It is one of the major goals of modular system development to reduce complexity. 

This complexity reduction was often measured as part number count within case 

companies. However, the qualitative study showed that the part number count in-

creased over time, with modularisation and without modularisation. Figure 51 

shows a simple, and schematic sketch concerning this issue. Usually it is assumed 

that the part number count increases less dramatically with modularisation than 

without modularisation. Even worse, some cases were identified where the part 

number count rose initially faster than without modularisation. This phenomenon 

during transition was also observed by Nielsen (2010, p. 136). In practice, it is not 

time

time

profit

profit

several small single development projects

one big modular system development project
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possible to directly compare a project with modularisation to exactly the same 

project without modularisation. The fact that it is unclear how to directly show the 

benefits of modularisation during transitioning may leave a considerable amount 

of employees doubtful. 

 

Figure 51: Simplified development of the part number count with and without modularisa-

tion, based on the qualitative study, schematic representation based on Nielsen (2010, p. 

136) 

 Synchronisation between different development projects 

Another issue encountered during the study was that there is a lack of synchronisation 

between those projects developing modules for the modular system and those projects 

that consume generic modules. For instance, a case was identified where a product devel-

opment project relied on a generic module from another project, but in the end the project 

had to develop its own project-specific module. If an overarching module is not fully de-

veloped exactly at the point when the product development project needs it, local projects 

are inclined to go their own way while blaming the modular system for its troubles. This 

example shows that there has been a lack of overall framework across projects for syn-

chronisation of modular system development. 

5.3.3 Summary of issues 

The qualitative study has identified a number of issues that primary and secondary cases 

encountered during modularisation transition. The issues emerged during different devel-

opment life cycle phases. The requirements phase, the concept phase, the design phase 

and the maintenance phase of the modular product architecture (i.e. evolution and change 

of modular system) have been identified as the most critical phases. In summary, following 

clusters of issues have been identified during the study: 

 High initial investments, only indirect and delayed benefits 

 Difficulties in decision making during modularisation transition (e.g. through uncer-

tainties, trade-offs and high impact of decisions) 

time

# of 

parts

development of part numbers with modular systems

development of parts numbers with single product development
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 Lack of intrinsic motivation to pursue the “overall modular system picture” 

 Lack of extrinsic motivation to pursue the “overall modular system picture” 

 Lack of dedicated time and resources to pursue the “overall modular system picture” 

 Lack of knowledge and transparency about the “overall modular system picture” 

 Synchronisation problems between projects (i.e. derivative product and modular sys-

tem) and lack of collaboration and communication 

It has to be considered that the clusters of issues might have dependencies among each 

other. A detailed list of issues from the research database can be found in Appendix D. 

During front-end of the development life cycle, the main difficulty is rather on establishing 

and committing upon requirements and technical specifications that can be used as input 

for developing the whole future modular system. During later phases of the development 

life cycle, the main problem is rather on keeping the modular system stable. This means 

that product development projects develop in compliance with specifications of the modu-

lar system and that architecture specifications are constantly controlled and eventually 

aligned to changing circumstances. However, the study revealed that exactly this has not 

been happening due to the presented issues. As a result, projects fall back to single prod-

uct development mode over time due to lack of support mechanisms that remove above 

mentioned issues. An overview of the issues and how they are related to the modular sys-

tem life cycle is shown in Figure 55. 

In addition to the identified issues, it is important to analyse the use and limits of existing 

modularisation support and why it failed to solve above mentioned issues. This will be 

treated in the next section. 

5.4 Evaluation of support for modularisation transition 

This section presents the evaluation of modularisation transition support which has been 

conducted during the longitudinal case study. The support of this section is based on the 

literature review of this thesis in Section 2.6 (development life cycle process models) and 

Section 3.1 (modularisation methods). Firstly, the usefulness of existing development life 

cycle models will be investigated in Section 5.4.1. Secondly, findings of the qualitative 

analysis will be used to analyse some modularisation methods from literature in Section 

5.4.2. 

5.4.1 Development life cycle models 

The literature review in Section 2.6 brought modularisation into the broader context of 

product development processes. Modularisation has either been seen as the step in new 

product development which divides the product into modules or as a phase-overarching 

activity that also prepares engineers for modularisation with appropriate information. 
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The qualitative study revealed that the development process models like stage-gate mod-

els that are used in industry were quite close to that what could be found in literature. 

However, the models from industry possessed a higher detail level. In sum, three different 

streams how current process models could assist modularisation transition have been 

identified in industry. In the course of a project called “modularisation process integra-

tion” which was conducted during the longitudinal case study, these different process 

models were evaluated with engineers, engineering managers and even top management 

of the primary case company. It was the aim of this evaluation to identify an appropriate 

process model for modularisation transition to be implemented in the primary case com-

pany. Detailed results for each identified model which have been documented throughout 

the study are given below. 

 Classical new product development approach with focus on modularisation 

Modularisation can be integrated into the classical new product development process that 

is well known from literature and industry. Compared to the development of a small range 

of products, the development of a broad range of products based on modular architectures 

does not require an adaption of the standard product development process. Rather, the 

qualitative study found out that emphasis has to be placed on the front-end phases until 

system structuring. The most significant difference to single product development could 

be found in the steps “detailed market analysis” and “system structuring” which were cov-

ered in much more detail, with broader scope and more stringency. This is also true for 

the other steps of the requirements and concept phase, but not with that high intensity. 

While single product development straight starts with requirements engineering or a 

short market analysis, during modularisation it is first important to get broad and detailed 

market knowledge in order to get a stable base for all products under scope. For instance, 

the market analysis phase includes the definition of target market segments based on stra-

tegic positioning within the competitive environment, definition of risks and future trends, 

prioritised success factors, unique selling points, defined customer value and detailed 

numbers about forecasts of volumes, prices and target costs. 

Requirements engineering does not contain any specific additional steps. However, prod-

uct managers and engineers have to work on a much broader scope of interdependent and 

conflicting requirements. The complexity of “requirements overload” requires a clear pri-

oritisation and focus on most relevant requirements to be covered by the modular system. 

The allocation of requirements to product functions and solution principles requires more 

resources than without modularisation. This is because engineers are not used to cover 

such a broad range of relationships to be considered. Moreover, they are not used to work 

with product functional analysis in practice and they usually do not provide traceability of 

requirements to different succeeding phases and projects. 

The most significant difference between modularisation and single product development 

could be found in the step “system structuring”. The need to formalise and make the archi-

tecture explicit for all future products is only present in the case of modularisation. This 
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requires various additional activities like selecting an architectural concept out of differ-

ent alternatives, defining the variance of future interfaces and modules and the definition 

of specifications for future module and product development. 

The later phases (i.e. the design, testing and production preparation phase) are not given 

further attention during modularisation within this model. 

A characterisation of the identified difference between modularisation and single product 

development in the classical new product development model can be found in Figure 52. 

The figure evolved from a more detailed overview in spreadsheet format which was estab-

lished during the case study. The upper part of the figure shows the phases of the “tradi-

tional” new product development process. The elements along the bottom indicate for 

which phase an emphasis has been identified with modularisation compared to single 

product development and which phase has a distinct difference during modularisation 

transition. For instance, different activities or a different emphasis can only be found until 

system structuring/embodiment design where the product architecture specification is 

generated and passed on to other projects. There are no additional elements during later 

phases. 

 

Figure 52: New product development process model applied to purposes of modularisa-

tion 

The evaluation of this process model for transitioning toward modular system develop-

ment revealed various advantages and disadvantages which are given in Table 10. The 

table can be seen as summary of the project “process integration of modularisation” which 

was mentioned above. 

Table 10: Advantages and disadvantages of transitioning toward modular system devel-

opment within classical new product development process 

Advantages Disadvantages 

Relatively low initial investment required 

(e.g. only small organisational changes or 

few additional resources during front-end) 

Lack of time and resources to consider 

specifications of multiple projects that 

eventually have not even started 

Lack of motivation of employees to work on 

modules or products beyond the scope of 
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their direct product development project 

Lack of knowledge and transparency about 

items not to be covered by the current de-

velopment project (future products cannot 

be treated in the required detail level) 

Lack of collaboration and communication 

across different projects to follow 

 

Given the pros and cons, it has to be concluded that this approach is not suitable to miti-

gate the issues mentioned in the preceding section and to transition toward modular sys-

tem development with the scope of multiple products from several different development 

projects. With this approach, engineers tend to focus on the current development project. 

Specifications that go beyond that development project are on their own too weak to make 

succeeding projects sticking to the overall modular architecture. In fact, this approach 

should only be chosen for a small number of products to be modularised which evolve 

from the same product development project. 

 Classical platform development approach 

As a result of the flaw of traditional new process development models, companies intro-

duced the concept of platform development. In this approach, platforms are developed 

centrally in order to provide shared assets to different derivative development projects. 

The platform life cycle usually starts with the anticipation of future market needs and the 

elaboration of innovation opportunities for derivative products. Based on the platform 

plan, the concept of the platform together with its embodied design can be developed. 

Those platform elements that are most likely to be shared across different products are 

already designed in detail and at least preliminary tested by the platform development 

team during this phase. The succeeding phase of platform management deals with the 

introduction of the platform through implementing it into derivative product development 

projects. Moreover, this phase contains the activity of platform maintenance. The key ac-

tivity of platform maintenance is to adapt the platform to changing needs of derivative 

products without losing sight of synergies with other projects. Thus, platform manage-

ment either deals with the confirmation that derivative products are in line with the plat-

form, that the platform will be adapted with penalties for the derivative project or that 

out-of-scope needs of derivative projects are rejected after verification. A complete over-

view of the platform approach is given by Figure 53. 

Even with a platform approach, there still need to be considerable resources invested into 

development of derivative products. Each derivative product or product family has to 

come up with a promising business case derived from market and sales planning activities. 

This activity is followed by a bid / acquisition phase or the decision for a strategic market 

launch with the creation of a detailed product specification. Those specifications that are 
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covered by the platform are realised by reusing the detailed design of platform elements. 

Unique customer specifications are coordinated with the platform process and after a 

positive decision from platform development, realised within the derivative product de-

velopment projects. 

 

Figure 53: Platform development process with derivative product development 

The “modularisation process integration” project mentioned above revealed that the tradi-

tional platform approach constitutes the counterpart to the model of new product devel-

opment by explicitly considering the interplay between common platform elements and 

several distinct derivate product development projects. Considering the identified issues 

from the previous section, this approach yields some definite advantages. The central 

process with dedicated resources leads to appropriate time and motivation for platform 

developers that are willing to achieve project-overarching commonalities. 

However, there are also clear disadvantages of the platform approach like the heavy initial 

investment and delayed benefits of platform development as illustrated in Figure 50 or 

Figure 51. The degree of transparency, collaboration and synchronisation between prod-

uct and platform development was facilitated with this process model compared to tradi-

tional new product development. Nevertheless, these issues still seem present for this 

kind of process approach. This finding was confirmed during other case studies (Ponn, 

2015). Another major drawback of the platform development approach can be denoted as 

the rigidity and inflexibility of the platform itself. In sum, such a traditional platform ap-

proach should not be pursued for transitioning toward modular systems within existing 

products which shall yield quick results. An overview of advantages and disadvantages of 

this approach is given in Table 11. The table can be seen as summary of the project “proc-

ess integration of modularisation” which was mentioned above. 
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Table 11: Advantages and disadvantages of transitioning toward modular system devel-

opment with a traditional platform approach 

Advantages Disadvantages 

Appropriate time & resources 

Appropriate motivation for platform devel-

opers 

Tremendous initial investments due to 

change throughout the organisation 

Launching new products on the market not 

possible until platform accomplishment and 

development of first derivative products 

Revolutionary approach not possible to be 

undertaken within existing product devel-

opment 

Rigidity and inflexibility of platform com-

pared to modular approach 

Better than with single product development but still need for considerable improvement: 

transparency, synchronisation and collaboration between platform, derivative product 

development and among derivative product development projects 

 

 Identified common modularisation approach of consultancies 

The qualitative study identified a third stream of how the development life cycle could 

support modularisation transition. During the “modularisation process integration” pro-

ject, the primary case company also contracted consultancies with expertise in modulari-

sation processes. The approach used by these consultancies has also been evaluated 

within the primary case company. This approach takes the use of different elements of the 

traditional new product development approach, of the platform approach and of the sys-

tems engineering approach where the product architecture specification is passed on to 

several different domain engineering projects. 

The first two phases of the modular system life cycle have been conducted during several 

workshops with product development teams. These workshops scoped the complete 

range of products to be derived from the modular system. First, a detailed market analysis 

was conducted, followed by extended requirements engineering for the whole modular 

system. Second, the concept phase dealt with the determination of functions and technical 

solutions to be realised with the modular system. Then, the common modular reference 

architecture for all products under scope was derived by applying dedicated modularisa-

tion methods (see Section 5.4.2 for their evaluation). After design and verification of the 

modular architecture, the modular system was planned by providing “rough” specifica-

tions about modules, the number of module variants, their realisation, interfaces, and fu-

ture products to be delivered to customers. Third, these architecture specifications were 

handed over to derivative product development projects. It was the purpose of derivative 
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product development projects to a) develop products to be launched quickly onto the 

market and b) to “fill” the modular system by providing reusable modules that are compli-

ant to the specifications of the common modular architecture specifications (i.e. “realisa-

tion phase” of the modular system life cycle). Fourth, after several derivative product de-

velopment life cycles the modular system should be realised or “filled” with the planned 

amount of module variants from which a large number of products can be derived easily 

by configuring existing modules. This phase constitutes the “usage phase” of the modular 

system life cycle. 

The distinct characteristics of this approach are as follows: 

 Extensive front-loading for full-scope requirements and concept phase until plan-

ning of the product architecture, conducted in a series of cross-project workshops 

 Distinct product development projects that develop modules for the modular sys-

tem based on a common product architecture and parallel development of deriva-

tive products. 

 No further support for actual realisation, usage and update of the modular system 

from a modular system life cycle perspective 

An overview of this kind of modularisation transition approach is given in Figure 54. 

 

Figure 54: Proposed modular system development process of consultancies analysed dur-

ing the qualitative study 

It is the definite advantage of this approach that it can be pursued with acceptable initial 

investments within existing products and while still being able to launch new products 

relatively quickly after initiating the transition. While there are appropriate resources, 

motivation and transparency dedicated to modularisation until the product architecture 

specification is set up, the situation changes after the modular system is intended to be 

filled from independent development projects. During later phases of the modular system 

life cycle, i.e. during realisation and usage phase, lack of resources, motivation, transpar-

ency and synchronisation pull derivative development projects from a modular system 
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perspective toward a single product focus. Consequently, the lack of mechanisms that 

make single development projects stick to the overall product architecture endanger the 

stability of the modular system quickly after the product architecture has been estab-

lished. The root cause for this problem is the lack of support during later stages of the 

modular system life cycle which remains undefined for this kind of transitioning approach. 

An overview of advantages and disadvantages of this kind of modularisation support is 

provided by Table 12. 

Table 12: Advantages and disadvantages of transitioning toward modular system devel-

opment with approach of consultancies 

Advantages Disadvantages 

Possible to pursue this approach within 

existing products 

Appropriate resources, motivation and 

transparency between projects until modu-

lar product architecture is planned and 

specified 

Lack of resources, motivation, transparency 

and synchronisation after common modular 

reference architecture is handed over to 

single product development projects 

Loss of stability of modular product archi-

tecture and breaking apart of modular sys-

tem due to individualisation of projects 

quickly after product architecture is estab-

lished 

Medium initial investments due to workshop-procedure without changing organisation 

and process landscape and relatively low disruption of launch of new products. 

 

The next section will turn to investigate use and limits of modularisation methods that are 

applied along above mentioned different development life cycles. 

5.4.2 Modularisation methods 

Modularisation methods were identified by the literature review as major research stream 

to support modularisation design activities. The qualitative study gave the unique oppor-

tunity to analyse modularisation methods from a longitudinal industrial perspective. 

While case companies were studied on support for modularisation transition, the question 

emerged how useful are formal modularisation methods, like those that were presented in 

the literature review (see Chapter 3.1), for industry during modularisation transition. This 

question was answered by conducting several multi-perspective studies in the course of 

the overall qualitative study in industry. 

 What is considered as important by industry? 

During the prolonged study in the primary case company, different modularisation meth-

ods were evaluated based on their potential to be applied in industry. This evaluation and 
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selection was done prior to applying a method. During the study, there were different it-

erative review cycles. The evaluation took place in an evaluation review meeting where 

presenting engineers or engineering managers, the heads of development of six different 

business units, the head of central engineering, the head of product management and the 

vice president development of the company took part or sent a delegate. Each review 

meeting was prepared by creating a detailed preliminary evaluation matrix with different 

scores and criteria. The preliminary evaluation matrix evolved by interviewing consultan-

cies, different engineers who used the methods in practice and by participating in devel-

opment projects that took use of modularisation methods under evaluation. The output of 

each review meeting was a refined and agreed evaluation matrix. The evaluation matrix 

cannot be shown in much detail within this work due to confidentiality reasons. 

The following table shows how industrial practitioners from the primary case company 

rate the importance of different evaluation criteria for modularisation methods. 

Table 13: Evaluation criteria for modularisation methods and their importance for indus-

trial practitioners 

Benefit (expected)  Effort (expected) 

 Criteria and 

weight 

Sub-criteria and 

weight 

 Criteria and 

weight 

Sub-criteria and 

weight 

Benefit (now): 30 % Complexity reduction 

(e.g. # of parts): 30 % 

 Effort per project: 50 

% 

Internal cost / time: 

30 % 

Benefit (future): 30 % Consideration of the 

market: 10 % 

 External cost / time: 

20 % 

Optimised product 

architecture: 10 % 

 Effort for implemen-

tation: 50% 

Process Integration: 

15% 

Product architecture 

administration: 10 % 

 Building up know-how 

(cost/time): 10 % 

Benefit (broadness): 

40 % 

Consideration of strate-

gic aspects: 10 % 

 Difficulty to keep archi-

tecture stable: 15 % 

Consideration of PLC / 

value stream aspects: 

10% 

 Software cost and train-

ing effort: 10 % 

Flexibility of product 

architecture: 10 % 

 Grand total: 100 % 

Software support: 10 %    

Grand total: 100 %    
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Table 13 is divided into two parts. The first part on the left shows the benefits on which 

modularisation support should focus on. The table shows that short-term, long-term and a 

broadness of benefits should be addressed. Given existing modularisation methods, it is 

not surprising that such methods should address complexity reduction, the market, estab-

lishing the product architecture, strategic aspects, PLC / value stream aspects, flexibility 

and software support. All these criteria have been found to be adequately addressed by 

modularisation methods that were evaluated. 

The criterion “product architecture administration” intended to provide architectural sta-

bility was weighted equally with all other criteria. However, this criterion was not found to 

be considered in much detail by traditional modularisation methods that reflect state-of-

the-art. 

The right hand side of Table 13 shows that industrial practitioners have high concerns 

about the effort that is needed to apply modularisation methods in practice. It is not sur-

prising that whenever possible, they try to reduce internal effort (e.g. for engineers), ex-

ternal effort (e.g. for consultants), effort to built up know-how, software cost and training 

effort. Moreover, industrial practitioners emphasise that it is important that the elements 

of the method can be integrated into existing processes. Another point that also was men-

tioned on this side and rated with significant 15 % importance by industrial practitioners 

was that the method provides effective help to keep the architecture stable once it is es-

tablished. This is a point that has so far not been considered by traditional product archi-

tecture methods. 

In essence, the surprising point of this study is that unlike traditional modularisation 

methods where the weight is vastly on establishing the architecture, working on the mar-

ket and on other factors, industrial practitioners are seeking support on how to efficiently 

administrate and keep product architectures stable after establishing them. Moreover, 

practitioners do not want to go through additional modularisation methods, but they want 

to integrate or change elements of their existing processes. 

 Application of methods by industry and application by consultants 

The question how useful current methods for modularisation transition are can also be 

approached by answering if companies with successfully implemented modular systems 

took use of traditional modularisation methods from, for instance, literature in Chapter 3. 

Table 14 gives an overview of the results of the study. 
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Table 14: Application of modularisation methods of different case study partners 

Method applied No method applied 

Modularisation consultancies: 

6 consultancies were studied, all of them 

applied modularisation methods for the 

transition 

Industrial projects or companies not sup-

ported by any consultancy: 

None of the 13 studied mature, mixed or 

younger cases without consultancy on 

board took use of a modularisation method. 

This proved particularly to be true for com-

panies that were studied as benchmark 

partners for successful modularisation. 

Industrial projects supported by modulari-

sation consultancies: 

11 projects were studied, all of them ap-

plied modularisation methods for the tran-

sition 

Among the 30 cases studied during the course of this work, 17 cases applied modularisa-

tion methods whereas 13 cases did not apply modularisation methods. However, if the 

cases are further characterised whether they involve consultancies or whether they solely 

apply expertise from industry, following points get obvious from Table 14: 

 All 17 consultancies or consultancy-related cases applied modularisation methods. 

 None of the 13 cases that solely relied on engineering expertise to establish modu-

lar systems applied traditional modularisation methods. 

Given these points, it can be summarised that from an industry’s point of view, traditional 

state-of-the-art modularisation methods cannot be seen as precondition for successful 

modularisation transition as there are highly successful cases that made the transition 

with other means of support than with the suggested modularisation methods from the 

literature review. 

 Participation in the application of traditional modularisation methods in industrial 

projects 

This study was an in-depth study following a participant-observer approach during the 

application of two modularisation methods in development projects in industry over a 

prolonged period. The methods applied were similar to the method of Schuh et al. (2007) 

and the MFD-method of Erixon (1996) and Nilsson and Erixon (1998). The analysed 

methods took use of other well-researched elements. These elements included, for in-

stance, guidelines (Ulrich, 1995; Ulrich and Eppinger, 2012), optimisations (Holtta, Tang 

and Seering, 2003), visualisations (Ericsson and Erixon, 1999; Goepfert, 1998; Pimmler 

and Eppinger, 1994; Stone, Wood and Crawford, 2000) or evaluations (Ripperda and 

Krause, 2014). 

Both methods have been applied with support of experienced consultants in different pro-

jects within the primary case company. The methods have been applied and studied over a 

period of eight months in average. 
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The expectation of management concerning both approaches was to create working 

modular systems for a wide variety of products. In the course of the study, several obser-

vations concerning use and limits have been made. 

In both projects, most of the time (approximately 75% roughly calculated by applied 

workshop days which cannot be seen as an exact quantitative figure but as a figure to fa-

cilitate understanding) was spent for “preparing” module clustering. This means that this 

time was spent for market analyses, requirements engineering, functional analysis and 

selection of technical concepts supported by defined support tools (e.g. QFD matrices, Por-

ter’s Five Forces Analysis or Pugh Analyses). 

Afterwards, the remaining time was spent on module clustering and conceptually defining 

modules, interfaces and products to be derived from the modular system. Main supporting 

tools for module clustering were originally adapted from predominant tools that can be 

found in literature (see Section 3.1 and Appendix A), namely Design Structure Matrices, 

Module Driver Matrices, optimisation algorithms and graphs (e.g. functional flows or net-

work diagrams). 

Given above activities, the applied methods can be divided into two parts. The first part is 

not directly related to module clustering. It concerns all steps in the product development 

process that come before module clustering. This shall ensure that the required scope in 

those product development steps is provided. In other words, this means that the market 

analysis covers all markets, requirements, functions and technical solutions under scope 

of the entire modular system. The second, remaining, part is directly related to module 

clustering. During this step, the product architecture is set up in a sufficiently broad scope 

to cover all modules and products to be derived from the modular system. Moreover, the 

product architecture is made formal and explicit during this part. For both parts of the 

methods, there was no deviation from what can be found in literature concerning main 

input factors, side input factors, development phases, architecture representation and 

improvement (see Section 3.1 and Appendix A). 

Thus, the problems and benefits by applying the method encountered during the study can 

be seen as use and limit of existing support for modularisation transition. They evolved 

following the detailed research methodology of Section 5.2 and are ordered along the de-

velopment life cycle. The findings concerning this matter are summarised below. 

From the study can be derived that the real use of applying modularisation methods in the 

primary case company has been as follows: 

 Strong consideration of phases prior to module clustering in the concept phase: 

 The methods helped to gain market knowledge deeply and for all products un-

der scope in a methodical way with documented and agreed decisions. In a 

conceptual state, the methods helped to sort out those innovations and tech-

nologies that are promising candidates for implementation. 
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 Applying the methods ensured that sufficient attention to front-loading was 

paid. Activities that were required by the methods during this phase could not 

be skipped or handled with inappropriate attention by following the method. 

 The methods helped to make it clear to engineers and product managers that it 

is necessary to only focus on most promising requirements and design solu-

tions. 

 The methods helped to get a common agreement among engineers and engi-

neering managers of what should be ideally common across different products. 

Already during applying such a modularisation method, engineers agreed on 

more than 50 % reduction of complexity through the reduction of the number 

of applied module variants across different products. However, this could have 

also been a result of the cleaning up effect of a previously uncontrolled grow-

ing module portfolio. Moreover, this agreement was done at a quite early stage 

and not during the stages where most of the problems occurred to achieve 

these goals. 

 A multidisciplinary team, especially that of design engineers, was involved 

from the very beginning and, thus, was later able to implement the basic ra-

tionale of front-end decisions. 

 Useful aspects during module clustering during concept phase: 

 Methodological support during product architecting itself helped to look at the 

product architecture from different stakeholder’s angles and made sure that all 

aspects (e.g. downstream life cycle and value stream effects) are considered 

during architecting. 

 The methods helped to make the product architecture formal and explicit (e.g. 

through visualisation) and to communicate it within the organisation. 

On the other hand, applying the modularisation method had several detrimental side ef-

fects. The limits that have been encountered during the study are as follows: 

 Phase-overarching limitations – High resource consumption that was withdrawn 

from product development projects: 

 Applying the methods consumed high amounts of resources in addition to “or-

dinary” project tasks from which project resources were withdrawn. This led 

to lack of resources in other areas and in succeeding phases and decreased the 

motivation of engineers to work on modularisation. 

 The main time during applying the methods was used for seemingly endless 

discussions about requirements to be implemented or not, different product 

architecture alternatives, the trade-off between concept decisions and the con-

stant struggle between single project goals and global company goals with the 

modular system. Even though, these discussions were helpful to share under-
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standing among different engineers, they were time consuming and could only 

be closed by decisions of top management. It was not possible to link design 

choices during product architecting directly with feasible cost reduction and 

other targets of modularisation. Thus, these modularisation discussions did 

not contribute to available time and motivation of involved engineers. 

 Limitations during concept phase – Traditional architecting methods and algo-

rithms (e.g. DSM, MIM, heuristics) only weakly contributed to improved architec-

tures not justifying their time consumption: 

 Applying modularisation methods led to strong resistance among engineers. 

Engineers doubted that the applied tools for product architecting actually lead 

to better results and to better product architectures. If teams were not stuck in 

discussions, they were ticking boxes in matrices or filling templates and the 

like. During such sessions, the team lost trace of the overall big modular sys-

tem picture. 

 In accordance with the literature review in Chapter 3, the applied methods 

took use of functional structures, functional-physical relations, physical inter-

dependencies and various strategic factors like module drivers. While these 

factors might be useful in totally new product development, their application 

alone within existing products did not lead to better architectures. For in-

stance, the application of different module drivers on part level was used to 

cluster parts into modules. However, such strategic considerations alone did 

not generate an improved product architecture. In fact, the resulting architec-

ture was not feasible. The same result came up when the team solely applied 

functional or physical analyses. 

 When different factors from the previous point were combined in the form of a 

matrix, graph or formula, the resulting product architecture was nothing more 

but a compromise from different perspectives. However this study found out 

that the view on the architecture in different phases of the module life cycle 

will remain differently. For instance, design engineers had a more functional 

view on the architecture while taking physical principles into account. Manu-

facturing engineers choose to cluster modules in the best way for the produc-

tion flow while service engineers choose to cluster modules for best service-

ability. Modules in different life cycle phases might be the same, but there are 

certainly cases where this is not beneficial. Thus, the study found no use in 

throwing different factors into a matrix, graph, algorithm or formula and calcu-

lating an optimised module function out of it. However, this is the way how it is 

suggested by contemporary modularisation methods. 

 Module clusters that have been generated with the help of algorithms did have 

to be reworked with engineering knowledge and experience. Moreover, the ar-

chitecture that has been drafted prior to applying a method was very similar to 
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the architecture after applying a method. This means that when transitioning 

toward modularisation within existing products, the architecture is already in 

the heads of experienced engineers. The study revealed only two cases within 

approximately 50 modules with several hundreds of parts where two parts 

were assigned to a different module than previously. 

 The methods have been seen by engineers as overloaded with features of little 

benefit but with high resource consumption. Moreover, especially during ap-

plication of algorithms or complex equations, the study did not provide any 

evidence that application of such optimisation indeed leads to better modulari-

sation results. 

 Phases after concept phase have only been weakly considered 

 Methods did not consider later phases than product architecting of the modu-

lar system life cycle. These phases have only been considered during archi-

tecting by, for instance, asking questions of what kind of architecture the ser-

vice guys would need for improved product maintenance. However, previous 

section showed that exactly these are the phases (e.g. evolution and mainte-

nance of the modular system) where the modular system is most vulnerable to 

failure and divergence. 

 The study showed that the methods only removed issues (see Section 5.3) 

from the front-end of the modular system life cycle. The methods did not attack 

all other issues that occurred after that. 

 The study showed that although a method had been applied in projects, prob-

lems started as soon as the modular concept was handed over to derivative 

product development. During later phases, the methods applied did not pro-

vide any mechanisms to pull derivative projects toward global modular system 

goals. 

To summarise the study, it is suggested that there is limited use in applying modularisa-

tion methods for modularisation transition within existing products. The strengths of 

state-of-the-art modularisation methods may be in the development of totally new solu-

tions or in radical changes of underlying assumptions during the life cycle of the architec-

ture. 

However, the projects studied contained a high level of given artefacts and reuse from 

previous designs. Even in such environments, the application of a method might be benefi-

cial for front-end phases of the process if some elements of the methods are integrated 

and aligned to existing company processes. Moreover, methods might be beneficial for 

designers if the principles how they intend to improve product architectures are used as 

some kind of “checklist”. 

Above all, it seems that methods require high resource consumption while no evidence 

was found that an applied matrix or algorithm indeed leads to better and more stable ar-
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chitectures. It is suggested that architecting itself is not a matter of method, tool or algo-

rithm, but rather a matter of skilled and experienced engineers with the right resources, 

knowledge, motivation and mind-set for modularisation. 

Additionally, the most significant finding was that state of the art methods do not offer any 

advice on how to prevent modular systems from diverging after concept phase. Though, 

these neglected phases were seen as significant by industrial practitioners when they 

were evaluating modularisation support. Therefore, the applied methods were not capable 

to solve the issues presented in Section 5.3. This finding is supported by the fact that this 

qualitative study did not identify a single case where a modularisation method has been 

transferred or applied in industry without involvement of a consultancy. Table 15 gives an 

overview about the investigation of modularisation methods within this study. 

Table 15: Summary of use and limits of modularisation methods within existing products 

as output from the qualitative study 

5.4.3 Summary of use and limits of existing support 

It was the aim of this section to test use and limits of existing main support for modulari-

sation transition. Therefore, two main research streams for modularisation in engineering 

design have been studied. 

Use of methods Limit of methods 

Strong consideration of front-end issues 

like market analyses and variant decisions 

High consumption of resources 

Different viewpoints of multidisciplinary 

stakeholders (e.g. production, mainte-

nance), expected downstream life cycle and 

value stream effects are considered 

Limited use for establishing architectures 

within existing products 

Structured way to make product architec-

ture formal and explicit (e.g. through visu-

alisation) 

Low relevancy and weak use of product 

architecture matrices (e.g. functional-

physical relations, functional relations, in-

terface matrices, Module Indication Matri-

ces) for establishing the architecture 

 Weak use in applying algorithms and 

mathematical optimisation 

 Only weak consideration of phases after 

product architecting, identified issues are 

not resolved during this major part of the 

modular system life cycle 
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The first part dealt with the analysis of current development life cycle models for the suit-

ability for modularisation transition. Among the three categories that have been analysed, 

none of the models proved to be capable to remove the issues that have been identified in 

Section 5.3. First, the traditional product development model is largely incapable to handle 

the interplay between the modular system development project and derivative product 

development projects. Second, the identified platform development approach strongly 

supports the interplay between the platform and derivative products, also during later 

stages of the life cycle. However, this approach has not yet been adapted to flexible modu-

lar systems and transitioning within existing products. Third, the modularisation devel-

opment life cycle model of consultancies has its strength in front-end phases of the devel-

opment life cycle while performing poor during modular system realisation and usage. 

The second part dealt with the analysis of modularisation methods that have been applied 

along the development life cycle. While there is some usefulness of these methods, espe-

cially during front-end phases, the methods failed to provide stability for the modularisa-

tion after concept phase. The tested support has been seen as time-consuming and partly 

irrelevant. Especially during modular system realisation and usage and its interplay with 

derivative product development, the scrutinised methods did not provide any support nor 

did they much contribute to better transparency, information, motivation, time and re-

sources for the modular system development process. After all, the methods that provided 

a wide ranging set of optimisation, visualisation and evaluation support did not provide 

any mechanisms to pull derivative development projects with local goals toward global 

goals of the modular system. 

Figure 55 has been generated from the analysis above to give an overview of the modular 

system life cycle and its interplay with derivative product development projects. The fig-

ure also shows corresponding issues and support to each life cycle phase. It should be 

noted that the figure is not true to scale. 

Data from the primary case company are as follows: The requirements and concept phase 

for the modular system took in one project six months and in the other project nine 

months. Compared to that, the realisation and usage phase (i.e. evolution and change 

phase) is much longer with several product life cycles, each approximately four years. 

Thus, the right side of the figure should be extended with a true scale. 
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Figure 55: Overview of issues and existing support during the modular system develop-

ment life cycle 

5.5 Support framework for modular system development with 

focus on stability 

Having shown what the real issues for modularisation transition are and where current 

means of support help and where they fail, this section will suggest a framework for 

modularisation transition. 

The framework evolved during the qualitative study, mainly by consulting the collaborat-

ing case organisations for their solutions for dealing with issues arising during modulari-

sation transition, i.e. support during later stages of the modular system life cycle and 

mechanisms that pull diverging derivative projects toward modular system development. 

The findings that are presented within this section have been discussed, refined and tested 

within the primary case company. 

The framework for modular system development consists of the elements discussed in the 

next sections. The elements are also shown in Figure 56. The “focus on stability” discussed 

above means that the framework’s focus has to be on the post-architecting phase where 

most of the issues occur and where existing support most lacking. In other words, the fo-

cus is on those phases where the modular system is most vulnerable to diverging and 

breaking apart. Nevertheless, those pre-architecting phases that are relevant for stability 

in later phases have also been considered. 
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Figure 56: Main cause-effect relationship between issues, important factors and suggested 

modular system support framework 

5.5.1 Modular system relevant process: pre-architecting and architecting phase 

It is the aim of this element to make sure that all actors preparing and establishing the 

architecture have enough time and resources to consider the whole modular system in-

stead of local solutions. Moreover, the prescriptive character of this phase must give guid-

ance on the synchronisation between derivative product development interests and the 

interests of the modular system. The result of this element should be an agreed, feasible 

and fixed plan how to develop the elements of the modular system. 

5.5.2 Modular system relevant process: post-architecting phase 

This support element aims at prescribing activities that make the purpose of the engineer-

ing actor’s activities to develop derivative products and modules that are compliant with 

the plans and specifications of the modular system. Where the specification of the modular 

reference architecture has to be adopted, this element provides guidance how to make 

such adoptions without losing stability of the modular system. By giving such synchronisa-

tion activities a dedicated process phase, involved employees are provided with adequate 

time and resources to work for the global goals of the modular system. 

5.5.3 Modularisation organisation 

Usually, engineers working on a product to be delivered to the customer are either as-

signed to functional departments or to derivative product development projects. By estab-
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overall modular system specifications. Due to their direct assignment to the modular sys-

tem, these roles are equipped with adequate resources, time and motivation to work for 

the stability of the modular system. 

5.5.4 Modular system assessment framework: assessing enablers 

The modularisation assessment framework measures if identified enablers for stable 

modular system development are established. Therefore, it assesses whether all relevant 

means of support are in place so that engineering actors pursue the modular system goals 

of the company in addition to local goals. The application of this measurement framework 

ensures that all involved roles have appropriate extrinsic motivation to act according to 

best practices of modular system development throughout the whole development life 

cycle. The provision of these important enablers shall in turn lead to better technical re-

sults of the modular system. 

5.5.5 Modularisation metrics: assessing artefacts and results 

In general, product development projects are only measured on single project level. For 

instance, projects are measured on their speed with which they finish development of 

products or on direct product costs. This element of the framework shall ensure that de-

velopment projects are not only measured based on local goals, but also on the achieve-

ment of global goals like contribution and adherence to the modular system. In fact, modu-

larisation metrics which measure the artefacts of the modular system shall improve the 

motivation of involved roles to think beyond their current project and to provide trans-

parency concerning the intended performance of the modular system. This element is of 

particular importance for post-architecting phases where it is important to early prevent 

derivative development projects from diverging from the modular system. 

5.5.6 Modularisation information 

This element of the framework helps to provide information about the modular system 

and to make product architecture information explicit throughout the company. Thus, it 

creates a modular system view in addition to a product- or project-centred view in stan-

dard IT-systems (e.g. PDM, PLM, ERP) of companies. By providing this kind of information, 

transparency and knowledge about the modular system is improved which helps engi-

neering actors to develop in compliance with architecture specifications. Moreover, this 

framework element helps to synchronise relevant data between different projects that are 

supposed to develop according to the same plans and specifications. The provision of in-

formation also helps in decision making. The coherent documentation of fixed decisions 

about the modular system helps to suppress seemingly endless recurring discussions. An-

other purpose of modularisation information provision is the automated derivation of 

modularisation relevant metrics (see previous point). In sum, the provision of modularisa-

tion information within standard IT-systems is located in post-architecting phases of the 
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modular system life cycle and helps to provide stability during realisation and usage of the 

modular system. 

5.5.7 Support framework in the context of the development life cycle 

Figure 57 shows how the framework for modular system development with focus on sta-

bility is related to the modular system life cycle. 

When a company embarks upon modular system development, it does not necessarily 

have to change or implement all of the mentioned aspects. However, this framework can 

be used as a starting point for further analyses. If a company identifies some gaps within 

its modular system development, this framework can be used as a first guide for further 

improvement. 

For the purpose of the research work reported in this thesis, the framework will be used 

to derive a more detailed evaluation framework for the assessment of enablers for modu-

lar system development. This evaluation framework will be presented in the next chapter. 

 

Figure 57: Support framework for modular system development with focus on stability in 

the context of the modular system life cycle with its issues and existing support 

5.6 Discussion 

The multi-faceted longitudinal case study (see Section 5.2) identified issues that compa-

nies encounter during modularisation transition. Moreover, existing modularisation sup-

port was evaluated in industry. The findings of the investigation were used to create a 

modularisation support framework with focus on stability which is built around the de-
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velopment life cycle. This allowed obtaining some new insights which are discussed in the 

following sections. 

5.6.1 Modularisation transition and the development life cycle phases 

The findings of this study that lack of knowledge, transparency, time, resources and moti-

vation are major barriers in transitioning toward modular system development support 

other studies in the related field of introducing platforms in industry (see second part of 

Section 5.1). The fact that other studies in this field are rather theoretical derivations or 

narrow case studies, this longitudinal field study in industry with multiple cases helps to 

strengthen the common understanding in this field and to underline contemporary re-

search findings of the second part of Section 5.1. 

However, due to the consideration of the field from different angles and the coding analy-

sis with the support of a relational database, categorising identified issues around differ-

ent life cycle phases resulted in more detailed and new insights. These are shown below. 

 Issues encountered during different life cycle phases 

Requirements Phase: 

The finding of this research that the requirements phase is a critical phase for modularisa-

tion confirms the findings of available literature in the field. A considerable amount of re-

search stresses the importance of the requirements phase for modularisation and stresses 

the need to support this phase by additional elements like the application of various prod-

uct management and market research methods (see literature about modularisation sup-

port in Chapter 3 and Appendix A). However, it has been neglected so far that it does not 

meet the needs of industry if researchers just add new elements to the requirements 

phase of a modularisation process without pointing out the need to install facilitating 

means of support for their application. Only such considerations may prevent overload of 

engineers during this phase with resulting paucity of time and resources. 

Concept Phase: 

After studying literature about modularisation support, it could have been concluded that 

this phase is the most critical one for modularisation transition (see literature about 

modularisation support in Chapter 3 and Appendix A). However, this study suggests that 

even though this is an important phase to consider, it is not the most critical one. More-

over, available literature suggests that optimising or improving the product architecture 

during this step is the most critical activity related to modularisation transition. The re-

sults of this study differ from that view in a number of respects. First, architecting is not 

seen as main issue during this phase. Second, no evidence could be identified during this 

study that available support remedies relevant issues during this phase. Rather, the ques-

tion emerged if the application of very detailed and theoretical modularisation methods 

has indeed some negative effects (e.g. losing the big picture). Third, yet unrevealed by lit-

erature, this study suggests that the main issues during this phase concerning modularisa-
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tion transition are rather knowledge and time to fix decisions that are necessary to create 

stable specifications for the future modular system. 

Design Phase: 

Literature regards the design phase more as side phase for modularisation than as major 

phase where many issues concerning modularisation transition occur. Actually, most of 

the studied approaches consider product architecting to be finished after concept phase 

(see literature about modularisation support in Chapter 3 and Appendix A). Whereas, the 

results of this study indicate that the design phase is of major importance for modularisa-

tion transition due to identified issues during this phase. The design phase has been iden-

tified to be crucial for transferring the concept of the modular system into reality. If the 

design phase is not considered during modularisation, the chances are high that the modu-

lar system already diverges during this phase. The raise of the importance of the design 

phase is quite innovative, compared to what can be found in literature. 

Testing phase: 

Even though testing is frequently linked to the benefits of modularisation, issues concern-

ing testing have not been identified so far. It seems that literature has not made any at-

tempt yet to answer when and how to test if the modular system is indeed working. Par-

ticularly for modularisation transition within existing products, this means that although 

not all modules of the modular system have been developed, at least their combinability 

should be tested before the concept is handed over to derivative product development. 

This is a new aspect to the current field of research. 

Production ramp-up phase: 

It is the prevailing view of literature that there is one modular structure that is equally 

suitable throughout the whole company. One of the main concepts of modularisation 

methods is the concept of module drivers (see literature about modularisation support in 

Chapter 3 and Appendix A). These module drivers attempt to incorporate different com-

pany views into the modular architecture. However, in literature the question remains 

whether it is more beneficial to regard the architecture as a compromise between differ-

ent company views or whether to represent the architecture differently for each company 

view. This would mean that each company function would have its ideal view on the archi-

tecture (e.g. production view). This issue has been further elaborated in Section 8.6. 

Maintenance phase of the modular system: 

Literature has not ascribed great importance to this phase. Thus, the maintenance phase, 

i.e. the evolution and engineering change of the modular system, has been neglected so far 

by literature (see Section 3.2). In clear contrast to that, the results of this study accredit 

this phase with major importance. If this phase is not treated with the required rigour, the 

stability of the modular system is endangered. This could lead to a phenomenon in modu-

larisation which has been scarcely and superficially described by some platform research-

ers as “diverging” platforms (see Section 1.6). 
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 Issues encountered during different life cycle phases 

Frequent phase-overarching issues that have been connected to modularisation by litera-

ture contain the disadvantages of modularisation like oversized modules, compromises in 

performance and the like. Other researchers focus on theoretical issues of modularisation. 

The issues “synchronisation effort” and “decision making” have so far not directly been 

related to modular product development, though, to different fields of research like multi 

project management. There is one first parallel study from platform development in indus-

try which confirms these findings (Ponn, 2015). 

Concerning high initial investment and only indirect delayed benefits, this study chal-

lenges literature. Most researchers link modularity to cost savings, higher performance 

and part number count reduction without pointing out that there are huge investments to 

be made in order to achieve these goals. Some researchers point out that there are huge 

initial investments to be made during modularisation (Chao and Ishii, 2004; Nobelius and 

Sundgren, 2002). However, it is claimed that this has only to be done until the product 

architecture is established (Jose and Tollenaere, 2005, p. 375) or that it is more realistic to 

make the transition in a lightweight approach (Wijnstra, 2004, p. 137). Given the high 

number of issues of this study that also occurred in high numbers after the product archi-

tecture was established, this study disagrees with current literature. For company-wide 

modularisation transition (e.g. across development sites, brands, engineering design tradi-

tions or markets), a lightweight approach is a dangerous temptation and companies have 

to be aware that there are high investments to be made, also particularly in the develop-

ment life cycle phases after the product architecture has been established. 

Given the reports from automotive industry, it is shown that modularisation is a promising 

approach that can indeed be successfully implemented. Moreover, they also indicate that 

this can only be achieved with painful heavy initial investments which also affect later 

phases of the modular system life cycle (see Section 3.3). This is supported by this work. 

5.6.2 The limitations of support for modularisation 

Product development models that adequately address multi-product development are 

only weakly covered in literature, if at all on a quite high level (Lehtonen, 2007; Ulrich and 

Eppinger, 2012). In addition, the whole aspect of the interplay between different devel-

opment projects that are supposed to share common elements is not considered by litera-

ture (Nielsen, 2010). 

Given the high complexity of today’s product development environment, constant cycles of 

iterations with work products that never seem to be finished and the majority of elements 

to be reused, it seems that contemporary product development models in industry are 

outdated as well. This study showed that the identified process models in industry may 

have advantages, but need adoptions in order to embrace commonality, reuse and modu-

lar system development with stable architectures. Consequently, this study supports the 
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study of Nielsen (2010) who identifies a lack in the maintenance of elements to be shared 

across projects. 

As indicated by the literature, establishing the “right” product architecture is very impor-

tant. Recent researchers support such activities with modularisation methods. While 

modularisation methods might work well for new product development on a blank sheet 

of paper, the qualitative study comes up with strong evidence that modularisation meth-

ods are less useful than claimed by contemporary researchers. This is particularly true for 

transitioning toward modular system development within existing products in a brown 

field approach. 

There are two sorts of modularisation methods: holistic ones and architecting ones. The 

studied methods in practice contained holistic and architecting elements. While some 

elements of the holistic part were found as quite useful (e.g. broad coverage of the market 

phase, evaluating different architecture alternatives from different perspectives, visualis-

ing the architecture), the usefulness of architecting methods itself (e.g. clustering algo-

rithms) is questioned and seen as not properly validated in industry over a prolonged pe-

riod. Current, overly sophisticated, architecting methods are always validated in the same 

manner. They are either validated in a sample project or through expert interviews with-

out looking at the real issues and the sustainable benefits of their application in industry. 

Consequently, these findings of this study strongly contradict to the contemporary stream 

of literature and existing support that has been attempted to be transferred from acade-

mia to industry. 

The second main finding of this study within this category is the weak support of the re-

searched modularisation methods to remove issues during later phases of the design 

process. The applied methods did not address post-architecting phases, actually where 

earlier findings of this study identified the modular system to be most vulnerable to lose 

its support within the organisation. This significant limitation of existing support is 

strongly claimed by this study. Thus, this study supports claims from other researchers 

that there is paucity of research in this area (Bahns, Gregor Beckmann, et al., 2015, p. 4–5; 

Nielsen, 2010, p. 120). 

5.6.3 A proposed support framework for modularisation transition 

The support framework presented with its elements process, organisation, evaluation and 

information provision is confirmed by other studies with different purpose from different 

industries. The second part of Section 5.1 shows that other researchers came up with 

frameworks which cover similar aspects. However, none of the frameworks has a focus on 

stability of the modular system during its life cycle. 

What is not considered in the framework of this thesis are the aspects leadership and 

change management (Arnoscht, 2011; Kraus, 2005) because they have been filtered out 

for the purpose of this work due to their presence in various transition projects. Hence, 

they are not particularly specific to modularisation, but are still valid and important. Skold 
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and Karlsson (2007) also mention managing the trade-off between communality and 

brand identity in their framework. That this is an important topic to handle is strongly 

supported by this research work. However, this topic has been integrated into other ele-

ments of the research framework of this work (e.g. during product architecture definition 

or planning of the modular system). Section 5.6.5 will briefly provide the strategy how this 

topic is handled within the purpose of this work. 

While the researchers presented in Section 5.1 do not provide much detail how to actually 

handle the mentioned aspects, further research on these topics can be found in literature. 

These publications support the findings of this study and are as follows. 

The whole bulk of research about modularisation methods can be seen as some kind of 

process-related. Researchers like Arnoscht (2011) and Nielsen (2010) focus more on the 

overarching process side of this topic. Munk (2011, p. 153–155) depicts a “product plat-

form system model” which describes platform-based product development with involve-

ment of multiple stakeholders. Compared to these works, the work of this thesis empha-

sises the need to look deeply at the later phases of the modular system life cycle which 

includes the evolution and change of the modular system. 

Concerning modularisation organisation, earlier works have mentioned the need for a 

match between organisation and the architecture (Goepfert and Steinbrecher, 2000; 

Oosterman, 2001). Recent studies have shown the need to adapt the organisation to 

modularisation (Arnoscht, 2011, p. 154–168; Persson and Ahlstrom, 2013; Schuh, Sommer 

and Rudolf, 2015; Bahns, G. Beckmann, et al., 2015) while reports from industry underpin 

these findings (Daimler, 2014). However, the researchers do not provide much detail how 

to actually adapt the roles of the develop{Citation}ment life cycle to the purpose of modu-

lar system transition. 

The element of the evaluation of modular architectures is itself a major research stream in 

the field (Gershenson, Prasad and Zhang, 2004; Simpson et al., 2014), see Section 7.2. 

Where the findings of this Chapter differ from existing works is that the focus of evalua-

tion should also be on later modular system life cycle phases. 

Finally, information provision of architecture information is mentioned by different re-

searchers as vital element (Bruun et al., 2015; Gebhardt, Bahns and Krause, 2014; 

Gebhardt and Krause, 2015; Harlou, 2006). In addition, examples for these statements can 

also be found in industry (Kreimeyer, 2012). However, other researchers have not made 

detailed studies how standard information systems can support the stability of modular 

systems. 

While this thesis supports above mentioned aspects concerning activities to be worked on, 

its focus on stability of the modular system, i.e. consideration of the post-architecting 

phases has so far not been considered by other researchers. Thus, this innovative aspect is 

the basic foundation for the support in the following chapters of this work. 
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5.6.4 Evaluation of qualitative study 

Compared to similar studies in the field, this qualitative study enhances the quality of such 

a study through sample size and timeline. However, compared to quantitatively significant 

sample sizes, it is a weakness that the sample size of this study is still quite small. This 

means that this study depends on the setting of the associated primary and secondary 

cases that were investigated. Although the findings are transferable to other industries as 

well, this transfer is facilitated by the background of the samples in different industries 

where they have been studied and due to the comparison of this study to literature of 

other industries. Constant comparison between different stakeholders from different in-

dustries and comparison to literature also helped to mitigate the issues that arise when 

the findings of a qualitative study are interpreted. 

5.6.5 Different strategies to solve the modular system dilemma 

When transitioning toward modular system development, the trade-off between different 

goals is omnipresent. One issue is the constant struggle between commonality and diver-

sity and between overall company goals and local derivative product development goals. 

As a result, platforms are diverging and do not achieve the expected benefits. The struggle 

is referred to as modular system dilemma within this section. There are several strategies 

how research can resolve this dilemma: 

Firstly, attempts have been made to solve this issue by guiding the modular system life 

cycle with support for behaviour, negotiations and discussions around the trade-offs and 

conflicts of interest (Arnoscht, 2011). Moreover, it is suggested to intensively communi-

cate the platform strategy within the company (Munk, 2011, p. 151–152). 

Secondly, other researchers try to directly make the impact of different architecture de-

sign alternatives transparent, “graspable” and “harvestable” (Fixson, 2002; Munk, 2011, p. 

126–139). In our study, it was found that to date, there is not really a good solution for 

that and that (insufficient) support has so far only be developed for front-end decisions. 

For instance, a project that decides to go for a local solution will always directly benefit 

from such a local solution, despite advantageous implications on overhead cost or the 

supply chain that a global solution might have somewhere else in future. These global ad-

vantages cannot be harvested directly by the development project in the present. Thus, 

under such circumstances the project team will always decide to go for its own solution 

which is advantageous for its project calculation. 

Thirdly, there is also the argument that the trade-off is just a matter of the product archi-

tecture. It is claimed that if the product architecture is designed in the right way, there will 

be no trade-offs afterwards. This is only partly true as front-loading and establishing a 

good architecture is definitely important, but it has been shown that this is not sufficient 

as the best architecture cannot resolve all emerging trade-offs and issues. This is also re-

ferred to as “making the platform solution the only one” (Munk, 2011, p. 151–152). How-
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ever, this statement of Munk (2011, p. 151–152) could also be interpreted in a way that 

leads to the next point. 

Finally, it is the approach of this work to make a thorough and agreed decision for a modu-

lar system architecture alternative and to push its realisation and usage throughout its life 

cycle. The “pushing through” is supported by the support framework presented in this 

chapter. This approach does not mean that there are not any changes to the architecture 

during its life cycle. However, these changes have to be carefully controlled. Munk (2011, 

p. 151–152) uses the phrases “goal setting and tracking” and “adjustment of the platform 

solution” for this approach, without providing any concrete details on realisation. 

5.6.6 Significance and impact of findings 

While industry makes high investments into the development of platforms and modular 

systems, there are still a considerable amount of failed cases that “burn” these investments 

(Gudmundsson, Boer and Corso, 2004; Harlou, 2006). Recent studies show that these is-

sues are still present in industry (Munk, 2011; Ponn, 2015). With this qualitative study 

companies now have improved knowledge about what issues to expect during transition 

and which support to focus on. It is suggested that this will help industry to significantly 

reduce the number or impact of failures after they decided to introduce modular systems. 

The approach of this study to being built around the modular system life cycle, with a par-

ticular focus on later phases and the stability of the modular system is the first of its kind. 

Another important point of the findings of this chapter is that a considerable amount of 

findings from literature, that were originally theoretically derived, that have their origin in 

other industries, that applied other research methods or means of validation could be con-

firmed (e.g. predominantly that of Section 5.1) or challenged (e.g. predominantly that of 

Sections 3.1.1, 3.1.2, 3.1.3 and 3.1.4). 

The findings of this chapter are not only the input to the support approaches presented in 

the following chapter, but they also serve as guidance for further research. It is the clear 

message behind these findings to bundle resources in order to solve the real issues that 

engineers and engineering managers encounter in industry in their daily life, instead of 

developing overly complicated algorithms or overly sophisticated methods with the pur-

pose to just satisfy a research thesis itself. Even researchers from this field complain that 

there has only been poor transfer of methods from academia into industry (Beckmann, 

Gebhardt and Krause, 2014, p. 121). Following a research framework, like the one pre-

sented within this chapter, will help other researchers to overcome this shortcoming. 

5.7 Summary 

This chapter dealt with RQ 1. Firstly, it identified issues during modularisation transition 

in industry. It has shown that the main issue is that actors during the engineering design 

process are following their local goals instead of “global” modular system goals. This is 

because the involved engineers neither have enough time, resources, knowledge or moti-
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vation to pursue overall modular system goals. In consequence, the stability of the modu-

lar system is undermined. 

Secondly, the use and limits of support for modularisation transition was investigated. 

Current product development life cycle models cannot fully cope with the identified issues, 

nor are they capable to handle the interplay between modular system development and 

derivative product development projects during later stages of the design process. Modu-

larisation methods have some useful elements (e.g. front-loading, market knowledge), but 

they have their limitation in making the transition toward modularisation especially 

within existing products due to lack of two main points: a) phases after the product archi-

tecture is established are not considered and b) weakness to resolve above mentioned 

issues.  

Finally, a transition support framework with a focus on post-architecting phases and sta-

bility has been introduced. The framework concerns the consideration of process, organ-

isational, evaluation and information aspects along the modular system life cycle. This 

support framework can be used as starting-point for more detailed research about sup-

port for modularisation transition. 

In order that companies can identify their areas of improvement for successful modulari-

sation transition, the next chapter will present an evaluation framework that is built 

around the findings of this chapter. This evaluation framework assesses in detail if en-

ablers for modularisation transition are in place. 
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6 Modularisation assessment framework 

This chapter gives detailed support how companies can improve their capability for 

modular system development (see Figure 58). 

 

Figure 58: Context of modularisation evaluation framework within other chapters of this 

research work 

As outlined in Section 5.6.5, it is the “philosophy” of this work to pull the organisation to-

ward modular system development throughout the entire development life cycle. This 

means that there has to be a constant push in the organisation to ensure that enablers for 

stable modular system development are in place. In order to achieve this “push”, this chap-

ter will provide a framework with which organisations can flexibly monitor their perform-

ance and identify fields of improvement through constantly comparing their practice with 

best practices in the field. It is suggested that this approach will support companies in 

achieving their targets that they set for modularisation transition. 

Figure 59 shows on the left part some important enablers for modularisation transition. 

These enablers consist of the modularisation assessment framework itself that is pre-

sented in detail within this chapter. The framework assesses the other enablers processes, 

organisation and modularisation evaluation through metrics. Metrics are included into the 

assessment framework as it is seen as important to measure the progress of modularisa-

tion transition with metrics which are further detailed in Chapter 7. Moreover, the as-

sessment framework also takes into account modularisation information (see Chapter 8). 

Modularisation information has an “enabling” character because it provides transparency 

and knowledge to engineering actors. On the other hand, modularisation information that 

is explicit and easily available within companies can be used to derive modularisation 

metrics. This is the reason why it is also partially displayed on the results section of Figure 

59 (on the right hand side). 
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The lower part of Figure 59 shows the basic reasoning of this work. It is suggested that the 

results of modularisation transition improve after some time (e.g. one to several develop-

ment life cycles) after taking use of this assessment framework. In the end, the results of 

modularisation should correlate with the improvement of the maturity of enablers for 

modularisation transition with some delay. 

 

Figure 59: Relation between enablers and results for modularisation transition (in the 

style of the European Foundation for Quality Management EFQM-Model (Verband der 

Automobilindustrie (VDA), 2003, p. 22)) 

The next section will give a brief overview about the background of the assessment 

framework. 
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6.1 Assessment frameworks in literature and industry 

In order to increase the performance of various processes, companies frequently take use 

of recommendations and best practices that have been collected by mature and well-

performing organisations. One of the most famous collection of requirements and recom-

mendations is the ISO 9000 series of standards. The ISO 9001 (DIN Deutsches Institut für 

Normung e.V., 2008) standard provides requirements for good organisational practice and 

important factors recommended to be established. In addition, the Annex A of the ISO 

9004 (DIN Deutsches Institut für Normung e.V., 2009) standard also contains an assess-

ment framework for measuring an organisation’s capability and identifying potential areas 

for improvement. 

Different means to systematically improve processes like process benchmarks, quality 

prices, key performance indicators, maturity models and audits have been applied in in-

dustry for years (Rauchenberger, 2010). For instance, the VDA 6.3 standard (Verband der 

Automobilindustrie (VDA), 2010) has been adapted to auditing needs in automotive indus-

try and the CMMI-DEV Capability Maturity Model (Software Engineering Institute (SEI), 

2010) is a detailed framework tailored to the needs of development, particularly in sys-

tems engineering and software development. Various different assessment frameworks 

can be found where particular areas shall be improved, where new concepts are intro-

duced or where transfer from academia to industry is sought. For example, the areas of 

application comprise risk management capability for complex systems (Yeo and Ren, 

2009), data management (Hüner, Ofner and Otto, 2009), lean sigma implementation (Bar-

ton and Thomas, 2009) or the leanness of manufacturing systems (Bayou and de Korvin, 

2008). 

In the particular field of complexity management, researchers have recently found ways 

how to identify areas for improvement in software product line engineering and compo-

nent based software engineering (CBSE) by applying capability maturity models. Rehesaar 

(2011) concentrates on social factors for reuse of software components, Jasmine and 

Vasantha (2010) focus on the introduction programme of a reuse based software devel-

opment process and Tripathi and Ratneshwer (2009) divide their measurement on a com-

ponent process and an overarching component-integrating software process. Van den 

Linden (2005) divides his product family evaluation framework around four different di-

mensions. Firstly, the business dimension deals with matters like costs, profits or planning 

of variability. Secondly, the architecture dimension deals with mechanisms for variability 

and the relation of the common platform architecture to the application architecture in 

derivative projects. In the process dimension, Van den Linden (2005) differentiates be-

tween platform, application, collaboration and coordination processes which he all evalu-

ates against a common maturity model like CMMI. Finally, he evaluates organisational 

structures and responsibilities according to their contribution to the platform and corre-

sponding applications. 

Even though, modularisation has gained increasing importance in recent years, no re-

search in the field has been found that has a particular focus on an assessment framework 
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for supporting modularisation transition. Moreover, the approaches investigated have a 

strong focus on different dimension like introduction, social factors, process or organisa-

tion. However, their investigations are not built around different development life cycle 

phases or “stages” like engineering design processes which can be assessed and controlled 

(Clarkson and Eckert, 2005, p. 54; Cooper, 2014). For this reason, the remaining part of 

this chapter will focus on the assessment of the transition toward modular system devel-

opment and its position in the development life cycle. 

6.2 Chapter overview 

It is the aim of this chapter to answer RQ 2. This means that it is the objective to develop 

an assessment framework which companies can use to assess modularisation transition. 

After identifying an appropriate scheme for the assessment framework, it is the goal to 

develop and test the assessment framework for its application in industry. 

In addition to the aspect that the assessment framework constitutes support that compa-

nies can use to assess their capability for modularisation transition, it also helps involved 

roles to get a deeper understanding about support for modularisation transition itself. 

This is done by providing consciousness how engineering actors can be pulled toward the 

goals of the overall modular system in addition to the goals of derivative product devel-

opment projects. Thus, it is a further aim to change the behaviour of design engineers dur-

ing modularisation transition. 

6.2.1 Research setting and methodology 

This chapter forms the first part of the Prescriptive Study of this research work. It gives an 

overall perspective on aspects that companies have to improve for successful modularisa-

tion transition. Each of these aspects has to be further deepened and adopted to the spe-

cific context of the transitioning company. Thus, it is rather the aim of this chapter to pre-

scribe important factors that have to be in place than prescribing detailed support meth-

ods or tools for each aspect (see Section 6.3). During this chapter, detailed means of sup-

port is rather mentioned as example than as prescription while the two coming chapters 7 

and 8 will focus on two specific and detailed means of support that are only a small part of 

the overall perspective to consider by a transitioning company. 

The input for the modularisation assessment framework strongly evolved from the quali-

tative study in industry described in the previous chapter. The framework was developed 

in three steps. Firstly, potential support was identified in literature and in the case study 

in industry. Secondly, the most promising support from the benchmark study was applied 

and tested to a large extend in the primary case company. Thirdly, the refined understand-

ing was framed into an assessment framework which was validated in industry for its ap-

plicability and its relevancy as appropriate means of support for modularisation transi-

tion. 
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Consequently, the success criteria for this chapter are as follows: 

 The modularisation assessment framework assesses factors that are indeed relevant 

for industry to be considered during modularisation transition. 

 The modularisation assessment is suitable for its application in industry and offers 

new understanding for industrial practitioners during its application. 

Due to reasons of validation, it is no success criteria of this chapter to directly measure 

whether companies indeed perform better during and after modularisation transition by 

applying the assessment framework than without its application. 

6.2.2 Chapter elements 

As shown in Figure 60, Section 6.1 presents existing assessment frameworks in literature 

and industry. This Section 6.2 gives a brief overview of the modularisation assessment 

framework chapter. The next Section 6.3 will move on to clarify some formal aspects for 

the assessment framework. Section 6.4 will establish an assessment scheme by bringing 

factors to be assessed into the context of a proposed modular system development life 

cycle. Section 6.5 is the core of this chapter and presents the actual content of the modu-

larisation assessment framework. The following section 6.6 will give some hints on appli-

cation before Section 6.7 will present the validation of the framework. This chapter will 

conclude with a discussion and brief summary in Sections 6.8 and 6.9 respectively. 

 

Figure 60: Elements of chapter 6 

6.8 Discussion

6.2 Chapter overview 

Chapter 6: Modularisation assessment framework

6.3 Formal aspects of the assessment framework

6.4 Proposed modular system development life cycle
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6.9 Summary

6.1 Assessment frameworks in literature and industry
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6.3 Formal aspects of the modularisation assessment 

framework 

This proposed framework is to be applicable to organisations in different industries. Ac-

knowledging varying needs, possibilities and circumstances of different companies, the 

modularisation assessment framework has been designed in order to provide flexibility to 

its users. The questions do not directly aim at detailed support, but rather at important 

factors that a company has to consider during modularisation transition. Therefore, every 

company applying the assessment framework has to decide how it addresses a certain 

assessment question, i.e. an important factor, in detail. In each case, this modularisation 

assessment framework is applied; a detailed company-specific improvement plan will be 

the result. 

The following sections will not go into detail how the assessment framework can be ap-

plied, how its rating might be done or how a tool has been applied to collect questions. The 

focus of the next sections will be on the content that is targeted at for modularisation tran-

sition. Nevertheless, some hints for application of the assessment framework will be pro-

vided in Section 6.6. 

Each development life cycle phase contains important factors that are assessed by ques-

tions of the assessment framework (e.g. see Table 18). It is proposed that these are the 

factors to be fulfilled by companies for successful modularisation transition. Thus, the as-

sessment framework contains following elements which are given for each factor 

throughout the life cycle: 

 a question which directly assesses the factor 

 further supportive information: 

 a description of the factor 

 requirements to be fulfilled in order to help companies identifying fields of im-

provement 

 example (where applicable) 

 supporting comment (where applicable) 

 cause-effect relationship between issues (see Section 5.3) to be tackled by the 

question and support elements of the support framework (see Section 5.5) 

The next section will introduce the development life cycle in detail that has been used to 

shape the assessment framework of this research. 

6.4 Proposed modular system development life cycle 

The basic principle of the presented modular system development life cycle has its origin 

in the benchmark study in industry (see Section 5.2). However, it has been refined for the 
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purpose of this work in order to overcome the limitations of existing development life 

cycle models (see Section 5.4.1 of the Qualitative Study). Thus, similar process representa-

tions have been used already in Figure 52, Figure 53, Figure 54 and Figure 57 during the 

Qualitative Study, but it has been provided with more details in this chapter. For example, 

gates (see (Cooper, 2014)) have been added to the life cycle that allow practitioners to 

incorporate assessments prior to proceeding to the next phase. Moreover, some processes 

have been added in order to being able to better illustrate factors that are assessed by the 

framework (see Figure 61). 

Figure 61 shows the phases of the modular system development life cycle, its interplay 

with derivative product development projects and the development of modules within 

existing products or as parallel but separate module development projects. In addition, the 

figure shows gates or milestones that are used to place “checkpoints” for the assessment 

of each phase of modularisation transition within this work. 

The modular system life cycle starts with a pre-study phase which deals with the business 

potential of the modular system and whether the organisation can be convinced to invest 

into the modular system. If this phase is conducted successfully, it ends with a clear com-

mitment for the modular system and results in the start of the overall development pro-

ject. The next phase is the market phase and deals with the market study and require-

ments engineering for the entire modular system. The results of this phase are confirmed 

and well-accepted modular system requirements that can be passed on to concept devel-

opment. Concept development phase translates requirements into the architecture and 

the plans for the modular system. This means that specifications for modules, interfaces 

and products which are later passed on to derivative development projects are generated. 

The result of this phase is a confirmed modular system concept. Until the end of this phase, 

the whole modular system is only on “paper”. Therefore, the next phase was established to 

test and refine the modular system concept based on real simulations and artefacts. The 

result is a modular system concept that has been proved to be feasible. 

Once the feasibility of the modular system has at least been preliminary tested, the modu-

lar system specification can be handed over to derivative product and module develop-

ment projects. Thus, the succeeding phase mainly deals with the evolution and the change 

of the modular system. The main purpose of the modular system life cycle during this 

phase is fourfold: 

 to make sure that a working modular system is indeed realised by derivative devel-

opment 

 to update specifications for the modular system 

 to ensure that derivative development indeed adheres to the specification of the 

modular system 

 to provide reusable modules for the usage by derivative product development projects 
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Figure 61: The proposed modular system development life cycle, derivative product de-

velopment and life cycle milestones 
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It gets evident from the right hand side of Figure 61 that while transitioning within exist-

ing products in the phase evolution and change of the modular system life cycle, derivative 

development projects get the main actors for realising (“filling”) and “using” the modular 

system. The development of module variants for the modular system takes place either 

during product development projects with dedicated module development (i.e. mixed pro-

jects) or during pure module development projects. Thus, there is a constant interplay 

between the modular system life cycle (see upper part of Figure 61) and derivative prod-

uct and module development projects (see lower part of Figure 61). 

Modular system specifications from the modular system life cycle are the input for deriva-

tive product and module development projects. However, the qualitative study (see Chap-

ter 5) identified that it has to be ensured that development phases of these projects are 

indeed in line with these specifications in order to keep the stability of the modular sys-

tem. This can be provided by establishing certain points of assessment like milestones 

after requirements engineering (R), concept definition (C), technical design (TD) or testing 

(T), (see Figure 61). Each deviation from the modular system specification or each request 

to change this specification has to be closely coordinated with advocacy of the modular 

system and those advocacies in local projects that might be impacted by such a change. 

In consequence, by emphasising the phase evolution and change of the modular system 

life cycle, the assessment framework will contribute to pull local projects toward the 

specification of the modular system and to make later phases less prone to failure like it 

has been shown to have happened in various preceding undertakings (see Sections 5.1 and 

5.3 of the Qualitative Analysis). 

Even though, the modular system life cycle presented within this section has been de-

scribed in a neat and sequential manner, it has to be stated that this is just a model of the 

development life cycle. Thus, awareness has to be risen that in practice there are much 

more overlapping and iterative phases. Moreover, companies are encouraged to adapt the 

model to their specific needs. For instance, it could make sense to run the definition and 

test of the modular system concept in parallel. 

6.5 Modularisation assessment framework 

The previous section described different elements of the modular system life cycle. This 

section now moves on to explain how important factors of each life cycle phase for the 

transition from single product development toward modular system development can be 

assessed. Therefore, this section has been divided into the different phases of the modular 

system life cycle (see Figure 61). 

6.5.1 Pre-study phase – modular system life cycle 

The following questions can be used to assess the pre-study phase of the modular system 

life cycle. 
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Has a common understanding about the “vocabulary” and the vision of what to 

achieve with the modular system been established? 

Description: 

It is the purpose of this point to establish a common mindset about transitioning toward 

modular system development. 

Firstly, modularisation has been used in a large variety of different contexts and, thus, the 

same terms have been used to define different things in industry. Even worse, even across 

different departments of the same organisation, the terms in the field of modularisation 

are likely to be mixed up and used to express an individual’s opinion. In order that it is 

clear to everyone in the organisation what is meant by transitioning toward modular sys-

tems, the company has to establish and communicate a clear vocabulary of what it means 

with a modular system. 

Secondly, modular systems have been used and can be used to achieve different objectives 

like better serviceability or upgradeability. It is the purpose of this work to introduce 

modular systems with the main purpose of reducing complexity through reusing module 

variants that should ideally be common. Thus, a clear vision has to be established about 

the aims of the future modular system. Furthermore, it is important that the company 

clearly shows to its employees the difference between previously established “modular 

systems” and future modular systems to be developed. 

Requirements: 

Following requirements can be seen as relevant for this question. It is important that there 

is agreement across departments and development sites on these points. 

 Different sites and departments define their “modular artefacts” according to the 

common company definition. 

 Modules are built for a designated strategic or organisational purpose and can be dis-

tinguished from ordinary assemblies, parts and components. 

 A module is built for a defined modular system and not for a single product or devel-

opment project. 

 A module is categorised into “common”, “variant” or “optional”, depending on the in-

tended scope of products for its application. 

 An abstract module contains a defined set of designated concrete module variants. 

 Module variants have to comply with module specifications and other organisational 

rules. 

 A module or rather its module variants have standardised and managed interfaces 

with a module boundary that is aligned to other modules. 
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Example: 

In order to implement this factor, a series of coordination meetings were held in the primary 

case company (see Section 4.3). Moreover, agreed definitions and vision were made centrally 

available and communicated. 

Cause-effect relationship: 

The issues (see Section 5.3 or Figure 55) that are sought to be removed and the related 

aspect of support (see Section 5.5 or Figure 57) which are addressed by the factor in this 

question are as follows: 

Addressed issues Related support aspects: 

Lack of information and transparency Process: pre-architecting and architecting 

phase 

Establishing a common definition and vision about the modular system at the beginning of 

its life cycle shall help to increase information and transparency among involved employ-

ees. 

Is there an agreed understanding within the organisation about the investments to 

be made and the benefits to be expected? 

Description: 

Once it is clear to everyone what it exactly means to transition toward modular system 

development, the potential of such an undertaking has to be analysed. Specifically, this 

means that the costs and benefits have to be estimated and agreed by involved roles. It has 

to be clear that not transitioning toward modular system development could also be an 

option that could be perfectly justified. The main purpose of this question is to make sure 

that the huge investment that has to be made at the beginning is well-justified. This is es-

pecially important because the benefits of modularisation cannot be realised before one or 

several product development life cycles have been passed through. During such a 

“drought” between high initial investment and delayed benefits, a detailed and agreed 

potential analysis is seen as important enabler to keep the motivation and focus of in-

volved engineers on the overall modular system, instead of falling back onto local devel-

opment focus. In any case, it has to be expected that there are phases where single product 

solutions seem to be more appealing. For such situations, a strong advocate for the modu-

lar system in the form of a potential analysis can be crucial. In the end, it must be officially 

agreed by all involved roles that a modular system is the best option to be pursued, de-

spite major drawbacks to be expected during its development. Thus, the agreed potential 

of the system can be seen as main justification and motivation that keeps people going 

during the “drought” period. 
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Requirements: 

Following actions suggested to be in place can be seen as relevant in order to give a satis-

fying answer to this question. In any case, it is important that there is agreement across 

departments and development sites on these points. Moreover, commitment of top man-

agement is crucial. 

 Agreed potential analysis that demonstrates investments and benefits to be expected 

from the modular system. 

 Benchmark partners or pilot project as some kind of flagship initiative. 

Example: 

This example shows how the potential of a modular system can be calculated. The example 

has its origin in a real case from industry and has been applied in the primary case company 

(see Section 4.3), but has been disguised for the purpose of this work. 

 Potential complexity reduction per business unit 

The analysis started by counting distinct part numbers in the bill of materials of all existing 

product families under scope of the future modular system. This can be seen as the baseline 

with which a future modular system can be compared with. 

Subsequently, a feature list with all external market characteristics that the new modular 

system should fulfil was set up. Then, the draft of a modular system which is capable to fulfil 

the external features was set up. This was assured by relating the modules and their module 

variants to the features in a typical QFD matrix. The basic procedure for the determination of 

the sketch of the new modular system is depicted in Figure 62. 

After it was assured that the modular system is capable to fulfil the features demanded by the 

market, the part number count for each module was estimated by experienced engineers. For 

instance, the engineers had to determine how many pressure sensors they had in their busi-

ness units as part numbers in IT-Systems. During discussions, they estimated how many they 

will really need in future if they use an improved product architecture. The estimated part 

numbers for each module could afterwards be totalised for the whole modular system. 

The difference between the existing part number count per platform and estimated future 

part number count gave the potential in terms of complexity reduction for the new modular 

system. For correct estimations, it was necessary to only take into account those features that 

can be fulfilled by the old platform and by the new modular system. For instance, if the new 

platform was much more complex in its features than the old platform, modules contributing 

to the distinct features might not have been considered for the comparison. Another possibil-

ity to “normalise” features would have been to include all features of the old platform and the 

new modular system into the comparison and relating complexity directly to respective fea-

tures. 
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Figure 62: Relation of features to modules and estimation of part numbers per module and 

per modular system (platform) 

The final result of this procedure was the potential part complexity reduction in terms of part 

number count for each business unit. 

From the technical side, the study showed significant and impressive potential by improving 

and unifying the product architecture across the company. The estimated part number count 

reduction potential ranged between 10 % and 65 %, depending on the product platform and 

the business unit. 

 Calculating complexity costs 

In a parallel project, complexity costs per part number were determined. In this project, the 

cost for an activity incurred by a new part number was calculated. This was done in a classi-

cal activity-based costing approach with the part number as cost driver in company func-

tions like development, production, purchasing, logistics, production, sales, and service. A 

disguised example for some main complexity cost drivers along the life cycle in the case com-

pany is given in Figure 63. The underlying concept of the complexity cost approach is de-

scribed in Section 7.2.4 “Assessment of monetary and performance implications”. Moreover, 

Sections 7.2.4 and 1.2 reference detailed complexity cost studies. The monetary potential of 

the new modular system compared to the old platform could be calculated by multiplying the 

potential part number count reduction by the complexity cost per part number. 

The concrete analyses from the sample indicated that complexity costs for simple and small 

parts are at several hundred Euros and costs for huge and complex parts are at several ten 

thousand Euros. The reason for that difference is, for example, that a new cylinder block 
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variant causes much more inner company activities (e.g. drawings, tooling, loading equip-

ment, storage space, supplier negotiations) than an additional resistor from the catalogue. 

The impressive potential impact of a new modular system becomes clear when exemplified 

figures are multiplied. For instance, if a product architecture alternative for a new modular 

system enables to save just 1000 part numbers compared to a conventional platform, the 

saving potential across the company, especially in indirect areas, could be between several 

hundred thousand of Euros and several ten million Euros. 

 

Figure 63: Disguised example of some main complexity cost drivers along the life cycle in 

the case company 

However, the potential savings were not for free. The costs for making the shift toward 

modular reference architectures had to be considered as well. In any case, significant imple-

mentation costs like training costs, setting up additional teams or costs for change process 

accumulated and had to be considered in the calculation as well. 

Cost-benefit calculations with realistic scenarios within the case company showed that the 

estimated benefits were more than two times higher than the costs the company had to ex-

pend by implementing such a programme. 

Even though, no concrete figures but only estimations have been provided by the analysis, the 

procedure for this potential analysis was found to be an appropriate approach for the pur-

pose of this study by involved engineers and engineering managers. The analysis was com-

monly agreed during management presentations that it delivered the expected results for 

such an early pre-study phase. This acceptance represented a strong motivation to pursue 

the modular system over a prolonged period. 
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Cause-effect relationship: 

The issues (see Section 5.3 or Figure 55) that are sought to be removed and the related 

aspect of support (see Section 5.5 or Figure 57) which are addressed by the factor in this 

question are as follows: 

Addressed issues Related support aspects: 

Lack of intrinsic and extrinsic motivation Process: pre-architecting and architecting 

phase 

Modularisation evaluation 

Ensuring that a potential analysis for the modular system is carried out at the beginning of 

the modular system life cycle helps to boost intrinsic and extrinsic motivation of involved 

employees during later phases. 

Are initial investments and capacity for the required frontloading indeed provided? 

Description: 

The qualitative study (part of the work in Chapter 5) revealed that there were cases with a 

strong declared intention to pursue a modular system strategy. However, companies failed 

to provide additional budget for modularisation activities that do not amortise in the short 

term. In consequence, projects tried to modularise, but only had the resources to pursue 

short-term goals of the underlying product development project. Modularisation has to be 

done with the right commitment and with stringency from the beginning. If this is not 

done, it is prone to failure during later phases. Therefore, companies have to provide 

budget for modularisation transition activities which are uncoupled from traditional pro-

ject resources. 

Requirements: 

Following points should be provided by the company in order to give a satisfying answer 

to this question. 

 Dedicated budget for modularisation transition activities, organisational changes, ad-

ditional roles and changed machinery, particularly during transitioning 

 Appropriate budget and commitment to withstand negative side-effects of modularisa-

tion like higher direct material cost due to overdimensioning 

 Engineers that have at least been partially freed up from project development tasks in 

order to appropriately devote their time to modular system development 

Example: 

The primary case company set up a dedicated team to plan and implement overarching ac-

tivities that have to be conducted in the course of modularisation transition. 
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Cause-effect relationship: 

The issues (see Section 5.3 or Figure 55) that are sought to be removed and the related 

aspect of support (see Section 5.5 or Figure 57) which are addressed by the factor in this 

question are as follows: 

Addressed issues Related support aspects: 

Lack of time and resources Process: pre-architecting and architecting 

phase 

Assigning dedicated resources to modularisation activities helps to remedy lack of time 

and resources for involved employees. 

How is the overall organisation adapted to the transition toward modular system 

development? 

Description: 

Modularisation transition is an undertaking that has consequences in almost all functional 

departments of a company. On the other hand, in order to make a smooth transition, com-

panies have to change a wide range of aspects and the way the company is working. 

Therefore, each area of the company must be scrutinised on its capability to work for the 

modular system instead of solely for single projects. 

Requirements: 

All of the following aspects should be considered by the company for modularisation tran-

sition: 

 Separating the modular system development life cycle and derivative product devel-

opment life cycle with an appropriate emphasis on the modular system 

 Rearranging the organisation so that it reflects the architecture of the modular system 

 The IT-systems have to be adapted so that they represent the architecture of the 

modular systems 

 Change of how development projects are evaluated and monitored 

Cause-effect relationship: 

The issues (see Section 5.3 or Figure 55) that are sought to be removed and the related 

aspect of support (see Section 5.5 or Figure 57) which are addressed by the factor in this 

question are as follows: 
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Addressed issues Related support aspects: 

Lack of time and resources 

Lack of intrinsic and extrinsic motivation 

Lack of information and transparency 

Process: pre-architecting and architecting 

phase 

Process: post-architecting phase 

Modularisation organisation 

Modularisation evaluation 

Modularisation information 

It is suggested that only if a wide-ranging set of aspects is amended to modular system 

development, this will improve resources, motivation and information of involved em-

ployees. 

Is the transition toward modular systems constantly monitored with the involve-

ment of top management? 

Description: 

The constant commitment of top management for the modular system concept is impor-

tant to be maintained over several years during the “draught” transitioning period. Be-

cause the modular system will not yield “profits” during this period, but will be attacked 

from various players in favour for local solution, it is important that higher management 

sticks to its made decision and intervenes in favour of the modular system programme 

whenever appropriate. 

Requirements: 

The organisation ought to implement following measures in order to satisfactorily answer 

this question: 

 Regular reporting of the programme to attentive and involved managers 

 Roadmaps and visual dashboards to detect deviations from plan during transitioning 

 Interventions from top management in case of deviations 

Example: 

The primary case company set up modularisation roadmap which was regularly reported to 

management. The roadmap included the modularisation decision process, training activities, 

building up experts, process integration, organisational integration, implementation of regu-

lar meetings for local experts, pilot projects, operational ramp-up activities for development 

projects, implementation of key performance indicators and achievement of modularisation 

targets. 
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Cause-effect relationship: 

The issues (see Section 5.3 or Figure 55) that are sought to be removed and the related 

aspect of support (see Section 5.5 or Figure 57) which are addressed by the factor in this 

question are as follows: 

Addressed issues Related support aspects: 

Lack of intrinsic and extrinsic motivation Modularisation evaluation 

It is suggested that only if implementation activities of modularisation are evaluated, the 

motivation of involved employees will be sustainably improved. 

Is there a clear distinction between a central modular system development process 

and derivative product development processes? 

Description: 

Modular systems which scope multiple development projects cannot be only developed by 

single product development projects themselves due to their limited resources and local 

goals. However, development process descriptions of companies most often only give ad-

vice on “one of a kind” solutions. Therefore, it is important that the process landscape of 

the company reflects a process for the modular system and a process for derivative prod-

ucts. Development processes have to be built in a way so that artefacts for a modular sys-

tem are developed for a broad solution portfolio in scope and not only for single projects. 

Requirements: 

Within the processes involved in modular system development, there should be following 

streams separately identifiable (see Figure 61): 

 Process stream for overarching modular system development activities 

 Development of module variants 

 Development of derivative products that are derived from the modular system 

Example: 

The primary case company installed a project called “process integration of modularisation”. 

The project had two parts: a) adapting and introducing modularisation-relevant activities 

and work products in derivative development projects and b) introducing an overarching 

modular system development process. Other activities like integration into supply chain 

processes had to be considered as well, but they are beyond the scope of this work. 

Cause-effect relationship: 

The issues (see Section 5.3 or Figure 55) that are sought to be removed and the related 

aspect of support (see Section 5.5 or Figure 57) which are addressed by the factor in this 

question are as follows: 
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Addressed issues Related support aspects: 

Lack of time and resources 

Lack of intrinsic and extrinsic motivation 

Process: pre-architecting and architecting 

phase 

Process: post-architecting phase 

Time, resources and motivation to work for the modular system are substantially in-

creased if the company installs processes which are dedicated to the overarching modular 

system. 

6.5.2 Requirements phase – modular system life cycle 

After a clear decision for the modular system has been made and after planning and com-

mitting required changes within the organisation, the team can start to define require-

ments for the modular system. 

How is it ensured that that the required deep market knowledge for the overall 

modular system is available in time? 

Description: 

The difference to single product development is that modular system requirements affect 

a much wider variety of future products which gives a greater impact when changing 

them. The requirements phase has to contribute to a stable product architecture. There-

fore, it has to be ensured that the requirements which are linked to the product architec-

ture and which are later passed on to products and modules are as stable as possible. Al-

though it is obvious that requirements will always be changing in a volatile market envi-

ronment, this change has to be limited to those requirements that are affected by changing 

customer or regulative demands. Change of requirements because of lack of knowledge 

during front-end phases has to be eliminated during modular system development. Thus, 

it is necessary to get as much knowledge as possible during this phase as it has to be clear 

that later changes can only be realised by changing a module variant and only hardly by 

changing the modular system or architecture. 

Requirements: 

In order to satisfy above mentioned demands of this phase, following requirements have 

to be fulfilled: 

 Agreed strategic positioning of all products under scope 

 Definition of success factors, unique selling points and differentiation to competitors 

 Well-grounded market segmentation 

 Market research, market analyses, use cases and customer involvement 
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Example: 

The methods and tools that have been used in companies identified during the qualitative 

analysis have been for example primary & secondary market research, SWOT analysis, Por-

ter’s Five Forces Analysis, User Experience, Quality Function Deployment and other methods 

from this field. Chapter 3, particularly Section 3.1.5, and Appendix A give further advice on 

modularisation literature dealing with the input of market information for product archi-

tecting. 

Cause-effect relationship: 

The issues (see Section 5.3 or Figure 55) that are sought to be removed and the related 

aspect of support (see Section 5.5 or Figure 57) which are addressed by the factor in this 

question are as follows: 

Addressed issues Related support aspects: 

Lack of information and transparency 

Lack of time and resources 

Process: pre-architecting and architecting 

phase 

Involved employees gain significant information and transparency to fix the requirements 

of the modular system if the company installs a dedicated phase and resources for ex-

tended requirements engineering. 

Is the selection of requirements restrictive, well-justified, documented and is the 

focus only on those requirements that promise profitability? 

Description: 

Usually products are adapted to the customer requirements that have been derived in the 

course of the related development project. However, in the case of building a modular sys-

tem, it is necessary to define architecture-relevant requirements prior to product devel-

opment. For this reason, product management could be inclined to raise as much require-

ments as possible during the pre-architecting phase in order not to be restricted in choice 

during product development later on. Even though this might be beneficial for product 

management and possible during single product development, this is not possible during 

modularisation with the goal of a stable modular reference architecture. Too many ac-

commodated requirements would lead to an architecture that is vulnerable to change and 

to a modular system that is overly costly and like an “all-in-one device suitable for every 

purpose” which can do everything, but nothing good. Thus, the number of requirements 

has to be limited based on their potential for profitability. Other researcher call this activ-

ity “reducing variety in product solution spaces” (Haug, Hvam and Mortensen, 2013). 

Requirements: 

 Quantified decision for most relevant requirements or features (e.g. through their 

sales potential and contribution to the product’s value) 
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 Documentation of the final modular system requirements specification and the way it 

evolved (e.g. documented reasons when requirements were removed) 

 Common agreement on final modular system requirements specification by different 

company functions, product development projects and top management 

Example: 

The primary case company used several different methods from variant management (e.g. 

interdisciplinary analysis of variant drivers, transparency through feature trees, impact 

analyses and target agreements for variants) to determine the variance to be derived from 

the modular system (for further examples see Alders (2006, p. 229–231), Wildemann (2005), 

Schuh (2005) or the methods of Section 3.1 and Appendix A with input factors from the mar-

ket phase). Moreover, an extended requirements specification was introduced for the pur-

poses of modular system development within the primary case company. 

Cause-effect relationship: 

The issues (see Section 5.3 or Figure 55) that are sought to be removed and the related 

aspect of support (see Section 5.5 or Figure 57) which are addressed by the factor in this 

question are as follows: 

Addressed issues Related support aspects: 

Lack of time and resources (to build a “one 

fits all” system) 

Process: pre-architecting and architecting 

phase 

In order to avoid overwhelming engineers with unmanageable requirements, there has to 

be a dedicated process phase for restriction of requirements and solution spaces. 

How is traceability between market input, requirements and the common modular 

reference architecture established? 

Description: 

The impact of changing conditions (e.g. market environment), requirements or items (e.g. 

a part, interface or a module variant) has a much higher impact than within single product 

development due to the much broader scope of the modular system. Hence, making the 

impact of changes to the modular system or to underlying requirements transparent is a 

precondition to effectively control the modular product architecture during its life cycle. 

Requirements: 

 Available traceability information between fundamental market data and require-

ments of the modular system 

 Available traceability information between requirements and the items of the modular 

system (e.g. module variants, parts, interfaces, products) 
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Examples: 

The qualitative analysis of Chapter 5 showed that different companies had totally different 

means of how they provide information about traceability of data and artefacts. Examples 

could be found in the form of spreadsheets, individual database solutions or commercial solu-

tions like IBM Rational DOORS. Thus, the solution should be chosen based on the specific 

situation. 

Cause-effect relationship: 

The issues (see Section 5.3 or Figure 55) that are sought to be removed and the related 

aspect of support (see Section 5.5 or Figure 57) which are addressed by the factor in this 

question are as follows: 

Addressed issues Related support aspects: 

Lack of information and transparency Process (complete) 

In order to gain information and transparency companies have to provide and maintain 

traceability throughout the modular system development life cycle. 

6.5.3 Concept phase – modular system life cycle 

How is the common modular reference architecture established? 

Description: 

It is important that the modular system covers all requirements and products under scope 

from earlier life cycle phases. The common modular reference architecture is the linchpin 

of the modular system to create commonality and variability. For this reason, those ele-

ments that should ideally be common and those elements that can be used to generate 

variety should ideally be grouped into modules. In order to make profound decisions 

about this, the technical concept for each module should be decided. Moreover, the archi-

tecture should comprise standardised interfaces and independent modules in order to be 

resistant to change from the environment but to be flexible to create variety by combining 

modules. Besides these main purposes of the architecture, other factors influencing or 

being influenced by the architecture have to be considered as well. For instance, the archi-

tecture might influence the performance, recyclability or serviceability of a product. As a 

consequence, the architecture has to be systematically designed according to well-founded 

principles. 

Requirements: 

 Team of interdisciplinary experts with appropriate resources contributing to archi-

tecting 

 Technical knowledge and agreement on technical concept for the realisation of func-

tionality for each module 
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 Systematic module clustering of the entire modular system based on business goals 

like strategic factors, interfaces or product functions 

 Definition of elements of product architecture, i.e. interfaces, modules, module 

boundaries and classification of modules 

 Output of this step is made explicit (e.g. documentation in graphs or spreadsheets) 

Supporting comment: 

The literature review in Chapter 3, Appendix A and the Qualitative Study in Chapter 5.4 

gives some insights on systematic methods for product architecting and their usefulness in 

practice. 

Cause-effect relationship: 

The issues (see Section 5.3 or Figure 55) that are sought to be removed and the related 

aspect of support (see Section 5.5 or Figure 57) which are addressed by the factor in this 

question are as follows: 

Addressed issues Related support aspects: 

Lack of information and transparency 

Lack of time and resources 

Process: architecting phase 

A dedicated process phase for this activity helps to provide time and resources for ex-

tended architecting and making the architecture explicit. Moreover, it supports engineers 

in gaining transparency and information about the technical concept, the overall architec-

ture and interfaces to be expected. 

How are the artefacts of the modular system established and planned? 

Description: 

After the common modular reference architecture and its elements are defined, it is im-

portant to agree upon their level of variety and to plan their actual implementation. This 

means that size range, number of variants and degree of standardisation of module vari-

ants and interfaces has to be determined. Moreover, it has to be analysed how the devel-

opment of these variants matches the roadmap of products intended to be developed. 

Requirements: 

 Appropriate time for technical and market roles to discuss and agree realisation of the 

modular system 

 Number of module variants to be developed for each module (e.g. documented in a 

module variant matrix and module roadmap) 

 Alignment between product and module development (e.g. documented in a product-

module matrix) 
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 Technical and market specification for each module variant agreed to be developed 

 Combination restrictions between modules (e.g. based on variant trees) 

 Plans for the modular architecture are made explicit 

 Plans of the modular system are in line with complexity goals of the company 

Example: 

The primary case company used several different methods from variant management (e.g. 

variant trees, configuration matrices or interdisciplinary impact analyses of variant scenar-

ios) to plan the variants of the modular system (for further examples see Wildemann (2007), 

Alders (2006, p. 229–231), Wildemann (2005), Schuh (2005), Design for Variety within the 

PKT-Approach (Krause et al., 2014) or the holistic methods of Section 3.1.5 and Appendix A). 

Cause-effect relationship: 

The issues (see Section 5.3 or Figure 55) that are sought to be removed and the related 

aspect of support (see Section 5.5 or Figure 57) which are addressed by the factor in this 

question are as follows: 

Addressed issues Related support aspects: 

Lack of information and transparency 

Lack of time and resources 

Process: architecting phase 

It is suggested that a dedicated process phase for this activity helps to free up appropriate 

time and resources and that explicit plans for the modular architecture help to improve 

information and transparency. 

6.5.4 Concept testing and refinement phase – modular system life cycle 

Prior to starting with the development of the modular system and after specifying the 

elements of the modular system, it is important to test whether the modular concept is 

indeed working. 

How is the feasibility of the common modular reference architecture which covers a 

broad scope of parallel and future products proven? 

Description: 

When designing a new system, there are always many uncertainties. In the case of single 

product development, these uncertainties can be removed by fully testing uncertain as-

pects. However, this is not possible during modular system development where most of 

the products are not directly built after concept phase, but maybe several years ahead. 

Moreover, there is the broad scope of the modular system which makes a full design and 

test of all products almost impossible. However, the modular system in this life cycle 

phase is still a theoretical concept on paper. Therefore, at least the underlying concept of 
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the modular system (e.g. interface specifications, combinability of modules) has to be 

tested and whenever necessary refined. 

Requirements: 

 Dedicated process phase for architectural feasibility studies. 

 Reduction of uncertainties which could not be removed during preceding phases. 

 Development of sample concept products to demonstrate “proof of concept” of the 

modular system, but also to test the reaction of the customer. 

 A few well-selected sample module variants should be built and tested from a techni-

cal perspective in order to demonstrate combinability of module variants. 

 Fixed architecture specifications for the modular system to be handed over to deriva-

tive development projects. 

Example: 

An example from the primary case company for requirements of samples for the modular 

system is as follows: 

 Product architecture related requirements and specifications (e.g. interface specifica-

tions) are the input for building conceptual samples of the modular system. Such samples 

might be built in the sample department of the company and may incorporate dummies 

if this has no negative effect on the demonstration of feasibility. 

 Concept testing products are no products that have necessarily full functionality imple-

mented. Rather, they are used to demonstrate and confirm arrangement of module vari-

ants and components within the given boundaries of a product and its internal inter-

faces. 

 Concept testing modules which have not been developed so far, have at least to demon-

strate the feasibility of their space envelope and their interface specification. Moreover, 

arrangement of components within modules has to be demonstrated. 

 The agreement on technical feasibility and on whether sample products have been ac-

cepted as appealing to customers, will be the trigger to fix architecture specification for 

the handover to derivative development. 

Cause-effect relationship: 

The issues (see Section 5.3 or Figure 55) that are sought to be removed and the related 

aspect of support (see Section 5.5 or Figure 57) which are addressed by the factor in this 

question are as follows: 

Addressed issues Related support aspects: 

Lack of information and transparency 

Lack of time and resources 

Process: post-architecting phase 
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It is claimed that a dedicated process phase to test and refine the modular system helps to 

increase time for gaining transparency about the feasibility of the modular system con-

cept. 

What is the content of the refined architecture specification that will be passed on to 

derivative development projects? 

Description: 

Local development projects usually optimise their products based on the given require-

ments of the underlying project. However, during modular system development, projects 

also have to focus on products or modules which are to be developed in separate projects. 

The requirements to synchronise the interplay between different development projects 

have their origin in fixed architecture specifications. Thus, it is the purpose of this phase to 

ensure that these architecture specifications are mature enough to be handed over and 

that their binding content makes derivative projects developing in accordance with the 

common modular reference architecture. 

Requirements: 

In order that derivative product development has a stable base for the development of the 

modular system, following specifications have to be provided by central modular system 

development: 

 Detailed roadmap of products to be derived from the modular system 

 Overview of module variants to be developed for each module in order to demonstrate 

the agreed level of variety or standardisation 

 Detailed roadmap of module variants and add-ons to be developed, synchronised with 

the product roadmap (e.g. through a product-module dependence matrix) 

 Requirements specification of the modular system which has been broken down to 

product and module variant level 

 Interface and module specification with description of module boundaries 

Cause-effect relationship: 

The issues (see Section 5.3 or Figure 55) that are sought to be removed and the related 

aspect of support (see Section 5.5 or Figure 57) which are addressed by the factor in this 

question are as follows: 

Addressed issues Related support aspects: 

Lack of information and transparency 

Lack of time and resources 

Process: post-architecting phase 
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The modular system development process shall make sure during this phase that enough 

time and resources are provided to create architecture specifications which improve in-

formation and transparency in derivative development projects. 

6.5.5 Evolution and change phase – modular system life cycle 

From this phase on, it is assumed that module and product development projects can pro-

ceed to develop artefacts of the modular system, based on above mentioned specification. 

However, it is assumed that there will be a considerable amount of internal and external 

change requests emerging so that architecture-relevant specifications have to be updated 

and the work between separate development projects be synchronised. 

How are external changes like market characteristics, technology trends and re-

quirements constantly controlled and implemented? 

Description: 

This point deals with externally induced changes on the product architecture and the con-

trol of its impact. It was introduced to this assessment framework because local develop-

ment projects are usually closer to the change within their direct market. However, 

changes shall only be passed through from modular system development to derivative 

development in close collaboration, but without permitting any local or work-around solu-

tions. Thus, the central architecture specification has to be appealing to local development 

projects in order to increase their motivation for usage. Therefore, the specification of the 

architecture has to be regularly maintained as architecture-relevant requirements are 

constantly passed through to derivative development projects. If changes are managed in 

a proactive manner, their impact on the product architecture can be assessed and upon 

provision of the stability of the architecture, the changes can be implemented. If the im-

pact of the requested change is not in compliance with manageable architecture changes, 

there has to be an agreed decision whether to reject the change, to make major revisions 

to the architecture or to handle the change separately. 

Requirements: 

 Dedicated resources to analyse external developments and to analyse their impact on 

the architecture (e.g. monitoring of changes in requirements, target costs or new 

trends in technology). 

 Central requirements change process for architecture-relevant requirements. There is 

a close collaboration with local development projects in order to “feel the beat of the 

market”, but the decision authority stays centrally in order to keep stability of the 

modular system. 

 Changed requirements and specifications are passed through from central develop-

ment toward impacted local development projects. 
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Cause-effect relationship: 

The issues (see Section 5.3 or Figure 55) that are sought to be removed and the related 

aspect of support (see Section 5.5 or Figure 57) which are addressed by the factor in this 

question are as follows: 

Addressed issues Related support aspects: 

Lack of information and transparency 

Lack of internal and external motivation 

Process: post-architecting phase 

A dedicated process phase for this activity shall increase motivation and time of employ-

ees to provide transparency about requirements on a modular system level instead of on a 

single product level. 

How are internal changes on requirements and architecture related items man-

aged? 

Description: 

Usually, changes to the modular system are broken down from modular system level to 

derivative development project level. However, there are situations where local develop-

ment projects initiate changes, for example based on cost reduction programmes or DFA 

activities. Due to previously mentioned traceability information, the impact of such 

changes on the product architecture and the modular system can be analysed. If there is 

indeed such an impact, the change has to be controlled from a modular system perspec-

tive, i.e. from an authority in charge of the modular system (see question with modular 

system organisation of this assessment framework). Thus it is the purpose of this question 

to ensure that changes to the modular system like the common reference architecture, 

module variants or interfaces have to be strictly controlled from a central modular system 

perspective. 

Requirements: 

 Availability of a designated engineering change process for modular system relevant 

changes which controls change impacts with regards to: 

 Global complexity goals of the company 

 Sustaining the modular system as a functioning whole 

 Protecting the modular reference architecture against local goals in derivative pro-

jects 

 Compliance to modular system specifications 

 Availability of a designated release process for new items of the modular system, par-

ticularly for module variants in order to control the creation of new variance. This 

process can also be a part of the above mentioned change process. The release process 

is supported by comparing the change request to specifications and plans. Changing 
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plans and specifications or releasing additional modules has to be well-justified by 

considering global goals of the company (e.g. through impact analyses on modular sys-

tem goals and calculation of complexity costs). After further analyses, there are three 

possibilities how the request for a new variant can be processed: a) the request is re-

jected, b) the request is integrated into the modular system or c) there will be an addi-

tional variant or an unavoidable local solution for the derivative project. 

 Maintenance of plans and specification of the modular system 

 Communication of the change 

Supporting comment: 

Controlling that the specifications of the modular system are indeed met has to be verified 

directly within product and module development projects (see Section 6.5.5 and Section 

6.5.6). 

The change and release process for modular items can be supported with standard infor-

mation technology (see Chapter 8). Moreover, it is recommended that the modularisation 

organisation is supportive to the engineering change process. 

Examples: 

It is recommended to adapt the existing engineering change process of the company to above 

mentioned requirements. This means that architecture-relevant changes have to be first 

identified before they are analysed and approved by a central modular system authority or 

department (Figure 64). 

The example that was used in industry took use of classifying items of the modular system 

(see Section 8.3.2 of IT-Integration) and of a filter to assess the impact of the change. Such a 

filter can be assembled by taking use of methods and metrics that are used to establish and 

evaluate product architectures (Bahns, Gregor Beckmann, et al., 2015) like the enhanced 

change mode and effects analysis (CMEA) tool used by Keese et al. (2006). The literature sec-

tions of this research thesis can be used as further reference to the mentioned methods and 

metrics (see Section 3.1 for methods and Section 7.2 for metrics). Further examples from 

academia and industry for change and release processes are presented by Alblas and Wort-

man (2008), Bahns et al. (2015) and Schuh et al. (2013). However, the qualitative study (see 

Chapter 5) showed that approaches that try to exactly quantify effects of fuzzy impacts have 

not gained better acceptance in industry than expert opinion or an interdisciplinary change 

control board without formalised method. Moreover, unlike the examples from literature the 

study showed that the impact of changes also heavily depends on the impacts on single part 

level than solely on a superior module level. For instance, sometimes the impact of changing 

a single component within a module has a low impact, even though the module is classified 

as module which should not be changed over its life cycle. 
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Figure 64: Example for a modular system change process 

Cause-effect relationship: 

The issues (see Section 5.3 or Figure 55) that are sought to be removed and the related 

aspect of support (see Section 5.5 or Figure 57) which are addressed by the factor in this 

question are as follows: 

Addressed issues Related support aspects: 

Lack of external motivation Process: post-architecting phase 

A dedicated process phase to control changes to the modular system will impose external 

motivation to comply with the common modular reference architecture on engineering 

actors. 

Is there a designated organisational structure that is in charge of modular system 

development? 

Description: 

At the latest after establishing the architecture and setting up plans for the realisation of 

the modular system, roles that are in charge of the modular system have to be established. 

It is important that these roles are assigned centrally and represent the interests of the 

modular system concerning its goals toward complexity and variety. Consequently, modu-

lar system roles represent the counterpart to roles that strive toward local goals in deriva-

tive development projects. How these roles are implemented into the organisation in de-

tail depends on the character and situation of the company. 
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Requirements: 

 Product management: Organisational responsibility to ensure that the modular system 

remains appealing to the market without an overload of unprofitable variety. The 

tasks comprise following activities: 

 Observation of the market environment for the whole modular system and initiat-

ing potential changes to the modular system 

 Maintenance of market data for the whole modular system 

 Maintenance of the requirements specification and product line roadmap for the 

modular system in coordination with engineering roles 

 Analysing and negotiating variance of modules and products to be developed with 

module and modular system roles 

 Monitoring and reporting market performance of the modular system (see Chapter 

7 with modularisation metrics for further advice) 

 Module engineering: Organisational responsibility to ensure that module variants are 

developed and used according to plans and specifications. 

 Definition and maintenance of module and interface specifications and module en-

velopes in coordination with modular system engineering 

 Maintenance of module roadmaps in coordination with modular system engineer-

ing and roles responsible for product roadmaps 

 Definition and maintenance of module variance in negotiation with product man-

agement 

 Assessing that modules are developed according to module and interface specifica-

tions 

 Authority for change process of affected modules 

 Monitoring and reporting target fulfilment of respective modules (see Chapter 7 

with modularisation metrics for further advice) 

 Modular system engineering: Organisational responsibility that balances the need be-

tween high variety and high reuse while ensuring that the modular system remains 

stable. 

 Coordinating definition and maintenance of product architecture plans and speci-

fications 

 Breaking modular system requirements down to module level 

 Assessing that derivative products and modules are developed according to plans 

and specifications 

 Authority for change process for changes which affect the modular system 
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 Monitoring and reporting target fulfilment of modular system (see Chapter 7 with 

modularisation metrics for further advice) 

Examples: 

As mentioned above, the concrete implementation of the roles depends on the characteristics 

of the respective company. Therefore, different streams were found during the qualitative 

study: 

 Central modular system department which fulfils above mentioned tasks centrally and in 

close collaboration with the market and derivative development projects 

 Modularisation roles which are assigned to functional departments or act as independ-

ent roles: e.g. the product manager from the product management department is as-

signed to the modular system, senior engineers are freed up to overtake the tasks of 

module engineering and a senior engineering manager is overtaking tasks of modular 

system engineering 

Other studies that have been validated in industry show that there is not one size fits all solu-

tion to this topic. While Kreimeyer (2014) favours a central product architecture department 

in truck industry, Bahns (2015) presents an independent modular system officer, Schuh et al. 

(2015) propose an overarching product architecture role, module roles and product roles 

and Arnoscht (2011) advocates a concept with independent “decentral” roles for modular 

system development. 

Cause-effect relationship: 

The issues (see Section 5.3 or Figure 55) that are sought to be removed and the related 

aspect of support (see Section 5.5 or Figure 57) which are addressed by the factor in this 

question are as follows: 

Addressed issues: Related support aspects: 

Lack of time and resources 

Lack of internal and external motivation 

Modularisation organisation 

Establishing a modularisation organisation makes sure that there are roles with appropri-

ate time, resources and motivation to pursue the goals of the common modular system. 

How are organisational roles implemented and executed? 

Description: 

It is not sufficient to establish the right roles. It is necessary that these roles have the right 

targets, that they are equipped with appropriate power and resources and that they are 

involved in the right processes. 

Requirements: 

 Modularisation roles are senior experts in the corresponding field 
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 Roles act independently from derivative product development projects 

 Roles possess adequate resources and “power” to fulfil their tasks. The balance of 

power between modular system development and derivative product development 

should be in favour of modular system roles. 

 The target agreement, possibly incentives, of modularisation roles are linked to the 

targets of modular system development 

 Reporting of modularisation roles has a link to top management of the company 

Cause-effect relationship: 

The issues (see Section 5.3 or Figure 55) that are sought to be removed and the related 

aspect of support (see Section 5.5 or Figure 57) which are addressed by the factor in this 

question are as follows: 

Addressed issues: Related support aspects: 

Lack of time and resources 

Lack of internal and external motivation 

Modularisation organisation 

Time, resources and motivation of the modularisation organisation will substantially in-

crease if above mentioned requirements are met. 

How is the performance of the modular system assessed during transitioning? 

Description: 

When a company transitions from single product development toward the development of 

modular systems, its performance measurement is usually aligned to local goals of product 

development. However, it is important that single projects are pulled toward the global 

goals of the company. Moreover, with their development work in line with the specifica-

tions of the modular system, development projects have to contribute to the stability of 

the modular system. Therefore, the development of the modular system has to be con-

stantly measured on different levels. Within this work, it is suggested to measure modu-

larisation transition based on three levels: a) adherence of derivative products to the 

common reference architecture, b) direct results of the transition like higher commonality 

within development projects and c) effect of modularisation on global business objectives 

of the company. Moreover, it is important that these measurements have a direct impact 

on motivation of employees by implementing them into the company’s measurement sys-

tem. 

Requirements: 

 Constant monitoring of architecture-related metrics in order to measure the stability 

of the product architecture 

 Constant monitoring of direct results of modularisation with metrics because the 

product architecture is not an end in itself 
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 Constant monitoring of impacted business goals by modularisation and analysis of the 

cause-effect relationship between modularisation activities and the development of 

business goals 

 Measuring plans and specifications of the modular system against actual develop-

ments within derivative projects 

 Modularisation metrics have to directly impact the motivation of involved employees 

(e.g. through payment-relevant target agreements) 

Supporting comment: 

Chapter 7 will give a detailed description how the requirements mentioned above can be 

fulfilled by taking use of modularisation metrics. 

Cause-effect relationship: 

The issues (see Section 5.3 or Figure 55) that are sought to be removed and the related 

aspect of support (see Section 5.5 or Figure 57) which are addressed by the factor in this 

question are as follows: 

Addressed issues: Related support aspects: 

Lack of internal and external motivation 

Lack of information and transparency 

Modularisation evaluation 

Evaluating different aspects of modular system development helps to gain transparency 

and information about transitioning. Moreover, it considerably motivates involved roles to 

contribute to modularisation transition. 

How is modularisation information represented within the company and how is 

modularisation transition supported by standard IT-systems? 

Description: 

The qualitative study from Chapter 5 revealed that information about the modular system 

(e.g. architecture specification) is usually stored within distributed folders and files like 

spreadsheets, graphs and textual descriptions. This kind of information is neither easily 

retrievable by consulting standard information systems (e.g. PLM, ERP) of the company, 

nor it is stored where this kind of information has actually to be used (i.e. in partially par-

allel derivative development projects and in the central modular system organisation). 

Moreover, single product development projects usually make their information accessible 

within the context of their project. For this reason, information about the modular system 

has not been stored centrally within companies so far. In the end, it is suggested that 

modularisation transition can be supported by making information about the modular 

system explicit within the company. 
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Requirements: 

 Information about the modular system (e.g. roadmaps, module & interface specifica-

tions) is stored and maintained centrally and made available to derivative projects 

 The structure of derivative products has to be comparable to the reference structure of 

the modular system 

 The items of the modular system are linked (e.g. for impact analyses or derivation of 

metrics) 

 Classification of product-architecture related items like modules for prompt identifica-

tion 

 Standardised naming of items according to modular system specification 

 Neutral configuration of items so that they can be reused across projects 

 Engineering change process for the modular system is supported by the standard IT-

system 

Supporting comment: 

Chapter 8 will deal in detail how modular system information can be represented within 

standard IT-systems of companies in order to fulfil the requirements mentioned above. 

Cause-effect relationship: 

The issues (see Section 5.3 or Figure 55) that are sought to be removed and the related 

aspect of support (see Section 5.5 or Figure 57) which are addressed by the factor in this 

question are as follows: 

Addressed issues: Related support aspects: 

Lack of information and transparency Modularisation information 

Providing information about the modular system centrally in standard IT-systems helps to 

remedy the lack of information and transparency during modular system development. 

6.5.6 Evolution and change phase – product and module development projects 

Even though, product development projects, module development projects and mixed 

development projects (i.e. a module for the modular system is developed during a product 

development project, see Figure 61) are own processes for themselves, they are subordi-

nate processes of the modular system development life cycle. For the purpose of this sec-

tion, it is suggested that each development project developing under the roof of the modu-

lar system has to adhere to overall architecture specifications, no matter if it is a product, a 

module variant or a mixed system. This is similar to the V-Model of Systems engineering 

where systems, products or modules are simply classified as upper and lower level sys-

tems with a similar but adaptable life cycle (Haskins et al., 2011, p. 27). Therefore, the 

milestones to be passed after each development phase have been suggested to be the same 
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for product and module development. For instance, before proceeding to more detailed 

development works, requirements have to be defined, no matter if they are passed over 

from a higher level system or if they have to be directly derived from the market. 

Are derivative development projects continually assessed on their adherence to 

product architecture specifications? 

Description: 

Derivative projects might have a number of reasons to create their local architecture in-

stead of sticking to the specifications of the modular system. Even though, a part of these 

reasons might be well justified from a local perspective, it has to be ensured that all pro-

jects belonging to the modular system life cycle adhere to superordinate architecture 

specifications. Therefore, derivative development projects have to be frequently assessed 

if their design is in line with the overall modular system. 

Requirements: 

 Assessment of each development life cycle phase of the derivative project on its ad-

herence to modular system specifications (see Figure 61): requirements phase, con-

cept phase, technical design and testing phase. 

 In order to synchronise different projects, it is important that the projects sticks to the 

overall module and product roadmaps or to other plans like the module-product ma-

trix during each phase. 

 During the requirements phase, it is important that the derivative project sticks to its 

assigned architecture relevant-requirements from the modular system requirements 

specification. 

 During concept phase, it is important that the derivative project meets conceptual ar-

chitectural specifications like module and interface descriptions or the module variety 

matrix, both from a functional and technical perspective. 

 During technical design phase, it is important that a) module variants and interfaces 

stick to detailed drawings, interface descriptions and module envelopes and b) that 

the bill of material (either of the product or the module) is in line with the given struc-

ture of the modular system. 

 During testing phase, it is important that technical parameters of the product or of 

module variants are indeed of physical coherence with the given test specifications. 

For example, during this phase it is important that interfaces of the module variant are 

proven to be suitable for application in other products to be derived of the modular 

system. 

Supporting comment: 

Chapter 8 shows how above mentioned assessments can be supported by representing 

relevant modular system information in standard IT-systems. 
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Cause-effect relationship: 

The issues (see Section 5.3 or Figure 55) that are sought to be removed and the related 

aspect of support (see Section 5.5 or Figure 57) which are addressed by the factor in this 

question are as follows: 

Addressed issues Related support aspects: 

Lack of extrinsic motivation Process: post-architecting phase 

Modularisation information 

Modularisation evaluation 

It is suggested that if products are regularly assessed on their compliance with the modu-

lar system during post-architecting phases, the extrinsic motivation of employees to pur-

sue modularisation will be improved substantially. This evaluation is substantially sup-

ported by providing information about the modular system architecture in the core IT-

system of the company. 

On what level are cost reduction programmes established? 

Description: 

Cost reduction programmes, product benchmarks or DFA activities usually favour im-

provement of single products instead of a wide range of products because (oversized) 

modular products are compared to optimised one-of-a-kind-solutions. This means, that it 

is likely that single integral architectures are selected after some time instead of sticking 

to the common modular reference architecture. Therefore, it is important that cost reduc-

tion programmes do not favour single products but keep the modular reference architec-

ture stable. 

Requirement: 

 Cost reduction programmes are conducted on module level instead of on single prod-

uct level. 

Cause-effect relationship: 

The issues (see Section 5.3 or Figure 55) that are sought to be removed and the related 

aspect of support (see Section 5.5 or Figure 57) which are addressed by the factor in this 

question are as follows: 

Addressed issues Related support aspects: 

Lack of intrinsic and extrinsic motivation Modularisation evaluation 

It is claimed that intrinsic and extrinsic motivation to pursue the goals of the overall 

modular system will be substantially increased if programmes such as cost reduction pro-

grammes will be conducted on module level instead of on single product level. 
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How are direct and indirect effects of complexity within derivative projects meas-

ured? 

Description: 

It might be beneficial for derivative development projects to violate against modular sys-

tem specifications in order to achieve their local goals. However, any additional and un-

necessary complexity that is generated by such violations has to be absorbed by other 

areas of the company and not by the single development project. Thus, complexity might 

increase steadily without penalising the root cause of it. Therefore, the effects of complex-

ity have to be assessed directly at the point of their creation. 

Requirements: 

 Analysing or at least estimating the effects of complexity within derivative develop-

ment projects 

 Including complexity costs into project calculation 

 Establishing costing systems that are capable to measure effects of complexity 

Supporting comment: 

Applying a classical activity-based costing approach might be helpful. A disguised example 

of some main complexity cost drivers is given in Figure 63. The underlying concept of the 

complexity cost approach is described in Section 7.2.4 “Assessment of monetary and per-

formance implications”. Moreover, Sections 7.2.4 and 1.2 reference detailed complexity 

cost studies. 

Cause-effect relationship: 

The issues (see Section 5.3 or Figure 55) that are sought to be removed and the related 

aspect of support (see Section 5.5 or Figure 57) which are addressed by the factor in this 

question are as follows: 

Addressed issues Related support aspects: 

Lack of intrinsic and extrinsic motivation Modularisation evaluation 

Intrinsic and extrinsic motivation of involved employees to contribute to the overall 

modular system goals can be improved if the effect of complexity is penalised directly 

where it is created. 

6.6 Application guide for the assessment framework 

The assessment framework can be used by industry to assess its capability to transition 

toward modular system development with stable architectures. In order to derive full 

support of the assessment framework, some kind of capability audit can be created by 

assembling questions and requirements into a detailed audit catalogue. 
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Such an audit catalogue has been used in the next section to validate the assessment 

framework. Following rating scheme and components have been used to identify gaps and 

potential for improvement: 

 Rating scheme: According to the fulfilment of requirements, most questions of the au-

dit can be rated with following rating scheme: 

 

Figure 65: Rating scheme for modularisation capability audit according to Heilemann and 

Culley (2015, p. 401) 

 Further components of the audit catalogue: The questionnaire that was used in prac-

tice contains further data sets like consolidation of ratings, evidence & shown docu-

ments, reasoning for rating & comments, areas for improvement and measures to be 

worked on (Heilemann and Culley, 2015, p. 401). 

The adjusted capability audit can either be used as an isolated stand-alone approach, it can 

be integrated into internal development-specific audit questionnaires of companies, or it 

can be integrated into quality gate questions of a specific stage-gate process. 

6.7 Validation of the modularisation assessment framework 

The modularisation assessment framework from Section 6.5 evaluates key factors which 

have been derived from the qualitative study of this work (see Section 5.2). The factors 

have been discussed and implemented either at the primary case company or at another 

secondary case company which was consulted as benchmark. Thus, each factor can be 

seen as appropriate for its use in industry with regards to content. 

Hence, validation of the assessment framework targeted its usability and usefulness to 

identify potential for improvements in industry. In detail, the framework has been vali-

dated in different ways. Firstly, the framework has been validated by reasoning and re-

fined after expert interviews. Secondly, the framework has been applied in two different 

industrial case companies. 

Score Assessment Level Range

4
Success criteria are met fully proven. There is no or only very little 

potential for improvement.
75% ≤ x ≤ 100%

3
Success criteria are met predominantly. Minor corrections are 

suggested for this question.
50% ≤ x < 75%

2
Success criteria are met partially. Major improvements are 

suggested for this question
25% ≤ x < 50%

1
Success criteria are met occasionally. An action plan and major 

improvments are suggested for this question.
0% < x < 25%

0
Success criteria are not met. A dedicated project or an action plan 

how a higher score can be achieved has to be implemented.
0%

n.a. Not applicable n.a.
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6.7.1 Validation by reasoning and expert opinion 

The assessment framework evolved during the qualitative study, described in Chapter 5. It 

can be seen as a collection of applied best practices that aim at removing the presented 

issues from Section 5.3 and Appendix D. The cause-effect relationship between issues and 

suggested means of support is listed below each question of the assessment framework 

(see Section 6.5) Each suggested factor that is listed in the assessment framework can at 

least be backed with a successfully tested example either in a primary case and/or in a 

secondary case. 

After almost three years of the study, first concepts of the assessment framework have 

been validated with experts from industry. Therefore, the framework has been sent out to 

the experts and an interview was conducted afterwards. The first expert was an engineer-

ing manager in charge of a central engineering department that dealt with modularisation 

transition of a major global manufacturer. The assessment framework has been consid-

ered as applicable and useful while suggestions for improvement have been worked in for 

a new release of the framework. 

Afterwards, a second expert interview was conducted with a senior engineering manager 

in charge of a business unit-wide modular system development project within the same 

manufacturer. The expert also had a strong background as head of development. The as-

sessment framework was seen as applicable and highly relevant from a content point of 

view. The results of the discussion were used to further improve the assessment frame-

work. 

The results of validation with the two engineering managers have been directly recorded 

in a spreadsheet version of the assessment framework. In addition, handwritten notes 

were made in order to capture reasons behind the comments for further improvement of 

the framework. The spreadsheet versions have not been published because they contain 

some company-specific details. 

The next step was to validate the revised assessment framework on a real project in indus-

try. 

6.7.2 Validation in Company A 

The application of the assessment framework was done by an engineering project man-

ager who was in charge of a project that transitioned from single product development 

toward modular system development within existing products in the primary case com-

pany. 

Due to its earlier application, the disguised example was in its structure slightly different 

than the framework presented within this work (see Figure 66). The framework version 

has not been published because it contains confidential company-specific information. 
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Figure 66: Example for the results (disguised) of applying the assessment framework in 

company A 

Without going into detail, Figure 66 shows that the project performed well in general as-

pects of modularisation and in performing product architecture relevant processes (i.e. 

enablers for modularisation). There was considerable necessity to improve organisational 

and information/IT aspects of modular system development. Moreover, the assessment 

framework revealed that knowledge management and the evaluation of the modular sys-

tem had to be set up from scratch. Concrete actions for improvement could be derived 

from the corresponding release of the assessment framework. 

To sum up, the assessment framework was seen as applicable and relevant for industry. 

The concern was raised that the project will never achieve full score on the assessment 

scale. However, this is what the framework is built for. Wherever a company encounters 

issues and seeks out improvement, the assessment framework serves as flexible guide for 

further action that can be adopted to company needs. In order to being able to integrate 

the assessment framework into quality gates of the development process, the demand 

arose to add different life cycle phases as an additional dimension. 

This amendment was handled with a different release of the framework and validated in a 

different company, described below. 

6.7.3 Validation in Company B 

The validation project of this section was designed in order to evaluate the modularisation 

assessment framework additionally from a life cycle perspective. The project took place in 

a secondary industrial case company where the overall organisation and a “flagship” pro-

ject could be assessed on its ability for stable modular system development during all de-

velopment life cycle phases. The main validator was a process engineer working on the 

development life cycle who used a mature version of the assessment framework to iden-
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tify potential for improvement. The results of validation have been disguised in the course 

of this section. 

 

Figure 67: Results of modular system development life cycle assessment (disguised) in 

validation project B 

The results of the assessment are summarised by Figure 67. The assessment and im-

provement potential for each phase of the figure is explained in the following paragraphs. 

It has to be noted that the real value behind the assessment is not its quantification but the 

qualitative findings for each phase. 

 

 Pre-Study Phase – MSDL (Modular System Development Life Cycle): 

Assessment summary: 

It has been shown that the requirements of this process phase are mainly met. However, 

improvement actions for this process phase have been identified in almost all areas. 

Assessment result: 

There is a main initiative and a "flagship" project where a clear vision and vocabulary can 

be found in presentations. Moreover, there is a glossary defined which is mainly derived 

from norms and standards. A clear vision is also established on the programme (i.e. prod-
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uct line approach) together within communities and conventions. Guidelines on technical 

product plans and reuse strategy are available. Expectations about investments to be 

made and benefits to be expected have only been analysed in detail within the flagship 

project, but not within other projects. The budget has originally been provided for the 

concrete flagship project and the project has been set up. 

However, the project was postponed for a year due to delivery and capacity problems. If 

the project will commence with some delay is still not confirmed yet. Moreover, there is no 

guarantee if such delays will be present more often. 

Nevertheless, the overall programme on product line engineering is still ongoing. There 

has been a separate project established for the overall project and there was an organisa-

tional shift not only toward the flagship project, but also toward an organisation with 

common overarching roles which will guide the modular system. The transition did not 

affect IT and evaluation. The main focus of evaluation stays on quick delivery and immedi-

ate project cost. In the main phase of the flagship project there was constant monitoring 

and reporting to top management. There is no reporting about the degree of implementa-

tion and fulfilment of the overall product line engineering programme to top management. 

A distinction between a central modular system development process and derivative 

product development processes is not apparent from the process landscape of the com-

pany. However, the distinction works quite well if it is separately considered for the flag-

ship project. 

Potential for improvement: 

The suggested improvement actions for this process phase comprise that the concept of 

the overall project should be better communicated and implemented on lower levels and 

in all diverse business units. The gap between documentation and practice should be re-

moved. A concrete potential analysis considering complexity cost should be conducted. No 

delays in such projects should be allowed in future, thus, long-term goals should be more 

prioritised and not only short-term goals. The real implementation of transition should be 

monitored company-wide and the programme should cover IT and evaluation activities. In 

order to improve processes, the process landscape should reflect that there is a central 

and continuous modular system development process in which derivative development 

projects are embedded. 

 

 Requirements Phase – MSDL: 

Assessment summary: 

Important factors of this phase are predominantly fulfilled. Only minor suggestions for 

improvements have been made. 

Assessment result: 

It has been shown that the systems business with one-of-a-kind solutions for totally dif-

ferent markets is very hard to predict. It is not predictable which bids can be won and 
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which cannot be closed with a successful order. However, core functionalities of the solu-

tion have been derived and are applicable to different market segments and countries. 

Still, more effort needs to be put behind understanding different, yet unknown, markets. 

Nevertheless, knowledge, methods and tools are available how this understanding can be 

derived. It is done for projects, and for the core of the flagship programme, but not in gen-

eral development projects. It is assumed that after each bid, the company implements 

those requirements documented in the customer specification. In any case, the customer is 

willing to pay for the specified requirements. Thus, there is not the same need to restrict 

or negotiate variety like it is within other companies producing for a market which de-

mands high variety. For the purpose of single projects, traceability information is well-

established between requirements and other artefacts. Thus, project-overarching artefacts 

could be better linked. 

Potential for Improvement: 

In order to further improve this process phase, the requirements procedure should be 

integrated into an overarching continuous modular system development process with 

dedicated resources for sustained market analyses. Moreover, traceability information 

could be more granular, resulting that more items and information such as success factors 

could be linked and represented. Another important point is that traceability information 

should be provided for artefacts across projects. 

 

 Concept Phase – MSDL: 

Assessment summary: 

It has been shown that the requirements of this process phase are predominantly met. 

However, improvement actions for this process phase have been identified in almost all 

areas. 

Assessment result: 

The logical and physical architecture is well established, reviewed and documented. The 

architecture follows some guiding principles like safety-principles. Senior experts are in-

volved in architecting. The architecture is set up for several projects, but not explicitly 

documented for several projects, except in the areas where model-based system engineer-

ing has been established. Architecting was well done in flagship project and appropriate 

documentation to establish architectures have been provided. Plans for artefacts of the 

modular system comprise modules, module variants and interfaces which are established 

within the project. No explicit plans for project-overarching artefacts are available. How-

ever, planning and synchronisation of artefacts is appropriate in the flagship project. 

Potential for improvement: 

In order to get improvements for this process phase, the architecture should be made ex-

plicit and binding for various projects under scope (not valid for flagship project). More-
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over, planning should be made explicitly across projects, yet it is only done for single solu-

tions (not valid for flagship project). 

 

 Concept Testing and Refinement Phase - MSDL: 

Assessment summary: 

This process phase has been met. However, there are considerable improvements sug-

gested for this process phase. 

Assessment result: 

Artefacts which are seen as common are tested and refined in the project where they are 

developed. No testing for other purposes and no dedicated process phase is provided. The 

flagship project is an exception to this. Generally, there are no central common architec-

ture specifications passed on to derivative development projects. Documentation is only 

made project-wise. 

Potential for improvement: 

In order to improve projects, a dedicated development process phase for testing project-

overarching artefacts should be implemented. Moreover, a dedicated development process 

phase for documentation of project-overarching artefacts should be implemented. This 

documentation should be systematically passed on to derivative development projects. 

 

 Evolution and Change Phase - MSDL: 

Assessment summary: 

The important factors for this process phase have been met. Nevertheless, there should be 

major improvements implemented during this phase. 

Assessment result: 

External changes like market characteristics, technology trends and requirements are only 

for products with actively managed product policy. This is not valid for products which 

evolve from bidding processes. However, in any case there are various role descriptions 

which cover these aspects. There is a dedicated and well-defined change management 

process for all artefacts of the modular system. However, there is no special treatment of 

generic project-overarching artefacts. 

On the one hand, there are roles dedicated to the product line from market and technical 

perspective. On the other hand there are organisational departments or projects for ge-

neric product development. Concerning implementation of roles, it depends on the specific 

project to be analysed. If all projects use the roles as described by the product line pro-

gramme (i.e. role for overarching product line management, technical role for artefacts of 

overarching modular system) the roles are implemented appropriately. However, there 

are dozens of projects not having these roles or where these roles are doing other tasks 
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than focusing on project-overarching activities and goals. Especially in smaller projects 

focus, also with roles, is on fast delivery of the single derivative product. 

There is no measurement of modularisation, standardisation or architecture goals and 

metrics. Project metrics like the delivery time which could be effected by the architecture 

are measured. However, there is no linkage between the architecture and such common 

project metrics. There are several metrics like the metric Design Complexity (for single 

projects), the metric for Code Reuse and a checklist for reusability of software. There is an 

extensive metric catalogue, but it is not compulsory and only weakly applied. 

Concerning IT-integration, the documentation of product line information is quite well 

described: generic configuration items, product line structure in the engineering IT-

system. However, reality could not be shown to be that neat. There are different IT-

systems for different departments and no neutral configuration, consequently, there is not 

one single source of truth. Configuration is done project-wise. No generic specifications 

are set up and the structure of derivative products is not comparable to the reference ar-

chitecture. There are no links between items of the modular system. There are no unified 

naming and attributes for items in IT-systems which makes them always getting mixed up. 

Potential for improvement: 

Several potential improvements have been identified for this phase. Resources to work on 

continuous analysis of market trends and their impact on the modular system could be 

strengthened. Moreover, the focus could be more on overarching generic products and 

systems than on a narrow scope. For the engineering change process, there should be a 

differentiation of the change process into project/solution changes and generic project-

overarching changes. Moreover, changes to generic modular system specifications should 

be constantly managed. Protection of the modular system architecture should be in the 

focus of the dedicated change process. Roles could be established for particular tasks of 

the modular system development life cycle and modularisation activities of these roles in 

daily practice could be strengthened. The mentioned overarching roles should focus more 

on project-overarching activities than on technical project management lead in the con-

crete project on hand. The metric system should be extended from metrics for reuse to 

architectural compliance. Moreover, there should be an explicit focus on project-

overarching/multi-project metrics. In the case, where such metrics are applied, there 

should be quantified metric calculation instead of qualitative estimations. Modularisation 

metrics should be better implementation into real practice and lifted up to management 

reporting level. From a perspective of time, it should be measured during milestones if 

architecture metrics and modular system specifications are met. 
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 Evolution and Change Phase - Product and Module Development Projects (PMDP): 

Assessment summary: 

The requirements for this process phase have only partially met. Thus, major improve-

ments have to be planned for this phase. 

Assessment result: 

Overarching product architecture issues are not covered by milestone reviews. No metrics 

are applied during derivative development projects to measure architectural adherence. 

Quality gates do not cover whether the architecture of the derivative product is in line 

with the overarching modular system architecture. There are no consequences if common 

specifications are not met. No mutual change process between overarching and derivate 

specifications has been established. Ratio projects are not conducted on module level, but 

on a unit level that is handed over to the customer. Quantified complexity calculation does 

not build a part of the project reviews, reporting or analysis. Reporting on project status is 

rather on main events, milestones, finance, risks or quality assurance than on complexity 

matters. An installed complexity tool measures the complexity of the derivative project in 

order to being able to derive measures for systems engineering or risk mitigation. How-

ever, this is not modularisation-specific or for an project-overarching perspective. There is 

no consideration of effects of complexity for other functions (e.g. service, manufacturing) 

or on other development projects which cannot reuse a certain module. 

Potential for improvement: 

Suggested significant improvements are manifold. Sticking to generic architectural rules 

and specifications should be regularly measured during derivative projects. Not meeting 

the goals of common specifications should have negative consequences on derivative pro-

jects, outbalancing other goals of the project. The project-overarching aspect of modular 

system development should be integrated for instance into templates of engineering work 

products, milestones, quality gates and the company development process description. 

Ratio projects should be broken down onto module level instead on the solution that is 

delivered to the customer. It must be negotiated that the customer cannot have everything 

that he wants to have. The designated project complexity tool should be extended to the 

dimension of effects on other areas (i.e. consequences of neglected reuse). Adding calcula-

tion of complexity cost to project calculation is seen as potential means for improvement. 

Awareness about effects of increased complexity and root cause of increasing complexity 

have to be significantly increased. 

 

 Scores for modularisation support aspects: 

In order to identify improvement potential from another perspective, the results of the 

assessment framework have also been arranged around modularisation support aspects. 

Figure 68 shows the scores for each modularisation support aspect. It shows that the 

company performs comparatively well in implementing modularisation 
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roles/organisation and in performing processes which are relevant for modularisation. 

However, these aspects should be guided toward a more stringent focus on project-

overarching modular system activities. Modularisation evaluation should be significantly 

improved toward the measurement of cross-project artefacts in order to reach global 

company goals. The aspect with the greatest potential for improvement is the handling of 

modularisation information. In this area it is suggested that the company should establish 

a unified configuration management for central storage of all modularisation items. This 

would support design engineers in obtaining knowledge about modules and other modu-

larisation items to be reused. 

 

Figure 68: Results of modular system development life cycle assessment in validation pro-

ject B – broken up into modularisation aspects 

 Summary of validation activities: 

The assessment framework has been validated from two different perspectives. 

Firstly, it is important to know whether the framework is relevant for the case company 

and whether it indeed leads to new insights for the company. It has been shown that the 

assessment framework leads indeed to significant findings. On the one hand, it might be 

common sense that there could always be more done in every modular system life cycle 

phase and for each support aspect while the pros and cons of each action have to be 

weighted out carefully. It has also been shown that there is a huge gap between theoretical 

working groups that are experts to "methods" and the daily project life of engineers. The 
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application of the framework has also risen awareness that the overall modular system 

goals should be more important than short-term goals of single derivative projects in or-

der to fight complexity sustainably. On the other hand, there have also been significant and 

surprising new findings. It has been shown that there are some areas which are only 

weakly capable to tackle the previously strongly “advertised” push toward reuse, modu-

larisation and complexity reduction. The development life cycle should be redefined in 

order to clearly show how the company wants its modular system to be continuously 

evolved over time. This also requires to introduce a modular system engineering change 

process which is relevant for the whole company. Moreover, the system how development 

projects are measured should be extensively rearranged in order to penalise creation of 

complexity and to support reuse and compliance with the common modular reference 

architecture. Another striking finding was that the way product information is managed is 

totally incapable to support engineers in designing module variants which are in line with 

the common reference architecture. Thus, the level of reuse of such variants could be sig-

nificantly increased. Furthermore, the stability of the modular system during post-

architecting phases could be improved. This has been an area that has so far been ne-

glected by the company. 

Secondly, it can be stated that the assessment framework is indeed usable by another in-

dustry and another kind of business. During application of the framework, no major defect 

within its applicability or its basic rationale could be identified. Nevertheless, it was found 

that each time the framework is applied within another setting, it is helpful if it is adapted 

to the needs and processes of the specific object of application beforehand. This will 

maximise the value that the company can derive from the assessment. It has been shown 

that the assessment framework is still generic enough, but that it can be adopted flexibly 

to the detailed settings where it is applied. 

6.8 Discussion 

This has been a very detailed and intensive part of the research and the results have a 

number of implications for academics and practitioners. They are detailed below. 

6.8.1 Implications for researchers 

Previous studies have been frequently built around different aspects and dimensions. As-

sessment frameworks which are built around certain dimensions, like the one presented 

by Van den Linden (2005), have the advantage that they can be applied independently 

from a concrete modular system project. Similarly, the preliminary assessment framework 

that evolved in the course of this research thesis (Heilemann and Culley, 2015) and that 

has been validated in Section 6.7.2, also showed that this type of assessment framework 

can be applied conveniently as standalone approach. However, if a concrete modular sys-

tem life cycle and its corresponding derivative product development projects shall be 

guided toward the overall goals of the company, it is necessary to make those assessments 
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within concrete projects. Moreover, process and time dependencies of all phases of such a 

project can only be covered if the assessment framework is applied sequentially in a con-

crete project. For instance, it does only make sense to assess roles and responsibilities of a 

modular system after the product architecture is established and planned how it is going 

to be implemented. This is one reason amongst others why this framework has been built 

around different development life cycle phases. 

The modular system development life cycle which has been presented in Section 6.4 is in 

itself a significant research finding. This development life cycle was not only used to the 

assessment framework of this chapter but also to foster understanding about evolution 

and change of the modular system during later phases of the life cycle. While benchmark 

partners in industry mainly applied single product development models and platform de-

velopment models, the proposed life cycle can be seen as innovative and supportive for 

transitioning toward modular system development. Even though such models might pos-

sibly exist in industry (e.g. in automotive companies that heavily depend on modular sys-

tems), their transfer and the adaption of research literature to contemporary streams in 

industry remains a weak spot that has been remedied with the help of this research work. 

Another reason why the assessment framework was organised along the life cycle (see 

Table 18) was the weakness of other research, discussed in Sections 3.2, 5.4 and 5.5, to 

provide support for the stability of the modular system which is vulnerable during all life 

cycle phases. However, the most problematic phases have been identified as those phases 

which are passed after establishing the product architecture. 

Firstly, the assessment framework handles the implementation of the modular system in 

the pre-study phase. By emphasising this phase, this research supports the studies of Jas-

mine & Vasantha (2010) and Karandikar & Nidamarthi (2007) who stress the importance 

of properly implementing reuse strategies and standardisation. 

Secondly, the assessment framework deals with the requirements and concept phase of 

the modular system life cycle. These are the phases where most of recent research has 

been focused on (see Section 3.2 and Chapter 5). Therefore, this research supports the 

importance of these phases while it not fully agrees with the way how these phases have 

been processed by other researchers (see Section 5.4). A good example for handling the 

requirements phase and the concept phase is given by Kreimeyer (2014) who reports 

about modularisation transition from the view of an internal product architecture de-

partment at a global truck manufacturer. However, his task description of the department 

mainly focuses on the market phase, the concept phase and on providing transparency in 

early phases, but not in later phases which are important for stability. 

While there has been no similar research for testing the concept of the modular system 

phase, very few other researchers have conducted research in the evolution and change 

phase of the modular system. During this phase, other researchers focus on modularisa-

tion processes (Alblas and Wortmann, 2008; Arnoscht, 2011; Bahns, Gregor Beckmann, et 

al., 2015; Schuh, Aleksic and Rudolf, 2015; Schuh, Aleksic and Arnoscht, 2013) and modu-
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larisation organisation (Arnoscht, 2011; Bahns, Gregor Beckmann, et al., 2015; Kreimeyer, 

2014), but not on modularisation assessment. While this phase is also emphasised by this 

work, but remedied with different means of support, shows that the findings of this chap-

ter are novel and highly relevant. 

6.8.2 Implications for industry 

The modularisation assessment framework supports organisations to maintain stable 

modular product architectures throughout the whole modular system life cycle. This is 

done by offering advice on important aspects to consider during pre-architecting, archi-

tecting and post-architecting phases and by removing issues that other companies en-

countered during modularisation transition. 

Companies can integrate the assessment framework into their stage-gate processes, qual-

ity gate reviews, milestone reviews or they can use the assessment framework as stand-

alone assessment in a CMMI-like manner. Section 6.1 has shown that such integrations 

into assessment “tools” have already been done in other areas like risk management or 

component-base software engineering. However, the field of modular system transition 

had so far not been integrated into such an assessment “tool”. This shortcoming is reme-

died with the presented framework in this chapter. Given other areas where these integra-

tions have been served as helpful support, it is suggested that this will be the case for this 

modularisation assessment framework as well. 

Besides the benefits of the assessment framework discussed above, there are two other 

aspects which could be beneficial for industry: 

 It makes the overall concept of modularisation transition more transparent to people 

that are not deep into that topic. This is done by braking down a massive overall thing 

into several small steps. 

 It is a good tool to manage continuous process improvement for modularisation and 

prevents the modularisation initiative “falling asleep” after some time, like it is with 

other improvement initiatives after generating a lot of “noise” at the beginning. 

In order to make the assessment framework applicable to different companies and indus-

tries it has been kept on a level that does not go into detailed tools, methods or templates. 

As the whole assessment framework has its origin in real industrial application, it would 

be possible to present a detailed method, template or tool for each answer of a question of 

the framework. However, the qualitative study has shown that on a very detailed level, 

different companies have different conditions and needs. Therefore, it was decided to de-

sign the framework in following way: “The framework tells you what is important to con-

sider and gives hints for implementation. However, you have to adjust a detailed solution 

to your specific needs.” It is suggested that this approach provides more value to industry 

than prescribing which field to fill in a specific template or matrix. 
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6.8.3 Limitation of the assessment framework 

Although the assessment framework has been validated in industry, there has not yet been 

a complete validation of this support. This kind of support has been validated mainly 

based on the aspects “logic”, “relevancy” and “applicability” so far. While these aspects 

have been validated successfully, the proof whether the assessment framework leads in-

deed to better results of modularisation transition has not been validated. However, this 

was not possible within the nature of such a study. Moreover, the size of the assessment 

framework has been found as quite huge and time-consuming to be applied in industry. 

Therefore, industry may wish to downsize the framework during its adaption in order to 

obtain a lean assessment. 

6.9 Summary 

It was the aim of this chapter to answer RQ 2. The chapter presents an assessment frame-

work which can be used to assess the transition toward modular system development. By 

applying the framework, industrial practitioners can identify weak spots and areas for 

improvement. The framework can be applied flexibly, either in an isolated assessment or it 

can be used by industry to integrate it into milestone reviews of their stage-gate process. 

The framework has been iteratively validated and improved in industry with the result 

that it is relevant from a content point of view and applicable by engineers and engineer-

ing mangers. 

The assessment framework is set out to tackle the issues presented in Chapter 5.3 and 

Appendix D. The link to each issue is established for each question of the assessment 

framework. This is done by drawing upon the support aspects modularisation processes 

(pre-architecting, architecting and post-architecting phases), modularisation organisation, 

modularisation evaluation and modularisation information. It gets obvious that there is a 

complex link between issues, support aspects and different modularisation life cycle 

phases. The following tables show the frequency of how issues (see Table 16) and support 

aspects (see Table 17) are covered by the assessment framework. 

Table 16: Coverage of identified issues by the assessment framework 

Lack of time and resources Lack of information and 

transparency 

Lack of intrinsic and ex-

trinsic motivation 

11 Questions 11 Questions 12 Questions 

Table 17: Coverage of support aspects by the assessment framework 

Modularisation 

evaluation 

Modularisation 

process 

Modularisation in-

formation 

Modularisation or-

ganisation 

7 Questions 15 Questions 3 Questions 3 Questions 
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The qualitative study in Chapter 5 revealed that later phases of the modular system life 

cycle, i.e. after concept phase, are most vulnerable to failure with respect to stable modular 

system development. Therefore, the questions of the assessment framework are assigned 

to different life cycle phases of the modular system life cycle. Thus, it is possible to attack 

issues at the point of their root cause. Nevertheless, this means that earlier phases have to 

be considered as well if a flaw occurring there endangers the stability of the modular sys-

tem later on. Table 18 shows how the 22 questions of the assessment framework are or-

ganised. It gets evident that the emphasis for support is on the evolution and change phase 

which is the phase where most of the issues of Section 5.3 have been shown to occur. 

Moreover, this is the phase which has attracted only little attention by contemporary re-

searchers so far (see Section 3.2). 

Table 18: Coverage of different modular system development life cycle phases by the 

modularisation assessment framework 

 Pre-study 

phase 

Requirements 

phase 

Concept 

phase 

Concept test-

ing phase 

Evolution and 

change phase 

 6 Questions 3 Questions 2 Questions 2 Questions 9 Questions 

 

 

The suggested support for each question in the assessment framework is of medium detail 

level and does not prescribe any concrete methods or tools. Few researchers have started 

to work on the evaluation and change phase by researching the support aspects modulari-

sation processes (Alblas and Wortmann, 2008; Arnoscht, 2011; Bahns, Gregor Beckmann, 

et al., 2015; Schuh, Aleksic and Rudolf, 2015; Schuh, Aleksic and Arnoscht, 2013) and 

modularisation organisation (Arnoscht, 2011; Bahns, Gregor Beckmann, et al., 2015; 

Kreimeyer, 2014) quite recently. In order to close the remaining gaps, the next two chap-

ters of this research thesis will focus on detailed support for modularisation evaluation 

and modularisation information during the evaluation and change phase of modular sys-

tem development. 
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7 Modularisation metrics 

The previous chapter has introduced an assessment framework that assesses enablers for 

modularisation transition (see Figure 59 of Chapter 6) with a specific focus on the modu-

lar system development life cycle. This chapter will now move on to examine metrics 

which assesses the results of modularisation transition (see Figure 69). In this context, the 

term “results” refer to rather technical outcomes of modularisation transition and its effect 

on the organisation (see Figure 59 of Chapter 6). 

 

Figure 69: Modularisation metrics in the context of this research thesis 

7.1 Chapter overview 

It is the aim of this chapter to present a coherent set of modularisation metrics which can 

be applied to support companies in transitioning toward modular system development. 

The metrics are applied along the development life cycle of the modular system. They con-

stantly pull the focus of affected roles towards specifications of the modular reference 

architecture instead of thinking in terms of isolated single development projects. 

7.1.1 Research setting and methodology 

Development of the presented modularisation metrics constitutes the second contribution 

of the Prescriptive Study of this research work. This is done by applying following steps: 

1. Analysing the literature about state of the art of modularisation metrics 

2. Collecting and analysing requirements for measuring modularisation transition in the 

primary case company 

3. Iteratively developing metrics by moving from a concept and detailed design towards 

realisation, application and intervention of the metrics in industry. This was done by 
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Modularisation Metrics (Chapter 7)

Modularisation Information provision (Chapter 8)
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following a goal-driven measurement methodology that breaks down business goals 

and other requirements into measurable data elements and implementation plans 

(Park, Goethert and Florac, 1996). 

4. Validating the metrics based on tests, application and expert interviews 

All these steps were conducted in projects of the primary case company. 

7.1.2 Chapter elements 

This chapter overview Section 7.1 is followed by a state of the art review in Section 7.2. 

Then, a survey about requirements collection for modularisation metrics in industry is 

briefly presented (see Section 7.3). Afterwards, a case study in industry with test of exist-

ing metrics is shortly described (see Section 7.3). Section 7.4 is the core of this chapter and 

presents the modularisation metrics developed within the course of this research work. 

This is followed by a section that reports about validation of the metrics in Section 7.5. 

Finally, the chapter concludes with a discussion (see Section 7.6) and a summary (see Sec-

tion 7.7). An overview of the elements of Chapter 7 is given in Figure 70. 

 

Figure 70: Elements of Chapter 7 

7.2 State of the art: modularisation metrics 

Metrics for evaluation of modularisation can really be classified according to abstract 

modularisation principles or the objective that shall be achieved with modularisation. 

Such objectives could be higher commonality, reuse, variety or cost savings. The review 

also covers the evaluation of strategic and financial effects of modular systems. Finally, 

7.2 State of the art: modularisation metrics

7.6 Discussion

Chapter 7: Modularisation metrics

7.3 Applicability of existing metrics in industry

7.4 Development of modularisation transition metrics

7.5 Validation of metrics

7.7 Summary

7.1 Chapter overview
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several holistic evaluation frameworks which cover a set of different modularisation-

related metrics are presented. An overview of the formulas of selected metrics is given in 

Appendix F. 

7.2.1 Assessment of modularity principles 

On an abstract level there are modularisation metrics which capture the type of product 

architecture of a product or product range. 

 Functional structures 

Holtta and Otto (2003, 2005) use functional structures to derive a design complexity met-

ric with the purpose to evaluate different product architecture alternatives. The underly-

ing principle behind this metric is to structure product functions so that complex inter-

faces are located within modules and less complex interfaces are located between mod-

ules. Stone et al. (1999) apply a customer-weighted sub-function similarity metric to iden-

tify architectural similarity across a set of products and an aggregate customer need rating 

for modules in order to justify modular product architectures. 

 Functional-physical relations 

Relations between functional and physical elements are a major factor in engineering de-

sign (Suh 2001). For instance, Steva et al. (2006) present a function-component frequency 

value and Mattson and Magleby (2001) apply a modularity metric which relates the num-

ber of modules to the number of functions. 

 Physical interactions between elements 

Gershenson et al. (1999) and Guo and Gershenson (2004) present modularity metrics 

which captures the degree of modularity based on the occurrence of connections inside 

and outside of modules. In a similar manner, Holtta-Otto and De Weck (2007) use compo-

nent-component DSMs to derive two modularity metrics. The first metric, the non-zero-

fraction, generally describes the sparsity of connections in a DSM. The second “singular 

value modularity metric” measures the location of connectivity between components. It 

reflects if connectivity is concentrated between a few components which may form a 

module, in a connecting modular bus or if connectivity is distributed across the product. 

Mikkola & Gassmann (2003) and Mikkola (2006) develop a metric which measures the 

degree of modularity embedded in product architectures of product families. The sug-

gested modularisation function considers components, interfaces between components, 

coupling between components and substitutability of new-to-the-firm components. 

In order to evaluate product architectures based on the strength of coupling, Martin and 

Ishii (2002) introduce a Coupling Index (CI) which measures the strength of coupling be-

tween components or modules of a product architecture. 

Sosa et al. (2005) define three metrics to measure the interactions between components. 

The three modularity metrics are based on how components share interfaces with adja-
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cent components, how changes are propagated to all other components in the product and 

how components lie in the “dependency path” of two interacting components. 

Further coupling metrics that also belong to this metric category are reviewed by Holtta-

Otto et al. (2012). 

7.2.2 Assessment of internal complexity and external variety 

 Assessment of commonality 

The Degree of Commonality Index presented by Collier (1981, 1982) reflects the degree of 

component commonality in a considered product spectrum. This metric is extended to a 

Total Constant Commonality Index, TCCI (Wacker and Treleven, 1986) with fixed bounda-

ries for better comparability. Martin and Ishii (1996) propose a commonality index that 

measures the proportion of unique parts to the proportion of total parts in the product 

family. Beisheim and Stotz (2013) introduce three standardisation metrics (standardisa-

tion degree regarding part usage, standardisation degree regarding part consumption, 

standardisation degree overall) in order to divide parts into preferred parts, service parts 

and run-out parts. Sinigalias and Dentsoras (2015) calculate a composite standardisation 

index by taking the percentage of common parts and the compliance of parts with desig-

nated standards into account. 

The Product Communality Index (PCI) of Kota et al. (2000) is an indicator for the share of 

common components and the overall number of common components which do not add 

specific features to the product within a product family. Thus, distinct components that 

should ideally be common are penalised. 

The viewpoint on commonality is extended by Siddique et al. (1998). The question of how 

good a product platform is answered by addressing component, interface and assembly 

commonality. The presented commonality indices by Siddique et al. (1998) can be applied 

to assess the commonality of various dimensions which can be weighted individually. 

However, the metrics do not show how beneficial the commonality of a certain domain 

item really is as all domain items are considered equally. For instance, it is more beneficial 

to standardise stamped parts with expensive workstations and tools than standardising 

the length of a screw. To overcome some related shortcomings, Jiao and Tseng (2000) con-

sider price and cost for a component, the quantity of a component for each operation, and 

the end product volume and integrate it into the metric “Component Part Commonality 

Index” (CI(C)). 

Johnson and Kirchain (2010) present six different commonality metrics which are 

equipped with different weighting-factors. According to the weighting-factors, the metrics 

can be classified as follows: piece-based, mass-weighted, cost-weighted, investment-

weighted, production volume-weighted and production volume/investment weighted. 

The “Total Commonality Index” aims at the redesign of existing product families taking 

their generic bill-of-materials (GBOM) into account. It is the aim of the metric to evaluate 

the overall commonality of a product family by evaluating common components, must-
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generic items and options with the GBOM (Blecker and Abdelkafi, 2007). Romanowski and 

Nagi (2005) take use of classical BOMs in order to assess the symmetric difference be-

tween unordered BOMs. It is the purpose of their metric to analyse commonality in BOM-

trees. 

With the purpose to redesign existing products, the “Comprehensive Metric for Common-

ality” (CMC) evaluates if components deviate from ideal commonality or variety. There-

fore, the factors components size, geometry, material, manufacturing, assembly & fasten-

ing, cost and allowed variety within the product family are taken into consideration 

(Thevenot and Simpson, 2007). 

The “Commonality versus Diversity Index” (CDI) takes the component categories “com-

mon”, “variant” and “unique” into account. The index evaluates if commonality and diver-

sity are in line with given specifications (Alizon, Shooter and Timothy W. Simpson, 2009). 

 Assessment of variety and flexibility 

Rapp (1999) suggests simple key performance indicators which can be used to measure 

the variance generation performance of a product architecture alternative (e.g. number of 

products which are or can be sold to the customer). The metric of Kohlhase (1996) relates 

the number of product derivates from the modular system which are actually sold or 

prognosticated to be sold to the number of product derivates which could ideally be sold 

in theory (Kohlhase, 1996, p. 55). 

 Generational variety and flexibility 

Martin and Ishii (2002) develop a generational variety index (GVI) which measures the 

flexibility of a product architecture for future design changes. The GVI indicates the redes-

ign effort which is necessary to accommodate future design changes. A similar evaluation 

method is the “Change Mode and Effect Analysis” (CMEA) which is different from the Gen-

erational Variety Index in its ability to handle added functionality. Keese et al. (2006) de-

velop an enhanced CMEA to assess the flexibility of products to planned and unknown 

design changes. The work draws upon the research of Rajan et al. (2003, 2004, 2005). The 

CMEA methodology shows the effect of changes to the product and calculates a flexibility 

measure that shows how flexible the product is for future changes. 

7.2.3 Assessment of strategic and PLC reasons for modularity 

Blees et al. (2009) evaluate different product architecture alternatives in the concept 

phase prior to selecting the best one for further detailed design. The architecture alterna-

tives are qualitatively and subjectively assessed against their estimated fulfilment of dif-

ferent module drivers. 

Compatibility of components in the modules of a product architecture alternative concern-

ing the post life intend is measured by Newcomb et al. (1996). The post life intent com-

prises the viewpoint of recycling, reuse, incineration and land filling. Gershenson et al. 

(1999) evaluate product architectures by measuring similarities and dependencies be-
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tween components and all relevant life cycle processes. Their modularity measure ex-

presses how well similar and dependent components are grouped into modules and to 

which extend they use the same PLC processes. The presented measure also evaluates 

component independence, PLC process independence, component similarity and PLC 

process similarity. 

Fixson (2005) develops a framework which can be used to support product architecture 

design. The framework aims at assessing different product architecture dimensions (func-

tion-component allocation style, interface intensity, interface reversibility, interface stan-

dardisation) in conjunction with decisions from the organisational product, process and 

supply chain domain (e.g. size/location of production capacity). 

Marti (2007) measures functionality and physical complexity of products and derives a 

complexity matrix from the calculation of those metrics. Depending on the position of the 

product in the complexity matrix, guidelines from different fields (basic strategy, overall 

strategy, product life cycle considerations) can be used to improve the position of the 

products in the complexity matrix. 

7.2.4 Assessment of monetary and performance implications 

 Evaluation of cost 

To measure the cost effectiveness of product architecture design activities, Martin and 

Ishii (1996, 1997) develop a methodology to estimate costs that are caused by variety. The 

researchers state that the effect of variety on indirect cost is difficult to consider and gen-

erally not well understood. Therefore, they use three metrics to indirectly measure the 

effect of product variety on indirect cost of a whole product line: the Communality-Index 

(CI), the Differentiation-Point-Index (DI) and the Setup-Cost-Index (SI). 

To overcome the shortcomings of estimating the effects on cost with the help of indices 

(Martin and Ishii, 1996, 1997), (Fixson and Blanchard, 2001; Fixson and Clark, 2002; Fix-

son, 2002, 2004) set out to directly compare the cost effects of different architecture al-

ternatives. 

Siddique and Repphun (2001) use another approach by linking product architecture deci-

sions to associated activities. Each activity is related to certain cost distributions which 

helps to identify financial gains or drawbacks of a platform approach. Park and Simpson 

(2005, 2008) apply an activity based costing system to evaluate product platforms. Their 

analysis considers direct material, direct labour and activity costs. For this approach, it is 

necessary to identify those design decisions which have an influence on cost drivers which 

again have an influence on related activity cost. Thyssen et al. (2006) use activity based 

costing as a tool to assess the effects of modularisation within organisations. To resolve 

the trade-off between the cost associated with implementing a platform strategy, manu-

facturing cost and product performance, Farrell and Simpson (2010) also apply an activity 

based costing method. 
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In recent approaches, it is suggested to assess different product architecture concepts 

based on complexity cost. Therefore, the financial effects of different levels of complexity 

on the value chain are estimated (Hansen et al., 2012; Myrodia and Hvam, 2015; Ripperda 

and Krause, 2015, 2014). 

 Evaluation of value 

Kohlhase’s (1996, p. 119) value of a modular system (WBKS) evaluates the technical and 

economical value of a modular system. Meyer and Lehnerd (1997) suggest to use three 

metrics on a quite high level to compare the performance of product platform develop-

ment to the development of derivative products. The researchers observed that most de-

velopment products are monitored based on the slip rate. The slip rate determines the 

deviation of the project from time and budget plans. However, this monitoring leads to a 

favouring of derivative product development which is easier to handle and control con-

cerning time and budget. For this reason, the researchers introduce the three comparative 

efficiency metrics. The platform efficiency metric asks whether a platform has enough 

potential to create volume effects when developing derivative products. The cycle time 

efficiency metric helps to understand the ratio between the development time of deriva-

tive products and the development time of the platform. Platform effectiveness answers 

the question about commercial effectiveness of a platform by relating revenue that is 

earned by derivates compared to the development cost of the platform and the derivates 

(Meyer & Lehnerd 1997). 

Gonzalez-Zugasti et al. (2001) develop a quantitative measure to assess the value in terms 

of benefits and investments of different product architecture alternatives. Thus, compa-

nies are supported to choose between multi and individual product development during 

early design stages. Zacharias and Yassine (2008) propose a model for the optimised value 

of a modular product family based on initial platform investment, commonality level and 

the number of variants to be produced. The model helps design engineers in the concep-

tual design of the product family. 

7.2.5 Integrated approaches to assess product architectures 

Several researchers have developed integrated approaches by applying various metrics. 

These approaches can be divided into two categories with different purposes. Firstly, such 

an approach can be applied to choose between different architecture concepts and, sec-

ondly, such an approach can be used to control and monitor performance of product archi-

tectures. Examples from both categories are given below. 

 Multi-criteria frameworks for screening different architecture concepts 

Based on a framework for the effects of complexity (Orfi, Terpenny and Sahin-Sariisik, 

2011), Orfi et al. (2012) develop a performance measurement system which comprises 

eight different metrics: a product variety index, component variety ratio, process variety 

ratio, part-level index, interconnectivity level, customer sensitivity, specificity level and a 
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coupling level. The metrics can be used to assist engineering managers in product family 

design. 

Otto and Holtta (2004) identify 19 platform assessment metrics based on expert inter-

views, personal experience and literature search. Based on the 19 metrics, a multi-criteria 

framework is developed for screening preliminary platform concepts. The framework is 

applied in the early platform architecture phase. Prior to the application of the evaluation 

methodology, a functional flow model of the platform needs to be established and platform 

modules on functional level need to be identified. The metrics reflect several viewpoints 

on platform performance and are grouped in the categories complexity, customer, flexibil-

ity, organisation, variety and after sales. It is beyond the scope of this work to go deep into 

the formulas of the 19 metrics. 

In a similar approach, Ericsson and Erixon (1999) develop ten metrics which evaluate 

product characteristics of modular products and relate them to possibly resulting effects. 

The ten characteristic-effect relationships are as follows (Ericsson and Erixon, 1999), see 

Table 19. 

Table 19: Modularisation characteristics and effects defined by Ericsson and Erixon 

(1999) 

Characteristic Effect 

Interface complexity Lead time in development 

Share of carryover Development costs 

Share of purchased modules Development capacity 

Assortment complexity Product costs 

Share of purchased modules System costs 

Number of modules in product Lead time 

Share of separately tested modules Quality 

Multiple use Variant flexibility 

Functional purity in modules Service/upgrading 

Material purity in modules Recyclability 

 

 Multi-criteria frameworks to control and monitor architectures over time 

Döpke et al. (2009) develop a performance measurement system to assess the effects of 

variant management. Möller et al. (2011) integrate various metrics from different fields to 

control and monitor standardisation initiatives Both research streams integrate various 

simple metrics into assessment dashboards. Schuh et al. (2014) establish a performance 

measurement system that is integrated into a balanced scorecard model that reflects com-
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pany-specific objectives. The balanced scorecard contains product program, product ar-

chitecture, supply chain, production and finance related metrics. A similar but more exten-

sive balanced scorecard approach is given below by Junge (2005). 

Rennekamp (2013) applies nine metrics within three dimensions to determine the level of 

complexity of a company. Therefore, he derives possible cause-effect relationships be-

tween the outcome of a metric and its effect on a certain dimension. The first three metrics 

are used to identify potential of improvement within the product programme. The second 

three metrics are used to “optimise” the product architecture. Finally, the last three met-

rics are used to find actions for improvement in the value stream. 

Junge (2005) develops a holistic evaluation methodology to control modular product fami-

lies during the development phase. Therefore, the researcher introduces an integrated 

performance-measurement-approach which closely follows the principles of a balanced 

scorecard (BSC) for modular product families. The BSC includes following relevant com-

pany perspectives: development, production, marketing, sales, and finance. 

Firstly, the overall target of the modular product architecture is determined along with the 

targets of the perspectives finance, development, production, and marketing and sales. 

Secondly, cause-effect relationships between the overall goal and the goals of the different 

perspectives are established (see Figure 71). Then, 22 KPIs are collected from literature 

and introduced to measure the characteristics of the product architecture. The KPIs are 

also related to the different company perspectives. Finally, the measures are related to the 

goals of each perspective. 

 

Figure 71: Principle of Junge's (2005) holistic evaluation methodology 

7.2.6 Summary: existing metrics 

The metric approaches presented are an excerpt of available literature on modularisation 

metrics. Appendix F gives a detailed overview about the formulas of selected existing met-

rics available in literature This literature review was used to characterise how and why 

fellow researchers apply modularisation metrics instead of presenting the metrics in de-

tail. To complete the picture, many more similar metrics on modularisation can be found 

in different reviews with specific focus like on coupling modularity or on component 
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commonality (Gershenson, Prasad and Zhang, 2004; Holtta-Otto et al., 2012; Jiao, Simpson 

and Siddique, 2007; Simpson et al., 2014; Van Eikema Hommes, 2008). 

Metrics from literature that focus on product architecture principles are quite abstract. 

Such metrics have been applied quite early in the development life cycle. 

Less abstract evaluation of product architectures can be found in the field of internal com-

plexity and external variety. Evaluation of commonality is well developed in literature and 

metrics for various variety applications can also be found. 

The evaluation of cost for complexity and cost for providing variety is of high interest in 

practice. However, complex cause-effect relationships between characteristics of the 

product architecture or internal and external complexity with actual cost often result in 

metrics that have to be carefully applied. Data that is used to calculate cost metrics has 

either to be roughly estimated in an early phase or tediously derived in expensive analy-

ses. Although there are possibilities to relate complexity to cost, they are also fraught with 

disadvantages practical limitations like too many influencing factors and effects lagging 

behind causes by several years. 

The evaluation of value of certain product architecture alternatives is the most difficult 

and vague way of evaluation. The evaluation approaches discussed here are either on a 

high and managerial level or on an abstract and theoretical level. 

Integrated methods for product architecture evaluation either combine various factors or 

relate certain architecture characteristics to overall company goals. This combination is 

backed by estimated linkage between causes and effects of product architecture character-

istics. All integrated methods have in common that they are information intensive or 

vague in cause-effect relations. 

The next section will move on to scrutinise applicability of the presented metrics for 

modularisation transition in industry. 

7.3 Applicability of existing metrics 

In order to determine the suitability of existing metrics as a basis for the overall research 

goal, Section 7.3.1 briefly presents a study which derives requirements for modularisation 

metrics from industry. It is then possible to evaluate in Section 7.3.2 exiting metrics for 

application in industry. 

7.3.1 Survey - Requirements from industry for modularisation metrics 

It is the purpose of this section to define requirements of industrial practitioners for the 

application of metrics assessing the transition toward modular system development. A 

detailed description of the survey is given by Heilemann et al. (2013). 

The study took place in the primary case company (see Chapter 1.8, Chapter 4 and Appen-

dix B) of this research work. Therefore, a semi-structured questionnaire approach (Bless-
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ing and Chakrabarti, 2009) was adapted. After studying literature and conducting some 

preliminary interviews, a questionnaire with pre-selected requirements was generated. 

The participants were asked to rate the provided requirements and to give and rate fur-

ther requirements they have. In addition, participants were encouraged to give further 

comments or to contact the researcher directly to discuss their requirements. Prioritisa-

tion was done based on a high-medium-low rating scale where nine points were given for 

a “high” rating, three points were given for a “medium” rating and zero points for a “low” 

rating. The unequal score distribution had the aim to avoid “middle” ratings and to go for 

extreme values in the rating scheme. The questionnaire (see Appendix E) was sent out to 

49 top managers, engineering mangers, engineers and consultants who were selected 

based on their involvement and expertise in modularisation and engineering design. The 

reply rate was at about 82 %. In several cases, further interviews were conducted with 

participants with the aim to obtain mutual understanding. 

In order to obtain unambiguous results, the collected requirements were clustered. Above 

mentioned rating scores were assigned to each requirement cluster. For further require-

ments prioritisation, those 50 % of requirements that achieved a score of 75 % have been 

selected for implementation – provided that contradictions between requirements have 

been resolved and that the final set of requirements is coherent. Figure 72 gives an over-

view of rated requirements to be implemented and requirements that have been excluded 

during development of modularisation metrics. 

 

Figure 72: Results of modularisation metric requirements prioritisation 
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Table 20 shows the final set of requirements of industry for assessing modularisation 

transition with metrics that have been derived from Figure 72. The requirements have 

been divided into two parts: a) “what” to measure with the metrics and b) “how” to meas-

ure modularisation transition. Moreover, the table also shows a premise for modularisa-

tion metrics that have been mentioned by most of the participants. This premise was seen 

as mandatory to be implemented and concerns efficient calculation of the metrics. 

Table 20: Requirements of "what" and "how" to measure with modularisation metrics 

“What” to measure “How” to measure 

Premise: 

Automated calculation of metrics with data from standard IT-system 

Assessment on modular system level: Ex-

ternal Variety, Internal Complexity, Reuse 

Several times during life cycle 

With key figure system that considers sev-

eral in- and output factors 

Assessment of modularisation roles Quantitative criteria instead of qualitative 

criteria and estimations 

Assessment of modularisation process Integration into existing assessment sys-

tems like milestone reviews 

 Aggregation of results to business unit level 

 Assessment done by de-central business 

unit itself 

 

7.3.2 Evaluation of existing metrics in industry 

Before proceeding to the implementation of the mentioned metrics, it is important to ana-

lyse existing metrics based on above mentioned premise (see Table 20) and their ability to 

be automated and efficiently calculated. A detailed report of the analysis is provided by 

Heilemann et al. (2013). The main points of the analysis are summarised below. 

Most of the metrics and assessment systems presented in the literature review of this 

chapter (see Section 7.2) require large amounts of information input. The information 

required for the calculation of the metrics is either retrieved by analysing bills of material 

(BOMs), making use of Design Structure Matrices (DSMs), analysing functional graphs of 

products, disassembling products, estimations of impacts or expert opinion. However, 

such information retrieval is resource-intensive or dependent on personal judgement. 

The study reported in this section took place in the primary case company of this research 

work where the information retrieval approaches mentioned above were not acceptable 

or practical, given that several thousands of products and hundred thousands of parts had 
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to be analysed during a modularisation transition activity on a company-wide basis. Thus, 

it was considered necessary to calculate the metrics based on information which is readily 

available in standard IT-systems, i.e. ERP and PLM. Also as most of the metrics require 

information that is related to the product structure, it was required to retrieve BOM in-

formation that is available within the case company. 

In addition to the systems of the case company, the International Demonstration and Edu-

cation System (IDES), which represents the SAP ERP-system of a sample enterprise, was 

used to triangulate the findings of the case company. 

In order to make the applicability analysis, following questions were asked: 

 Can the metrics be calculated by using BOM information of the case company or of 

IDES? 

 Can the metrics be calculated by drawing upon information that is available by using 

standard ERP or PLM (i.e. SAP R/3 and Teamcenter PLM) systems of the case company 

or of IDES? 

In order to provide comparability, the answers have been divided into the same categories 

as the literature review (see Section 7.2) of this chapter. These categories are listed and 

evaluated below: 

 Metrics assessing modularity principles 

None of the presented metrics of this category could be automatically derived by drawing 

upon BOM, PLM or ERP information. While input information like the number of parts or 

the number of modules could be calculated, it was not possible to retrieve informal infor-

mation like functions, similarity, dependencies, interactions, interaction strength and in-

formation about newly/uniquely purchased components in a structured manner for fur-

ther analyses. 

 Metrics assessing internal complexity and external variety 

This category is the category where most of the metrics could be derived automatically 

compared to the other metric categories, though, the majority of the metrics were not eas-

ily calculable due to following reasons: 

 Need to do estimations 

 Need to distinguish between ideally common components, unique components and 

variety components 

 Need to determine interface and assembly characteristics that are related to a spe-

cific component 

 Classification data or information not available in IT-systems 

 Parts lists are not in a GBOM format 
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The following table shows a detailed overview of calculability of the metrics of this cate-

gory: 

Table 21: Overview of computability of commonality and variety metrics, updated version 

of Heilemann et al. (2013) 

 

 Metrics assessing strategic and PLC reasons for modularity 

This metric category requires input data like life cycle data, service data or supply data. 

None of the metrics of this category could be calculated by using structured or formal data 

from BOM, PLM or ERP-systems. 

 Metrics assessing monetary and performance implications 

None of the metrics of this category could be calculated by drawing upon data available in 

BOM, PLM or ERP information. Information required for this category includes activity 

based costing information or cause-effect relationships between different factors and cost. 

However, such kind of information has not been easily available within the case company 

or IDES. 

 Integrated approaches for metrics 

There is a differentiated view on simple integrated approaches because they integrate 

various different input factors for metrics from other categories. For instance, the metrics 

of Döpke (2009) and Möller (2011) could be calculated easily with available BOM, PDM or 

ERP information within the case company. 

On the other hand, it was not possible to easily calculate, for instance, the metrics of Junge 

(2005) with reasonable resources. One limitation of the approach is the calculation of 22 

metrics which could be cumbersome for any organisation without additional support. How 

difficult it is to gather information and calculate the metrics from his standalone approach 

is demonstrated by the author. The application in industry which was conducted as case 

study does not involve real data for each metric. Therefore, many assumptions were made 

with notional data to demonstrate workability of the BSC. 
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Due to the high number of metrics which have been collected and developed by research-

ers in this area, not all of them have been shown here. In sum, they either fall into the 

“easy” category of Döpke (2009) and Möller (2011), or into the “impossible” category of 

Junge (2005). 

7.3.3 Overview: applicability of existing metrics 

Section 7.3 provides an extended overview about the usefulness of existing metrics for the 

purpose of this work. Table 22 clusters different metrics and different requirements into 

overall metric- and evaluation-categories. Acknowledging that each distinct metric has its 

own detailed strengths and weaknesses, it is the aim of the table to give a sense about 

strength and weaknesses of each metric-category for the purpose of this work. This is 

done through judgement and not through detailed calculations. The evaluation-categories 

consider calculation, application, purpose and life cycle requirements (see below). They 

can be seen as some kind of combination between the requirements of industry and the 

requirements of this research work (i.e. establishing stable modular systems). A detailed 

description of each evaluation-category can be found in Table 22. Therefore, more detailed 

requirements have been assigned above each evaluation category. The evaluation-

categories and the corresponding evaluation of metrics are as follows. 

Calculation 

Concerning calculation almost all metric categories contain weaknesses, except common-

ality metrics and some integrated approaches. 

Application 

The categories commonality, variety, financial, value and integrated approaches perform 

quite well in the way they can be applied along the development life cycle, mainly due to 

the fact that they are independent from module clustering and, thus, can handle any given 

modular system architecture from earlier concept phases. 

Purpose 

It is also important that the metric categories support the purpose of guiding derivative 

development projects toward central modular system development with stable architec-

tures. While there is no metric category that fully supports this criterion, there are the 

commonality, variety, financial and integrated categories which at least pull projects to-

ward a more global optimum without making sure that it is done systematically with a 

stable modular system. 

Life Cycle 

Finally, while most of the presented metrics aim at the concept phase in order to support 

engineers in selecting between different product architecture alternatives, there are some 

metric categories which can be used throughout various life cycle phases: commonality, 

variety, financial and integrated approaches with focus on continuously measuring the 

performance of modularity. 
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Table 22: Overview of reviewed metric categories and their usefulness for the purpose of 

this work 
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7.4 Development of modularisation metrics 

This section presents the metrics which have been developed in the course of this work in 

much iteration over a prolonged period. Topics like how to make the metrics comparable 

across different organisation or how to normalise them and what to include into metric 

calculation filled lengthy and controversial discussions. The section was written by keep-

ing in mind that it is more important for the reader to understand what the metrics shall 

achieve and how they can be applied. It is not the purpose of this section to go into the 

very detail of their formulas or factors as this is a problem of the context of their applica-

tion. It is assumed that once the purpose and application of each metric is properly under-

stood, they can be detailed and amended freely to the specific context of their application. 

7.4.1 Application of the metrics based on three levels 

The metrics developed for the purpose of this work have been divided to be applied on 

three levels, see left hand side of Figure 73: 

 

Figure 73: Application of metrics on different levels and interdependencies between met-

rics, based on Heilemann et al. (2015) 

 The first level is the top management level which is measured by business metrics. It is 

assumed that top management wants to improve its business metrics (e.g. costs, reve-

nue, profits, time to market) by transitioning toward modular system development 

(see upper right side of Figure 73). In order to achieve this, it is decided to increase the 

share of products to be derived from the common modular system. Therefore, the de-
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velopment of a modular system is triggered (see Figure 61 of Chapter 6). This devel-

opment shall be reflected by the metric Modular System Share (see upper left side of 

Figure 73). 

 The second level concerns engineering management. This is measured with result-

oriented metrics. For the purpose of this work, result-oriented metrics measure 

whether the modular system contributes to higher commonality, reuse and variety 

which in turn positively influence business goals. This level is measured with the met-

rics Module Usage, Complexity Metric and Variance Efficiency which are assigned to 

the responsibility of different roles (see middle layer of Figure 73). 

 The third level is the engineering level which is measured by product architecture 

metrics. After the decision of top management to increase the share to be derived from 

the central modular system, design engineers in derivative product development pro-

jects have to develop their local products in line with the common modular reference 

architecture. This adherence is measured locally with the metrics Degree of Modular-

ity and Architectural Commonality (see lower part of Figure 73). It is suggested that an 

improvement of these metrics directly contributes to an improvement of the metrics 

on the other levels over a cause-effect chain. 

The next section will give another perspective of the application of the metrics from a 

modular system development life cycle point of view. 

7.4.2 Application along the modular system development life cycle 

Figure 61 of Section 6.4 proposed a modular system development life cycle which focuses 

on all phases and particularly on the stability of the modular system. Figure 74 shows how 

the presented metrics can be related to the modular system development life cycle. At the 

beginning of the life cycle, initial goals for the Modular System Share are set. These goals 

form the basis for the concept and refined concept of the modular system. With more ma-

ture knowledge, after the concept of the modular system is established and modular sys-

tem specifications are available, initial goals can be confirmed and broken down to lower 

level metrics. 

From here on, the application of the metrics can be divided into two parts: 

 The metrics Modular System Share and Variance Efficiency are measured and aggre-

gated on a regular base. By comparing goals to actual values, actions for improvement 

can be derived. 

 The Commonality Metric, Module Usage, Degree of Modularity and Architectural 

Commonality can already be directly measured in derivative development projects in 

order to influence stability of the modular system directly where it is designed. For in-

stance, the metrics can be calculated after the technical design release (TD), after pro-

ject end or additionally on a regular base. All metrics from local derivative develop-

ment projects are analysed in order to influence the project on hand and they are also 
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aggregated to an overall modular system level in order to gain transparency from an 

overall perspective. 

 

Figure 74: Integration of the modularisation metrics into the modular system develop-

ment life cycle 
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 It has to be considered that not all metrics are applicable to all artefacts of a modular 

system like it is shown by Figure 74. For instance, the figure shows a module develop-

ment project. During a modular development project it does not make sense to calcu-

late the Degree of Modularity, unless the Degree of Modularity of the module shall be 

calculated. Moreover, as there are no products involved in the development of the 

module, it is not possible to calculate the Complexity Metric during such a project. 

Nevertheless, all metrics are applicable on an aggregated level. 

The next three sections will now turn to present the purpose and calculation of each met-

ric of the three levels in detail: business level metrics (see Section 7.4.3), result-oriented 

metrics (see Section 7.4.4) and architecture-related metrics (see Section 7.4.5). The fol-

lowing sections are based on the work of Heilemann et al. (2015). 

7.4.3 Business level metrics 

On the highest level, it can be assumed that if a company wants to improve its business 

goals like reduced costs and increased profits, it can influence it by increasing the share of 

products that are based on a common modular system. Therefore, there are general com-

pany-specific business goals and the modular system share to be measured within this 

category. 

 

 General targeted business goals 

The transitioning company has to permanently measure those business metrics that it 

wants to be influenced by introducing the modular system. These metrics are usually re-

lated to finance, time to market, customer satisfaction or the like. The influence of modu-

larisation on these business goals has not been within the scope of this work for following 

reasons: 

 Such metrics are company-specific and usually well-known by companies 

 The influence of modularisation on such metrics occurs with considerable time de-

lay 

 The cause-effect relationship between modularisation and these metrics is highly 

complicated and yet ambiguous. It is not the focus of this work to come up with a 

scientifically valid impact model. Significant research work on causes and effects of 

modularisation has been conducted by other researchers who are referenced in 

Sections 7.2.4, 7.2.5 and 1.2. 

 Even though the directly visible influence of architecture decisions on business 

goals would be helpful, it is the focus of the presented metrics of this work to keep 

an established modular system architecture stable over time. 
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 Modular System Share 

After a strategic decision for modular system development has been made, the Modular 

System Share can be used to monitor the progress of transition toward modularisation of a 

company. Therefore, it measures the share of products that have been derived from the 

common modular system in relation to all products under scope. For reasons of better 

comparability of a product’s importance, products are measured in terms of their revenue 

as weighting factor. 

 Purpose: It is the purpose of this metric to constantly involve senior management 

and to keep sustained management attention for the topic. If there are deviations 

from the goal, senior management can establish powerful counteractions to 

achieve the agreed modular system share. Moreover, this metric can be used as a 

common vision which can be broken down into lower level metrics, modular sys-

tem specifications and guiding principles for local development projects. 

 Calculation of metric: The metric can be calculated as shown below. 

Modular System Share = 
Revenue of products based on modular system 

Revenue of all products under scope 

The result can be interpreted as “percentage from revenue”. The scope of the products 

has to be defined in the context of measurement and can be defined company-specific. 

 Comment: Particularly during the transition phase, it is possible that there are 

some mixed products which are only partially derived from the modular system. 

For such cases, it is important to define how to proceed with such products. For in-

stance, the product could be counted as derived from the modular system when its 

architecture is in line with the specification or it could be distributed proportion-

ally depending on the share of its modules. 

 Organisational role in charge: Responsible for this metric is a senior manage-

ment role that is in charge of the overall product portfolio. This could be a product 

manager, a product line manager or indeed a top manager (see Figure 73), depend-

ing on the size of the company. 

 Time of measurement: The metric can be reported to management on a regular 

base (e.g. quarterly) or during management appraisals. With its overarching char-

acter, it is not necessary to calculate this metric for each development project (see 

Figure 74). 

 Example: The example has its background in a real industrial case study. For rea-

sons of confidentiality, all numbers and figures have been disguised. 

 Input: 

Product portfolio in scope: A, Total revenue of product portfolio A: 3755 T€, 

Revenue of product portfolio A with products derived from the modular sys-

tem: 977 T€ 
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 Calculation: 

Modular System Share = 977 T€/3755 T€ = 0,26 = 26 % 

 Example for reporting and visualisation: see Figure 75 

 

Figure 75: Example for reporting and visualisation of Modular System Share, on the base 

of Heilemann et al. (2015) 

7.4.4 Result-oriented metrics 

Within this section, above mentioned metrics are further broken down to an engineering 

management level with focus on the modular system. On this level it has to be ensured 

that derivative projects develop their artefacts based on the modular system with the 

specified amount of commonality, reuse and variety from an overall company perspective. 

 

 Complexity Metric 

It is one of the main goals of a modular system to reduce complexity while offering exactly 

the amount of variety the customer needs. Thus, the Complexity Metric measures the rela-

tion between internal complexity that is needed to generate an appropriate amount of 

external variety and external variety itself. Concretely, it measures the number of parts 

that are needed to build a certain number of products. In other terms, this is the average 

number of distinct parts per product. It is the goal of this metric to achieve a low value of 

the complexity metric. 

 Purpose: It is the purpose of this metric to show the ability of the modular system 

to achieve given variety with a minimum amount of internal complexity. Moreover, 

this metric shall make derivative development projects contributing to an agreed 

balance between complexity and variety of the overall company, even though this 

might be contradicting to local goals of the derivative project. 

 Calculation of metric: The metric can be calculated as follows: 
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Complexity Metric = 
# of distinct parts in modular system 

# of saleable product variants derived from modular system 

 Comment: BOMs that can be found in companies are usually not designed for such 

calculations. For instance, BOMs that have been used for this case study also con-

tained items that were not seen as parts making up a product (e.g. material order 

specifications, grease). In addition, it was found out that different development 

sites had totally different BOM rules. In order to provide comparability of the met-

ric, it is necessary that the company defines, for instance, which type of items to in-

clude for the calculation. Moreover, companies with strong interface management 

can extend the numerator of the formula by adding the number of interfaces. The 

metric can also be adapted to calculate an interface complexity metric. Another as-

pect to consider is that this metric has to be considered in close relation to its goal 

value at a specific date because at the beginning of transitioning the metric might 

indicate bad performance which cannot be directly compared to more mature 

portfolios who reuse more components or the final goal value. 

 Organisational role in charge: Modular System Owner (senior engineering man-

ager role, e.g. on a level of a director or head of department) who is in charge of the 

common modular reference architecture and who tries to achieve an overall opti-

mum for the whole modular system. This role is the counterpart to the local devel-

opment project manager who tries to optimise one or a small range of products, 

derived in one single development project (see Figure 73). 

 Time of measurement: On the one hand, this metric can be reported to the man-

agement on a regular base. On the other hand, the metric can be used for more de-

tailed analyses. In accordance with Section 7.4.1 and Figure 74, the forecast of the 

target value can be given at start of the modular system concept phase. Then, the 

target value can be confirmed at the end of the modular system concept phase. 

Moreover, the metric can be used to directly measure the contribution of each pro-

ject delivering modules and products for the modular system (see Figure 74). 

 Example: The example has its background in a real industrial case study. For rea-

sons of confidentiality, all numbers and figures have been disguised. 

 Input: 

# of distinct parts in modular system = 620, # of saleable product variants 

from the modular system = 230 

 Calculation: 

Complexity Metric = 620 parts / 230 products = 2,7 parts per product 

 Example for reporting and visualisation: see Figure 76 
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Figure 76: Reporting and visualisation of Complexity Metric, based on Heilemann et al. 

(2015) 

 

 Module Usage Metric 

The metric Module Usage is used to measure whether modules are reused according to 

their specification. Although it is usually the goal of module variants to be reused in prod-

ucts whenever possible, there are also module variants which have to provide variety and 

distinctiveness. 

 Purpose: It is the purpose of the Module Usage metric to contribute to decreasing 

internal complexity across products through high reuse of module variants which 

are meant to be common according to their specification. 

 Calculation of metric: The metric can be calculated as follows: 

Module Usage = 
 

n

i 1
usages of module variant i of respective module 

# module variants (=n) of the respective module 

It is assumed that each “abstract” module (e.g. Cylinder Body Module) comprises n dis-

tinct module variants (e.g. module variant 1 (i) = Cylinder Body 1 with 45 mm). 

 Comment: It is not the purpose of each module variant to obtain the highest pos-

sible Module Usage. Some module variants have to be explicitly used to generate 

variety or distinctiveness. For this reason, these modules have to be categorised 

and a different target value for the metric is assigned to each category. For exam-

ple, Alizon et al. (2009) differentiate between three module categories: common, 

variant and unique. Similarly, Jonas et al. (2012) divide modules into “carry-over”, 

“potential carry-over” and “variant”. 

 Organisational role in charge: Module Owner (senior engineer or engineering 

manager, e.g. on a group leader level) who is in charge of all module variants of the 

respective module. It is the task of this role to make sure that designated module 

variants can be reused by following the specification of the reference architecture. 

For instance, module variants can only be combined if they stick to the same inter-

face description (see Figure 73). 
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 Time of measurement: On the one hand, this metric can be reported to middle 

management and aggregated to modular system level on a regular base. On the 

other hand, the metric can be used for more detailed analyses. In accordance with 

Section 7.3.3 and Figure 74, the forecast of the target value can be given after 

modular system concept phase. Then, the target value can be confirmed at the end 

of the modular system refinement phase. Moreover, the metric can be used to di-

rectly measure the contribution of each derivative project delivering module vari-

ants and products for the modular system. There it is suggested that measurement 

takes place after technical design release (TR) or already earlier when the value of 

the metric can still be influenced (see Figure 74). 

 Example: The metric and example have their background in industrial application. 

However, the following illustration is disguised due to confidentiality reasons (see 

Figure 77). 

 Input: 






3

1

n

i
usages of module variant RF = 2 (RF1) + 1 (RF2) + 1 (RF3) = 4, 

# module variants from the respective module RF = n = 3 

 Calculation: 

Module Usage = 4/3 = 1.3 usages per module variant in module RF 

 Example for reporting and visualisation: 

 

Figure 77: Reporting and visualisation of Module Usage Metric, based on Heilemann et al. 

(2015) 
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Usually, modular systems are related to high variety that can be offered to the customer. 

However, it is claimed within this work that modular systems are not there to create “end-

less” variety. Rather, modular systems are used to create a certain degree of variety or 

flexibility based on a competitive cost level. Modular systems that accommodate too many 

variants like a one size fits all solution might be prone to failure due to overload of com-

promises and constant changes. In order to get stable product architectures, it is necessary 
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to get requirements prioritised and fixed as early and stable as possible. Pahl et al. (2007) 

and Jonas et al. (2012) stress the importance of proper market research and product man-

agement in order to be able to focus on profitable market needs as precondition for modu-

lar system development. Therefore, the number of requirements has to be restricted by 

implementing only those requirements by the modular system that promise profitability 

(Haug, Hvam and Mortensen, 2013). If certain features of a modular system are not 

needed anymore, they may be phased out in order to reduce internal complexity. For the 

purpose of getting product management on board of internal complexity reduction, the 

Variance Efficiency metric shall ensure that the focus of the modular system is on an ap-

propriate amount of profitable products. 

 Purpose: Fixing interfaces and module specifications is quite an effort for a modu-

lar system compared to single product development which only pays off after re-

use of the respective interface or module variant. It is the purpose of the Variance 

Efficiency Metric to prompt product managers to do proper market analyses in or-

der to come up with stable and profitable requirements to be implemented by the 

modular system. Moreover, by adding a limited scope to product variants to be de-

rived from the modular system, an “over-dimensioned” modular system is pre-

vented. Another point is that by constantly monitoring the product portfolio, prod-

uct management is triggered to phase out those features from the modular system 

that are not profitable anymore. In consequence, it is the purpose of this metric to 

get a lean and stable modular system instead of an overloaded, unprofitable and 

unstable compromise. 

 Calculation of metric: The Variance Efficiency metric can be calculated as follows: 

Variance Efficiency = 
# of product variants sold with sales volume > X 

# of final product variants derived from the modular system 

The sales volume “X” which can be seen as critical profitability target value for 

each product variant to achieve has to be determined for the specific context of 

each modularisation project under consideration. It is also possible to take sales 

revenue or another value as critical target value X. Moreover, it is possible to de-

fine the target value X on the base of an ABC-Analysis or other profitability analy-

ses as indicated by Rennekamp (2013) in figure 2-9 on p. 35 and in figure 2-11 on 

p. 38. For example, the critical target value could be divided into three different 

categories where the C-category is tried to be removed from the portfolio while the 

focus of the modular system is on the A-category. In such a case, the B-category 

could be a category for unavoidable product variance with relatively low volume 

that can be generated by efficiently combining existing module variants with some 

simple “variant” module variants. 

 Comment: During market and concept phase of the modular system life cycle it is 

suggested that potential features that shall be implemented by the modular system 
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have to be backed with expected sales volume or sales revenue. These values can 

either be taken as target value or baseline for the calculation of this metric. 

 Role in charge: Responsible for this metric is a role that is in charge of the overall 

product portfolio. This could be a product manager, a product line manager or the 

like (see Figure 73). 

 Time of measurement: This metric can be forecasted at project start of the modu-

lar system project and confirmed after conceptual stage of the modular system. Ac-

tual values can be measured and reported during yearly product review meetings 

under close collaboration of derivative product development projects. Data which 

is taken from derivative projects has to be aggregated onto modular system level 

(see Figure 74). 

 Example: The following figures show an example for the application of the metric. 

The figures have been disguised due to confidentiality reasons. Nevertheless, the 

background of the example is from an industrial case study. 

 Input: 

Critical target value X for B-Category: sales volume 500 pcs < X < 2500 pcs, 

# of product variants sold with sales volume X = 8, 

# of final products variants derived from the modular system = 34 

 Calculation: 

Variance Efficiency (B-Category) = 8/34 = 0,24 = 24 % 

 Example for aggregated reporting and visualisation of Variance Efficiency met-

ric (see Figure 78) 

 

Figure 78: Example for reporting and visualisation of Variance Efficiency Metric, based on 

Heilemann et al. (2015) 
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7.4.5 Architecture-related metrics 

The literature review of this chapter showed that product architecture metrics have been 

researched frequently by numerous researchers. At the same time, the usefulness of 

measuring product architectures or modularity itself has been questioned because modu-

larity should not be an end in itself. Gershenson et al. (2004, p. 37) state that answering 

how modular a product is, for example with an abstract number, might be unimportant. 

They state that this is particularly true if the targeted benefits of modularity are measured 

and if the company follows a dedicated modularisation process with the aim of improved 

product architectures. 

However, differently to previous research, it is the purpose of this section to support sta-

bility of the common modular reference architecture by ensuring that local derivative de-

velopment projects adhere to the overall goals of the company concerning modularisation 

transition. Therefore, in addition to measuring the results of modular system development 

on a higher level (which was described in previous sections), it is necessary to support the 

modular system architecture at the point where it is physically created – in the later 

modular system life cycle during derivative development projects. 

 

Figure 79: Two dimensions of modularisation transition from a technical perspective 

In order to measure modularisation transition, it is important to consider two dimensions. 

The first dimension deals with the determination of the degree of modularity of products. A 

Degree of Modularity Metric for this dimension is proposed below. The second dimension 

measures architectural commonality across a product portfolio. An Architectural Com-

monality Metric for this dimension is presented below. It gets evident from Figure 79 that 

during modularisation transition, the architecture of single products and the common ar-

chitecture across the product portfolio form the distinct character for each stage. For in-
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stance, with integral architectures, single products have no modular architecture and 

there is no architectural commonality across different products. On the other hand, the 

modular system architecture requires products to be made up of modules and it requires 

the architecture to be the same across the portfolio (see Figure 79). 

The next sections will show how the degree of modularity of products and architectural 

commonality of a product portfolio can be measured. 

 

 Degree of Modularity Metric 

This metric determines the degree of modularity by measuring how items are organised 

within single products or product portfolios. Therefore, it measures whether products are 

built of designated module variants and to what degree items of the BOM are organised 

into module variants. 

 Purpose: It is the purpose of this metric to guide engineers of derivative develop-

ment projects toward the required modularity degree of their products that has 

been given as target from the modular system development project. This prompts 

engineers to organise items into designated module variants. Once this metric is 

aggregated to modular system level, engineering managers can monitor the pro-

gress in modularity during modularisation transition. If the metric detects devia-

tions from the target degree of modularity, these deviations can already be fixed 

on project level. 

 Calculation of metric: The metric can be calculated on single product level, but 

also on product portfolio level. If the metric is calculated on portfolio level, the 

BOMs of the products have to be combined. In practice BOMs are usually not de-

signed to do such kind of analyses. Therefore, the company has to define in detail 

what it considers as item and what not to consider as item. In particular, this is 

necessary if BOMs of different development sites are compared. For instance, dur-

ing case studies it was frequently discussed which parts to consider and whether 

to consider assemblies and modules themselves as some kind of “virtual” items. 

The items for assemblies and module variants are rather organisational constructs 

and not real physical items like parts or components which are actually causing in-

creased complexity levels. 

Degree of Modularity = 
# of items in first level module variants 

# of items in product 

 Comment: The Degree of Modularity metric can be used for calculations on differ-

ent levels. For instance, it can be used to calculate modularity on system level, on 

product level or on module level. For example, if the module is applied on module 

level, it calculates the degree of modularity of the module, separately from the 

higher level system or product. This is also true for the application of the metric on 

system and on product level. 
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 Role in charge: The design engineer in charge of the product structure or BOM is 

responsible for this metric. This role can make corrections to the product architec-

ture if it does not meet overall company degree of modularity targets before the 

product is launched (see Figure 73). 

 Time of measurement: This metric can be applied for all products of a product 

development project contributing to the modular system. It is suggested to take 

the measurement prior to the technical design release (TD) of the derivative pro-

ject (see Figure 74). 

 Application note: For the purpose of modular system development, the Degree of 

Modularity of a product range is only half the truth. It is important that modularity 

within products is in line with the reference architecture so that modules can be 

combined and reused. Therefore, it is strongly advised to combine this metric to-

gether with the metric of the next section. 

 Example: An example of this metric is combined with the example of the next met-

ric. 

 

 Architectural Commonality Metric 

The Degree of Modularity like it is calculated by the previous metric shows how the com-

pany is transitioning toward modularity. However, it does not show whether products are 

based on a modular system. Therefore, Figure 79 shows that the second dimension of 

modularisation transition is Architectural Commonality across products. This metric 

shows whether a set of given products are in compliance with a predefined common ref-

erence architecture which is valid for the product portfolio under scope. Thus, it measures 

the relation of module variants of a product that are in line to product architecture specifi-

cations to the total number of module variants of the product. 

 Purpose: Design engineers in local product development projects are inclined to 

optimise products based on the present development project. Taking care of over-

all modular system specifications is rather seen as obstacle and time consuming. 

Thus, it is the purpose of this metric to control derivative product development 

projects that their architecture is in line with the architecture of the common 

modular system. Even though, this will not help to achieve the local optimum of 

the project, it will help to improve extrinsic motivation of local engineers to pursue 

global modular system goals. Moreover, during the case study local engineers 

claimed that their products are already modular. However, the calculation con-

vinced these engineers that the scope of their modularity is quite narrow and in-

sufficient to generate the required complexity level. 

 Calculation of the metric: It is possible to calculate this metric for each product 

separately and to aggregate the results later on or to combine the BOMs of the 

whole product portfolio. 
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Architectural Commonality = 

# module variants in line with common modular 

reference architecture 

# of module variants of the product 

 Role in charge: The design engineer in charge of the product structure or BOM is 

responsible for this metric (see Figure 73). This role can make corrections to the 

product architecture if it does not meet architectural commonality targets before 

technical design release (TD). 

 Time of measurement: This metric can be applied for all products of a product 

development project contributing to the modular system. It is suggested that the 

targets for this metric are given by the modular system project and that the actual 

value of this metric is measured after concept phase (C) and technical design re-

lease (TD) of the derivative product development project (see Figure 74). 

 Example: An example of this metric is combined with the example of the previous 

metric in the following sections. 

 

 Examples for architecture related metrics 

 Example 1: Sample calculation 

 Data: 

# items in first level module variants = 324, # items in product = 350, 

# module variants in line with reference product architecture = 3, 

# module variants of product = 18 

 Calculation: 

Degree of Modularity = 324/350 = 0,93 = 93 %, 

Architectural Commonality = 3/18 = 0,17 = 17 % 

 This sample shows that the considered product seemed to design engineers at 

already quite modular. However, the Architectural Commonality showed that 

the product rather possessed local modularity than modular system common-

ality. 

 Example 2: Figure 80 and Figure 81 show the principle how companies can meas-

ure their performance in transitioning toward modular system development from 

an architectural perspective. The different types of architectures comply with the 

categories given in Figure 79. 
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Figure 80: Examples for product architectures and corresponding architecture metrics 

(part 1) 

Figure 80 shows the first part of examples for an integral architecture, for a mixed 

architecture and for a platform architecture. For all examples, the Degree of Modu-
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ered in two different ways. Firstly, if the platform is not seen as part of the modular 

system, the degree of modularity of the product is at 0 %. Secondly, if the platform 

is seen as some kind of core module, five parts out of seven are considered as or-

ganised into a module. Hence, the degree of modularity of this architecture is 57 %. 

As only one product was considered for each product architecture type, it was not 

possible to calculate the Architectural Commonality Metric for these examples. 
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Figure 81: Examples for product architectures and corresponding architecture metrics 

(part 2) 

Figure 81 shows fully modular products. The left hand side of the figure shows two 

products which are both fully modular, but have different product architectures 

resulting in architectural commonality of 0 %. The modular structure of these 

products is not based on the same common modular reference architecture. This 
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8 is required. Otherwise, it is not directly obvious whether module variants violate 

or adhere to their architectural specification. 

 Example 3: Another sample visualisation, each metric calculated separately - Fig-

ure 82 shows the derivation of the Degree of Modularity Metric with 57 % on the 

left hand side and Architectural Commonality Metric with 100 % on the right hand 

side.  

 

Figure 82: Depiction of rationale behind Degree of Modularity Metric and Architectural 

Commonality Metric (Heilemann et al. (2015)) 
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Therefore, products might have to be made comparable or “normalised” in order 

to obtain fair evaluation. 

Figure 83 shows different examples of normalisation factors which can be applied 

to normalise product portfolios. Factors that can be used for normalisation may in-

clude length of BOM, depth of BOM, “virtual” items (e.g. assemblies and modules), 

outsourced items or integrated items. Other means of normalisation may include 

omissions or projections. The normalisation factors to be applied and the means of 

normalisation have to be specified in detail for each company in which the metrics 

are applied. 

 

Figure 83: Product architectures, their different characteristics and possible normalisation 

factors 

For instance, the BOM of Product A of Figure 83 consists of seven items of which 

are all physical components. The BOM of Product B has in total ten items. Out of 

these ten items, there are seven real physical components and three “virtual items” 

(i.e. one module variant and two assemblies) which cannot be “grasped” if the 

physical product is disassembled into its physical components. Thus, the number 

of BOM-items is different between Product A and Product B, but the number of 

physical components equals seven for both products. Another comparability prob-

lem gets evident if Product B and Product C are compared. Product B has seven 

physical components. Product C contains only five physical components. However, 
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this reduction is not due to modularisation-related complexity reduction, but due 

to outsourcing components 5 and 6 of Product B. 

All such factors have to be properly considered before drawing conclusions on 

modularisation transition based on the presented modularisation metrics. More-

over, it might be helpful if specific BOM-rules for the creation and comparability of 

BOMs are established within companies. 

7.5 Validation of the metrics 

The metrics were developed and validated iteratively with the primary case company. 

Means of validation comprised benchmark studies with other companies and other re-

searchers, discussions within academia and industry, sample calculations, experiments 

decision process for implementation of metrics at the company and application in indus-

try. The metrics presented within this chapter have been validated based on their re-

quirements from Section 7.3.1. Moreover, a specific focus was laid on applicability and 

relevancy of the metrics as shown in Table 22 of Section 7.3.3: Calculation, Application, 

Purpose and Modular System Development Life Cycle. 

7.5.1 Validation on industrial products 

The metrics have been constantly refined and validated based on real products from in-

dustry. For this, the metrics have been used to analyse non-disclosed BOMs and other ma-

terial master data of the primary case company. This was helpful to gain insights on the 

calculability of the metrics and whether the metrics are supportive to understanding 

product characteristics based on architectural considerations. 

Table 23: Disguised example for calculating modularisation metrics 

Metrics Di-

men

sion 

Target (of) Modu-

lar System 

Development 

Project 1 

Development 

Project n 

Overall Portfolio of Modu-

lar System (time: n) 

Modular System Share [%] 80% 88% 61% 67% 

Revenue of all products based 

on modular system 

Mio. 

€ 

- 1,4 3,3 4,7 

Revenue of all products in 

scope 

Mio. 

€ 

- 1,6 5,4 7 

Complexity Metric - 1,5 1,5 2,2 1,9 

# d i s t i n c t parts in modular 

system 

- - 112 263 375 

# of all saleable product 

variants derived from modular 

system 

- - 74 120 194 
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Metrics Di-

men

sion 

Target (of) Modu-

lar System 

Development 

Project 1 

Development 

Project n 

Overall Portfolio of Modu-

lar System (time: n) 

Module Usage: Module 

Engine (Standard Module) 

- 37 37 22 26 

# usages of all module variants 

of the module 

- - 74 110 184 

# module variants of the 

module 

- - 2 5 7 

Variance Efficiency [%] 85% 88% 68% 76% 

# product variants p r o d u c e 

d with sales volume > 2000 

pcs. 

- - 65 82 147 

# final products under scope - - 74 120 194 

Degree of Modularity [%] 90% 93% 77% 84% 

# items in first level module 

variants 

- - 392 403 795 

# all items of products - - 421 522 943 

Architectural Commonality [%] 100% 100% 45% 69% 

# module variants in line with 

reference product architecture 

- - 83 48 131 

# all module variants of prod-

uct 

- - 83 106 189 

Complexity Cost in project [€] n.a. 301000 700000 n.a. 

# number of new parts in the 

project 

- n.a. 86 200 n.a. 

Complexity Cost per part 

number 

[€] 3500 3500 3500 n.a. 

 

Table 23 shows the calculation of the presented modularisation metrics. The figures have 

been disguised and sanitised to maintain the confidentiality of the raw data, but the proc-

ess has been done by applying confidential multipliers. The original spreadsheet that was 

derived in industry and used to conduct experiments with the metrics contains more than 

12000 items which are related to 34 different products from different business areas. The 

original spreadsheet is more extensive than Table 23 as it contains further numerical 

fields which are used to answer following questions: 

 What is the degree of modularity and how can it be calculated? 

 How is the resolution or granularity of modularity? 

 How is the profile of the product? 

 How can BOMs be controlled or normalised in order to achieve comparability? 

 How to measure architectural similarity of products? 

 How to measure functional independence of modules? 
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 What are factors to be considered during modularisation IT-Integration? 

The main findings of validation via experiments are twofold. Firstly, the metrics as they 

are presented in Table 23 are indeed easily calculable by using exports of standard PLM or 

ERP systems and some standard spreadsheet programmes. This is particularly true if the 

IT-Systems are adapted according to the procedures described in Chapter 8. Secondly, the 

metrics are indeed relevant and lead to correct and objective “statements” for modularisa-

tion decision makers. 

Table 23 shows that for each metric a target which has to be achieved by the overall 

modular system has been set. These targets have to be achieved by different derivative 

development projects. In this case, the results of derivative “Development Project 1” and 

“Development Project n” are shown. The right column shows the metrics for all products 

under scope of the modular system. In order to obtain these metrics, data and BOMS of all 

derivative development projects of the modular system have been combined. Therefore, 

Table 23 can be used to illustrate two further findings. 

Firstly, it shows how different development projects influence the performance of the 

overall modular system. The first derivative project “Development Project 1” performs 

quite well and achieves the targets set for the modular system. After some time, “Devel-

opment Project n” underperforms and achieves poor modularisation results, not only for 

its isolated project, but also for the overall modular system. Thus, engineering designers 

can see at first glance from Table 23 that the first development project contributes to the 

stability of the modular system and the “Development Project n” deteriorates the stability 

of the modular system by deviating from its global goals. 

Secondly, experiments have shown that it is always necessary to bring the development of 

derivative products into the context of the overall modular system and its targets. While 

single projects may well achieve good results for most of the metrics, it is not ensured that 

this will foster the modular system. For instance, if two derivative projects achieve 50 % 

commonality for their isolated projects, this does not mean necessarily that the overall 

modular system at a certain time also achieves 50 % commonality. This is only the case if 

the commonality of different projects is based on the same reference architecture. If the 

commonality of the projects is considered separately and if there is no match across pro-

jects, this could mean a significantly lower commonality down to 25 % for the overall 

modular system. Therefore, the summarising cross-project column “Overall Portfolio of 

Modular System (time: n)” has been introduced in Table 23 to show cross-project per-

formance and its development toward the target. This example highlights the significant 

importance of the newly introduced Architectural Commonality Metric. 

In sum, the metrics have been validated to be capable for a) comparing BOMs of different 

products, b) showing the difference between non-modular and modular products (i.e. be-

fore and after transitioning), c) showing to what extend the development project contrib-

utes to the targets/plans of the modular system and d) showing how product variants are 

contributing to the performance of the overall modular system. 
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7.5.2 Validation of applicability and relevancy for industry 

After initial modularisation metrics were developed and scrutinised, they were first tested 

and implemented into Primary Case Company – Project C (see Appendix B). The following 

three metrics have been validated in expert interviews and implemented into product and 

project assessment of the business unit in this case: Variance Efficiency Metric, Complexity 

Metric, and Module Usage Metric. 

Then, the metrics were again validated during several cycles of expert interviews within 

the primary case company before they were introduced in the company over the overarch-

ing modularisation implementation program (Primary Case Company – Project A). Follow-

ing metrics were implemented: Modular System Share Metric, Module Usage Metric and 

Complexity Metric. These metrics were set out to be implemented within the Primary Case 

Company. 

The product architecture related metrics (Degree of Modularity and Architectural Com-

monality Metric) have not been officially designated and implemented within the Primary 

Case Company. However, in the context of a so-called product profile that was used to ana-

lyse existing products, the architecture related metrics have been evaluated by industry. 

The reason why they were not officially implemented into the reporting scheme was that 

they are not on a business- or result-oriented level (see Figure 73). Managers were rather 

interested in the results to be expected of modularisation and not in the technical architec-

ture details. Thus, the architecture-related metrics have been seen as less relevant for re-

porting purposes in industry by managers. Nevertheless, the value of the metrics for de-

sign engineers was well-recognised. These metrics help to change the understanding of 

engineers and to make them thinking in terms of product-overarching modular system 

architectures instead of thinking in terms of single integral products. Moreover, the met-

rics were supportive in convincing engineers that their alleged modular products have 

nothing to do with a modular system that is reused across a wide range of products. 

Given these points, the metrics have been proven to be both applicable and relevant for 

industry. Moreover, the metrics are seen as capable from an industrial point of view to 

fulfil the requirements of Section 7.3.1. 

In the final analysis, the metrics presented within this work fulfil the combined research 

and industry criteria from Table 22 of Section 7.3.3: Calculation, Application, Purpose, 

Modular System Development Life Cycle. 

7.6 Discussion 

7.6.1 Fulfilment of metric creation requirements 

Table 20 shows requirements established from the shortcomings of existing approaches 

and from industry on “what” to measure and “how” to measure and monitor progress dur-

ing modularisation transition. All requirements of “what” to measure are fulfilled by 
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modularisation metrics established and detailed above. The assessment is either done on 

modular system level or it is described how aggregation from derivative development 

projects onto modular system level can be done. The direct results of modularisation tran-

sition increased external variety, internal complexity and reuse are fully covered by the 

metrics. In addition, the description of the modularisation metrics advises how modulari-

sation roles and different phases of the modular system development life cycle can be as-

sessed. 

The second requirement category of Table 20, “how” to measure modular systems can also 

be seen as fulfilled. It is proposed that the metrics are applied several times during the life 

cycle, either regularly or during events such as milestone reviews of the modular system 

life cycle. It is of special importance to the purpose of this work that there is a strong focus 

of the developed requirements on post-architecting phases of modular system develop-

ment. It was these phases were identified as most vulnerable and prone to failure. More-

over, it has been shown that the metrics can be easily combined into a metric system that 

uses quantitative criteria instead of estimations or qualitative data. The assessment can be 

done by local business units themselves, but the results can be aggregated onto higher 

level in order to achieve a compressed overview. Although the metrics can be applied as 

standalone solution, it is strongly advised to integrate them into already existing company 

assessment like milestone reviews or quality gates in order to contribute to the sustain-

ability of modularisation transition. 

It has been seen as important precondition by industry that the metrics can be calculated 

automatically with data from standard IT-systems. All modularisation metrics suggested 

within this chapter have been designed to be computed efficiently and tested if they are 

computable with data available from standard PLM and ERP within the case company or 

IDES. 

The next section will move on to describe the differences and similarities to existing re-

search. 

7.6.2 Implications for other researchers 

 Application and purpose of metrics 

Table 22 shows a rough overview of the relation of existing metrics to the requirements of 

this research work. It is quite evident that most of the metrics struggle to be efficiently 

computable. It is assumed that the prevailing research direction tries to include more and 

more factors to be measured with modularisation metrics (e.g. see Appendix F). While this 

might be advantageous for purely academic purposes, requirements of industry are not 

met by this development. Metrics that shall be applied in industry have to be efficiently 

computable, especially if they are applied on a large range of items. For industry, there is 

no use to introduce metrics that would need a considerable amount of additional re-

sources just to calculate them regularly. The metrics developed within this chapter might 

not be as “fancy” and intricate as other existing metrics, but these metrics are well appli-
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cable and helpful which has been proven in industry. Surprisingly, this is a new finding 

compared to contemporary research where this has been identified as a clear gap. Thus, it 

is suggested that this research work helps to redirect current research toward the real 

needs of its customers in industrial practice. 

Another innovative aspect of the modularisation metrics presented within this work is 

their purpose of application. Most of existing metrics from literature help to improve 

products during architecting in the concept development phase. Thus, they are used to 

support designers in selecting between different product architecture alternatives or dur-

ing reengineering of existing products. In contrary to existing work, the metrics of this 

work start to be applied after concept phase, i.e. after the architecture for the modular 

system has been established. Hence, it is the purpose of the modularisation metrics to en-

force the central modular system architecture in derivative development projects. 

Other existing metrics like those that aim at commonality or on financial aspects are used 

to monitor general performance of a modular system. This is similar to the metrics of this 

work. However, unlike other studies the metrics of this work have a clear focus on 

whether development projects align to the common modular reference architecture, how 

stable the modular architecture is and how the modular system develops compared to its 

plans. 

 Different modularisation metric categories 

Modularisation metrics can be divided into three different categories: architecture-related 

metrics, result-oriented metrics and business level metrics. 

Architecture-related metrics from literature tend to determine modularity of a product 

based on functional structures, functional-physical relations and physical interaction be-

tween elements. Thus, it is the purpose of these metrics to determine the degree of modu-

larity of a product based on the abstract definition of “modular”, in order to tell engineers 

how modular their product is. In comparison, architecture-related metrics of this work 

measure the product architecture based on the concrete organisation of items within 

products. This has the purpose to tell engineers how far is their current product architec-

ture away from the common modular reference architecture, based on data that is in PLM 

or PDM systems. Moreover, it tells engineering how stable the architecture is and how it 

develops toward modular system development over time. 

Result-oriented metrics either focus on commonality, variety or strategic intent of the 

product architecture. Strategic factors have not been considered by this work, as they are 

mainly used to establish product architectures and are rather no driver to monitor the 

stability of common modular reference architectures. The result-oriented metrics of this 

work are similar to commonality and variety metrics, they heavily depend on those met-

rics from literature that take data from standard IT-systems as input. A remarkable differ-

ence in the usage of variety metrics of this work is as follows: Literature suggests that 

modular systems are used to generate a high variety of products. This is in fact true and 

considered by the Complexity Metric of this work. However, the Variance Efficiency metric 
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was introduced to make it clear to product management that they cannot have whatever 

they want but that they have to focus on the most promising product variants in order to 

get a lean and stable modular system. Further reasons for the difference to classical com-

monality metrics from literature are as follows: 

 Possibility to distinguish between really advantageous commonality and possibly 

unhelpful commonality that was created for the sheer sake of commonality 

 Categorising modules whether they are designed to create commonality, variance, 

flexibility or options 

 Focus on reuse targets which in turn aims at commonality 

 Comparability problem when a module can be defined as common: For instance, if 

it is common across all products, if it is common across 80 % of the products or if it 

is common in more than 50 % of the products? As it is the main aim of modularisa-

tion to combine different module variants and not installing a common platform 

across all products, the focus of the metrics presented within this work has been 

slightly different compared to the commonality metrics of literature. 

Business level metrics either focus on financial aspects, value or other factors that are of 

importance for the business. While the modular System Share presented within this work 

is just an indicator of the progress of the Modularisation Programme, literature has a high 

number of publications that deal with the link between modularisation and its impact on 

the financial situation of the company. This work recognises the importance of financial 

metrics to measure modularisation transition, but such metrics would have their origin in 

the world of finance. Moreover, even those metrics that establish the link between the 

modular world and business objectives which are popular in literature have been beyond 

the scope of this work due to following reasons: 

 Actual linkages between product architecture characteristics and costs have to be 

determined case-specifically. 

 Proposed cost models for linkages can only be established in tedious and time-

consuming processes if they shall be of appropriate value. 

 If cost estimation shall be reasonably correct, the product must be at an appropri-

ate maturity level. 

In addition, there is another reason why this work handles the link between modular sys-

tems and costs cautiously. Although it is seen as highly practical important, this study 

found out that the links between transitioning and business objectives are unpredictable 

and intricate. Moreover, it was found out that engineers could not be convinced with cost 

estimations for the far future that do not affect their own project. For example, for an en-

gineer it is sufficient to understand that he shall contribute to higher commonality and he 

is appraised based on generated commonality. If the engineer is told that it is better not to 

use the optimised part that would give direct cost savings to his project but to use an over-

sized standard module variant that is more expensive for him, but cheaper for the overall 
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company, this is of no benefit for him as long as this is not reflected by his project budget. 

Thus, as long as there is no change in the costing system, there is only moderate additional 

value in linking modularity to cost. 

7.6.3 Implications for industry 

It is assumed that the presented modularisation metrics have considerable implications 

for industry. First, an analysis of existing modularisation metrics has shown that most of 

the metrics from practice could not be calculated efficiently due to the input information 

they require. Moreover, it seems that some metrics that were already available have mere 

academic purposes. In contrast, the presented modularisation metrics of this work were 

developed based on requirements form industry. This included efficient computability and 

high relevancy for modularisation transition. The presented metrics constitute innovative 

and validated support for companies that transition toward modular system development 

and seek stable product architectures over a prolonged period. Exactly this is the field 

where previous companies embarking upon modularisation transition failed and where 

support from literature or other benchmark organisation was rare. Thus, it is suggested 

that companies which apply the presented metrics with a particular focus on post-

architecting phases have a more determined modularisation transition than without those 

metrics. 

7.6.4 Limitations of metrics 

Application of modularisation metrics in industrial projects showed that the value of the 

metrics even could become worse after modularisation transition. This is not because of 

the metrics themselves but because of the facts that a) the modular system is developed in 

parallel to other products which have so far not been phased out, b) the overall complexity 

of the company or business environment is increasing at a rate that is more than the 

modular system can reduce (in such a case, the modular system would just lower the level 

of growth) and c) metric values are worse for new products than for mature products be-

cause more mature products already had the chance to incorporate reuse. This matter has 

not been seen as problem by practitioners but it has to be considered and communicated. 

Moreover, that is the reason why to set overall goals (according to the roadmap) and 

strictly pursue them during transitioning. Thus, it is not the mere purpose of these metrics 

to improve products or to show comparable benefits of modularisation but to achieve the 

goals which have been set during the modular system life cycle. 

Another limitation of this study is that its direct application has been limited to one case 

company, even though it has been validated within different departments and products 

from different industries within that case company. Thus, future research should find out 

how far the results of this chapter are generalisable and applicable to other industries. 
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7.7 Summary 

This chapter aimed at achieving research objective RO3 by developing metrics for transi-

tioning toward modular system development in industry. 

The literature review of this chapter showed that there is indeed a large body of literature 

available on modularisation metrics. If these existing metrics are compared to the re-

quirements of industry, which have also been derived in this chapter, it becomes evident 

that existing metrics can be improved concerning their computability, applicability during 

different modular system life cycle phases and purpose to support stable modular refer-

ence architectures. 

In order to give improvement in exactly these fields, the developed modularisation metrics 

have been designed for efficient computability and application during modular system 

evolution and change phase in order to make derivative development projects pursuing 

goals of the common modular system. Therefore, metrics have been developed for three 

different levels. Firstly, the Modular System share involves senior management to con-

stantly control the transition of derivative development projects toward modular system 

development from an overall perspective. Secondly, result-oriented metrics are applied on 

an engineering management level and influence projects to work for overall communality, 

reuse and variety goals of the modular system. Finally, product architecture metrics 

measure whether design engineers adhere to modular system specifications and therefore 

contribute to stable architectures during the modular system life cycle. 

Altogether, it is suggested that the presented modularisation metrics enhance transpar-

ency & information and extrinsic motivation of involved managers and engineers to 

strongly contribute to stable modular systems during the modular system life cycle, espe-

cially during post-architecting phases. 

The Qualitative Study in Chapter 5, the Assessment Framework in Chapter 6 and require-

ments for computability of metrics within this chapter indicated that information avail-

ability about the modular system is a critical factor within transition companies. As a con-

sequence, the next chapter will study information representation of common modular 

reference architectures. 
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8 Modularisation information provision 

The Qualitative Analysis in Chapter 5, (see e.g. Figure 55) has shown that the evolution 

and change phase of the modular system development life cycle is the phase which is 

fraught with fundamental issues which endanger the stability of the modular system. Fig-

ure 55 in Chapter 5 also shows that one major reason for this eroding stability is a lack of 

information and transparency in derivative development projects about global modular 

system specifications. Figure 56 in Chapter 5 (Qualitative Analysis) and Figure 59 in Chap-

ter 6 (Modularisation Assessment Framework) have shown that a part of these issues can 

be removed by providing company-wide information about modular systems and the cor-

responding common modular reference architecture (i.e. modularisation information). 

While the previous chapter has described how modularisation metrics help to gain moti-

vation and transparency, this chapter will fully focus on transparency and information 

provision of the modular system during post-architecting phases. How this chapter relates 

to the other chapters and research objectives of this research work is shown in Figure 84. 

 

Figure 84: Relation of Chapter 8 to other chapters of this research work 

8.1 Chapter overview 

It is the purpose of this chapter to develop an approach for provision of modularisation 

information in companies. Therefore, it is first necessary to derive requirements for such 

an approach and to identify relevant information that has to be represented. Secondly, the 

approach has to be developed and tested in industry. 
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8.1.1 Research setting and methodology 

The development of the approach for modularisation information provision is the third 

contribution of the Prescriptive Study of this research work. This is done by applying fol-

lowing steps: 

1. Analysing the literature about state of the art about modularisation information provi-

sion 

2. Collecting and analysing requirements of industrial practitioners 

3. Iteratively developing the approach by moving from a concept and detailed design 

towards realisation, application and intervention in standard IT-systems of the com-

pany. 

4. Validating the approach based on tests, application and expert interviews 

5. All these steps were conducted in the primary case company. 

8.1.2 State of the art in literature and industry 

Previous research in the field of information provision for modular systems is scarce. 

However, first calls for research in the field also came from other researchers. Arnoscht 

(2011), LaLande (2013), Beckmann et al. (2014) and Gebhardt & Krause (2015) identified 

need for research in this field quite recently. Moreover, Karius (2011), Ponn (2015) and 

Kehl et al. (2015) have made the same calls from an industrial perspective. 

All existing attempts have in common that they either have their origin in visual modelling 

approaches or in standalone software implementations. For instance, Stone et al. (2000) 

use functional flow structures, Ericsson & Erixon (1999) take use of Module Indication 

Matrices (MIM) and Eppinger & Browning (2012) use Design Structure Matrices. Harlou 

(2006), Mortensen et al. (2008) and Kvist (2010) have developed a Product Family Master 

Plan (PFMP), Pedersen (2010) uses CAD skeletons, Parslov and Mortensen focus on inter-

face representation (2015), Gebhardt et al. (2014) represent a Module Interface Graph 

(MIG) and Bruun & Mortensen (2012) an Interface Diagram Formalism which are more 

sophisticated but still “manual” approaches for visualisation of product families. Software 

tools such as LOOMEO (Lindemann, Maurer and Braun, 2009), Complexity Manager 

(Schuh & Co., 2015), METUS (ID-Consult, 2015) or SOLEY (Kissel, 2014) are all proprietary 

standalone solutions to visualise and analyse complexity. 

In the meantime, several researchers have made first attempts to come up with theoretical 

concepts or industrial case studies for integrating these concepts into standard IT-

systems. 

Kissel et al. (2012) present a framework for product structure management which con-

tains data and information requirements. Kreimeyer (2012) suggests to store product 

architecture information within the PLM system of a truck manufacturer. His framework 

contains different layers, a product portfolio layer, a product architecture layer, a property 
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layer, a configuration layer and an embodied solution space, in order to get a closed link 

from properties to embodied design of truck modules. Bruun et al. (2015) enhance the 

Interface Diagram in order to make the generic architecture of a product family explicit. 

This Interface Diagram has been imported into the PLM system of a construction vehicle 

manufacturer which helps to get a unified product structure for all vehicle variants of the 

product family. 

8.1.3 Chapter elements 

The chapter overview which is described in this Section 8.1 will be followed by Section 8.2 

that describes requirements for the approach from industry. The core of this chapter are 

Sections 8.3 and 8.4 which deal with the description of the approach for modularisation 

information provision and the resulting information model within standard IT-systems of 

industrial companies. Section 8.5 describes the validation of the approach and the infor-

mation model. Section 8.6 presents the specific discussion section of this chapter and Sec-

tion 8.7 briefly summarises this chapter. Following figure illustrates the elements of this 

chapter: 

 

Figure 85: Elements of Chapter 8 
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Given the literature review in the previous section, it can be inferred that research in the 
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Requirements for the modularisation information provision have been collected from 

three different sources: literature, case studies in modularisation transitioning projects 

and semi-structured interviews. 

The findings of this section and the following sections have been structured and refined 

based on the findings of Heilemann et al. (2014). 

8.2.1 Requirements from literature 

Kissel et al. (2012) find it as important to establish a generic architecture from which ar-

chitectures for derivative products can be derived. Kreimeyer (2012) points out that it is 

important that the “product architecture is collision-free for the intended variant models”. 

Bruun et al. (2013) specified that modules and interfaces should be easily indentified, that 

standard and customised elements can be distinguished and that relational properties can 

be controlled within derivative projects. 

8.2.2 Case studies in modularisation projects 

The following requirements were collected during participatory field research in Case A 

and C within the primary case company: 

 Information about the modular system must be available at the point of use. This 

means that module specifications have to be available in derivative local product and 

module development projects. 

 Information has to be stored centrally and neutrally so that it can be reused by multi-

ple local projects. 

 Central items of the modular system are maintained by central organisational roles in 

charge of the modular system in order to provide best possible synergies across pro-

jects. 

 Direct comparability between artefacts of local projects and specifications of the 

modular system. 

8.2.3 Semi-structured interviews 

Semi-structured interviews during a series of workshops and follow-up meetings took 

place in the primary case company over a prolonged period. The collected requirements 

were prioritised and checked for feasibility in an additional workshop with 15 engineers, 

IT-experts and engineering managers. The collected requirements are as follows (based on 

Heilemann et al. (2014)): 

 Elements of the modular system like modules, module variants, interfaces and the 

modular system should be identifiable. 

 Specifications of the modular system which are valid for multiple elements should be 

stored centrally and linked to respective items in derivative development projects. 
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 For reuse purposes, elements of the modular system should be easily searchable. 

 Ownership and responsibility for modular system elements has to be indicated. 

 Elements of the modular system should be linked so that their relationship gets trace-

able. 

 Configuration management and data maintenance (e.g. identification, naming, and 

versioning) should be clear-cut, neutral and done centrally. 

 Elements of the modular system undergo special treatment during the embedded en-

gineering change process due to their higher impact. Thus, deviations from the archi-

tecture specification should be identified easily. 

In addition, preconditions were identified that had to be considered during development 

of the concept: 

 Low effort for data maintainers and design engineers 

 Integration into existing standard core IT-systems, i.e. into integrated CAX chain (e.g. 

CAD, PLM, ERP) 

8.2.4 Summary: requirements for IT-integration 

The requirements that were established above have been processed and aligned to the 

goals of modularisation transition. Figure 86 shows a multi-layered cause-effect diagram 

that connects the goals of modularisation transition with solution-neutral requirements 

(derived from above), detailed solution requirements (derived from above) and the steps 

of the presented IT-Integration approach (presented in Sections 8.3 and 8.4). The figure 

shows that the approach that was derived from above mentioned requirements indeed 

contributes to the goals of modularisation transition under stable architectures during 

post-architecting phases. 
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Figure 86: Cause-effect relationship between goals of modularisation transition, require-

ments and steps in presented IT-integration approach, Heilemann et al. (2014) 

8.3 Approach for IT-integration of modular system information 

It is the purpose of this section to look at the IT support issues in relation to making the 

transition from single product development towards the development of modular systems 

within existing products. Traditionally, such companies have been building products that 

consist of the items parts and assemblies. With modular system development, the research 

has shown that these companies have to make the shift such that their products consist of 

module variants in the first level and of assemblies or parts on the second level. In addi-

tion, derivative development projects have to make sure that their products satisfy the 

requirements of the derivative product specification and of the modular system specifica-

tion which are passed on from higher level items. These higher level items are modules 

and the modular system itself (see Figure 87). In consequence, the IT-system which is 

used to store these items has to handle two perspectives: a derivative product perspective 

(see lower part of Figure 87) and a modular system perspective (see upper part of Figure 

87). 

Figure 87 is based on the proposed modular system development life cycle presented in 

Figure 61 of Section 6.4. It gets evident form Figure 87 that the focus of the IT-integration 

approach is on the later phases of modular system development and, thus, on the stability 

of the modular system. 
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Figure 87: Modular system and derivative development developing items for products and 

the modular system to be stored in IT-systems. 

As already indicated by Figure 86, the approach for providing information about modular 

systems in standard IT-systems is divided into four steps (Heilemann et al. (2014)). 

Firstly, items of the modular system are created (see Section 8.3.1). Secondly, the items of 

the modular system are classified (see Section 8.3.2). Thirdly, items of the modular system 

are linked (see Section 8.3.3). Finally, relevant modular system information is assigned to 

modular system items (see Section 8.3.4). These steps that have been developed in the 

research are explained in more detail below. 

8.3.1 Step 1: Create items of modular system 

After the product architecture has been established and modular system specifications 

defined, engineers can start to represent the modular system within standard IT-systems. 

This means that information about the modular system from concept phase (e.g. in 

spreadsheet, document or graphical format) has to be transferred to CAD, PLM or ERP and 

represented within those systems with specific items. It depends on the specific character-

istics of the company which IT-systems to use. However, it is strongly recommended to 

integrate the modular system into the whole CAX process chain on core IT-systems. For 

instance, the items of the modular system could be created in CAD, afterwards transferred 

to PLM and later automatically synchronised with ERP. For items without geometric in-

formation, it is also possible to create “plain” items in PLM or ERP and to attach non-

geometrical information to these items later on. 

The items that have to be created are depicted in Figure 90 of Section 8.4 and labelled with 

characters from A to H. Section 8.4 will give a detailed description of each item. In stan-

dard IT-systems, a BOM or a product structure consists of products, assemblies and com-

ponents. Therefore, in step 1, product items, component items and assembly items have to 

be created like it is done with single product development. 

The big difference with modular system development is now that products are created by 

combining different module variant items, which are made up of components and assem-

blies. In order to cluster associated module variant items, it is necessary to introduce 
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module items for each module of the modular system. In order to reflect the derivative 

product-perspective of the modular system, a modular system item with a specific focus on 

products is introduced. The central counterpart to this item is the product-overarching 

module perspective. This is represented by a modular system item with a specific focus on 

modules. Finally, the last item to introduce is the modular system item from an overall per-

spective which represents the whole modular system construct in the IT-system. 

In summary, the items proposed to be created within the IT-system with this approach are 

as listed in Table 24. These items have been established after analysing the data and in-

formation flow of a modular system development life cycle in the primary case company 

as it is described in Figure 87 and in Figure 61 of Section 6.4. 

Table 24: Proposed items to be created in IT-systems 

Items as illustrated in in 

Figure 61 of Section 6.4 

Proposed items to be created in IT-systems 

 

Item: Modular System – Overall View (A), 

Item: Modular System – Product View (B), 

Item: Modular System – Module View (C) 

    

Item: Products (D) 

       Item: Module Variants (E), Modules (F), 

Assemblies (G), Components (H) 

 

The items are described in detail in Section 8.4. It is the purpose of these items to function 

as classification information carrier (see Section 8.3.2), as nodes for establishing a struc-

ture within the whole modular system (see Section 8.3.3) and as general information car-

rier like for product architecture “specifications” as illustrated in Figure 87 and in Figure 

61 of Section 6.4 (see Section 8.3.4). 

It has to be considered that the identifiers (e.g. part numbers or naming) for the items 

within the IT-system have to be neutral so that they can be reused across different devel-

opment projects. 

8.3.2 Step 2: Classify items of modular system (modularisation classification) 

Once the items of the modular system from Step 1 have been created in the IT-system, 

they can be classified with modularisation-relevant attributes. This has two purposes: 

1. These items have to be better protected due to their overarching modular system im-

pact. 

2. These items can be better searched for reuse purposes and are, thus, easily identifiable 

throughout the company. 
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In general, standard PLM and ERP systems can accommodate such classification function-

alities. It depends on following factors which IT-system to use for modularisation classifi-

cation purposes: a) standard classification system of the company and b) where the crea-

tion and change process for items is handled. 

Figure 88 shows an example for a modularisation attribute list. This attribute list with the 

data structure and logic behind it has been prototyped in MS Access (see Figure 88) within 

the course of this research work. Moreover, the prototype was transferred as standard 

entry mask into Teamcenter PLM by IT-Experts of the primary case company. This modu-

larisation mask has to be used mandatorily by all design engineers of the primary case 

company who create a new modularisation-relevant item in PLM. 

In order to ensure that all classification attributes that are used by different derivative 

development projects follow the same logic and rules, the database behind the attribute 

list (i.e. classification options) is prefilled centrally by a role in charge of modular system 

data maintenance. Data that is used for classification has its origin in the modular system 

specification from concept phase (see Figure 61 or Figure 87) of the modular system de-

velopment life cycle. Thus, all fields in the attribute list (see Figure 88) have a unique, 

company-wide agreed and standardised entry and are dependent on each other. This de-

pendence amongst attributes, like configuration restrictions between characteristics, en-

sures that only those entries are feasible that are in line with specifications of the modular 

system that have their origin in a modular system development life cycle such as described 

in Section 6.4. Thus, only items that are compliant with designated plans of the modular 

system can be created. 

 Classification for reuse purposes 

For reuse purposes and to prevent creation of redundant items, the attributes “Item 

Name” and “Characteristic 1” to “Characteristic N” are used. Figure 88 shows an example 

for a predefined and dependent classification of a module variant. When the design engi-

neer classifies the item, its corresponding data is already given centrally from data that 

were initially created after the concept phase. In the example of Figure 88, the design en-

gineer chooses the name for his module variant “Servo_Pneumatic_Positioning_Module”. In 

order to uniquely identify his module variant, the design engineer assigns specific func-

tionality or other characteristics to this module variant. In the example of Figure 88, he 

had the option to assign specific values for stroke length, output signal and piston diame-

ter to his module variant. Thus, all items of this modular system follow the same naming 

and classification scheme. With this transparency, they can be easily found and reused. 

Moreover, it is not possible to generate duplicated items or items that are not predefined 

by the modular system specification. 

 Classification for protection purposes 

While change requests are more likely to be raised and the impact of changing a modular 

system item is higher than for “single product items”, these items have to undergo careful 

treatment in order to protect the stability of the modular system. Thus, two characteristics 
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are assigned to respective items of the modular system: the “Modularisation Item Owner” 

and the “Variance Classification” (see Figure 88). The item owner is the person in charge 

for this item. In case of a new engineering change request or any discrepancies, the item 

owner has to decide how to handle the situation because he is the person with appropriate 

overview and expertise about the impact on the modular reference architecture. For ex-

ample, if a design engineer wants to create a module variant item which does not adhere 

to its specifications, such a violation will be easily detectable by the modularisation item 

owner during the engineering change process. Thus, the owner can reject the request with 

the demand to rework the module variant. In addition, the “Variance Classification” attrib-

ute is used to control the change process within the IT-system. For instance, if a module 

variant with “High Impact” classification is requested to be changed, the change process 

will be much more strictly than for a “Low Impact” module. 

 

Figure 88: Example for modularisation attribute list for standardised classification of 

modularisation items in a PLM system 

8.3.3 Step 3: Build relationships between items of modular system 

After creation and classification of modularisation items in Step 1 and Step 2, the items can 

be set into relation by linking them. With single product development, there are usually 

only links between product items, assembly items and part items in the structure of stan-

dard IT-systems. With modular system development, it is required to show the relation-

ship and hierarchy of all dependent items of Step 1. This has a few practical implications 

(Heilemann et al. (2014)). First, it shows the relation of “slave” items to “master” items. 

Second, it can be ensured that all “slave” items follow architectural specifications of their 

“master” items. For instance, all module variants have to comply on the one hand with the 
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specification of their master-product but also with the architectural specification of their 

master-module. All module items have to comply with the architectural specification of 

their master item, the overall modular system item, and so forth. Table 25 illustrates the 

direct relations between all slave and master items of the modular system. It gets evident 

that all slave items have to adhere to the architecture specification of their master item.  

Table 25: Concept of linking slave items to master items to obtain architectural adherence 

 

 

Figure 89 shows a class diagram that includes the items of the modular system with modu-

larisation classification information and relationships between the items summarising 

Step 1 to Step 3. Moreover, it shows the chain of relations between all items of the modu-

lar system. Therefore, it gets evident that there is an indirect link between modular vari-

ants and the overall modular system. Hence, it is ensured that all design operations on the 

“lowest” level (i.e. module variant, component or assembly level) can be controlled so that 

they contribute to the targeted overall modular system from a product point of view and 

from a module point of view. 

In addition, Figure 89 illustrates the “traditional” items and links (in grey colour) with 

single product development and the new items and links (in white colour) that have to be 

established with modular system development. By looking at the new items and links at 

the upper left part of Figure 89, it becomes clear that the new approach creates an addi-

tional view on the generic, product-overarching module perspective of the modular sys-

tem. 
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Figure 89: Class diagram showing the items of a modular system with modularisation clas-

sification information and relationships between the items summarising Step 1 to Step 3 

8.3.4 Step 4: Assign relevant information to respective items 

Step 4, the last step of this approach deals with the assignment of relevant information 

(e.g. CAD templates, drawings, documents, plans) to modularisation items stored within 

the IT-system. A large amount of information and numerous documents are created during 

the requirements and concept phase, but also before and after these phases in the modular 

system life cycle (see Figure 61). Among these documents are binding plans and specifica-

tions for the modular system. This kind of information has to be maintained throughout 

the whole modular system life cycle. Moreover, the information has to be available cen-

trally and updated simultaneously within different derivative development projects. For 

instance, the module specification has to be maintained centrally because it is valid for all 

module variants of the module and, thus, it is valid for all derivative product development 

projects developing module variants of the module. Therefore, the module specification is 

assigned to the module item that is linked to all module variant items which are developed 

or used in derivative development projects. This link supports design engineers in deriva-

tive projects to directly check their compliance with modular system specifications. More-

over, owners of a “master” module items or “master” modular system items can control 

their “slave” items on adherence to overarching architectural specifications. 

As a rule it can be said that information which is valid for a number of “slave” items (e.g. 

module variant item) has to be stored with the master of the slave item (e.g. module item). 

Hence, all module variants have to adhere to the same interfaces and space requirements 

stored with the module item in order to ensure interchangeability of module variants. This 
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central storage of “master” information has the advantage that information is free of du-

plicates, automatically connected and traceable to slave items. Figure 90 shows that each 

item of the modular system contains a set of additional modular system data and docu-

ments. 

A more detailed description about what information to attach to each item of the modular 

system is given within the next section. 

8.4 Information model for modular systems 

The result of processing Step 1 to Step 4 of the previous section can be thought of as an 

information model for the modular system which completely represents and describes the 

modular system in a standard IT-system. It is described in more detail below. 

8.4.1 Detailed description of the modular system information model 

The modular system information model as a result of the IT-integration approach of Sec-

tion 8.3 consists of the following elements: modularisation items, modularisation classifi-

cation, relationships between the items and assigned modular system information and 

documents. A detailed description of the elements for each modularisation item will be 

described in the remaining part of this section. Figure 90 gives an overview of the modular 

system information model in a UML-based class diagram. Each element of the model is 

labelled for better referencability within the text. Each item is labelled with characters 

from (A) to (H) and each relation is labelled with a number from 1 to 9. The different rela-

tions are further described in Figure 90 using UML notation. For instance, a module vari-

ant belongs to exactly one module (1..1) whereas a module comprises one to an unlimited 

number of module variants (1..*). 
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Figure 90: Information model for IT-integration of modular system development (Heile-

mann et al. (2014)) 
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 Item: Modular System – Overall View (A): 

 Purpose: 

It is the purpose of this item to serve as representative for all matters that impact 

the overall modular system. This item relates to the derivative product perspective 

and to the common module perspective of the modular system. Therefore, this 

item bridges the gap between external variety to be generated within product de-

velopment projects and internal complexity that is represented by the internal 

module perspective. 

 Modularisation classification: 

Modularisation-specific attributes that are used to classify this item are as follows. 

The modularisation item has to be marked as “Modular System – Overall View”, the 

item name is classified with the unified name of the modular system and the 

modularisation item owner has to be assigned to the item. The modularisation 

item owner is the role in charge for the overall modular system. For instance, he 

manages the trade-off between commonality and external variety and ensures that 

the modular system specifications from an overall perspective are met. 

 Relational information: 

This item is linked to the item “Modular System – Module View” (relation 2) and to 

the Modular System – Product View” (relation 1). The UML notation shows that a 

modular system from the overall perspective has exactly one derivative product 

perspective and one internal module perspective. 

 Attached Modularisation Information / Data: 

It is recommended that following specifications of the modular system are at-

tached to this item: 

 The modular system requirements specification with architectural-relevant 

requirements should be assigned to this item due to its validity for all other 

items. The specification can later be broken down into module and product 

level. 

 The plan that shows how derivative products to be developed are equipped 

with module variants from the modular system (module-product matrix). 

This plan can later be compared to the actual links between module variants 

and derivative products in the standard IT-System. Moreover, the plan shows 

when a certain module variant has to be ready for usage in a derivative prod-

uct. 

 A Feature Tree might show variant-driving features that the modular system 

has to fulfil. These features can be broken down onto product level, module 

level and later be compared to actual functional attributes of modularisation 

classification (see Step 2, Figure 88). Moreover, a Variant Tree might indicate 
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where variance is created during the production flow of all products and mod-

ules of the modular system (e.g. to postpone the point of variance creation). 

 

Figure 91: Top-Down approach where generic interfaces and spatial requirements are 

used to guide the creation of parts in order to derive products or modules (based on 

Pedersen (2010, p. 241)) 

 “Architecture template” which defines positions, interfaces and arrangement 

of modules within products to be derived. The product template could be in 

CAD format implementing all necessary information for combinability of mod-

ule variants. This kind of information can be further broken down into lower 

level specifications like module specifications. The introduction of an architec-

ture template follows the principles of Pedersen’s (2010, p. 241) Top-Down 

Design approach. In this approach, the structure is designed before elements. 

Thus, interfaces, spatial relations and eventually key features are designed be-

fore “the physical embodiment of all parts is known”. This is the opposite to 

Bottom-Up Design where elements guide the structure (see Figure 91). 

 Item: Modular System – Product View (B): 

 Purpose: 

It is the purpose of this item to centrally store all information that is valid for the 

whole product portfolio to be derived from the modular system. Thus, this item re-

flects that the modular system is not only built for single products but for a whole 

range of parallel and future products which all draw upon the common modular 

reference architecture. Moreover, it stands for external variety that is generated 

from the modular system. 

 Modularisation classification: 

Several modularisation-specific attributes that are used to classify this item have 

to be used. The modularisation item has to be categorised as “Modular System – 
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Product View”, the item name is classified with the unified name of the modular 

system and the modularisation item owner from a derivative product perspective 

has to be assigned to the item. The modularisation item owner from a product 

view is the role in charge for all products to be derived from the modular system. 

For instance, he ensures that derivative product specifications are met and that the 

required external variety is generated. 

 Relational information: 

The item is linked to the item “Modular System – Overall View” to which it has ex-

actly one link according to the UML notation (relation 1). Moreover, this item is 

linked to all actual product items that are derived from the modular system (rela-

tion 3). All products of the modular system have exactly one relation to the modu-

lar system – product view item while one to an unlimited number of products can 

be assigned to this item. 

 Attached Modularisation Information / Data: 

All modularisation-relevant information or documents which are valid for all de-

rivative products have to be attached to this item. It is recommended to attach at 

least following information. 

 A product portfolio roadmap which shows the timeline for the development 

life cycle of derivative products. This roadmap can be checked against actual 

development of products available in the IT-system. 

 Requirements and feature specification for the products to be implemented 

which can be compared to actual implementation of features in the IT-system 

which is classified by the modularisation attribute list. 

 Generic product structure which has to be used by all products to be derived 

from the modular system. 

 Item: Modular System – Module View (C): 

 Purpose: 

It is the purpose of this item to centrally store all information that is valid for all 

modules derived from the modular system. This item represents the goal of the 

modular system to build modules not for single products but for a wide portfolio of 

the generic modular system. Thus, the module view stands for the internal com-

plexity which shall be reduced with modularisation transition. 

 Modularisation classification: 

Several modularisation-specific attributes that are used to classify this item have 

to be used. The modularisation item has to be categorised as “Modular System – 

Module View”, the item name is classified with the unified name of the modular 

system and the modularisation item owner from a module perspective has to be 

assigned to the item. The modularisation item owner from a product view is the 

role in charge for all modules to be derived from the modular system. For instance, 
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he ensures that the reuse and commonality targets are met by each module owner 

and he is involved in high impact changes to the modular system. 

 Relational information: 

The item is linked to the item “Modular System – Overall View” to which it has ex-

actly one link according to the UML notation (relation 2). Moreover, this item is 

linked to all actual modules (relation 4). Module items have exactly one relation to 

the modular system – module view item while one to an unlimited number of 

modules can be assigned to this item. 

 Attached Modularisation Information / Data: 

All modularisation-relevant information or documents which are valid for all mod-

ules is stored with this item. For instance, these documents are as follows and can 

later be compared to actual data that is available in the IT-system. 

 A module roadmap with the timeline of the development life cycle for each 

module variant. 

 A description of module variants and their features with the maximum number 

of variants per module (module-variant matrix). 

 Interface matrix which specifies interfaces between different modules. 

 Item: Product (D): 

The product item is handled almost in the same way like with traditional single product 

development. However, the difference is that unlike single product development where a 

product consists of assemblies and components, the product consists of module variant 

items. This is illustrated by relation 5. Moreover, the attribute list for modularisation clas-

sification could be used for classification of product functionalities. All product items to be 

derived from the modular system have to follow the specifications (e.g. generic product 

structure) given by their master item “Item: Modular System – Product View (B)”. 

 Item: Module Variant (E): 

 Purpose: 

It is the purpose of the module variant item to realise the generic modular system 

and to enable derivation of local products by combination. Thus, the modular sys-

tem is realised with the accomplishment of module variants which are in line with 

architecture specifications given by their master item “Item: Module (F)”. 

 Modularisation classification: 

This item is classified with the attributes for modularisation classification “Modu-

larisation Item”, standardised “Item Name”, the modularisation item owner, vari-

ance classification attributes and predefined classification characteristics with 

their value (see Step 2 of Section 8.3.2 and Figure 88). 

 Relational information: 

Each module variant consists of assembly or component items which is illustrated 
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by relations 7 and 8. A module variant has to be built for the generic modular sys-

tem for reuse purposes and for concrete derivative products. Thus, the module 

variant item is set into relation with the module item (relation 6) which stores 

master information for architectural conformity (e.g. interfaces, module bounda-

ries, requirements) to which all module variants have to adhere to. This adherence 

is a vital part for the stability of the modular system. On the other hand, the mod-

ule variant is linked to each product variant where the module variant is actually 

used (relation 5). This relation is a vital part for the actual external variety to be 

generated from the modular system. 

 Attached Modularisation Information / Data: 

Information like drawings or models of the module variant. For instance, if infor-

mation is stored in CAD format, it is possible to make automated collision analysis 

with the module item if interfaces and space boundaries of the module item are 

stored in CAD format as well. 

 Item: Module (F): 

 Purpose: 

Interchangeable and reusable module variants have to adhere to the same archi-

tectural specifications. Thus, it is the purpose of the abstract module item to store 

binding information that connected module variant items have to fulfil. For in-

stance, the module item “Cover” specifies interfaces and architecture relevant re-

quirements for the module variant items “Cover_45mm” and “Cover_85mm”. 

 Modularisation classification: 

This item is classified with the attributes for modularisation classification “Modu-

larisation Item”, standardised “Item Name”, the modularisation item owner, vari-

ance classification attributes and predefined classification characteristics. The 

modularisation item owner is usually a module owner who is in charge for the 

master module and all corresponding module variants. For instance, if a module 

variant shall be newly created or if an existing module variant shall be changed, 

the module owner has to approve the request based on adherence to module 

specifications. The attribute “Variance Classification” controls the engineering 

change process for respective module variants. If a high impact module variant 

shall be changed, the change process should be much more restricted than the 

change process for a low impact module. 

 Relational information: 

The module item is linked to its master item, the modular system – module view 

which bundles all modules of the modular system (relation 4). Moreover, all mod-

ules are connected to the respective module variants which have to fulfil their 

master’s specifications (relation 6). 

 Attached Modularisation Information / Data: 

In order to ensure adherence to architectural rules of the modular system and to 
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compare actual realisation of module variants to their plan, following information 

is stored with the module item: 

 Interface specifications and drawings to which all module variants have to 

adhere to (e.g. textual or in 2D or 3D CAD format). 

 Specification of geometric or spatial requirements which module variant 

design has to consider (e.g. textual or in 2D or 3D CAD format). 

 Module specifications which textually describe the module and its architec-

tural requirements. 

 Geometrical, spatial and interface requirements can be used to generate a so-

called module skeleton which is used in Pedersen’s Top-Down Design (2010, 

p. 243). A module skeleton is a generic structure in which interfaces, spatial re-

lations, geometry or key characteristics are controlled. The skeleton can be 

used as an architectural specification repository which can be linked to a num-

ber of different module variants. Figure 92 shows the principle of module 

skeletons. 

 Information about tolerances and requirements for reliability, safety and fail-

ure 

 

Figure 92: Principle of a module skeleton and its controlling factor for module variants 

 Item Assembly (G) and Item Component (H): 

Besides the fact that these items are organised into module variants, they are not handled 

differently as with traditional single product development (relations 7, 8, 9). It is possible 

to use the attribute list for Modularisation Classification for any ordinary classification 

purposes of parts and components. 

Figure 93 shows an example for a concrete information model of a modular cylinder sys-

tem. It also shows traditional information from single product development and additional 

information from modular system development. From a module point of view, the cylinder 

system consists of the modules cylinder body, valve unit, rod fastening and mounting. 

These modules are embodied by linked physical module variants on the lower level. For 

instance, the figure shows examples of different mounting module variants (MV) which all 

have to be in compliance with the illustrated space requirements and interfaces of the 

master mounting module. Thus, these modules are compliant with common modular sys-

conflicting geometry conflicting interfacemodule skeleton

module variant
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tem specifications. Moreover, Figure 93 shows how different compliant module variants 

can be combined to build different cylinder products (e.g. “Cylinder 1 (Hydraulic)” or “Cyl-

inder 2 (Pneumatic)”). This branch of Figure 93 is the “Product View” on the overall modu-

lar system. 

Figure 93 illustrates in the style of Figure 90, based on the modular cylinder system, how 

information about each level of the modular system can be efficiently retrieved, either by 

using classification information (see Step 2, Section 8.3.2), by using the links which have 

been established between the items (see Step 3, Section 8.3.3) or by consulting additional 

data or documents which are directly attached to an item (see Step 4, Section 8.3.4). Each 

distinct module item, product item and module variant item comprises further classifica-

tion information (see Step 2, Section 8.3.2) and “additional information” (see Step 4, Sec-

tion 8.3.4) like module skeletons or interface documents. Therefore, it gets easily evident if 

there are items which are not in line with reference modular system specifications. For 

instance, this can be found out by looking at the Module Item (F). The figure shows under 

“additional information” a module skeleton for the Module Mounting and further space 

requirements and interface information. It is obvious that there is a direct link from the 

Module Mounting to its module variants MV Mounting 1 to n. The “additional information” 

section of these module variants MV contains the geometrical information for each MV 

Mounting. The direct link of these items to their master module item allows to directly 

evaluating whether the geometries of each MV mounting are compliant with their master’s 

geometrical module skeleton. 

The next section will provide brief insights from the application of the modular system 

information model in practice. 
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Figure 93: Example for an modular system information model for a modular cylinder sys-

tem (Heilemann et al. (2014)) 
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8.4.2 Examples from practice 

The described modular system information model (see Section 8.4.2) has been introduced 

and established based on Teamcenter PLM as leading IT-system in the primary case com-

pany in order to fulfil the requirements of Section 8.2. The IT-integration approach (see 

Section 8.3) and the modularisation information model (see Section 8.4.2) are still in prac-

tical operation there. For confidentiality reasons, these operationally-driven examples 

could not be used for the purpose of this thesis. 

From a research-driven point of view, the IT-integration approach (see Section 8.3) was 

also applied on a modular cylinder system in another PDM environment. Figure 94, Figure 

95 and Figure 96 show an exemplified and disguised modular system information model 

(see Section 8.4.2) of a cylinder system based on the standard PDM System PTC Windchill 

PDMLink. It is the purpose of these figures to show how the modularisation information 

model, which was illustrated in the form of theoretical class diagrams in Figure 90 and 

Figure 93, has been realised in a practical PDM system. 

Figure 94 shows how the item of the Cylinder Body Module of Figure 93 has been created 

in PDM according to Section 8.3.1. Moreover, the lower part of Figure 94 shows the attrib-

ute section where modularisation classification information according to Section 8.3.2 can 

be entered. This example shows a case where the module was created as a CAD item which 

contains geometrical specifications for respective module variants (as some kind of mod-

ule skeleton). 

Figure 95 indicates how the structure of the modular system is created according to Sec-

tion 8.3.3. The figure shows the example of the cylinder body module of Figure 93. The 

module item has been used to link seven different concrete module variants and their 

lower structures to the same overarching module. 

Figure 96 presents examples of architectural documents which specify modular system 

relevant parameters of the cylinder body module and its linked module variants. The left 

part of the figure shows how architectural documents are ordered so that they can be eas-

ily retrieved and attached to relevant items. The right part of the figure shows the follow-

ing documents: a module-relevant requirements specification, the module roadmap, vari-

ant drivers of the module, a detailed module specification and various modular system 

relevant interface specifications. These documents can either be used as own “controlled” 

items and linked or as “uncontrolled” attachments (see “attachment” function within Fig-

ure 94) for the central module item. In sum, Figure 96 shows how the activities of Section 

8.3.4 have been implemented into practice. 
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Figure 94: Example for creating and classifying a cylinder body module within PTC Wind-

chill PDMLink 
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Figure 95: Linking items of the modular system exemplified at the case of a cylinder body 

module in PTC Windchill PDMLink 

 

Figure 96: Assigning modularisation information (e.g. documents) to an overarching mod-

ule in PTC Windchill PDMLink 
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8.5 Validation 

The approach for modularisation information provision has been validated in two differ-

ent ways: Validation against the requirements of Section 8.2.4 and validation of applicabil-

ity and relevance of the approach. 

8.5.1 Validation against requirements 

The approach has been validated against the requirements given in Figure 86 and Section 

8.2.4 respectively. Figure 97 shows solution-neutral requirements which shall ensure sta-

bility of the modular reference architecture during later stages of the modular system life 

cycle. It has been shown that these requirements are fulfilled by the approach presented 

within this chapter. It is suggested that this will help to achieve the goals of modularisa-

tion transition which are an improved trade-off between internal complexity and external 

variety (see Figure 86). 

The approach and the resulting modular system information model have been validated in 

Teamcenter PLM in an industrial setting to be capable to fulfil following requirements: 

 Finding already existing product architecture elements 

 Identifying modular variants with same functionality 

 Protection of the product architecture 

 Artefacts can be checked against product architecture rules and product portfolio 

specification at the point of use 

 Visually and quantitatively monitoring product architectures 

In sum, the validity of the cause-effect relationship presented in Figure 86 has been 

proven to be valid, except concrete effects on high-level goals of modularisation transition 

which are expected to be harvested not before one or more development life cycles. 

 

Figure 97: Fulfilment of solution-neutral requirements (excerpt of Figure 86) by the ap-

proach for modularisation information provision 

8.5.2 Application evaluation 

The approach developed for the provision of modularisation information has been evalu-

ated in industry in order to find out whether the approach is usable and relevant. The PLM 
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system used for this evaluation was Teamcenter PLM and the iterative evaluation cycle 

took place in the primary case company. 

Before the approach was implemented, it was evaluated several times during its develop-

ment as listed below. 

 Two workshops were organised with engineering designers and IT-experts in order to 

find out the relevancy of IT-support for modularisation. 

 The support was further developed and iteratively evaluated on relevancy and usabil-

ity during a series of ten follow-up meetings with engineering designers and PLM key 

users. 

 The support was tested on its usability in the PLM test system before it was trans-

ferred to the PLM productive system of the primary case company. 

After these evaluations, the approach was implemented into the company’s PLM system, it 

was presented and discussed with engineering experts and PLM key users of a develop-

ment site. Focus of the evaluation was on usability and relevancy. Afterwards, usability 

and relevancy of the approach were again tested by applying it to a pilot modular system 

of the primary case company C. Finally, the approach was presented to engineering de-

signers and engineering managers of the primary case company in order to prepare it for 

company-wide implementation. In terms of research, it was the main purpose of these 

meetings to evaluate usability and relevancy of the developed IT-integration support. 

Transfer of the approach to an ERP system and the actual implementation across the com-

pany has not been covered by this research work. However, it can be assumed that such 

continuing efforts of the primary case company of the approach indicate strong usability 

and relevancy of the approach for modularisation information provision presented within 

this chapter. 

 

Figure 98: Evaluation of the approach for modularisation information provision 
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In the end, the approach has been evaluated successfully and proven to be an appropriate 

means of support to guide engineers toward more stable common modular reference ar-

chitectures during later stages of the modular system development life cycle. This has 

been particularly achieved by providing central information and transparency about the 

modular system. An overview of the evaluation process is given in Figure 98. 

8.6 Discussion 

8.6.1 Research implications 

Even though there is only a small number of publications researching the field of IT-

integration for modular systems, the results of this study show that it is in fact an impor-

tant field. Three parallel and similar studies have been compared to the results of this 

work. The study of Kissel et al. (2012) points at the importance of systematic product 

structure management and points at the importance of documents on different layers like 

accompanying specifications. However, there is no focus on actual representation of the 

modular system within standard IT-systems like it is extensively described within this 

work. The work of Kreymeier (2012) rather focuses on the representation of the market 

side of the modular system in order to efficiently configure derivative product variants. 

Even though, the market side has been considered through Modularisation Classification 

within this chapter, there has been no focus on this aspect. 

The focus of this chapter was on internal aspects like protection of the modular reference 

architecture and efficient reuse for design engineers, but not on efficient configuration for 

the marketing or sales organisation. Thus, the work of Kreymeier (2012) can be seen as an 

extension or complementary to this research work. While this research work rather han-

dles internal engineering aspects of modularisation information and complexity reduction, 

the work of Kreymeier (2012) focuses on creation of external variety. The research of 

Bruun et al. (2015) comes quite close to the work presented in this chapter and can there-

fore in its principle be confirmed by the findings of this study. As was done in this work, 

Bruun et al. (2015) use relational items like modules and interfaces to rebuild the concep-

tual modular system within a standard IT-system. However, there are also significant dif-

ferences between the two works: 

 Bruun et al. (2015, p. 102) apply their model during the development phase of the 

modular architecture and use it to evaluate module concepts and to generate process 

reports. Compared to the underlying work, there is no focus on stability of the modular 

architecture during later evolution and change of the modular system. 

 Interfaces are a central element of the work of Bruun et al. (2015) and they are re-

flected as distinct items within the IT-system. While the importance of interfaces has 

been well recognised in the course of the underlying work, their separate treatment in 

standard IT-systems has been rejected after initial experiments. While there are defi-

nite advantages of this approach, it has been argued that separate treatment of inter-
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faces increases complexity inherent in IT-systems. This increased complexity may not 

outweigh the benefits of handling interfaces separately in IT-systems. Nevertheless, in 

order to make sure that interfaces can be efficiently protected and managed, interface 

descriptions have been attached as vital modularisation information to module items 

for the purpose of this work. It has been argued that with this approach, the same 

benefits can be achieved without overloading the company with a large amount of ad-

ditional items and relationships. 

 Sometimes, the product architecture between different domains like design engineer-

ing, manufacturing engineering and service is defined differently. Hence, the approach 

of Bruun et al. (2015) offers the possibility to handle a design structure and a manufac-

turing structure within the standard IT-system. Such an approach is also possible with 

the underlying approach by extending the modular system from an overall, module or 

product view by the perspective of manufacturing or service. However, such a possibil-

ity has not been implemented in the course of this work due to its high complexity. 

Therefore, following further possibilities have been identified for such cases: 

 Initiating a programme for unification of company-wide product structures 

 Handling different structures with the help of different classification attributes 

 Taking advantage of offered “design-BOMs” and “manufacturing-BOMs” in avail-

able ERP-systems 

 Handling design structures within CAD and PLM while handling manufacturing 

structures within ERP 

Altogether, all the approaches identified from literature have slightly different purposes. 

Thus, it would be interesting to see whether the approaches could be combined in order to 

get powerful IT-support for modular system development. This would mean that the mar-

ket phase (Kreymeier (2012)), product architecture development phase (Bruun et al. 

(2015)) and the post-architecting phase (Heilemann et al. (2014) & this thesis chapter) 

would be covered by powerful modularisation information support. 

8.6.2 Implications for practice 

The Qualitative Analysis of this research thesis (see Chapter 5) has identified that there is 

strong need to increase provision of information and transparency during evolution and 

change phase of modular system development. So far, no research approach and no case 

company has been identified which has taken such an IT-integration approach for modular 

system development during that phase. Due to its development and validation in industry, 

the underlying approach is suggested to have high relevancy for industry. In essence, there 

are two use cases for practitioning design engineers that can be derived from the modular 

system information model: 

 Ensuring reuse of already existing modular system elements 
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 Ensuring compliance of modular system elements with the common reference archi-

tecture specification 

The use cases are enabled by following features of the modular system information model: 

 Searching structural elements in IT-System: 

Queries in the IT-system based on the predefined attribute list guide engineers 

through the search process. The system structure represented in the IT-system helps 

engineers to get overview of all elements of the modular system. 

 Protecting structural elements in IT-Systems is ensured through following points: 

 Architecture attributes mark structural elements of the modular system. 

 Module boundaries, geometry specifications and interface specification help to en-

sure stability of the modular system (master items control slave items). 

 The engineering change process in the IT-system is controlled according to the de-

fined attribute “Variance Classification” under involvement of the “Modularisation 

Item Owner”. 

 Ownership and responsibility for modular system elements is defined across de-

velopment projects. 

 Administrating and linking product architecture information 

 Modularisation relevant data and documents are linked to respective modular sys-

tem items throughout CAX-chain. 

 Central availability, maintenance and control of modular system information. 

 Successive and coordinated update of modular system information amid input 

from different derivative projects. 

While all these points can be seen as effectively validated in industry, the application of the 

approach in industry raised some concerns. The first concern, the effort needed to estab-

lish the modularisation information model, could be rejected due to following facts: The 

information model can be established by creating a few additional items. The creation of 

each of these items takes less than a minute. For instance, for a modular system with 30 

modularisation items, it takes approximately half an hour to create the items of the whole 

modular system. If modularisation classification is done with a predefined attribute list, it 

takes approximately 20 seconds to classify each item. Establishing relationships between 

modularisation items can be efficiently done by using the drag and drop functionality of 

standard IT-systems. Moreover, information that is attached to modular system items is 

not created for the purpose of the IT-integration of modularisation. Such kind of informa-

tion (e.g. interface specifications, module specifications) should ideally be established al-

ready during concept phase of modular system development. 

However, this study found out that the approach presented requires a new mindset and 

new project-overarching way of working. During application in industry, considerable 
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time had to be spent on gaining understanding of involved design engineers for the new 

approach. This has to be considered by other companies embarking upon a similar ap-

proach. 

While the underlying principles of this chapter might be generally applicable, particularly 

technical realisation of IT-integration of modular system information highly depends on 

the settings within the primary case company. Therefore, additional industrial settings 

have to be covered by further studies. 

8.7 Summary 

It was the aim of this chapter to develop an approach for provision of modularisation in-

formation in companies. Thus, requirements for such an approach were defined and rele-

vant modularisation information that has to be represented within standard IT-systems of 

companies was identified. The approach was developed by taking into account that modu-

lar system items have to be created, classified and linked. Moreover, modularisation-

relevant data and documents have to be attached to the relevant modularisation item. By 

following the approach, a modular system information model is established within the IT-

system of the company. This helps to protect the architecture of the modular system, it 

fosters reuse of modular system elements and it supports companies in making powerful 

analyses and assessments on the modular system. 

The presented modular system information model is an innovative approach which ex-

tends the traditional product-centred view in standard IT-systems to a product-

overarching modular system view. This does not only support the understanding of engi-

neering designers that they design module variants for the common modular system in 

addition to single derivative products, but it also supports them in doing so. Therefore, the 

presented approach supports companies to keep the modular system architecture stable 

during pre-architecting phases of the modular system life cycle, particularly by providing 

the required level of information and transparency. 
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9 Overall Discussion 

The key active research reported in this thesis is included in Chapters 5 to 8. Each chapter 

has a specific individual discussion section in order to establish new and significant as-

pects of the research findings. This chapter will aim to show how these detailed findings 

relate to previous research work and contribute to the overall findings. Hence, this chapter 

elaborates what is new and significant from an overall perspective. 

9.1 Synthesis of presented modularisation support 

It is the purpose of this section to synthesise the active research Chapters 5 to 8 of this 

thesis and to summarise how the chapters link together. Figure 99 has been created to 

illustrate the connections. It shows that there are three different possibilities to look at 

namely a support-oriented thread (Thread A), a “gap”-oriented thread (Thread B) and an 

evaluation-oriented thread (Thread C). 

9.1.1 Thread A: Support-aspect-oriented interconnection – focusing on two 

support aspects 

Chapter 5 provides a support framework for modular system development with focus on 

stability (e.g. see Figure 57). The support framework of Chapter 5 includes the four sup-

port aspects “evaluation”, “processes”, “organisation” and “information”. All of these as-

pects are covered broadly by Chapter 6 which frames them into an assessment framework 

which is set out to remedy the issues which have been encountered during modularisation 

transition in the past. As not all of these four aspects could be dealt with in depth for the 

scope of this work, the focus of this work was mainly delimited to the support aspects 

“evaluation” and “information”. Figure 99 presents an overview of the synthesizing Thread 

A. 

9.1.2 Thread B: Gap-oriented interconnection – focusing on three questions of the 

assessment framework without existing means of support 

Based on the findings of Chapter 5, Chapter 6 presents a modularisation assessment 

framework with 22 questions which shall guide companies toward development of stable 

modular systems. While answering all of the 22 questions is important for modularisation 

transition, not all of the answers to these questions require novel scientific research. How-

ever, the three questions from Figure 99 (see Sections 6.5.5 and 6.5.6) have been identified 

as significant and as requiring novel scientific research in order to being able to answer 

them. In other words, a significant research gap has been identified behind these ques-

tions. Therefore, Chapter 7 and Chapter 8 were created to provide detailed support for 

answering the three questions of Figure 99 or Sections 6.5.5 and 6.5.6 respectively. 
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Figure 99: Synthesizing descriptive and prescriptive chapters of this research work 
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provide information for the evaluation of modular system development for the support 

developed in Chapters 6 and 7. The provision of information is a vital element for evaluat-

ing modular systems which has been found to be neglected by existing research (see Sec-

tion 7.3). 

9.1.4 Synchronisation on a higher level 

Regardless whether Thread A, Thread B or Thread C is taken to synchronise Chapters 5 to 

8, the thesis can also be synchronised on a higher level and simplified level which is shown 

by Figure 100. 

The upper part of the figure shows the situation “before”, i.e. the situation without the 

thesis. In this situation, Company A wants to launch modular products in order to achieve 

the benefits of modularisation. This works well during goal setting and during definition of 

the modular product architecture. However, after some time the company finds its archi-

tectures breaking apart and its products less modular than planned. In fact, after initial 

efforts the progress of transitioning vanished as Company A tumbled over too many is-

sues. 

 

Figure 100: Situation with and without the support of Chapters 5 to 8 
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important factors, support and threads in order to overcome issues during modularisation 

transition. 

9.2 Reflections on the specific contributions 

9.2.1 Reflections on modular system development life cycle phases 

 Pre-study phase before starting with modular system development 

It is a major finding of this research work that it is necessary to first prepare the company 

for modular system development before starting with any other development activity (see 

Assessment Framework in Chapter 6). It has to be made sure that modular systems are not 

only implemented within development projects, but that they are implemented company-

wide in order to achieve synergetic effects. Therefore, it has been suggested to work on 

management commitment, motivation of employees, cost-benefit analyses, commitment 

for the programme and planning the programme’s implementation into the organisation 

during this phase. 

The prevailing stream of existing research does not relate modularisation transition with 

such a phase (see Literature Review Chapter 3). Thus, this study is one of the first studies 

researching this phase of the modular system life cycle. The findings of this thesis directly 

address the call for future research in the field by Simpson et al. (2014, p. 777–787) where 

two requirements for this phase are mentioned. 

Firstly, it is important to introduce extended “platform thinking to the entire continuum of 

product fulfilment, including customer platforms, brand platforms, product platforms” and 

the like (Simpson et al., 2014, p. 781). 

Secondly, the future “platform extension” requires the involvement of “corporate-level 

product platform support” as it is not sufficient to see modular system development as 

product strategy. Rather, it is important to introduce it as “corporate strategy” (Simpson et 

al., 2014, p. 779) and “to get support and involvement from the entire organization to this 

major change” (Simpson et al., 2014, p. 780). How this can be done has been shown in the 

Assessment Framework in Chapter 6. 

In short, the findings concerning the pre-study phase add to the current body of knowl-

edge and can be seen as novel and significant. 

 Importance of market phase, architecting phase and planning of the modular system 

Given the literature review in Chapters 3 and the Qualitative Analysis in Chapter 5, it gets 

evident that existing research on modularisation transition follows a certain pattern which 

has been described earlier by Hofer and Gruenfelder (2001) in the context of product fam-

ily and platform development. It seems that engineering design researchers embarking on 

modular system transition follow the same pattern. Usually, they start with the definition 

of the product/market strategy from which the definition of the product variant range is 
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derived. This is achieved by taking market demands, technology trends and product func-

tions into account. Afterwards, the product architecture is defined by describing modules, 

interfaces and design rules. The last step that is frequently considered concerns the plan of 

the modular system. The plan of the modular system usually contains the variability range 

of module variants and their alignment to products. 

The results of this thesis (see Qualitative Analysis in Chapter 5 and Assessment Frame-

work in Chapter 6) confirm literature that the phases in the modular system development 

life cycle from market strategy until planning of the modular system are vital and impor-

tant enablers for stable modular system architectures. Additional support for the impor-

tance of research activities in these front-end phases comes from Simpson et al. (2014, p. 

777–787). 

 Back-end aspects after architecting and planning of the modular system 

The literature review in Chapter 3 has shown that factors like manufacturing, production, 

the supply chain, serviceability or recycling have been frequently considered by modulari-

sation support methods. In addition, Simpson et al. (2014, p. 787) stress the importance to 

further involve such back-end issues in modularisation research. 

The importance of these back-end issues has been confirmed by this research thesis. How-

ever, this thesis strongly claims to include post-architecting phases of the development life 

cycle like concept testing, evolution and change of the modular system and the interplay 

between derivative and the central modularisation project (see Qualitative Analysis in 

Chapter 5 and Assessment Framework in Chapter 6). Exactly these post-architecting 

phases have been identified as most vulnerable to failure and as vital phase for the stabil-

ity of the modular system. Surprisingly, this is the phase which has only raised very little 

attention by previous researchers. Thus, scarce research outputs like the need to synchro-

nise platform and derivative development of Ponn (2015), Arnoscht (2011) and Nielsen 

(2010) can be confirmed. Moreover, Simpson et al. (Simpson et al., 2014, p. 787) end their 

outlook into future product family design research with the statement that “product plat-

forms tend to have lifetimes that exceed the lifetime of the variants which makes the prob-

lem both challenging and relevant”. 

How this phase can be supported has been shown in the Assessment Framework in Chap-

ter 6. Moreover, Chapters 7 to 8 deal with concrete support for these phases. Section 9.3 

will go deeper into implications of this support. 

In summary, the identified need for an emphasis on aspects after architecting and plan-

ning of the modular system contributing to stability is a strong, significant and novel find-

ing. It is suggested that this finding will lead future research into a new direction. 

9.2.2 Reflections on differences to the existing body of knowledge 

In the course of this thesis, it has become clear that this work has moved the understand-

ing of modularisation transition forward. Also the work is very extensive and covers some 

of the key design phases. It is thus not surprising that several interesting differences com-
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pared to existing research have been seen. These can be summarised as awareness about 

the overall issue of transition, stability of the modular system architecture during post-

architecting phases and support during evolution and change of the modular system. 

The following points will examine how the differences to the current body of knowledge 

can be explained. 

 Applied research methodology 

It is claimed that the main findings of this research thesis have their origin in the applied 

research methodology. According to DRM (Blessing and Chakrabarti, 2009), it was a Type 

5 research project with a review-based Research Clarification, a comprehensive Descrip-

tive Study I (see Chapter 5 Qualitative Analysis), a comprehensive Prescriptive Study (see 

Chapters 6 to 8) and an initial Descriptive Study II. 

Most of the approaches from the literature review (see Chapter 3) apply a research project 

of Type 3 according to DRM (Blessing and Chakrabarti, 2009). This is a review-based Re-

search Clarification followed by a review-based Descriptive Study I. The main core of such 

projects evolves from the comprehensive Prescriptive Study which is initially tested af-

terwards. While the applied research type is good to develop a tool, method or algorithm, 

it is less suitable to come to new findings that are really relevant for industrial practitio-

ners due to neglecting overall understanding. Pirmoradi and Wang (2011, p. 1051) con-

firm that “most of the developed approaches and strategies are applied to a sample prod-

uct family or an existing product in the market” and that among the developed approaches 

are “algorithms for handling large-scale platform selection and optimisation problems 

(...)”. Therefore, a different research approach to the major stream has been applied. 

It has to be mentioned that the research of this work started as Type 3 with the goal to 

develop a method for establishing modular architectures. However, after an explorative 

phase the research Type was switched to Type 5 because the overall issue of transitioning 

was seen as more significant an novel than developing another modularisation method. 

The research approach of this work set out to research the overall issue of modularisation 

transition by studying “variabilities” of practice, implementation into daily practice and 

the long-term stability of the modular system. This was achieved by following elements 

that substantially differed from existing research approaches: 

 The comprehensive Descriptive Study I was of explorative nature which was most 

suitable to get a differentiated view on the field of research. 

 The longitudinal and extensive field study with industrial practitioners including 

observational, participant, action and intervention elements and the overall re-

search setting allowed to place the real customer of engineering design research 

(i.e. design engineers and managers) into the centre. This allowed for focusing on 

those issues and means of support that are really relevant. For instance, existing 

support implemented in industry proved not to be relevant or unsuccessful after 

initial phases. This was the point where most of other research was terminated. 
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Based on these insights, new means of support could be developed (see Assess-

ment Framework in Chapter 6, Modularisation Metrics in Chapter 7 and Modulari-

sation IT-Integration in Chapter 8) and a new research direction could be sug-

gested to other researchers. 

 The extensive collaboration with industry allowed gaining the trust of industrial 

practitioners. This helped to get real insights into daily practice and to get unique 

opportunities to develop and test knowledge and support. 

 The content of this work evolved by studying a primary case company with com-

plementary secondary case companies. Thus, the focus of support development 

and tests was on a multitude of real industrial projects instead of developing sup-

port in an isolated environment prior to initial validation. 

The differences to the existing body of knowledge could also be explained by the distinct 

focus on existing products of this research. 

 Transitioning within existing products 

The findings from the Qualitative Study in Chapter 5 and the developed means of support 

from Chapters 6 to 8 are suggested to be novel and relevant. However, it could be argued 

that there are dozens of examples from industry that present successful implementation of 

modular systems. Thus, it could be questionable why this research thesis challenges exist-

ing support and identifies significant issues during modularisation transition. 

In contrast to existing research, there has been an adapted research focus of the research 

reported in this thesis. Firstly, the research focuses on projects without “given” common 

architecture. Thus, existing products had to be switched over and aligned to a new com-

mon modular reference architecture. Numerous examples from industry are in the context 

of “given” architectures. For cases of such given architectures the issues of this work fo-

cusing on transitioning might only be relevant to a certain extent. An example for a given 

architecture can be found in computer industry where the architecture has been virtually 

an industry standard (Baldwin and Clark, 2000, p. 9). 

Secondly, most of the existing design research assumes that product development strictly 

follows the rules of “new product development”. In new product development the issues of 

this work might not be relevant to the full extent. Starting from scratch on a blank sheet of 

paper would allow to build the environment of the modular system life cycle around the 

common modular reference architecture. However, the focus of this work was on a 

“brownfield” approach focusing on modularisation transition within existing products. 

Thus, the constant interplay between the modular system and derivative development 

projects had to be considered. This was the phase that attained particular attention of this 

research. Environments with “greenfield” approaches do not have to take care of this 

phase as the modular system can be properly established before modules are combined to 

derive new product variance. Such scenarios do not require taking care of the interplay 

between derivative and central development. However, such “greenfield” scenarios can 

rather be seen as exception than as the “brownfield” standard. 
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Thirdly, while there might be successful examples for platforms and modular products 

established in industry, the dimension to create commonality, synergy and variety out of 

current modular systems are set out to reach out for new heights. 

The differences of the findings of this thesis compared to existing research can be ex-

plained to a certain extent to have their origin in an amended research methodology and 

focus. It is claimed that the amendment led to practical findings from daily practice and for 

daily practice of design engineers. It is suggested that this adds value to this thesis’ signifi-

cance, novelty and strengthens the validity of its implications. 

9.3 Implications of the overall study 

From an academic and practical point of view, the main overall contribution of this work 

might be that it changes the inherent thinking of researchers and design engineers. If this 

new understanding is used to change their behaviour, engineering design research will 

move a step forward based on the findings of this thesis. Moreover, based on the findings 

of the Qualitative Study in Chapter 5 and the Modularisation Assessment Framework in 

Chapter 6, researchers get a new research direction that really will have an impact in in-

dustry. 

Given the relevancy of the research topic, it can be assumed that a considerable number of 

companies will embark upon modularisation transition in the future. However, this study 

pointed out that there might be major pitfalls on the path toward modular system devel-

opment. 

It is assumed that industrial practitioners are highly interested how they can avoid the 

issues that were detected during the Qualitative Study in Chapter 5. Moreover, it is signifi-

cant for practitioners to know which kind of support has a positive “cost-benefit” analysis. 

For instance, it has been shown that industrial practitioners should not overdose tradi-

tional modularisation methods. Rather, practitioners should spend their resources on 

above mentioned aspects to prepare the organisation for modularisation transition and on 

support for the evolution and change phase of the modular system. Therefore, a modulari-

sation support framework as guidance for further support has been developed (see Sec-

tion 5.5). 

The Modularisation Assessment Framework presented in Chapter 6 gives guidance to in-

dustrial practitioners on what to consider during modularisation transition in the entire 

modular system life cycle. For most of the steps described in the Modularisation Assess-

ment Framework, it is up to industry to decide how they implement the suggested step in 

detail. This has to be done accordingly to their respective situation because research in the 

field has shown that existing modularisation methods are sometimes overly detailed and 

not suitable to the real needs of practitioners. Thus, it is the clear message of the Modu-

larisation Assessment Framework to say “these are the steps that you have to consider, 

how you will implement them in detail depends on your specific situation”. 
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However, the Modularisation Assessment Framework has also shown that there are post-

architecting phases concerning the evolution and change of the modular system, where 

there is no sufficient pre-existing support and where application of detailed support is not 

straight forward. Nevertheless, for the stability of the modular system, the post archi-

tecting phases are of significant importance. Therefore, it has been found out that detailed 

support during these phases has to be developed. Following support is suggested for this 

phase: 

 Modularisation processes: This kind of support for stable modular system develop-

ment is treated within Chapter 6 (Modularisation Assessment Framework) and also 

researched by Arnoscht (2011), Nielsen (2010) and Munk (2011). 

 Modularisation organisation is briefly introduced within Chapter 6 (Modularisation 

Assessment Framework) and researched in detail by Arnoscht (2011) and Oosterman 

(2001). 

 Modularisation metrics: Chapter 7 gives detailed support on Modularisation Metrics 

with a particular focus on later phases of the modular system development life cycle. 

These metrics have been developed and validated in industry. In consequence, it is 

suggested that they can be directly used or slightly adapted by other companies for 

their modularisation transitioning purposes. The application of the presented modu-

larisation metrics will help other industrial practitioners to enhance transparency and 

extrinsic motivation of involved employees to support the stability of the overall 

modular system. This can be achieved by avoiding the limitations of existing metrics 

which have also been presented in Chapter 7. In consequence it is claimed that the 

modularisation metrics of this work are novel and highly relevant. 

 Modularisation information: Chapter 8 gives detailed support on how modular system 

relevant information can be made explicit by integrating it into standard IT-systems. 

The particular focus of modularisation IT-integration is on later phases of the modular 

system development life cycle. The presented approach gives guidance for industrial 

practitioners on how they can improve transparency about modular system develop-

ment by storing modularisation-relevant items, attributes and documents in standard 

PDM and ERP systems. In their outlook for further research, Simpson et al. (2014, p. 

779) point out that there are “opportunities abound for enhanced techniques for effec-

tively capturing, storing, retrieving, and delivering information in support of product 

platform strategies”. Moreover, Simpson et al. (2014, p. 779) add what is currently 

missing in industrial practice: 

There is a need to explore how documents can become primary vehicles for 

manipulating an information model in support of platforms, implying the 

broader opportunities for knowledge management to support platforms. 

It is claimed that this need is met by the approach presented in Chapter 8. In consequence, 

the findings can be seen as significant and innovative for both, academia and industry. 
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Altogether, this thesis has shown ways how fellow researchers and practitioners can re-

move the issues during modularisation transition which have been presented in Chapter 5. 

9.4 Limitations 

There are still some limitations and unanswered questions in the field. 

Firstly, it has to be tested in other industries whether modularisation transition within 

existing products is indeed the superior choice or if a costly “greenfield” transition within 

central modular system development is in general the better choice. 

Secondly, all findings of this work have their origin in a case-study with multiple cases. 

Thus, complete generalisability within industry cannot be provided which makes room for 

further validation in other industrial cases. 

Thirdly, even though the presented Modularisation Metrics cover evaluation of modulari-

sation transition, direct and “graspable” financial impacts of transitioning have not been 

studied within the course of this work. However, this field was identified as important 

enabler to “boost” the extrinsic motivation of involved employees to contribute to the 

overall modular system. This field is also mentioned as important “pillar” for further re-

search by Simpson et al. (2014, p. 782). 

9.5 Concluding remarks 

The practical element of this research uncovered some of the shortcomings of existing 

research which mainly focuses on the market phase, architecting phase and planning of 

the modular system. 

This thesis revealed totally new understanding about modular system development 

through focus on overall corporate aspects and emphasis of post architecting phases of the 

modular system development life cycle. These are the phases where existing engineering 

design support left the modular system vulnerable to diverging and, thus, to failure. 

The new understanding generated in Chapter 5 aims at changing the behaviour of engi-

neering practitioners to care for the stability of the modular system during evolution and 

change. Moreover, the presented support in Chapters 6 to 8 directly helps practitioners to 

keeping the modular system architecture stable by considering different aspects during all 

phases of the life cycle. 

The findings of this research would have to be validated in other cases within different 

industries. Moreover, other research will have to show whether it is more beneficial to 

generally make the transition in the presented “brownfield” approach or if it is more bene-

ficial to transition from scratch within a “greenfield” approach. 

The overall conclusion of this research thesis will be presented in the next chapter. 
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10 Conclusions 

This has been a long and wide-ranging research programme taking more than five years. It 

has involved intimate research in 30 distinct cases in ten industrial groups and eight coun-

tries. A “case” can be seen as either a separate company or as a distinct organisation of the 

same “group”. For instance, different business units or divisions with a different product 

portfolio or industrial setting of the same group have been considered as distinct case. 

There have been a variety of studies ranging from a large and quite rare approximately 

three year longitudinal industrial study to a variety of medium-size and short studies over 

the overall period. This has given a very rich foundation to the findings of this work. It has 

been broadly based on the core Design Research Methodology (DRM) approach. The ex-

tensive nature of the collaborating case companies are detailed in Appendix B 

This chapter thus presents the main conclusions that can be derived from the research 

presented in this thesis. This section starts with a review of the research background and 

drivers for this research work. Second, a review of research objectives and how they have 

been achieved is presented. Third, the key research contribution and its significance are 

given. Fourth, implications on both, the field of knowledge and on industry is presented. 

Finally, potential for further research is outlined. 

10.1 Research background and drivers 

Establishing the right type of product architecture is seen as an important lever to balanc-

ing the trade off between internal complexity and external variety. Reports from literature 

and industry promise competitive advantage and boost in profitability through modular 

system development (see Chapter 2). 

As the concepts of platform development and modularisation have been established in 

engineering design since years, there is plenty of support in this field. State of the art 

methods that support design engineers in establishing a certain type of product architec-

ture work well for new product development projects with limited scope, if modularisa-

tion is seen as a step or overarching phase in the concept phase of a NPD project (see 

Chapter 2). 

However, available literature does not consider that modularisation takes place in ongoing 

product development across different development projects where the character of the 

development projects varies from new product development to minor modifications on 

existing products. Establishing an extended modular system across several different de-

velopment projects in such an environment is only weakly described in literature. More-

over, modularisation methods mainly aim at the market or concept phase of the modular 

system life cycle. If they consider back-end factors, they mainly focus on factors like manu-

facturability, supply chain issues, recyclability or serviceability. After clustering modulari-
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sation methods and allocating them to different life cycle phases, it got obvious that all 

phases of the traditional life cycle are directly or indirectly considered. However, the pe-

riod of the development life cycle where existing artefacts are evolved, changed and modi-

fied has not been directly covered by any existing modularisation method (see Chapter 3). 

There are only very few, limited or yet uncompleted studies that suggest how a company 

can make the overall transition toward modular system development where a high amount 

of derivative products can be derived by combining a common set of module variants. At 

the same time, more and more industries are urged to achieve higher commonality levels 

across products while still being able to differentiate their products. Therefore, the num-

ber of companies that are on the verge to transition towards modular system development 

is increasing. Prominent examples that intend to introduce cutting-edge modular systems 

include the MQB of Volkswagen or the platform of BMW with the goal to launch millions of 

highly customised cars based on only two different platforms (see Chapter 3). 

Although such transition plans in industry are at the beginning or early implementation 

phase, problems and costly setbacks have been reported. This is also the case for the pri-

mary case company of this research, it has an extensive, diverse, complex and non-

modular range of products. It is also trying to bring some “order” to its activities. Thus, it 

has been the main rationale of this research to investigate the issues during transitioning 

and to support companies in having a less cumbersome modularisation transition. 

10.2 Review of research objectives 

The aim of this research is to identify and test critical issues and important factors associated 

with support for the transition towards modular system development with stable product 

architectures. 

Based on these findings, it is the aim to develop engineering design support for the transi-

tion. 

This aim has been achieved by attaining the objectives outlined below. 

10.2.1 Review of RO1 – elements of transition 

In order to understand what problems companies encounter and what kind of existing 

support they can apply, it was the first objective of this research to identify and test vital 

elements for modularisation transition. 

The research activities that were applied to achieve these objectives had their origin in 

participating in an industrial case study comprising mixed methods like participant-

observer approach and semi-structured interviews. Moreover, field studies directly in 

industrial development projects have been conducted to test the suitability of existing 

support in order to remedy issues during modularisation transition (see Section 5.2). 
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Firstly, this objective was achieved by identifying critical issues that companies encounter 

during transitioning toward modular system development. These identified issues have 

been classified and analysed in order to present a coherent list of modularisation transi-

tioning issues within this research work (see Section 5.3). 

Secondly, based on these analyses, it was possible to establish important factors that must 

be in place for transitioning toward modular system development. These important fac-

tors to overcome above mentioned issues are classified and listed within this work. After 

critical issues and important factors for modularisation transition were identified and 

analysed, it was possible to evaluate existing support for transitioning toward modularisa-

tion with a focus on development life cycle models and modularisation methods (see Sec-

tion 5.4). 

Based on identified issues, important factors to be established and weaknesses of existing 

support, a modularisation support framework with focus on stability during all phases of 

the modular system life cycle has been developed (see Section 5.5). This support frame-

work serves as guidance for the development of further modularisation transition sup-

port. 

After achieving research objective one, there was still a gap between the identified prob-

lems that companies encounter during modularisation transition and available support. 

This gap can be summarised by the finding that modularisation transition is always jeop-

ardised by more tempting short-term and project-individual goals. Therefore, “mecha-

nisms” had to be installed that guide the engineering organisation toward development of 

modular systems amid prevailing short-term goals, product-individual goals and tempta-

tion to fall back to more individualised product development. These “mechanisms” have 

been addressed by research objectives 2 to 4. 

10.2.2 Review of RO2 – Modularisation Assessment Framework 

Research objective 2 was to develop a Modularisation Assessment Framework for compa-

nies that transition toward modular system development. This was achieved by identify-

ing an appropriate scheme for assessment of modularisation transition and by developing 

and testing the framework for modularisation transition in industry. 

The Modularisation Assessment Framework presented in this work is based on state of 

the art assessment frameworks that are applied by process auditors in industry. The ac-

tual content of the assessment framework is based upon the achievement of research ob-

jective 1 by addressing potential issues that can be avoided by making sure that important 

factors for modularisation transition are in place. The modularisation assessment frame-

work presents modularisation “enablers” along the modular system life cycle (see Chapter 

6). The framework gives hints but does not prescribe detailed support for modularisation 

transition. Validation of the audit scheme took place by applying it in industry and by do-

ing expert evaluation with industrial practitioners. 
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10.2.3 Review of RO3 – Modularisation Metrics 

Because the Modularisation Assessment Framework, as result of the previous research 

objectives, mainly addresses the “enabling” and overall side of modularisation, it is re-

search objective 3 to focus on the results of modularisation transition. Therefore, modu-

larisation metrics for transitioning toward modular system development were objected to 

be developed. First, this research objective has been addressed by deriving requirements 

for modularisation metrics applied in industry. The requirements were derived based on 

semi-structured interviews in industry and based on a survey study. Already existing met-

rics have been tested in order to find out use and limits of existing modularisation metrics. 

It is the main flaw of existing metrics that they do not consider information requirements 

that are necessary to calculate them and that they are mainly design to assist engineering 

designers in establishing a certain kind of product architecture instead of supporting a 

company in modularisation transition. In order to overcome this flaw, this research devel-

oped and tested metrics for modularisation transition in industry (see Chapter 7). These 

metrics were validated in different development projects in industry and by recurring 

expert interviews. 

10.2.4 Review of RO4 – transition and IT-systems 

In order to create transparency about modular systems and to provide modularisation 

information for the results of research objectives 2 and 3, it is research objective 4 to de-

velop an approach for provision of modularisation information in companies. This re-

search objective was achieved by first identifying requirements for provision of modulari-

sation information in a survey study. Based on these requirements, it was possible to iden-

tify relevant information for modularisation transition that must be captured within stan-

dard IT-systems of companies. This profound base enabled to come up with the core 

achievement of this research objective which is to develop and test an approach for inte-

gration of modularisation information into standard industrial IT-systems (see Chapter 8). 

The IT-integration approach was validated by a constant feedback cycle and implementa-

tion in industry. 

10.3 Key research contributions and significance 

The key contributions in the four research areas are summarised below. Underpinning 

data are included in Appendix D. 

10.3.1 Deeper understanding about modularisation transition (see Chapter 5) 

When considering modularisation transition, it is not enough to look at the step „modu-

larisation“ in the design process. Traditional models of the product development life cycle 

fall short of providing a sound base for the process of modular system development. 

Therefore, such a process model was introduced in the course of this work. Three different 

models how modularisation transition can take place were derived from literature and 
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field studies in industry. The first alternative is similar to the NPD approach while giving 

special attention to the step modularisation during the design process. The second transi-

tioning alternative takes place in a setting where a dedicated team and a dedicated span of 

time is devoted to modular system development. This alternative is less prone to failure 

but highly resource-intensive. Consequently, because most companies cannot afford to 

dedicate additional resources, they have to make the transition in parallel to ongoing 

product development within existing products (alternative 3). The three identified modu-

lar system development alternatives have the same phases and comprise a market phase, 

a product architecture planning phase, a product architecture design phase and evolve-

ment of the modular system (see Section 5.4.1). The phase evolvement of the modular 

system can be further broken down into development of modules, development of deriva-

tive products and derivation of products from the modular system. It has been shown that 

the evolvement phase after architecting is the phase which gained only little attention by 

existing research and by existing development life cycle models. 

 Issues during modularisation transition (see Section 5.4) 

The common scheme among the development life cycle models of the modular system 

development process has been used to classify issues that arise during modular system 

development. The phases of this compressed model comprise the market phase, concept 

phase, architecture planning phase and evolvement and change of the modular system. It 

has been shown that while all phases contain the risk of considerable issues, most issues 

arise during evolution and change of the modular system. 

An issue of modularisation transition is that the company has to initially invest more while 

benefits of modularisation do not arise before several product life cycle of a company’s 

products have taken place. There are no direct benefits of the modularisation project itself. 

In contrary, there are only costs for the modularisation project in the accounting books. 

The “winners” of a modularisation project are in turn product development projects that 

rely on a modular system but that did not contribute to the modular system. Thus, motiva-

tion to contribute to the modular system instead of solely focusing on single derivative 

projects has been seen as a major issue during modularisation transition. 

In transitioning companies, products were originally designed to cover the scope of only 

those requirements derived in the direct product development project, but not for a 

broader scope of requirements for other development projects. Hence, the architectures of 

existing product portfolios are vulnerable to unexpected market changes and cannot ac-

commodate a large variety of products. Moreover, while planning the modular system it 

was found out that companies frequently struggle to capture the market requirements 

across the extended range of products due to lack of motivation and resources. Another 

issue is that in companies transitioning within existing products there are time-

constraints in derivative development projects and pressure to bring new solutions as fast 

as possible to the market. This is detrimental for the initial modularisation project. There 

are always short-term goals that beat the long-term and costly concept of modularisation 
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from the very beginning. Hence, lack of time and resources was identified as major obsta-

cle to successful modularisation transition. 

The study also found out that in addition to a different view on the product architecture 

across development projects, different company functions may have different views on the 

product architecture. Moreover, engineering departments often miss the overview of the 

overall modular system and information about cross-project specifications they have to 

adhere to. This intensifies the problem of establishing and deploying common modular 

architectures across the company. In consequence, lack of information and transparency 

has been identified as major issue during modularisation transition. 

It has been shown that above mentioned main issues and diverse other disturbing factors 

like the cost reduction of single products, last minute wishes from product management, a 

lack of feasibility of the planned concept and time constraints to pursue the modular con-

cept endanger the stability of the originally planned common modular product architec-

ture, particularly during post-architecting phases. This means that the phase evolution and 

change of the modular system with least existing support is the phase where most of the 

issues occur that undermine the stability of the modular system. 

In sum, engineers and managers always find reasons why not to stick to the originally 

planned common modular reference architecture. It is claimed that in product develop-

ment with existing means of support, they neither have enough time, resources, motiva-

tion, information or transparency to appropriately contribute to the modular system dur-

ing all life cycle phases. This endangers the stability of the modular system, especially dur-

ing later phases of the modular system development life cycle (see Section 5.3). 

 Important Factors for modularisation transition (see Chapter 5) 

Transitioning companies need factors and support in place that advocate the overall and 

long-term goals of the modular system in opposition to short-term goals of single products 

and derivative development projects. 

The transition towards modularisation requires a new way of working for engineers. This 

can be summarised through following points: 

 Planning the product architecture, i.e. requirements phase and design of the prod-

uct architecture requires to be on a fixed and much broader base than engineers 

and managers are originally used to. 

 A dedicated and standardised process how the product architecture is created 

across different products has to be in place for transitioning. 

 It is vital that a process is established how the modular system is evolved and how 

the interplay between single derivative products and the modular system takes 

place. 
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 Regular assessments have to take place that guide a company from its natural de-

fault setting in single product thinking toward thinking in common modular sys-

tems with all accompanying measures that this entails. 

 Information has to be provided that broadens the scope of engineers and manag-

ers from single product thinking toward thinking in common modular system. 

 It has to be ensured that information for efficient modularisation assessment is 

provided. 

 Support for modularisation transition (see Section 5.4 and 5.5) 

Prior to transitioning to modular system development, there must be a well-grounded 

decision to pursue such a strategy. This decision has to be prepared by conducting a cost-

benefit analysis how it was suggested within this work in order to highlight whether there 

is potential for modular system development or not. 

If there is potential for such a strategy and if this potential cannot be achieved by applying 

less costly measures like defining standard parts, modularising existing platforms, agree-

ing upon common platform cores, or implementing part catalogues, modularisation transi-

tion can start with the implementation phase. 

If a company transitions toward modularisation, one has to look at support from following 

fields: processes, evaluation, organisation and information. The use and limits of available 

support from these fields was tested. 

Only little use was found in optimisation algorithms for product architecting. It was found 

that rather than a single method, many factors must be established within companies and 

that optimisation methods do not yield the promised results. 

It is an important precondition for successful modularisation transition that the role of 

product management is emphasised and that market-knowledge about all products de-

rived from modular system is well-known, proved and accepted by all involved roles. 

It was shown that newly applied modularisation measures like modularisation methods 

consume a considerable amount of time and nerves of engineers so that they are prone to 

failure from the very beginning. Therefore, modularisation support must be integrated 

into existing company processes and monitored for appropriate application. Novel holistic 

support has to be established and implemented in the course of the modularisation pro-

gramme. 

In the course of this work, the new concept of stability has been established. Stability is 

important for the evolvement and change of the modular system. It means compliance to 

product architecture rules across projects and low deviation from architecture plans un-

der constant update of architecture plans. If companies fail in managing stability of their 

modular system, they endanger the success of the whole modularisation project. As a re-

sult, a modularisation support framework with focus on stability has been developed as 

guidance for further research. 
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As soon as appropriate transitioning support is available to overcome the issues and to 

make sure that important factors for modularisation transition are in place, it has to be 

constantly monitored. Thus, enablers that ensure stability of the modular system have to 

be assessed and how the performance of modularisation transition develops during the 

modular system life cycle has to be monitored. Installed modularisation measures have to 

be taken as advocates for long-term modularisation goals compared to short-term goals of 

single products and single projects. In sum, the company has to be constantly pulled to-

ward the overall goals of the modular system. 

10.3.2 Modularisation Assessment Framework (see Chapter 6) 

Modularisation transition requires making modifications to the engineering design proc-

esses and organisation if the transition shall lead to stable product architectures. If these 

modifications are not constantly measured and defended, there is the risk that they are 

not adequately lived or removed because of cost pressure. 

A comprehensive view on the understanding of the modular system development life cycle 

within this work has been presented in Section 6.4 as base for the assessment framework. 

The developed modularisation assessment framework of this study supports companies to 

find out where their processes have gaps that endanger the transition process. 

Moreover, the introduced framework helps companies to constantly monitor whether 

important support for modularisation is stringently lived. If there are gaps, the assessment 

framework shows how the flaws of current processes can be removed adequately. 

The assessment framework covers all phases of the modular system development life cy-

cle. It aims at reducing the issues that have been identified during each phase. According 

to occurrence of issues during the phases, the Modularisation Assessment Framework has 

a particular focus on the later evolution and change phase of the modular system. This 

makes the assessment framework a novel and relevant means of support in the researched 

field. 

10.3.3 Modularisation Metrics (see Chapter 7) 

The proposed metrics of this study measure how modular the product architecture of the 

considered product portfolio is, how the products stick to established product architecture 

rules, how stable the modular system is and how the trade-off between internal complex-

ity and external variety develops over the transition period and afterwards. 

The newly developed portfolio of metrics gives adequate transparency in order to physi-

cally track modularisation transition, but also the trade-off between short-term company 

goals and long-term goals related to modularisation. From a technical perspective, the 

metrics assess adherence of derivative products to the specifications of the common 

modular reference architecture. By integrating the metrics into the company evaluation 

system, they help to improve the motivation and understanding of involved employees to 

contribute to the overall modular system. It is suggested that this directly supports the 
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stability of the modular system. Moreover, in contrast to existing metrics, the modularisa-

tion metrics of this work are efficiently computable and have a particular focus on the evo-

lution and change phase where the modular system is most vulnerable to diverge. Thus, 

the metrics are a major contribution to the researched field and are novel in their applica-

tion. 

10.3.4 Modularisation information provision (see Chapter 8) 

In order to shift the focus from single products toward the modular system, to gain trans-

parency about product architectures and to assist efficient modularisation assessment by 

providing sound input, this support concerns the provision of modularisation information 

in companies. Therefore, the study introduced an approach for IT-integration of modulari-

sation information into core IT-systems of companies. 

The approach consists of four steps. First, the items of the modular system are created. 

Second, the items of the modular system are classified with modularisation attributes. 

Third, relationships between items of the modular system are established. Fourth, over-

arching product architecture information is assigned to respective items. The result of the 

IT-integration approach is an innovative modular system information model which repre-

sents a generic module view in addition to a derivative product view. 

Validation activities of the method showed that the approach helps engineers to make sure 

that their products do meet the same architecture specifications across products and gen-

erations. Moreover, validation showed that the provision of modularisation information is 

a supportive enabler for reuse of artefacts, protection of the modular system and for archi-

tecture-relevant assessments. The distinct feature of this support is its focus on post-

architecting phases of the modular system life cycle. 

Summarising this section, this research is different to existing work as it covers following 

innovative aspects: 

This work goes beyond the thinking that modularisation support ends with establishing 

the product architecture. Rather, this work takes into account that the evolvement of 

products and modular systems takes place in an interplay between different parallel and 

succeeding projects where engineering work mainly comprises engineering changes, 

modifications, reuse and adaption. Thus, this work strongly contributes to the stability of 

modular systems during later phases. 

10.4 Implications 

At the beginning of this research, no support for modularisation transition could be identi-

fied in literature. In the meantime, very few studies emerged that handle modularisation 

transition of companies. It is suggested that this thesis raises awareness about this topic in 

the academic and industrial world. Consequently, it can be used as base for transitioning 
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in industry and for further research about modularisation transition and stability of modu-

lar systems. 

10.4.1 Implications for the field of knowledge 

While literature describes modularisation in the context of the traditional new product 

development processes, this work advocates the usage of an adopted modular system de-

velopment life cycle (see Section 6.4). 

Categorising issues and support along this modular system development life cycle allowed 

to come to new insights for modularisation research. While previous work strongly fo-

cused on the market and concept phase, this work focussed on the real demands of indus-

try and came to the result that researchers should rather focus on the post-concept phases 

for modular system development (e.g. evolution and change of the modular system). 

The approach to support companies in making the transition with a modularisation as-

sessment framework is unprecedented in this field of research, though, it has been proven 

as appropriate means of support in the course of this work. In addition to the fact that it is 

a new kind of means of support for modularisation transition, the focus of its content on a 

pre-study phase and on evolution and change of the modular system should change the 

understanding of contemporary researchers on what is really important in industry. 

Even though, there is already a plethora of modularisation metrics available in literature, 

this work has shown that there is still a gap in computing the right metrics for modularisa-

tion transition efficiently and in the application of the metrics during later post-

architecting phases. It is assumed that this will give a new direction to the prevailing re-

search stream about abstract modularisation metrics. It is suggested that research takes 

into account more concrete needs of industry like proposed in this work, especially the 

need to support the stability of the modular system during later development life cycle 

phases. 

For academia, it is important to notice that the best support for modularisation is of no use 

if it cannot be applied in practice, e.g. because of lack of resources or because of lack of 

available information. The IT-integration of modularisation presented in this work shows 

how modularisation support can be assisted with provision of information for efficient 

application in practice. 

Altogether, it is suggested that this work changes the understanding and behaviour of con-

temporary researchers toward improving time, motivation, information and transparency 

of engineers throughout the whole modular system development life cycle. Moreover, it is 

suggested that their attention is directed during later phases of the development life cycle 

(e.g. evolution and change phase) in order to provide stability of the modular system. 
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10.4.2 Implications for industry 

The suggested support framework for modular system development with a focus on sta-

bility shows practitioners where issues during the development life cycle are to be ex-

pected and how these issues can be avoided efficiently by applying appropriate means of 

support. 

The presented modularisation assessment framework can be used by industry in different 

ways. First, the industrial study showed there was the intention to use it itself as driver for 

the modularisation initiative by reporting to top-management where the weak spots of a 

certain business unit concerning modularisation are. Second, in industry it is also intended 

to include parts of the modularisation assessment framework into milestone review meet-

ings along the modular system and product development process. 

The modularisation metrics are applied and further developed in the primary case com-

pany. Their use is ongoing while they present the main means of measuring the overall 

modularisation programme within the company. 

The proposed IT-integration approach has been successfully implemented into the PDM 

system of the primary case company. This concept is currently extended and implemented 

to the ERP environment. 

It is claimed that what works well for the presented cases covered by this study will also 

be supportive for other companies during modularisation transition. Therefore, it is 

claimed to be helpful that the research was designed, for instance by triangulation, in a 

way to produce generalisable findings. 

In sum, this research thesis presents new understanding about the modular system life 

cycle for industry. For the first time in research, industry gets a compressed overview 

about issues and support throughout the whole modular system life cycle. Moreover, a set 

of means of support for evolution and change phase of the modular system is provided, a 

phase with only scarce pre-existing support for industry. 

10.5 Limitations of the study and implications for further 

research 

While the findings of this study are certainly valid for “bigger” companies that develop 

products in a cross-market, cross-brand or cross-country environment, they might not be 

fully applicable to companies with a small and narrow product portfolio. For instance, in 

cases where engineering actors of very small companies have full knowledge about the 

market and the architecture of all products in scope, the measures proposed in this work 

could seem like taking a sledgehammer to crack a nut. While there are so many different 

application areas where modularisation can be applied, this work focused on companies 

that want to embrace commonality across a wide range of products without compromising 

product variety. 
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Because this research thesis evolved from a set of case studies, more research in other 

companies and industries is needed in order to come to findings which are broadly gener-

alisable from a scientific point of view. This includes that the overall perspective on modu-

larisation transition has to be further studied. It would be interesting to see how other 

companies made the transition and how the real outcomes of their undertakings are. 

The study has shown that it is an important factor to gauge overall goals of the company 

with the goals related to single development projects, products or product families. To be 

able to prioritise appropriately, this is especially true for financial considerations. There-

fore, further studies, that investigate new means how the effects of modularisation can be 

measured at an early stage and that bring up financial results that directly show up in ac-

counting books, would be very supportive for the transition process. In addition to finan-

cial aspects, further elements which motivate people to embrace common elements of the 

modular system have to be studied. 

The thesis has demonstrated the importance of IT as enabler for modularisation. Going 

one step further in this area would open totally new research opportunities. First, IT facili-

tates modular design operations. It would be beneficial if modularisation evaluation gen-

erated extended real-time information about the benefits of the modular strategy, includ-

ing financial aspects. Moreover, such evaluations could be applied to directly evaluate the 

impact of different product architecture alternatives and to determine the optimum de-

gree of modularity based on real data, instead of relying on impact estimations. In addi-

tion, further efforts should be spent on researching how to efficiently handle interfaces of 

modular systems within IT-systems of large enterprises. 

The presented modularisation IT-integration approach could also be extended to cover the 

complete architecture-relevant life cycle and to further contribute to automated modular 

design. This could already start during the pre-study phase with an automatic generator of 

modularisation transition potential. Such a feature would research the possibility of auto-

matically analysing product structures and hierarchies within IT-systems. This could be 

used as starting point to establish “easy” to “difficult” modularisation transitioning routes. 

Another feature during more mature design phases could be an automated design genera-

tor for handling fixed and scalable parts within the modular reference architecture. It is 

also thinkable to develop an automated company-wide alert or assistance mechanism for 

cases where central architecture specifications are violated. 
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11 List of author’s related publications 

Research publications are usually used to disseminate research findings in academia, to 

refine research work and to get a broad validation perspective. The corresponding re-

search publications (each at least double-blind peer-reviewed) which are directly contrib-

uting to the research objectives of this thesis are as follows: 

 

Paper contributing to research objective 1 (RO1) – elements of transitioning 

Heilemann, M., Schlueter, M., Culley, S. J. and Haase, H.-J. (2012) Methodologies toward 

product architecture improvement in theory and practice, In Proceedings of 12th Interna-

tional Design Conference - DESIGN 2012, Cavtat, Dubrovnik, Croatia, pp. 919–928.  

Paper contributing to research objective 2 (RO2) – modularisation assessment 

framework 

Heilemann, M. and Culley, S. J. (2015) Capability audit for modular system development - 

Assessing important factors for establishing and maintaining common modular system 

architectures, In Proceedings of 1st IEEE International Symposium on Systems Engineer-

ing, Rome, Italy.  

Papers contributing to research objective (RO3) – modularisation metrics 

Heilemann, M., Culley, S. J., Schlueter, M. and Haase, H.-J. (2013) Examination of modulari-

zation metrics in industry, In Proceedings of the 19th International Conference on Engi-

neering Design (ICED13), Seoul, Korea, pp. 427–436.  

Heilemann, M., Culley, S. J., Schlueter, M. and Lindemer, V. (2015) Assessing modularisa-

tion transition with metrics, In Proceedings of the 20th International Conference on Engi-

neering Design (ICED15), Milan, Italy.  

(recognised as Reviewer’s Favourite) 

Paper contributing to research objective 4 (RO4) – modularisation information pro-

vision 

Heilemann, M., Culley, S. J., Schlueter, M. and Lindemer, V. (2014) Method to integrate 

modular product architecture information into standard IT-systems, In Proceedings of 

13th International Design Conference - DESIGN 2014, Cavtat, Dubrovnik, Croatia, pp. 863–

872.  

 

The research objectives and how they relate to the chapters of this thesis are further de-

fined in Sections 1.7, 1.9, 4.1, 4.6 and Figure 5. 
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I 

Appendix A: Overview of modularisation methods 

Appendix A shows an overview of the modularisation methods considered for this work. 

The methods are ordered into following categories: 

 Methods using abstract factors as main input factors 

 Methods using strategic and/or physical factors as main input factors 

 Methods using integrating various factors as main input 

 Methods considering degree of modularity or uncertainty 

The overview is given in a table which lists main input factors that are used to establish 

the product architecture. It also lists the phase in the product development process in 

which the product architecture is established. 

If methods use supporting side input factors to establish the product architecture, they are 

presented in the table as well, together with the phase in the development process to 

which the side input factor is assigned to. This phase can either be before the actual modu-

larisation step or afterwards. 

The table also contains the mode of product architecture representation. In most of the 

cases, the product architecture representation is the starting point for product architec-

ture improvement. There are three different possibilities how the product architecture is 

represented within modularisation methods: a) graph-based, b) matrix-based or c) via 

mathematical models. 
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Table A - I: Methods using different factors as input factors 

Methods using abstract factors as main input factor 

Method Category Main Input Factor Phase 

Side Input Factor  

(before modularisation 

phase) 

Phase 
Side Input Factor  

(after modularisation phase) 
Phase 

Architecture  

representation 

Shamsuzzoha 

(2011) 

physical interactions 

between elements 

strength of interaction between 

elements 
concept -   -   graph-based 

Pimmler and Ep-

pinger (1994) 

physical interactions 

between elements 

strength of interaction between 

elements: energy, spatial, material, 

information 

concept -   -   matrix-based 

Helmer (2008) 
physical interactions 

between elements 

strength of interaction between 

elements: spatial, material, informa-

tion, energy, structural 

concept -   
correction through constraints 

and feasibility 
various matrix-based 

Alizon (2006) 
physical interactions 

between elements 

interactions between elements (e.g. 

components, modules) and flow 

interactions 

concept -   -   matrix-based 

Shan and Chen 

(2009) 

physical interactions 

between elements 

functional correlation, physical 

correlation, geometrical correlation 
concept -   -   

matrix-based, 

numerical optimisation 

Xu et al. (2006) 
physical interactions 

between elements 
interaction between elements concept -   

coordination cost between 

modules 
concept 

matrix-based, 

mathematical optimisa-

tion 

Huang and Kusiak 

(1998) 

physical interactions 

between elements 

- interaction between elements 

- suitability of elements for grouping 
concept -   -   matrix-based 

Kusiak and Huang 

(1996) 

physical interactions 

between elements 

trade-off between cost and perform-

ance 
various 

interaction between 

elements 
concept -   

graph-based 

fuzzy logic 

Siddique and Rosen 

(1999) 
functional structures 

common and variety functional 

elements 
concept -   -   graph-based 
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Pahl and Beitz 

(2007) 
functional structures 

function structure: basic, special, 

auxiliary and adaptive functions 
concept 

- requirements for prod-

uct variants 

- market data and eco-

nomic analysis 

requirements 

- working principles and 

concept alternatives 

- economical factors 

- technical/qualitative factors 

- manufacturing factors 

concept, 

design 
graph-based 

McAdams (1999) functional structures 

functional similarity, common func-

tion chains, causal links between 

flows 

concept 

- weighted customer 

needs 

- functional importance 

requirements, 

concept 
-   

mathematical models, 

matrix-based 

Holtta (2003) functional structures 
similarity between in- and outputs of 

functions 
concept -   -   

graph-based, mathemati-

cal 

Stone (1997, 1999, 

2000), 

Day et al. (2010), 

Kurtadikar et al. 

(2004) 

functional structures 

- dominant flows 

- branching flow 

- conversion-transmission flow 

concept 
customer needs and their 

relation to functions 
requirements 

- concepts and geometric 

layouts 

- standardizing solutions vs. 

focusing on unique solutions 

- feasibility of modular concept 

- continuous evaluation of 

agreed concept  

concept, 

design 
graph-based 

Chandrasekaran et 

al. (2004) 
functional structures 

re-occurrence of modules in several 

products 
concept module dependencies concept     matrix-based 

Zamirowski and 

Otto (1999) 
functional structures 

- dominant flows 

- branching flow 

- conversion-transmission flow 

- shared functions 

- unique functions 

concept -   -   graph-based 

Dahmus et al. 

(2001) 
functional structures 

- dominant flows 

- branching flow 

- conversion-transmission flow 

- shared functions 

- unique functions 

- similar target values of functions 

concept 

external and internal 

requirements and their 

relation to modules 

requirements 

- concept layouts 

- separation into existing and 

innovative solutions 

- continuous evaluation of 

modular concepts 

concept graph-based 

Stake (2000)  
functional-physical 

relations 

relationship between functions and 

technical solutions of products 
concept -   -   matrix-based 
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Jiao and Tseng 

(1999), 

Du et al. (2001, 

2005) 

functional-physical 

relations 

relationship between functional 

requirements and design properties 
concept 

- market data: competi-

tors, technologies, market 

trends, market segments, 

requirements, goal values 

for market segments, 

sales volume for product 

attributes 

- function tree 

requirements, 

concept 

- technological feasibility 

- manufacturability, costs, 

volume, time schedule 

- evaluating trade-off: perform-

ance vs. cost, commonality vs. 

Variety 

- configuration structure with a 

generic BOM structure 

concept, 

design 

matrix-based, graph-

based 

Goepfert (1998), 

Goepfert and Stein-

brecher (2000) 

functional-physical 

relations 

relationship between product func-

tions, components and modules 
concept -   

- alignment with organisational 

issues 
various graph-based 

 

Methods using strategic and/or physical factors as main input factors 

Method Category Main Input Factor Phase 

Side Input Factor  

(before modularisation 

phase) 

Phase 
Side Input Factor  

(after modularisation phase) 
Phase 

Architecture  

representation 

Erixon (1996; 

1998), Erixon et al. 

(1996), Nilsson and 

Erixon (1998), 

Ericsson and Erixon 

(1999), Nilsson 

(2010), Stake 

(2000), Blackenfelt 

& Stake (1999) 

strategic reasons 

- module drivers reflecting needs for 

modularisation from R&D, product 

management, assembly, quality, 

purchasing, service 

concept 

- market data: competi-

tors, technologies, market 

trends, market segments, 

requirements, goal values 

for market segments, 

sales volume for product 

attributes 

- evaluation and selection 

of technical solution 

requirements, 

concept 

- evaluation and impact of 

interfaces, lead time, system 

cost, production cost, quality, 

development, sales and after-

sales service 

- improvement of modular 

system with DFM and DFA 

- module and interface specifi-

cations 

concept matrix-based 

Borjesson (2009) strategic reasons 

- module drivers reflecting needs for 

modularisation from R&D, product 

management, assembly, quality, 

purchasing, service 

concept 

- functional flows and 

heuristics 

- module driver compati-

bility 

concept, various 

- technical constraints for 

physical solutions 

- geometrical properties re-

flecting engineering knowledge 

concept matrix-based 
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Yu et al. (2011) strategic reasons 

PLC aspects as modular driving 

forces: 

functionality, structural aspects, 

component lifetime, material com-

patibility, recyclability 

concept -   -   
mathematical optimisa-

tion 

Ji et al. (2013) strategic reasons 

10 factors from following categories: 

- functional similarity 

- structural similarity 

- material reuse similarity 

concept -   -   
mathematical optimisa-

tion 

Newcomb et al. 

(1996) 
strategic reasons 

PLC aspects: material recycling, 

service, post-life-intend 
concept -   

- interaction within modules vs. 

interactions of system 

- congruence of the three life 

cycle viewpoints 

concept matrix-based 

Gu et al. (1997), Gu 

and Sosale (1999) 
strategic reasons 

PLC and value stream needs: design, 

manufacturing, operation, service, 

recycling 

concept 

- alignment of general 

objectives with modulari-

sation objectives  

- functional similarity 

- interactions between 

components 

concept -   matrix-based 

Coulter et al. (1996) strategic reasons 
PLC aspects: material recycling, 

service, post-life-intend 
concept 

- functional similarity 

- interactions between 

components 

concept 

- redesign of components to 

better suit the product archi-

tecture strategy 

design matrix-based 

Meehan et al. (2007) 

holistic: 

functional and 

physical factors 

- functional factors 

- working principles 

- dependencies between physical 

components 

various -   -   matrix-based 

Lange (1998) 

holistic:  

physical and strategic 

aspects 

- technical dependencies between 

elements (DSM) 

- strategic factors in terms of module 

drivers (MIM)  

concept -   -   matrix-based 

Lanner and Malm-

qvist (1996) 

holistic: 

 physical and strate-

gic aspects 

- technical dependencies between 

elements (DSM) 

- strategic factors in terms of module 

drivers (MIM)  

concept -   -   matrix-based 
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Blackenfelt (2000, 

2001) 

holistic:  

physical and strategic 

aspects 

- strategic factors in terms of module 

drivers (strategic DSM)  

- physical dependencies between 

elements (technical DSM) 

concept -   -   matrix-based 

Blees and Krause 

(2008), Blees et al. 

(2008), Blees et al. 

(2009) 

holistic:  

physical and strategic 

aspects 

- physical module interaction graph 

- module driver analysis (perspective-

based module drivers) 

concept 

- functions of compo-

nents/ modules 

- evaluation of module 

driver fulfilment 

concept -   
graph-based, matrix-

based 

Salhieh and Kamrani 

(1999), Kamrani and 

Salhieh (2002) 

holistic:  

functional and 

physical factors 

similarity between components 

concerning physical specifications 

and functional requirements 

concept - market needs requirements - DFA and DFM methodologies concept matrix-based 

 

Methods integrating diverse multiple factors as main input 

Method Category Main Input Factor Phase 

Side Input Factor  

(before modularisation 

phase) 

Phase 
Side Input Factor  

(after modularisation phase) 
Phase 

Architecture  

representation 

Gonzalez-Zugast et 

al. (2000) 

holistic:  

platform-based 

trade-off between individually de-

signed products and platform prod-

ucts in terms of cost, revenue and 

performance 

concept 

mathematical models to 

relate design parameters 

with requirements, 

performance, cost, reve-

nue and competition 

models 

requirements, 

concept, design 
-   

tables describing the 

platform performance 

Meyer and Lehnerd 

(1997) 

holistic:  

platform-based 

- detailed description of different 

market segments 

- platform strategy 

- core competency analysis 

- price and performance targets  

concept 

- implicit and explicit 

needs 

- compelling product 

features 

requirements 

- interdisciplinary team to 

introduce and manage the 

platform 

various 
graph-based, matrix-

based 

Simpson et al. 

(2001) 

holistic:  

platform-based 

- scenarios of metamodels relating 

scaling/design variables with plat-

form specification/performance 

various 
- market understanding 

- market segmentation 
requirements -   

mathematical represen-

tation 
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DeWeck (2004) 
holistic:  

platform-based 

- market segmentation with target 

prices and design variables related to 

target specifications 

- sales volume equation for each 

market segment 

- profit function aggregating the 

platform choices 

various -   -   
mathematical represen-

tation 

Dahl (1990), 

Bäßler (1987) 

holistic:  

production and 

logistic processes 

- number of assembly steps and 

assembly order 

- sub-assembly optimum 

- integrated assembly parts 

concept 

- functional hierarchy 

- assembly-relevant 

relationships between 

functional elements 

concept 
- assemblability of the designed 

product architecture 
design graph-based 

Schuh (1988) 

holistic:  

production and 

logistic processes 

visual impact on process complexity 

by: 

- standardization 

- integration 

- differentiation 

- segmentation 

- vertical range of manufacture 

- subassemblies 

concept 
- right product architec-

ture alternative 
concept -   graph-based 

Caesar (1991) 

holistic:  

production and 

logistic processes 

impact of variant optimization meas-

ures on process complexity: 

- metrics derived from variant tree 

- costs related to process complexity 

cost 

concept -   -   graph-based 

Emmatty and 

Sarmah (2012) 

holistic: 

production processes 

reference to other methods concern-

ing design of product architecture 
various 

- product requirements 

- product functions 

- design knowledge 

database and common 

platform parts 

requirements, 

concept, design 

- Design for Assembly (DFA) 

- Design for Manufacturing 

(DFM) 

design - 

Schuh and Jonas 

(1997), Schuh and 

Schwenk (2001) 

holistic:  

variant management 

and modularisation 

-optimised scenario between offered 

features and internal complexity in 

terms of process complexity 

- trade-off between complexity cost 

and direct cost 

concept -   -   graph-based 
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Kipp and Krause 

(2008), Blees et al. 

(2010), Kipp et al. 

(2010) 

holistic:  

variant management 

and modularisation 

- relation between features, functions, 

working principles and components 

- perspective-based module drivers 

concept -   -   
graph-based, matrix-

based 

Ulrich and Eppinger 

(2012) 

holistic:  

PLC/strategic, 

functional and 

physical aspects 

- interaction/interfaces between 

elements 

- function sharing 

- certain set of module drivers  

various -   

- delayed differentiation in 

production 

- trade-off between commonal-

ity and variety 

various graph-based 

Sand et al. (2001), 

Sand et al. (2002) 

holistic:  

PLC/strategic, 

functional and 

physical aspects 

- life cycle characteristics 

- relation between functions and 

components 

- functional and physical relationship 

between components 

concept -   -   matrix-based 

Jonas et al. (2012) 

holistic: 

strategic planning 

and product structur-

ing 

-  

product structuring with multiple 

input factors 

concept 

- strategic product pro-

gramme planning and 

analysis 

requirements -   graph-based 

Koppenhagen 

(2004) 

holistic:  

PLC/strategic, 

functional and 

physical aspects 

- strategic reasons (MIM) 

- technical dependencies between 

components (DSM) 

- customer requirements (QFD) 

concept -   -   matrix-based 

Krause et al. (2014),  

Kruse et al. (2015) 

holistic: 

various factors from 

different fields 

- Design for optimised variety of 

modules and products 

- Modularity for different product life 

cycle phases 

- Development of platform-based or 

modular product programs 

concept 

- product program plan-

ning as input for modu-

larisation 

requirements -   graph-based 

Koeppen (2008) 

holistic:  

PLC/strategic, 

functional and 

physical aspects 

mathematical formulation of: 

- strategic factors 

- PLC factors 

- functional factors 

- technical factors 

concept -   -   
matrix-based, mathe-

matical models 
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Simpson et al. 

(2012), 

Thumm and Göhlich 

(2015), 

Pakkanen et al. 

(2015) 

holistic: 

integrating various 

factors 

- factors from product planning 

- factors to generate variety 

- factors to generate commonality 

concept - requirement analysis requirements -   

matrix-based, 

graph-based, 

optimisation-based 

Kristjansson et al. 

(2004), 

Kristjansson & 

Hildre (2004a), 

Kristjansson & 

Hildre (2004b), 

Kristjansson & 

Hildre (2004c), 

Kristjansson (2005) 

holistic: 

various factors from 

different fields 

multiple factors various -   -   metric-based 

 

Methods considering degree of modularity or uncertainty 

Method Category Main Input Factor Phase 

Side Input Factor  

(before modularisation 

phase) 

Phase 
Side Input Factor  

(after modularisation phase) 
Phase 

Architecture  

representation 

Marshall and Leaney 

(2002) 

holistic:  

optimum degree of 

modularity 

- optimum degree of modularity 

- interactions between elements 

- relation of functions to elements 

- PLC and strategic factors 

concept 

- requirements analysis 

- criteria for modularisa-

tion aligned with overall 

criteria 

- functional structure 

requirements, 

concept 

- process integration of modu-

larisation  

- modules are tested against 

criteria 

various - 
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Schuh et al. (2007) 

holistic:  

optimum degree of 

modularity 

relation of functions to components:  

different scenarios and their evalua-

tion regarding practicability and cost  

concept 

- market data: 

analysis of customers, 

competitors, markets, 

legal issues, technological 

trends and country-

specific needs 

- internal and external 

success factors 

- internal and external 

requirements 

- product functions 

requirements 

- interface description 

- relation of compo-

nents/modules to the product 

portfolio 

concept matrix-based 

Fujita et al. (1999), 

Fujita (2002), Fujita 

and Yoshida (2004) 

holistic:  

trade-off between 

merits and demerits 

of modularity 

optimizing the trade-off in different 

scenarios between: 

- variety and commonality 

- performance 

- cost 

- price potential 

- constraints of modular architecture 

various -   -   mathematical models 

Yigit (2002) 

holistic:  

trade-off between 

merits and demerits 

of modularity 

optimizing the trade-off in different 

scenarios between: 

- quality and performance loss 

- cost for reconfigurable manufactur-

ing 

various -   -   mathematical models 

Nepal et al. (2008) 
holistic:  

uncertainties 

- cost 

- qualitative manufacturability 

- degree of interaction between 

components 

- impact of change to considered 

variables in future 

various -   -   mathematical models 

Schuh et al. (2009), 

Schuh et al. (2014) 

holistic:  

uncertainties 

link of product architecture alterna-

tives to product features and uncer-

tainty factors 

concept 

- link between uncertainty 

factors and features  

- product development 

strategy 

  -   graph-based 

Moon et al. (2007) 
holistic:  

uncertainties 

mathematical profit model which is 

optimized for different scenarios 
concept -   -   mathematical models 
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Kidd (1998) 
holistic: 

uncertainties 

estimated development of high-level 

company performance metrics based 

different product architecture scenar-

ios and other varying input factors 

concept -   -   mathematical models 
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Appendix B: Characterisation of case study organisations 

Following table gives an overview of all primary and secondary cases that were analysed 

in order to retrieve data for the qualitative study. The table gives following information for 

each case: 

 Identifier (ID): The identifier gives information about whether a case is from the pri-

mary case company or from a secondary case. Moreover, this column gives a unique 

identifier for each case. 

 Cohort: This column gives information about the cohort to which a case belongs to. 

Each case can either be from the primary case company in the central department, 

from a development project within the primary case company, or from a secondary 

case where it may belong to a mature cohort, a mixed cohort or a young cohort. 

 Characterisation: This column characterises the case. 

 Research methods: This column gives information about the research methods applied 

for each case. 

 Aspect considered: This column explains the support aspects that were considered by 

the respective case organisation. For instance, it describes whether the case organisa-

tion just considered a single aspect for modularisation (e.g. a method or an organisa-

tional change) or an integrated set of aspects. The respective aspect applied by the 

specific case organisation is indicated by an “X” which follows the respective aspect. 

Table B – I: Overview and characterisation of all considered case study organisations 

ID Cohort Characterisation 
Research 

methods 
Aspect considered 

Primary 

Case Com-

pany - 

Project A 

primary case - 

central depart-

ment 

- Main product portfolio of 

entire company transition-

ing toward modular sys-

tem development 

- HVAC industry 

- Integrated approach for 

transitioning toward 

modular system develop-

ment 

o Participation 

o Observation 

o Project work 

o Discussions 

o Interviews 

o Document analy-

sis 

Process/Method X 

IT-Integration X 

Organisation X 

Implementation X 

Evaluation X 
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ID Cohort Characterisation 
Research 

methods 
Aspect considered 

Primary 

Case Com-

pany - 

Project B 

primary case - 

development 

projects 

- Development project 

aiming at developing 

products based on a modu-

lar reference architecture 

- HVAC-industry 

- Modularisation method 

(MFD) 

- Other support elements 

for modularisation 

o Participation 

o Observation 

o Project work 

o Discussions 

o Interviews 

o Document analy-

sis 

Process/Method X 

IT-Integration X 

Organisation X 

Implementation X 

Evaluation X 

Primary 

Case Com-

pany - 

Project C 

primary case - 

development 

projects 

- Development project 

bringing several product 

families onto the same 

modular platform 

- HVAC-industry 

- Modularisation method 

(Schuh(2007)-approach) 

- Other support elements 

for modularisation 

o Participation 

o Observation 

o Project work 

o Discussions 

o Interviews 

o Document analy-

sis 

Process/Method X 

IT-Integration X 

Organisation X 

Implementation 

Evaluation X 

Secondary 

Case 1 

secondary case 

- mature cohort 

- Development project 

with aim to modularise 

product family 

- Product from HVAC in-

dustry (air conditioning 

appliances) 

- Modularisation method 

- Variant management 

o Interview 

o Document analy-

sis 

o Observation 

Process/Method X 

IT-Integration 

Organisation 

Implementation 

Evaluation 

Secondary 

Case 2 

secondary case 

- mature cohort 

- Consultancy specialised 

in modularisation 

- < 50 modularisation 

consultants 

- Link to university re-

search institute 

- Modularisation method 

(MFD) 

- Other support elements 

for modularisation 

o Discussions 

o Presentations 

o Trainings 

o Project work 

o Interviews 

Process/Method X 

IT-Integration X 

Organisation X 

Implementation X 

Evaluation X 

Secondary 

Case 3 

secondary case 

- mature cohort 

- Company transition to-

ward modular systems 

across different product 

lines 

- Automation machinery 

industry (drives) 

- Modularisation method 

(MFD) 

- Other support elements 

for modularisation 

o Interview 

o Document analy-

sis 

Process/Method X 

IT-Integration X 

Organisation X 

Implementation X 

Evaluation X 
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ID Cohort Characterisation 
Research 

methods 
Aspect considered 

Secondary 

Case 4 

secondary case 

- mature cohort 

- Consultancy specialised 

in modularisation 

- < 50 modularisation 

consultants 

- link to university re-

search institute 

- modularisation method 

(METUS) 

- other support elements 

for modularisation 

o Interview 

o Document analy-

sis 

Process/Method X 

IT-Integration X 

Organisation X 

Implementation X 

Evaluation X 

Secondary 

Case 5 

secondary case 

- mature cohort 

- Development project 

aiming at developing 

products based on modu-

lar reference architecture 

- System control units 

- Modularisation method 

(METUS) 

- Other support elements 

for modularisation 

o Interview 

o Document analy-

sis 

Process/Method X 

IT-Integration 

Organisation 

Implementation 

Evaluation X 

Secondary 

Case 6 

secondary case 

- mature cohort 

- All development projects 

of company using modu-

larisation method in order 

to modularise their prod-

uct architecture 

- Home appliances (dry-

ers) 

- Modularisation method 

(METUS) 

- Other support elements 

for modularisation 

o Interview 

o Document analy-

sis 

Process/Method X 

IT-Integration X 

Organisation 

Implementation 

Evaluation X 

Secondary 

Case 7 

secondary case 

- mature cohort 

- Strong focus of all devel-

opment projects on com-

plexity reduction 

- Modularisation not pri-

mary goal of company 

- Home appliances (dish-

washers) 

- Complexity management 

approach 

o Interview 

o Document analy-

sis 

o Site visit 

Process/Method 

IT-Integration 

Organisation 

Implementation X 

Evaluation X 

Secondary 

Case 8 

secondary case 

- mature cohort 

- New modular platform of 

company built around a 

modular organization 

- Home appliances (cook-

ers) 

- Modularisation organisa-

tion 

o Interview 

o Document analy-

sis 

o Site visit 

Process/Method 

IT-Integration 

Organisation X 

Implementation X 

Evaluation 
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ID Cohort Characterisation 
Research 

methods 
Aspect considered 

Secondary 

Case 9 

secondary case 

- mature cohort 

- Consultancy with focus 

on structural complexity 

management of products 

- < 10 consultants 

- Structural complexity 

management 

o Interview 

o Document analy-

sis 

Process/Method X 

IT-Integration 

Organisation 

Implementation 

Evaluation 

Secondary 

Case 10 

secondary case 

- mature cohort 

- Development project 

modularising its products 

in order to reduce com-

plexity 

- High pressure pumps 

from automotive industry 

- structural complexity 

management 

o Interview 

o Document analy-

sis 

Process/Method X 

IT-Integration 

Organisation 

Implementation 

Evaluation 

Secondary 

Case 11 

secondary case 

- mature cohort 

- Development project 

from automotive industry 

implementing a classical 

Product Line Approach 

across different projects 

- Airbag control units 

- Product line approach 

o Interview 

o Document analy-

sis 

Process/Method X 

IT-Integration 

Organisation X 

Implementation 

Evaluation 

Secondary 

Case 12 

secondary case 

- mature cohort 

- Company-internal con-

sultancy from automotive 

industry with a focus on 

variant management 

- Broad product scope 

- Variant management 

approach 

o Interview 

o Document analy-

sis 

Process/Method X 

IT-Integration 

Organisation X 

Implementation 

Evaluation X 

Secondary 

Case 13 

secondary case 

- mature cohort 

- Company restructures its 

entire range of products in 

order to make them con-

figurable 

- Similar to modular ap-

proach 

- Boilers for industry 

- Configuration manage-

ment approach 

o Interview 

o Document analy-

sis 

o Participant-

observation 

Process/Method 

IT-Integration X 

Organisation 

Implementation 

Evaluation 

Secondary 

Case 14 

secondary case 

- mature cohort 

- Consultancy specialised 

in modularisation and 

process efficiency 

- < 50 consultants 

- Modularisation method 

o Interview 

o Document analy-

sis 

Process/Method X 

IT-Integration 

Organisation 

Implementation 

Evaluation 
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ID Cohort Characterisation 
Research 

methods 
Aspect considered 

Secondary 

Case 15 

secondary case 

- mature cohort 

- Gathering of experts at 

large automotive supplier 

in order to share expertise 

on how to structure prod-

ucts for configuration 

- Similar to modularisation 

approach 

- Mainly experts from 

automotive industry, but 

also participants from 

automation technology 

- Configuration manage-

ment approach 

o Interview 

o Document analy-

sis 

Process/Method 

IT-Integration X 

Organisation X 

Implementation 

Evaluation 

Secondary 

Case 16 

secondary case 

- mature cohort 

- Platform development 

projects with strong con-

trol of variety of derivative 

product development 

projects 

- Automotive supplier 

industry 

- Organisation: 

organisational separation 

between platform devel-

opment and customer 

projects 

o Interview 

o Document analy-

sis 

Process/Method 

IT-Integration 

Organisation X 

Implementation 

Evaluation 

Secondary 

Case 17 

secondary case 

- mixed cohort 

- Development project 

aiming at developing 

products based on a modu-

lar reference architecture 

- HVAC-industry 

- Approximately 20 engi-

neers 

- Modularisation method 

(MFD) 

- Other support elements 

for modularisation 

o Project work 

o Discussions 

o Interviews 

o Document analy-

sis 

Process/Method X 

IT-Integration X 

Organisation X 

Implementation X 

Evaluation X 

Secondary 

Case 18 

secondary case 

- mixed cohort 

- Consultancy specialised 

in modularisation and 

variant management 

- > 50 modularisation 

consultants 

- Link to university re-

search institute 

- Modularisation method 

(Schuh(2007)-approach) 

- Other support elements 

for modularisation 

o Interview 

o Document analy-

sis 

o Joint project 

work 

Process/Method X 

IT-Integration 

Organisation X 

Implementation X 

Evaluation X 
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ID Cohort Characterisation 
Research 

methods 
Aspect considered 

Secondary 

Case 19 

secondary case 

- mixed cohort 

- Full transition of whole 

company (supporting 

central department and 

development projects) 

towards modular system 

development 

- Home appliances (cook-

ers) 

- Modularisation method 

(Schuh(2007)-approach) 

- Other support elements 

for modularisation 

o Extended and 

regular interviews 

o Document analy-

sis 

Process/Method X 

IT-Integration 

Organisation X 

Implementation X 

Evaluation X 

Secondary 

Case 20 

secondary case 

- mixed cohort 

- All development projects 

of the company transition-

ing toward more modular 

product architectures 

- Support from a consul-

tancy 

- Heavy industrial packag-

ing machines 

- Modularisation method 

o Interview 

o Document analy-

sis 

Process/Method X 

IT-Integration 

Organisation 

Implementation 

Evaluation 

Secondary 

Case 21 

secondary case 

- mixed cohort 

- Central department of a 

large manufacturer pre-

paring modularisation 

transition  

- Traditionally, company 

with a strong focus on 

complexity management 

- Large manufacturer for 

all kinds of home appli-

ances 

- Central department sup-

port for modularisation 

and complexity manage-

ment 

o Interview 

o Document analy-

sis 

Process/Method 

IT-Integration 

Organisation 

Implementation X 

Evaluation X 
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ID Cohort Characterisation 
Research 

methods 
Aspect considered 

Secondary 

Case 22 

secondary case 

- mixed cohort 

- Central Department gath-

ering experts from its 

different business units in 

order to share experience 

on modularisation and to 

derive a guideline from 

that expertise 

- Mainly automotive sup-

plier industry, but also 

infrequent participation of 

other business units like 

power tools 

- Central department sup-

port for modularisation 

and variant management 

o Interviews 

o Document analy-

sis 

o Participant-

observation 

Process/Method X 

IT-Integration 

Organisation X 

Implementation X 

Evaluation X 

Secondary 

Case 23 

secondary case 

- younger co-

hort 

- Central engineering sup-

port department aiming at 

introducing functional 

modularisation methods 

- Automation technology 

- Modularisation method 

o Interview 

o Document analy-

sis 

Process/Method X 

IT-Integration 

Organisation 

Implementation 

Evaluation 

Secondary 

Case 24 

secondary case 

- younger co-

hort 

- Development department 

trying to cut down com-

plexity by increasing con-

trol and transparency 

- Automotive supplier 

industry 

- Central department sup-

port for modularisation 

and complexity manage-

ment 

o Interview 

o Document analy-

sis 

Process/Method 

IT-Integration X 

Organisation X 

Implementation 

Evaluation 

Secondary 

Case 25 

secondary case 

- younger co-

hort 

- Large electronic and 

software systems manu-

facturer on the verge to-

ward modularisation 

- Safety technology 

- Company transitioning 

toward modular system 

development 

o Interview 

o Document analy-

sis 

o Participant-

observation 

Process/Method X 

IT-Integration 

Organisation X 

Implementation 

Evaluation 
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ID Cohort Characterisation 
Research 

methods 
Aspect considered 

Secondary 

Case 26 

secondary case 

- younger co-

hort 

- Transition toward modu-

lar system development 

for main product portfolio 

of company 

- Truck industry 

- Company transitioning 

toward modular system 

development 

o Interview 

o Document analy-

sis 

Process/Method 

IT-Integration X 

Organisation X 

Implementation X 

Evaluation 

Secondary 

Case 27 

secondary case 

- younger co-

hort 

- Transition toward modu-

lar system development 

for main product portfolio 

of company 

- Power tool industry 

- Company transitioning 

toward modular system 

development 

o Interview 

o Document analy-

sis 

Process/Method X 

IT-Integration 

Organisation X 

Implementation 

Evaluation 

 

For confidentiality reasons, it is not possible to name the collaborating industrial partners. 

Moreover, for the same reason, details that could be used for identification were requested 

to be removed. 

Several cases are distinct entities of the same group. For instance, different business units 

or divisions with a different product portfolio or industrial setting of the same 

group/company have been considered as a distinct case. 

The directly involved development sites are located in eight different countries: Sweden, 

England, USA, Germany, Turkey, Netherlands, Portugal and France. 

The time spent for each case varied between several hours and several years. 
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Appendix C: Questionnaire for benchmark analysis 

Several secondary cases that were mature and experienced in modularisation were inter-

viewed and visited before modularisation transition was started at the primary case com-

pany. It was the purpose of collaborating with these more “mature cohorts” to learn and to 

find out what went wrong and what worked out well during their modularisation transi-

tion. Consequently, a site visit with these secondary cases from industry was arranged. On 

the agenda of each site visit was at least a semi-structured interview with a senior modu-

larisation expert or with a senior engineering manager. In order to facilitate preparation 

for the semi-structured interview, a questionnaire was sent out to each modularisation 

expert. The questionnaire contained following questions: 

 

 

Questions for more mature secondary cases in industry 

 

Design of modular product architectures 

 How do you design your modular product architecture? 

 How do you design module variants? 

 Which rules, processes, and methods do you use for that? 

 What has to be considered during modularisation, based on your experience? 

 

Technical implementation of modules and interfaces 

 How and where do you specify modules and interfaces? 

 How do you represent the modular system in your IT-Systems (e.g. CAD, PDM, ERP)? 

 Do you separate modules from interfaces? 

 How do you configure your products? 

 

Administration of modules and interfaces 

 How do you administrate modules? 

 How do you administrate interfaces? 

 How do you ensure that modules and interfaces are kept stable over time? 

 How do you prevent changes to modules and interfaces? 
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 How do you prevent the introduction of new parts and product variants? 

 How do you define if it makes sense to introduce a new product variant? 

 

Implementation Strategy 

 How did you implement modularisation within your / an organisation? 

 How did / do you build-up know-how for modularisation? 

 How did you find out which means of support is best suitable for you? 

 How did you find out which effort is best suitable to invest for modularisation? 

 Which roles did you implement for product architecture related processes in your 

organisation? 

 How did you integrate product architecture processes into existing engineering design 

processes? 

 

Benefits from modularisation 

 How much cost could you save after introducing modularisation? 

 How many part numbers could you reduce when introducing new product platforms? 

(for consultants: based on your experience) 

 Could you measure if there is less increase in part numbers during the product life 

cycle? 

 How much practical experience do you have with modularisation? 

 What were the costs and benefits for you? (for industry only) 

 What are your metrics for modularisation and how do they develop? 

 How do you evaluate the product architecture? 
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Appendix D: Export of coding database 

The following table shows an export of the coding database with a special focus on issues during modularisation transition. 

Table D – I: Export of coded issues 

Id 

Disguised 

Source Issue 

Product Design 

/ Life cycle 

Phase 

Aspect 

Classifi-

cation 

Sorting 

Classifica-

tion 

Company 

Function 

Scope Classifica-

tion 

Modular 

System De-

sign / Life 

cycle Phase 

Impor-

tant 

Factor 

Impor-

tant 

Support 

Contra-

dictory 

to … 

1 

Secondary 

case 

Product development project cannot manage effort of 

extended requirements engineering 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Requirements 

Phase Process n.a. 

Marketing / 

Product 

Management 

Product / Project 

Scope n.a. 1 1   

2 

Primary 

case C 

In single projects that shall accommodate modularisation, 

there is not enough time to test newly conceived modules on 

fulfilment of customer demand (see comment) 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Requirements 

Phase Process n.a. 

Marketing / 

Product 

Management 

Product / Project 

Scope n.a. 6 8   

3 

Secondary 

case 

A lot of customer demands come afterwards, there are 

always new customer requirements, very hard task for PRM 

to fix attributes for modules 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Requirements 

Phase Process n.a. 

Marketing / 

Product 

Management n.a. n.a.       

4 

Secondary 

case 

Modularisation processes from consultancies want to start 

fixing requirements at the very beginning but companies 

want to stay flexible 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Requirements 

Phase n.a. n.a. 

Marketing / 

Product 

Management n.a. n.a. 31 37   

5 

Primary 

case C 

If we are too broad at the beginning, we might encounter the 

risk of being fed up with too many tasks => we will not be 

able to finish 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Requirements 

Phase Process n.a. 

Marketing / 

Product 

Management 

Modular System 

Scope 

Developing 

Modular 

System       
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Id 

Disguised 

Source Issue 

Product Design 

/ Life cycle 

Phase 

Aspect 

Classifi-

cation 

Sorting 

Classifica-

tion 

Company 

Function 

Scope Classifica-

tion 

Modular 

System De-

sign / Life 

cycle Phase 

Impor-

tant 

Factor 

Impor-

tant 

Support 

Contra-

dictory 

to … 

6 

Primary 

case C 

During requirements collection and analysis, engineers 

were very disappointed because there were too many "tbd" 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Requirements 

Phase Process n.a. 

Marketing / 

Product 

Management 

Modular System 

Scope 

Developing 

Modular 

System       

7 

Secondary 

case 

If we want to fulfil every customer requirement or if we 

want to be very fast, we should not modularise our products 

(see Mr. XY, secondary case from packaging machines) -> 

actually exactly that is associated with modularisation 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Requirements 

Phase 

Introduc-

tion n.a. 

Marketing / 

Product 

Management n.a. n.a.       

8 

Secondary 

case 

Requirements: 

Market/operational requirements are not clear at DEV 

project start, but that has to be known before starting with 

development 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Requirements 

Phase Process n.a. 

Marketing / 

Product 

Management 

Modular System 

Scope 

Planning 

Modular 

System       

9 

Primary 

case C  

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Requirements 

Phase Process n.a. 

Marketing / 

Product 

Management 

Modular System 

Scope 

Planning 

Modular 

System       

10 

Primary 

case C 

Primary case C pilot project took more than one year. After 

that year, we had nothing but a .ppt concept that was 

needed for management. We spent most of the time on 

requirements and feature analysis. The real technical 

concept was still very vague. 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Requirements 

Phase Process n.a. 

Marketing / 

Product 

Management 

Modular System 

Scope 

Planning 

Modular 

System       
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Id 

Disguised 

Source Issue 

Product Design 

/ Life cycle 

Phase 

Aspect 

Classifi-

cation 

Sorting 

Classifica-

tion 

Company 

Function 

Scope Classifica-

tion 

Modular 

System De-

sign / Life 

cycle Phase 

Impor-

tant 

Factor 

Impor-

tant 

Support 

Contra-

dictory 

to … 

11 

Secondary 

case 

No mechanisms how module variant commitments are 

sustainably achieved => planning of low value 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Concept Phase Process 

Standardisa-

tion R & D 

Product / Project 

Scope n.a. 2 2, 3   

12 

Secondary 

case 

In single projects there is not enough time and expertise to 

develop newly introduced technical solutions for the modu-

lar concept (see comments) 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Concept Phase Process n.a. R & D 

Product / Project 

Scope n.a. 7 9   

13 

Primary 

Case B 

We did not identify an algorithm or method that has really 

good suggestions for modules => manual engineering work 

was required in all cases 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Concept Phase Process n.a. R & D n.a. n.a.       

14 

Secondary 

case 

In Benchmark Studies, single products are compared to 

highly integrated products (cheapest in class) without 

looking at the overall picture => Modular products will 

always loose. 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Concept Phase 

Organisa-

tion Financial Diverse 

Product / Project 

Scope n.a. 34 40   

15 

Secondary 

case 

Modularisation process is very hard for design engineers as 

they have to wait much longer until they can actually start 

drawing 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Concept Phase Process n.a. Diverse n.a. n.a.       

16 

Secondary 

case 

Functional module clustering not compliant with necessary 

module clustering for manufacturing 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Concept Phase Process n.a. Diverse n.a. n.a.       

17 

Primary 

case A 

In the end, direct cost rule the product => especially faced 

strong competition from Asia who have low-cost single 

runners  

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Concept Phase n.a. Financial Diverse n.a. n.a.       

18 

Secondary 

case 

Methods always come up with different architectures / 

modules (see Primary Case B, Study of Holtta, Primary Case 

C, different architectural views through module drivers) 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Concept Phase Process n.a. R & D n.a. n.a. 39 55   

19 

Secondary 

case 

Each architectural strategy has distinctive requirements, 

pros and cons 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Concept Phase Process n.a. R & D n.a. n.a. 40 56   
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Id 

Disguised 

Source Issue 

Product Design 

/ Life cycle 

Phase 

Aspect 

Classifi-

cation 

Sorting 

Classifica-

tion 

Company 

Function 

Scope Classifica-

tion 

Modular 

System De-

sign / Life 

cycle Phase 

Impor-

tant 

Factor 

Impor-

tant 

Support 

Contra-

dictory 

to … 

20 

Primary 

case C 

Trade-off: if platform is too broad, there will be too many 

compromises and it will take too much time; if platform is 

too narrow, we don't have enough synergies. 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Concept Phase n.a. n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope 

Developing 

Modular 

System       

21 

Primary 

case C 

Methods are not idiot-proof => sometimes those who did 

not attend workshops found mistakes in the modular 

concept 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Concept Phase Process n.a. R & D n.a. n.a.       

22 

Primary 

case C 

Module driver analysis did not bring in sufficient new 

insights for development: a) not enough time, b) modules 

were already clear, c) other company functions did not have 

enough details to fix their view on modules during that 

process phase 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Concept Phase Process n.a. Diverse n.a. n.a.       

23 

Primary 

case C 

Module driver analysis: there is no method that delivers 

sufficient results vs. Why do we need that, engineer has to 

rework it later on anyway 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Concept Phase Process n.a. R & D n.a. n.a.       

24 

Primary 

case C 

Module driver analysis did not bring the expected advan-

tages by talking about patterns and sums in Excel spread-

sheets => holistic overall view gets lost (by the way this is 

also valid for other parts of the methods) 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Concept Phase Process n.a. Diverse n.a. n.a. 45 78   

25 

Primary 

case C 

For every "template" that you provide to engineers, they 

form resistance: a) it is in our heads, b) we don't know it yet, 

c) time 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Concept Phase Process n.a. Diverse n.a. n.a.       

26 

Primary 

case C 

When applying modularisation method: in most cases there 

are existing technical solutions for product functions => it is 

not necessary to decompose functions into elementary 

functions like physical, chemical or biological 

flows/dependencies => functional heuristics are not appro-

priate => where is the use of a method that comes only 

improperly close to find out already existing modules?? 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Concept Phase Process 

Sys-

tem/Produc

t Archi-

tecting R & D n.a. n.a.       
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Id 

Disguised 

Source Issue 

Product Design 

/ Life cycle 

Phase 

Aspect 

Classifi-

cation 

Sorting 

Classifica-

tion 

Company 

Function 

Scope Classifica-

tion 

Modular 

System De-

sign / Life 

cycle Phase 

Impor-

tant 

Factor 

Impor-

tant 

Support 

Contra-

dictory 

to … 

27 

Primary 

case C 

Method: The good thing when coming from the functional 

side is that we are solution-neutral. However, modularisa-

tion is not meant for making experiments, coming to new 

solution is necessary but also stretches the modularisation 

process and makes it resource-intensive. Coming to new 

ideas is not the purpose of modularisation. 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Concept Phase Process n.a. R & D n.a. n.a.       

28 

Primary 

case A 

Problem with module clustering with graph-based approach 

(method ABCDE) was that the complexity of the system 

control could not be handled with the tool anymore 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Concept Phase Process 

Sys-

tem/Produc

t Archi-

tecting Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope n.a.       

29 

Primary 

case C 

Modules are always seen from an organisational perspec-

tive, module driver clustering does not bring anything but 

compromises that do not lead anywhere. Moreover, module 

driver clustering did not even reveal following issue: e.g. 

chamotte inside or outside burning chamber? ENG: inside, 

MFG: outside, Service: outside, Installer: outside => this 

discussion was revealed during IT-Integration and IT-

integration was better than method for this! => method was 

filling Excel file without broad view, filling huge templates 

instead of change in mindset due to lack of time and capacity 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Concept Phase Process n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope n.a.       

30 

Primary 

case A 

After modularisation method in Onion-peel model: We got 

good modules over different layers (different parts of it on 

different layers; see primary case C where we used average 

calculations but this is pseudo-correct) => do we have to cut 

modules in a new way?? Actually no as this all is a big 

compromise; we also cannot do the onion peel model on 

part level (like it is done at secondary case for home appli-

ances) for our organisational concept 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Concept Phase Process n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope n.a.       
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Id 

Disguised 

Source Issue 

Product Design 

/ Life cycle 

Phase 

Aspect 

Classifi-

cation 

Sorting 

Classifica-

tion 

Company 

Function 

Scope Classifica-

tion 

Modular 

System De-

sign / Life 

cycle Phase 

Impor-

tant 

Factor 

Impor-

tant 

Support 

Contra-

dictory 

to … 

31 

Primary 

case C 

During Design phase during defining the physical product 

structure or during assigning attributes to modules or parts, 

one realises that the modular concept does not work in the 

way suggested by the method (e.g. XYZ) 

=> see support 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Concept Phase Process n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope n.a. 56 124   

32 

Primary 

case C 

It is easier to deviate from the product architecture or to 

create new variants than using artefacts that are already 

available 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Design Phase n.a. n.a. R & D 

Product / Project 

Scope n.a. 2,3,4, 8 2,3,4,5,7   

33 

Primary 

Case B 

Once the concept was established, management decided to 

cooperate with another company => whole modular concept 

was spoilt => constant changes are acid for modularisation 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Design Phase Process n.a. R & D 

Product / Project 

Scope n.a.       

34 

Primary 

Case B 

On the one hand we need early decisions, on the other hand 

there will always be changes  

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Design Phase Process n.a. R & D 

Product / Project 

Scope n.a. 23 24   

35 

Secondary 

case 

Strong local responsible try to spoil module variance targets 

and interfaces 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Design Phase Process n.a. R & D n.a. n.a. 29 29   

36 

Secondary 

case 

Modularisation compromises freedom of developer who 

does not like that. 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Design Phase n.a. n.a. R & D n.a. n.a.       

37 

Secondary 

case No direct benefit for designer through modularisation. 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Design Phase n.a. n.a. R & D n.a. n.a.       

38 

Primary 

case C 

e.g. at the beginning we should freeze the architecture, but 

we did not know all market requirements or whether we 

can derive XYZ or XYZ from the same modular system 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Design Phase n.a. n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope 

Developing 

Modular 

System       

39 

Primary 

case C 

If we start modularisation too early, and if we don't plan 

enough resources, we are not confident enough to make safe 

design decisions 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Design Phase Process n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope 

Developing 

Modular 

System       
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Id 

Disguised 

Source Issue 

Product Design 

/ Life cycle 

Phase 

Aspect 

Classifi-

cation 

Sorting 

Classifica-

tion 

Company 

Function 

Scope Classifica-

tion 

Modular 

System De-

sign / Life 

cycle Phase 

Impor-

tant 

Factor 

Impor-

tant 

Support 

Contra-

dictory 

to … 

40 

Primary 

case C 

After architecting, as soon as the first product is detailed it 

gets difficult to design multi-purpose modules instead of 

designing individualised modules (see remark) 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Design Phase Process n.a. R & D n.a. n.a.       

41 

Primary 

case C 

During designing first modules, different other technical 

solutions that have to be considered are not yet clear. => 

difficulties to fully focus on one product & on whole future 

modular system => High drive of project team to focus on 

only one current product with known technical solutions 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Design Phase Process n.a. R & D n.a. n.a.       

42 

Primary 

case C 

You cannot specify interfaces before the products are 

developed 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Design Phase Process n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope n.a.       

43 

Primary 

case C 

At the end of the workshop series with consultants , we 

realised that even our features were everything but fix. 

Moreover, we haven't decided which features to cover by 

the modular system and which to cover in parallel outside 

the modular system. 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Design Phase Process n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope n.a.       

44 

Primary 

case C 

ENG: Actually central platform development needed => 

developing modular system with first product variant 

without knowing modular system in detail has enormous 

risks and is more than a gamble 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Design Phase 

Organisa-

tion n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope n.a.       

45 

Primary 

case C 

Projects just do not get the scope toward considering other 

areas and products 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Design Phase n.a. n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope n.a.       

46 

Primary 

case B 

After 1.5 years of development, primary case B felt back to 

the situation where they said that it is questionable if they 

can share the modules for small and mid range for the large 

range as well, this is not clear but it is considered => three 

different chassis-sizes, module envelopes and interfaces, 

different interface positions 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Design Phase Process n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope n.a.       
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Id 

Disguised 

Source Issue 

Product Design 

/ Life cycle 

Phase 

Aspect 

Classifi-

cation 

Sorting 

Classifica-

tion 

Company 

Function 

Scope Classifica-

tion 

Modular 

System De-

sign / Life 

cycle Phase 

Impor-

tant 

Factor 

Impor-

tant 

Support 

Contra-

dictory 

to … 

47 

Primary 

case C 

Very likely that product for primary case C falls out of 

modular system between A- and B-Sample as engineers are 

allergic to modularisation. As soon as the attention stopped, 

they totally neglected the modular system (rearranging 

solutions, discussing about features, not maintaining trans-

fer documents) 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Design Phase n.a. n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope 

Developing 

Modular 

System       

48 

Primary 

case C 

Transfer documents as glue for modular system are too 

weak. 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Design Phase Process n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope n.a.       

49 

Primary 

case A 

As long as we have different structures within a company 

(TC, SAP), we cannot compare by structures 

- precondition that we have different BOMs within a com-

pany (ENG, PROD, Service) 

- We have to compare modules by attributes and not by 

BOM-structure 

- no direct/automated transfer of part-module attributes 

between systems?? 

- interesting that we have different modules between 

different functions, link to flaw in modularisation method-

ologies 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Design Phase IT n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope n.a.       

50 

Primary 

case C 

Consultation with Mr. XY: 

Assessment of 1st Product of Primary Case C (the "modular" 

one) did not contain any modules, but single parts on first 

level => 

- same as before 

- no modularisation 

- parts on first level 

- business as usual 

- in CAD, SAP, TC no difference to before recognizable 

=> transition from concept to design failed totally! 

=> such situations cannot happen with IT-Integration and 

evaluation 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Design Phase n.a. n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope n.a.       
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51 

Primary 

case C 

During IT-Integration, it got evident that it is sooo difficult 

to make the transition from modular concept to actual 

design phase (it was so easy during potential analysis and 

during method) => the issues are pushed through and get 

bigger like a snowball 

- it is very difficult to achieve consistent namings and 

classification for modules or parts that have not even been 

modules before 

- almost impossible to assign always the same part to the 

same module 

=> primary case C design engineers still work on the prod-

uct instead of on the modules 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Design Phase n.a. n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope n.a.       

52 

Primary 

case C 

During IT-Integration, it got evident that the whole concept 

lost ist stability already: transfer documents contradicted 

each other and were not coherent (variant tree versus 

morphological box versus onion peel model) 

=> the once neat concept got much too complex for the team 

already quite early! 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Design Phase Process n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope n.a.       

53 

Secondary 

case 

We always use new interfaces, instead of using them from 

predecessor: 

- interfaces have never been developed for several projects 

- no designated standard interfaces or reuse process 

=> missing knowledge about that, especially what is used in 

other countries 

=> laziness 

=> project-own interest 

=> no consequences in case of no reuse 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Design Phase Diverse 

Standardisa-

tion R & D n.a. n.a.       

54 

Secondary 

case 

A product is actually developed for multi-purpose markets, 

but due to knowledge, costs and time it is only developed for 

one single project; 

moreover, due to delivery problems projects became more 

weight compared to line organisation 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Design Phase Process n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope 

Developing 

Modular 

System       
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55 

Secondary 

case 

Engineers are afraid to lose freedom and creativity with 

modularisation: designers never like to do what they are 

told, each time they want to start from scratch 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Design Phase Diverse n.a. R & D n.a. n.a.       

56 

Secondary 

case 

In HW development, they say each time that they do not 

have the time to think one time properly instead of doing 

the same thing again and again in each project. 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Design Phase Process 

Change 

Manage-

ment R & D 

Product / Project 

Scope n.a.       

57 

Primary 

Case C 

In single projects there is not enough time and expertise to 

test newly introduced technical solutions for the modular 

concept (see comments) 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Testing Process n.a. R & D 

Product / Project 

Scope n.a.       

58 

Secondary 

case 

For modularization, we need working concept at least until 

A-Sample (Mr. XY) 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Testing Process n.a. R & D n.a. n.a.       

59 

Primary 

case C 

We don't know if the modular CONCEPT works and 

how/when the concept can be frozen (experience, simula-

tion, test -> takes too long??) 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Testing Process n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope 

Developing 

Modular 

System       

60 

Secondary 

case 

Difference between design and manufacturing BOMS (even 

different BOMS at different manufacturing sites) 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Production 

Ramp-up IT n.a. R & D n.a. n.a.       

61 

Secondary 

case 

Modularisation methods (like several secondary cases) do 

not consider evaluation of modular system after first prod-

ucts. 

Evolution of 

Products, Reuse, 

Design Modifica-

tions, Engineer-

ing Change Process n.a. R & D 

Product / Project 

Scope n.a.       

62 

Primary 

Case B 

With current approaches it is not possible to manage inter-

faces, modules and module variants separately 

Evolution of 

Products, Reuse, 

Design Modifica-

tions, Engineer-

ing Change Process n.a. R & D 

Product / Project 

Scope n.a. 24 25   
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63 

Secondary 

case 

Platforms are drifting apart because of: local sourcing for 

products in different markets 

Evolution of 

Products, Reuse, 

Design Modifica-

tions, Engineer-

ing Change Process n.a. Diverse 

Product / Project 

Scope 

Maintenance of 

Modular 

System       

64 

Secondary 

case 

Platforms are drifting apart because of: different level of 

vertical integration 

Evolution of 

Products, Reuse, 

Design Modifica-

tions, Engineer-

ing Change Process n.a. Diverse 

Product / Project 

Scope 

Maintenance of 

Modular 

System       

65 

Secondary 

case 

Platforms are drifting apart because of: rationalisation 

projects 

Evolution of 

Products, Reuse, 

Design Modifica-

tions, Engineer-

ing Change Process n.a. Diverse 

Product / Project 

Scope 

Maintenance of 

Modular 

System       

66 

Secondary 

case 

Escalation procedure unclear if there is a conflict between 

module responsible and a project => avoid such conflicts 

through right process organisation 

Evolution of 

Products, Reuse, 

Design Modifica-

tions, Engineer-

ing Change Process n.a. Diverse n.a. n.a.       

67 

Secondary 

case 

Platforms are drifting apart because of: Central decisions or 

decisions from other local entities are not accepted by 

certain development sites => general resistance against such 

decisions 

Evolution of 

Products, Reuse, 

Design Modifica-

tions, Engineer-

ing Change Process n.a. Diverse n.a. n.a.       

68 

Secondary 

case 

Platforms are drifting apart because of: introduction of 

different technology (e.g. from LCD vs. Tubes in TVs) 

Evolution of 

Products, Reuse, 

Design Modifica-

tions, Engineer-

ing Change Process n.a. Diverse n.a. n.a.       
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69 

Primary 

case A 

Platforms are drifting apart because of: time pressure => 

development only for target market 

Evolution of 

Products, Reuse, 

Design Modifica-

tions, Engineer-

ing Change Process n.a. Diverse 

Product / Project 

Scope 

Maintenance of 

Modular 

System       

70 

Primary 

case A 

Project or even management decides to take another mod-

ule/feature, or requirement 

Evolution of 

Products, Reuse, 

Design Modifica-

tions, Engineer-

ing Change Process n.a. 

Marketing / 

Product 

Management 

Modular System 

Scope 

Maintenance of 

Modular 

System       

71 

Primary 

case A 

Decision to add another part or that the interface cannot be 

kept stable. 

Evolution of 

Products, Reuse, 

Design Modifica-

tions, Engineer-

ing Change Process n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope 

Maintenance of 

Modular 

System       

72 

Primary 

case A 

Most changes come after actual fixation: more requirements 

come over time, change of requirements, product is de-

signed for DACH market => later decision to go into US-

Market, (technical) problems lead to changes, ratio projects 

lead to changes 

Evolution of 

Products, Reuse, 

Design Modifica-

tions, Engineer-

ing Change Process n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope 

Maintenance of 

Modular 

System       

73 

Secondary 

case 

No direct negative effects on designers when they create 

new variants or violate modular system specs. But adverse 

effects in all other areas. 

Evolution of 

Products, Reuse, 

Design Modifica-

tions, Engineer-

ing Change n.a. 

Standardisa-

tion R & D n.a. n.a.       

74 

Secondary 

case 

Sometimes violation against product architecture rules is 

just laziness or "not knowing it better" 

Evolution of 

Products, Reuse, 

Design Modifica-

tions, Engineer-

ing Change n.a. n.a. R & D n.a. n.a.       
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75 

Secondary 

case 

Modular systems are breaking apart over and over again 

(see support) 

Evolution of 

Products, Reuse, 

Design Modifica-

tions, Engineer-

ing Change n.a. n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope 

Developing 

Modular 

System 38 55   

76 

Primary 

case C 

Even though, product architecture and interfaces are de-

fined, module envelopes and interfaces will continue to be 

adopted 

Evolution of 

Products, Reuse, 

Design Modifica-

tions, Engineer-

ing Change Process n.a. R & D n.a. n.a.       

77 

Primary 

case C 

If top-down-support is not available, large-scale platforms 

always failed in the past as the focus stays on single prod-

ucts and different areas didn't work together. 

Evolution of 

Products, Reuse, 

Design Modifica-

tions, Engineer-

ing Change n.a. n.a. R & D n.a. n.a.       

78 

Primary 

case C 

Only a very little part of the modular system gets detailed at 

a time, the rest will be done in future => real problems arise 

not before other parts of the modular system get detailed => 

this really endangers the so far "theoretical" modular 

system => this entails gradual changes on the overall archi-

tecture 

Evolution of 

Products, Reuse, 

Design Modifica-

tions, Engineer-

ing Change Process n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope 

Maintenance of 

Modular 

System       

79 

Primary 

case A 

Modular systems are often neglected or forgotten after some 

time => processes, IT, financial pressure 

Evolution of 

Products, Reuse, 

Design Modifica-

tions, Engineer-

ing Change Process n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope 

Maintenance of 

Modular 

System       

80 

Primary 

case B 

Drawback of primary case B after 1.5 years: "the focus of 

this platform is not only on modularisation, we have to 

develop new technologies for the best price, quality and 

performance 

Evolution of 

Products, Reuse, 

Design Modifica-

tions, Engineer-

ing Change 

Evalua-

tion n.a. R & D 

Product / Project 

Scope n.a.       
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81 

Primary 

case A 

The past has shown that disciplinary solution alone does not 

work, even responsible persons will not adhere to it (e.g. 

responsible engineers) => reason for IT-Integration, maybe 

it works with that 

Evolution of 

Products, Reuse, 

Design Modifica-

tions, Engineer-

ing Change 

Organisa-

tion n.a. R & D 

Product / Project 

Scope n.a. 

IT-

Integra-

tion 

IT-

Integra-

tion   

82 

Secondary 

case 

Assessing the product architecture during the product life 

cycle is a vital activity: 

- without defined and reviewed product architecture => no 

product 

- Development must be in accordance with product architec-

ture 

- Is this according to what was defined in terms of product? 

BUT 

The real challenge is to overcome: 

- re-using modules between different products and devel-

opment projects 

- "das haben wir schon immer so gemacht" 

Evolution of 

Products, Reuse, 

Design Modifica-

tions, Engineer-

ing Change Diverse n.a. R & D n.a. Diverse       

83 

Secondary 

case 

All changes at the modular system have to be agreed by top 

management.  

However, there is the danger that such decision a) slow 

down the process, b) decision makers just click but actually 

do not have the understanding or the time  

(see management system workflow) 

Evolution of 

Products, Reuse, 

Design Modifica-

tions, Engineer-

ing Change Process n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope 

Maintenance of 

Modular 

System n.a. 128   

84 

Secondary 

case 

The Sys EM Life cycle is very well described, however the 

interplay between several systems and projects is consid-

ered but only very poorly (only in several steps or via PLM)! 

Evolution of 

Products, Reuse, 

Design Modifica-

tions, Engineer-

ing Change Process n.a. Diverse 

Product / Project 

Scope n.a.       
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85 

Secondary 

case 

To synchronize the development life cycle of modules with 

the development life cycle of products: product readiness 

versus module readiness 

Evolution of 

Products, Reuse, 

Design Modifica-

tions, Engineer-

ing Change Process n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope 

Developing 

Modular 

System       

86 

Secondary 

case 

It is very challenging to master maintenance/evolution of 

products and modules while keeping the architecture stable. 

E.g. though minimized coupling between modules => how-

ever there is much much more 

Evolution of 

Products, Reuse, 

Design Modifica-

tions, Engineer-

ing Change Diverse n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope 

Maintenance of 

Modular 

System       

87 

Secondary 

case 

Secondary case product X was principally a generic product, 

but in the meantime every project builds its own solution 

based on the Finland secondary base product X 

=> releases get branched wildly! 

Evolution of 

Products, Reuse, 

Design Modifica-

tions, Engineer-

ing Change Diverse n.a. R & D 

Product / Project 

Scope n.a.       

88 

Primary 

case A 

An important issue in transitioning is the short-term disad-

vantage in production and logistics for running a traditional 

and a modular product in parallel (it was not even possible 

to switch everything to Torx-Screws) 

Value Stream - 

Production n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.       

89 

Primary 

case C 

Modularisation in single projects requires early and fixed 

decisions while always having open questions that cannot 

be solved before development or test => requires a lot of 

time and many iterations Diverse Process n.a. n.a. 

Product / Project 

Scope n.a. 9 10   

90 

Secondary 

case 

Building modules for a proper modular system is too com-

plex and too time consuming for a normal product develop-

ment project to handle Diverse Process n.a. n.a. 

Product / Project 

Scope n.a. 10 11   

91 

Secondary 

case 

Usually modularisation for single products is implemented 

during workshops which is not suitable for sustainable 

implementation of modularisation Diverse 

Introduc-

tion n.a. n.a. 

Product / Project 

Scope n.a.       
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92 

Secondary 

case 

Not enough time and lengthy discussions about modularisa-

tion decisions causes frustrated team Diverse Process n.a. n.a. 

Product / Project 

Scope n.a.       

93 

Primary 

Case B 

PRM, Engineers and Managers found effort during discus-

sions not acceptable. Diverse Process n.a. Diverse 

Product / Project 

Scope n.a. 14 13   

94 

Primary 

Case B 

People in projects always forget the big picture about 

modularisation (e.g. better life cycle characteristics, reduced 

overall cost through better reuse) Diverse Process n.a. Diverse 

Product / Project 

Scope n.a.       

95 

Primary 

Case B 

Compared to previous projects, in the extended market 

phase engineers miss samples, experiments and drawings 

by only discussing spreadsheets Diverse Process n.a. R & D 

Product / Project 

Scope n.a.       

96 

Primary 

Case B 

It is more in the nature of PRMs and engineers to avoid clear 

decisions as the future is unknown but to go for a concept 

and test it without high investment of modularisation Diverse Process n.a. Diverse 

Product / Project 

Scope n.a.       

97 

Primary 

Case B 

High effort and discussions about details during modularisa-

tion method causes high frustration over time. Diverse Process n.a. Diverse 

Product / Project 

Scope n.a.       

98 

Primary 

Case B Modularisation means front-loading to fuzzy front-end Diverse Process n.a. Diverse 

Product / Project 

Scope n.a.       

99 

Primary 

Case B 

It is not possible to run through a modularisation methodol-

ogy subsequently => it has to be done in iterative cycles over 

time Diverse Process n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.       

100 

Primary 

Case B Transitioning is a marathon, not a short-distance race Diverse 

Introduc-

tion 

Change 

Manage-

ment Diverse n.a. n.a. 25     

101 

Secondary 

case Modularisation solely done by engineers does not work Diverse Process n.a. Diverse n.a. n.a. 27 27   

102 

Secondary 

case 

Looking back, companies have always created variance 

across projects without reason for more than 50 % of it. Diverse Process n.a. R & D 

Product / Project 

Scope n.a. 28 28   
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103 

Secondary 

case 

Modularisation is not a self-runner with cause and invest-

ments today and benefits in future Diverse 

Evalua-

tion Financial Diverse n.a. n.a.       

104 

Secondary 

case 

Modularisation is an enabler for product configuration: "My 

engineering know-how cannot be made configurable" Diverse 

Introduc-

tion n.a. R & D n.a. n.a.       

105 

Secondary 

case 

Engineers or business units always argue that they are 

doing this already. Diverse 

Introduc-

tion 

Change 

Manage-

ment Diverse n.a. n.a.       

106 

Secondary 

case Organisational barriers between PRM and ENG. Diverse 

Organisa-

tion n.a. Diverse n.a. n.a.       

107 

Secondary 

case 

There is no lack of method in product development, to live 

the concept sustainably there is lack of time, information 

availability and motivation. Diverse n.a. 

Change 

Manage-

ment Diverse n.a. n.a.       

108 

Secondary 

case 

Issue with methods: very time consuming and very complex, 

though, complete procedure Diverse Process n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope 

Developing 

Modular 

System       

109 

Secondary 

case 

People are not convinced about the importance for modu-

larisation (unsexy, not enough time, capacity) Diverse n.a. 

Change 

Manage-

ment Diverse n.a. n.a. 41 60   

110 

Primary 

case C 

Viewpoint of designer: there are other, much more impor-

tant goals than modularisation and commonality: better to 

come up with a 70 % solution and to bring it onto the 

market quickly, modularisation takes too much time for it, 

we only can afford to look ahead for 1-2 years Diverse Process n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope 

Developing 

Modular 

System       

111 

Primary 

case C 

If there is not enough market and technical knowledge, it is 

the better option not to modularise the product immediately Diverse 

Introduc-

tion n.a. Diverse n.a. n.a. 71 68   
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112 

Primary 

case C 

Front-loading, broad scope, etc. is good, but we do not have 

the time for it if we have to fulfil all other steps of the time to 

market process and if we shall come up with more products 

every two years => modularisation is detrimental during 

transitioning Diverse 

Introduc-

tion n.a. Diverse n.a. n.a.       

113 

Primary 

case C 

Modularisation with our approach brings a lot of new 

documents => 80% of them are just filled because they have 

to be filled => researchers do always add something on top, 

instead they should seek out to reduce less important work 

packages for engineers! Diverse n.a. n.a. Diverse n.a. n.a.       

114 

Primary 

case C 

Approach of primary case C modularisation crashed: Wrong 

approach => you cannot start in a project with trouble from 

all sides with modularisation by introducing consultants and 

a few templates without any other changes Diverse n.a. n.a. Diverse n.a. n.a.       

115 

Primary 

case C 

We were always lost in a lot of detailed stuff that actually 

had nothing to do with modularisation (e.g. feature tree, 

QFD, … it took us 1000 y to come up with feature tree before 

it was spoilt again by product management). We were lost in 

the method instead of in working on the modules or coming 

to the modules (still knowing that this work is very impor-

tant) Diverse Process n.a. Diverse n.a. n.a.       

116 

Primary 

case C 

Product architecture design has to be better transferred into 

organisation => design engineer heard 2 weeks before 

module driver analysis about the concept of product archi-

tecture design Diverse 

Introduc-

tion 

Change 

Manage-

ment Diverse n.a. n.a.       

117 

Primary 

case C 

At primary case C after establishing product architecture, 

we actually needed 150% to design products for the next 

trade fair, but actually we also needed much more resources 

for modular system => we de not have that resources Diverse 

Introduc-

tion n.a. R & D n.a. n.a.       
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118 

Primary 

case C 

In recent times, too much workload on engineers that does 

not contribute to direct design work. E.g. FMEA, DFMA, 

Engineering system, time to market process, product devel-

opment processes. Modularisation adds to that while engi-

neers are overwhelmed, resistant and try to make short-cuts 

wherever possible. Diverse 

Introduc-

tion n.a. R & D n.a. n.a.       

119 

Primary 

case C 

Fear during project to have invested a lot in modularisation 

and afterwards modularisation doesn't work properly. Diverse n.a. n.a. Diverse n.a. n.a.       

120 

Primary 

case C 

Architecting is like looking in a crystal ball, that's why we 

didn't want to reduce too much and always came up with 

too many module variants that did not mean any part 

number reduction or increase in volume! Diverse n.a. n.a. Diverse n.a. n.a.       

121 

Primary 

case C 

Primary case C: Lack of resources, knowledge, motivation at 

project team Diverse 

Introduc-

tion n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope n.a.       

122 

Primary 

case C 

PRM: Much more time needed during modular system 

project compared to single product development project Diverse n.a. n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope n.a.       

123 

Primary 

case A 

Everything you measure with modularisation is only plat-

form related and not directly cost-related! (compared to 

benchmarking, etc.) Diverse 

Evalua-

tion Financial Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope n.a.       

124 

Primary 

case A 

Too high expectations very risky (e.g. too many different 

technologies in one modular system) Diverse n.a. n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope 

Planning 

Modular 

System       

125 

Primary 

case A 

Wanting too much too fast is very risky together with the 

situation that the organisation does not fit the modular 

structure Diverse 

Organisa-

tion n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope 

Planning 

Modular 

System       

126 

Primary 

case A 

Applying methods is even dangerous, they suggerate that it 

is enough to apply the method, but other things are more 

important and applying a method is alone quite expensive Diverse Process n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope n.a.       
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Id 

Disguised 

Source Issue 

Product Design 

/ Life cycle 

Phase 

Aspect 

Classifi-

cation 

Sorting 

Classifica-

tion 

Company 

Function 

Scope Classifica-

tion 

Modular 

System De-

sign / Life 

cycle Phase 

Impor-

tant 

Factor 

Impor-

tant 

Support 

Contra-

dictory 

to … 

127 

Primary 

case A 

DEV doesn't want to have modular systems, so they are 

reluctant, modular systems are driven by sales, PRM and 

production => DEV has to be convinced/pulled Diverse n.a. n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope n.a.       

128 

Secondary 

case 

Platforming is very expensive and it is a gamble against the 

future! Diverse n.a. n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope n.a.       

129 

Primary 

case A 

Decisions of PBs are only accepted or lived if they really 

come from PBs or sites, general rejection of ideas from other 

areas! => change of culture that goes beyond modularisation Diverse n.a. 

Change 

Manage-

ment Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope n.a.       

130 

Secondary 

case 

Not clear when platform development is finished and when 

variant projects start Diverse Process n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope 

Developing 

Modular 

System       

131 

Primary 

case C 

If product is placed over modular system, the whole concept 

does not work properly Diverse n.a. n.a. Diverse 

Product / Project 

Scope n.a.       

132 

Secondary 

case 

Prevailing goals of company are totally different than that 

with modular system development => sort this out! Diverse 

Evalua-

tion n.a. Diverse 

Product / Project 

Scope n.a.       

133 

Secondary 

case 

Very difficult for ENG to get appropriate data for modulari-

sation Diverse IT n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope n.a.       

134 

Primary 

case C 

If one modularises like at primary case C, there are not 

enough information and too many uncertaintes => if one 

would modularise in an own process, such problems would 

not exist; 

the main issue when developing a platform is to have the 

right information at the right time (but that is hardly possi-

ble with primary case C approach) Diverse Process n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope n.a.       

135 

Primary 

case A 

Engineers said that they are already modular and that they 

are already very good Diverse n.a. 

Sys-

tem/Produc

t Archi-

tecting R & D n.a. n.a.       
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Id 

Disguised 

Source Issue 

Product Design 

/ Life cycle 

Phase 

Aspect 

Classifi-

cation 

Sorting 

Classifica-

tion 

Company 

Function 

Scope Classifica-

tion 

Modular 

System De-

sign / Life 

cycle Phase 

Impor-

tant 

Factor 

Impor-

tant 

Support 

Contra-

dictory 

to … 

136 

Primary 

case A 

"Measurement is past-oriented" => measure both: seeding 

and harvesting! Diverse 

Evalua-

tion n.a. Diverse n.a. n.a.       

137 

Primary 

case A 

Unless there are no radical organisational changes, engi-

neers at each loation work on their own (e.g. high-tech for 

Germany, low-cost for Turkey, small ones for UK) and create 

own versions => very difficult to merge these concepts into 

the same modular system. Diverse 

Organisa-

tion n.a. R & D 

Product / Project 

Scope n.a.       

138 

Primary 

case A 

Organisation does not understand that it is important to put 

much more effort into frontloading => prioritisation, maybe 

other projects have to be pruned for that Diverse n.a. 

Change 

Manage-

ment Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope n.a.       

139 

Primary 

case B 

Modular system displayed in a morphological box is maybe 

a bit naive if people think that it works exactly that way. Diverse 

Introduc-

tion 

Change 

Manage-

ment Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope n.a.       

140 

Primary 

case B 

Where to establish modularisation roles? 

- if we establish them on a high level: more power, more 

overview 

- if they are on a lower level, they have a much more detailed 

knowledge 

- central department: ressources available, no overload, but 

no "doers" and no power on projects, no detailed knowledge 

 

& resolve the organisational issue between single product 

development and platform development Diverse 

Organisa-

tion n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope n.a.       

141 

Primary 

case A 

Even if there is top management support for modularisation, 

engineers that have the detailed knowledge will not support 

modularisation. Diverse n.a. n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope n.a.       

142 

Primary 

case A Applying KPIs is just too much effort Diverse 

Evalua-

tion n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope n.a.       
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Id 

Disguised 

Source Issue 

Product Design 

/ Life cycle 

Phase 

Aspect 

Classifi-

cation 

Sorting 

Classifica-

tion 

Company 

Function 

Scope Classifica-

tion 

Modular 

System De-

sign / Life 

cycle Phase 

Impor-

tant 

Factor 

Impor-

tant 

Support 

Contra-

dictory 

to … 

143 

Secondary 

case 

Consultancies and institutes failed to recognize that users 

have to understand it, that systems in big companies are 

hard to change and that ordinary engineers have to under-

stand it. Diverse 

Introduc-

tion 

Change 

Manage-

ment Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope n.a.       

144 

Secondary 

case 

They always talk about reuse, modularisation and platforms, 

but they never make a bigger action out of that (as example: 

automotive industry was mentioned.) Diverse 

Introduc-

tion n.a. 

Top Manage-

ment n.a. n.a.       

145 

Secondary 

case 

Software platform can be used across many different prod-

ucts. 

BUT 

- in the past, the code for each product was very simple. 

Today it is bigger and more complex 

=> for single projects, there is no use in developing and even 

using the platform as it generates more complexity for a 

single project 

=> more rules have to be considered for development and 

usage, and more coordination and communication has to be 

considered. 

(see research note, research log book 19.12.2013) Diverse Diverse 

Sys-

tem/Produc

t Archi-

tecting R & D n.a. n.a.       

146 

Secondary 

case 

Bringing products to the market is always more important 

than the overall modular system ("this is waste of my 

precious time", "give me a proof if this really pays off") Diverse Diverse n.a. Diverse n.a. n.a.       

147 

Primary 

case A 

What we found out at the primary case company is that we 

cannot reduce complexity => we can only slow down com-

plexity growth => that causes lot of frustration in companies 

even tougher: 

eventually even more parts with modularisation (new 

modules to be developed in parallel, new virtual items, less 

integration); and the problem is with measurement that 

modularisation transition is costly without generating 

benefits at the transition phase! Diverse Diverse n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       
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Id 

Disguised 

Source Issue 

Product Design 

/ Life cycle 

Phase 

Aspect 

Classifi-

cation 

Sorting 

Classifica-

tion 

Company 

Function 

Scope Classifica-

tion 

Modular 

System De-

sign / Life 

cycle Phase 

Impor-

tant 

Factor 

Impor-

tant 

Support 

Contra-

dictory 

to … 

148 

Primary 

case A 

Reasons for focus primary case shifting away from modu-

larisation: 

- well known: time-pressure, cost, last-minute wishes of 

marketing, … 

- primary case Cfting of top management's priority: 

New CEO who came into position and put focus rather on 

Innovation, passion for engineering, quality, lean processes, 

... than on variant manage-

men/standardisation/modularisation => that is some kind 

of unpopular or unsexy, not spectacular or sexy enough. Diverse Diverse n.a. 

Top Manage-

ment 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       

149 

Primary 

case C 

In the approach we took, there are very limited ressources 

in manpower to set up and control the architectural design 

rules from the very beginnign until later stages and mainte-

nance. Diverse Diverse n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       

150 

Secondary 

case 

Product Structure in PDM: 

- Every project creates its own product structure (it is 

started with Israel, Norway starts with its own structure 

afterwards). 

- Work products are identified over project-dependent 

SNRs, if they are reused for another project, if at all, they will 

be reused with another SNR => no central elements! Diverse IT n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse 57 130   

151 

Secondary 

case 

Time: 

- Project should use generic module XY, but they don't have 

the time to wait until the generic modules are ready Diverse Process n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       

152 

Secondary 

case 

Architecture thinking only in products/ projects and not 

overarching! Diverse 

Organisa-

tion n.a. Diverse 

Product / Project 

Scope n.a.       

153 

Primary 

case A 

Project progress was slowed down due to extra-work due to 

data structure not fitting to analysis (e.g. feature list and 

BOM data) Diverse IT n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       
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Id 
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Source Issue 

Product Design 

/ Life cycle 

Phase 

Aspect 

Classifi-

cation 

Sorting 

Classifica-

tion 

Company 

Function 

Scope Classifica-

tion 

Modular 

System De-

sign / Life 

cycle Phase 

Impor-

tant 

Factor 

Impor-

tant 

Support 

Contra-

dictory 

to … 

154 

Secondary 

case 

The knowledge of system architecture is too often limited to 

a few of domain experts or even totally unknown 

=> it must be the goal to make things explicit Diverse IT n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       

155 

Primary 

case C 

Arguments for reluctance of development team: 

- it is in our heads already, we don't need a huge method and 

templates 

- time 

- we don't know it yet 

- platforming on a broader scope always failed because it 

cannot be handled in parallel to a higher prioritized variant 

project 

- lack of collaboration between different units for broader 

platform Diverse Diverse n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       

156 

Primary 

case A 

Traditionally products have been developed for the biggest 

market and on this basis individualisation has taken place.  Diverse Diverse n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope 

Planning 

Modular 

System       

157 

Secondary 

case 

New functionality was actually to be developed for generic 

products. => Developers brought in too many bugs during 

designing as there was not sufficient knowledge about the 

new functionality => delivery date for the first customer 

approached "quicker than expected" => time pressure and 

even more bugs to be fixed => lack of time, resources and 

knowledge => highest priority of management to deliver as 

soon as possible => low motivation to pursue generic 

development approach => new functionality was only 

developed for first customer and application, not for the 

originally scope of products => dramatic failure of modular 

system development with high waste of resources Diverse Diverse n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope 

Developing 

Modular 

System       

158 

Primary 

Case B 

Constant fear of missing cost targets for first single products 

endanger overall picture Finance Process n.a. R & D 

Product / Project 

Scope n.a.       
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Id 
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Product Design 
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Phase 

Aspect 

Classifi-
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Sorting 

Classifica-

tion 

Company 
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Scope Classifica-

tion 

Modular 

System De-

sign / Life 
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Impor-

tant 
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Impor-

tant 

Support 

Contra-

dictory 

to … 

159 

Primary 

Case B 

Modularisation only contributes to single unit cost reduction 

through volume effect, e.g. in purchasing or production Finance Process n.a. Diverse 

Product / Project 

Scope n.a.       

160 

Secondary 

case 

Benefit through modularisation doesn't occor before third 

or fourth project (PLM: 3rd reuse). Finance n.a. Financial Diverse n.a. n.a.       

161 

Primary 

case C 

After running the modularisation project for 1-2 years, 

management wants to see first financial results, but at that 

time they are of course disastrous. Hence, they get impa-

tient. Finance 

Evalua-

tion Financial Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope n.a.       

162 

Primary 

case A 

Comparison to benchmark office: Benchmark analysis on 

product level contradicts with standardisation and modu-

larisation; the definitive advantage of benchmarking is that 

the monetary potential can be directly related to a concrete 

product! (This is not the case with complexity cost applied 

with modularisation) Finance 

Evalua-

tion Financial Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope n.a.       

163 

Primary 

case B 

Nobody wants to pay for additional effort for modularisa-

tion. Project itself has no benefit and central department 

does not have any budget to support projects concerning 

modularisation. Will there be a budget for anywhere central 

-> only for implementation activities, but not for necessary 

project work. 

- central engineering department 

- business unit 

- development site 

- development project Finance n.a. Financial n.a. 

Modular System 

Scope n.a.       

164 

Secondary 

case 

Complexity costs are useless for us as they are only virtual. 

Engineers say, if you give me the complexity cost in cash, I 

will reduce complexity. Finance 

Evalua-

tion Financial R & D 

Modular System 

Scope n.a.       
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Impor-

tant 
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Contra-

dictory 

to … 

165 

Secondary 

case 

In most companies which we analysed, modularisation was 

not started from scratch but based on an existing product or 

platform (e.g. secondary case) => no real benchmark for our 

means of transition n.a. 

Introduc-

tion n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.       

166 

Secondary 

case 

Engineers are reluctant to new platform concepts as they 

think that their previous work has not been good enough n.a. 

Introduc-

tion 

Change 

Manage-

ment n.a. n.a. n.a.       
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XLVIII 

The following table shows an export of the coding database with a special focus on important factors for modularisation transition. 

Table D – II: Export of coded important factors 

 Id 

Detailed 

Source Important Factor 

Product Design 

/ Life cycle 

Phase 

Aspect 

Classifi-

cation 

Sorting 

Classifica-

tion 

Company 

Function 

Scope Classifica-

tion 

Modular 

System De-

sign / Life 

cycle Phase Issue 

Impor-

tant 

Support 

Contra-

dictory 

to 

1 diverse 

There must be no constraints (e.g. capacity, knowledge) for 

extended requirement engineering 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Requirements 

Phase Process n.a. 

Marketing / 

Product 

Management 

Modular System 

Scope 

Planning 

Modular 

System 1 1   

2 diverse 

There must be enough resources to test customer appeal of 

new reuse modules/products during modularisation project 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Requirements 

Phase Process n.a. 

Marketing / 

Product 

Management 

Modular System 

Scope 

Planning 

Modular 

System 4 8   

3 diverse 

It must be told to the customer/sales what is feasible within 

the boundaries of the product architecture and what not 

=> Deviation is only possible with additional costs 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Requirements 

Phase Process n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       

4 diverse 

Modularisation process has to consider architecture goals 

(e.g. module drivers, variance vs. Standard, PLC issues) 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Concept Phase Process 

Sys-

tem/Produc

t Archi-

tecting Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope 

Planning 

Modular 

System       

5 diverse 

Experienced engineers have to take part in module group-

ing. 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Concept Phase Process 

Sys-

tem/Produc

t Archi-

tecting R & D 

Modular System 

Scope 

Planning 

Modular 

System       

6 diverse 

Right size of modules is important: If we have too many 

parts in a module, we will get too many module variants. If 

we have too small modules, we are not efficient enough. 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Concept Phase Process 

Sys-

tem/Produc

t Archi-

tecting R & D 

Modular System 

Scope 

Planning 

Modular 

System       
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 Id 

Detailed 

Source Important Factor 

Product Design 

/ Life cycle 

Phase 

Aspect 

Classifi-

cation 

Sorting 

Classifica-

tion 

Company 

Function 

Scope Classifica-

tion 

Modular 

System De-

sign / Life 

cycle Phase Issue 

Impor-

tant 

Support 

Contra-

dictory 

to 

7 diverse 

Artefacts have to be separated into modules, module vari-

ants and interfaces. 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Concept Phase Process 

Sys-

tem/Produc

t Archi-

tecting R & D 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse 23 24   

8 diverse 

Parts of the product that are linked to unstable customer 

requirements can be clustered into modules later on or 

remain outside the modular system 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Concept Phase Process 

Sys-

tem/Produc

t Archi-

tecting R & D 

Modular System 

Scope 

Planning 

Modular 

System       

9 diverse 

Organisational barriers between PRM and ENG have to be 

broken through 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Concept Phase Process n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope 

Planning 

Modular 

System       

10 diverse 

Decision for degree of modularity with own strength and 

weaknesses 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Concept Phase Process 

Sys-

tem/Produc

t Archi-

tecting Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope 

Planning 

Modular 

System 61 56   

11 diverse 

Even though there are many discussions at the very begin-

ning, it is better to fix issues at the beginning instead of 

having them during design phase (but see issues during 

design phase, further investigate this factor) 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Concept Phase Process n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       

12 diverse 

Product structuring during modularisation method has to be 

more seen as check than as means to setting up the struc-

ture => in such a way it might be helpful 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Concept Phase Process 

Sys-

tem/Produc

t Archi-

tecting R & D 

Modular System 

Scope 

Planning 

Modular 

System 80 78   

13 diverse 

The product architecture with its common, variant and 

optional elements has to be identified prior to the system 

design review. 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Concept Phase Process n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       

14 diverse 

Interfaces between variant, common and optional configura-

tion items have to be linked and to be common 

=> Their description has to be attached or linked together 

with the functional description to all items they belong to 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Concept Phase Diverse n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       
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 Id 

Detailed 

Source Important Factor 

Product Design 

/ Life cycle 

Phase 

Aspect 

Classifi-

cation 

Sorting 

Classifica-

tion 

Company 

Function 

Scope Classifica-

tion 

Modular 

System De-

sign / Life 

cycle Phase Issue 

Impor-

tant 

Support 

Contra-

dictory 

to 

15 diverse 

Issues between design and manufacturing BOM have to be 

resolved. 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Design Phase IT n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       

16 diverse 

Modular system strategy follows a descending approach 

that aims first at controlling (top-down) the building block's 

specifications 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Design Phase Process n.a. n.a. 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       

17 diverse 

There must be enough time and resources to test whether 

newly created modules for the modular system contribute 

to fulfilment of customer needs as intended 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Testing Process n.a. 

Marketing / 

Product 

Management 

Modular System 

Scope 

Planning 

Modular 

System   9   

18 diverse 

There must be enough time and resources to test whether 

intended technical concepts for modules work as expected 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Testing Process n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       

19 diverse 

There must be enough room to develop the modular system 

gradually with customer approval and test of technical 

feasibility. 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Testing Process n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       

20 diverse 

For modularisation, we first need several solutions (concep-

tual study) to make decisions on that, a) that we do not 

overdimension modules and b) that we do not run into the 

danger than it won't work afterwards 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Testing Process n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope 

Developing 

Modular 

System       

21 diverse 

Detailing the modular system (architecture, interfaces) not 

possible before first samples for all modules exist! (Either 

this is done centrally or gradually, while there is the prob-

lem with gradually that the devil is in the detail and, thus, 

problems arise too late! 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Testing Process n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope 

Developing 

Modular 

System 91 87   

22 diverse 

There must be mechanisms to control variance restrictions 

according to the plan 

Evolution of 

Products, Reuse, 

Design Modifica-

tions, Engineer-

ing Change Diverse n.a. Diverse n.a. Diverse 2 2, 3   
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 Id 

Detailed 

Source Important Factor 

Product Design 

/ Life cycle 

Phase 

Aspect 

Classifi-

cation 

Sorting 

Classifica-

tion 

Company 

Function 

Scope Classifica-

tion 

Modular 

System De-

sign / Life 

cycle Phase Issue 

Impor-

tant 

Support 

Contra-

dictory 

to 

23 diverse 

It must be evaluated whether the modular system is devel-

oped according to the plans 

Evolution of 

Products, Reuse, 

Design Modifica-

tions, Engineer-

ing Change Diverse n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse 2 4   

24 diverse 

It must not be easier to create new module variants than to 

reuse existing module variants 

Evolution of 

Products, Reuse, 

Design Modifica-

tions, Engineer-

ing Change Process n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse 3 7   

25 diverse 

Separate process for interface and module management has 

to be established 

Evolution of 

Products, Reuse, 

Design Modifica-

tions, Engineer-

ing Change Process n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse 24 25   

26 diverse 

As architecture will be continuously changed, there has to 

be product architecture change process 

Evolution of 

Products, Reuse, 

Design Modifica-

tions, Engineer-

ing Change Process n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope 

Maintenance of 

Modular 

System       

27 diverse Complexity has to hurt at the point of creation 

Evolution of 

Products, Reuse, 

Design Modifica-

tions, Engineer-

ing Change 

Evalua-

tion n.a. Diverse n.a. n.a.       

28 diverse 

Modules have to be developed independently, free from 

product development projects under pressure. 

Evolution of 

Products, Reuse, 

Design Modifica-

tions, Engineer-

ing Change Process n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope 

Developing 

Modular 

System       
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 Id 

Detailed 

Source Important Factor 

Product Design 

/ Life cycle 

Phase 

Aspect 

Classifi-

cation 

Sorting 

Classifica-

tion 

Company 

Function 

Scope Classifica-

tion 

Modular 

System De-

sign / Life 

cycle Phase Issue 

Impor-

tant 

Support 

Contra-

dictory 

to 

29 diverse 

Each new version to be created on the common architecture 

shall be subject to be reviewed for consistency with the 

architecture. If there is any deviation to plans, creation must 

be approved by modular system authorities, CCB and top-

management. 

Evolution of 

Products, Reuse, 

Design Modifica-

tions, Engineer-

ing Change Process n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       

30 diverse 

When a change affects a shared item of the modular system, 

it shall be processed via an ECR by the product-line commit-

tee and communicated to all change committees in the 

projects working with the modular system 

=> Always with "where used" and impact analysis 

Evolution of 

Products, Reuse, 

Design Modifica-

tions, Engineer-

ing Change Process n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope 

Maintenance of 

Modular 

System       

31 diverse 

Single projects must have an incentive to stick to the module 

roles Diverse Diverse n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse 2 5   

32 diverse 

There must be a separate modular system development 

process "over" product development projects Diverse Process n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse 8,9,10     

33 diverse 

Process how the modular system shall evolve must be 

available (e.g. see gradual evolvement of MQB) Diverse Process n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse 8,9,10     

34 diverse 

There must be process-integration of modularisation rele-

vant activities. Diverse Process n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse 8,9,10     

35 diverse 

Modular system must be developed centrally from an 

organisational perspective Diverse 

Organisa-

tion n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse 8,9,10     

36 diverse 

Modularisation must not generate additional workload to 

the existing organisation without compensation for it Diverse Diverse n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse 12 13   

37 diverse 

Involved managers and engineers must have constantly 

transparency about the big picture Diverse IT n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       

38 diverse 

The overall performance of the modular system must be 

constantly evaluated against the trap of short-term, isolated 

goals Diverse 

Evalua-

tion n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       
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LIII 

 Id 

Detailed 

Source Important Factor 

Product Design 

/ Life cycle 

Phase 

Aspect 

Classifi-

cation 

Sorting 

Classifica-

tion 

Company 

Function 

Scope Classifica-

tion 

Modular 

System De-

sign / Life 

cycle Phase Issue 

Impor-

tant 

Support 

Contra-

dictory 

to 

39 diverse 

Important decision about technical concept has to be made 

early on for all modules - in order to fix interfaces Diverse Process n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope 

Planning 

Modular 

System       

40 diverse 

A stable module base (platform??) has to be given before a 

product development project starts. Diverse Process n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope 

Developing 

Modular 

System       

41 diverse 

Base for product has to be kept stable and has to be frozen 

timely. Diverse Process n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       

42 diverse 

Modularisation needs an overall programme/initiative 

throughout the company Diverse 

Introduc-

tion n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       

43 diverse All company people have to be involved in modularisation Diverse 

Introduc-

tion n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse 27 27   

44 diverse 

Introducing modularisation has to be done very strictly and 

stringent. No exceptions for local "kings" allowed. However, 

be aware of their arguments as they may be valid (e.g. 

"detailed knowledge") Diverse 

Introduc-

tion n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse 28 28   

45 diverse 

Central module and interface responsible have to gain 

power over local and project responsibles Diverse 

Organisa-

tion n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       

46 diverse 

It is important to transition slowly and gradually without 

overwhelming organisation. Diverse 

Introduc-

tion n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       

47 diverse 

Culture and understanding for complexity management has 

to be established. Diverse 

Introduc-

tion n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       

48 diverse 

Engineers have to know that complexity is directly and 

permanently evaluated. Diverse 

Evalua-

tion n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       

49 diverse 

Establish responsibilities and evaluations in a way so that 

single products will not win over product portfolio. Diverse Diverse n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse 34 40   
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LIV 

 Id 

Detailed 

Source Important Factor 

Product Design 

/ Life cycle 

Phase 

Aspect 

Classifi-

cation 

Sorting 

Classifica-

tion 

Company 

Function 

Scope Classifica-

tion 

Modular 

System De-

sign / Life 

cycle Phase Issue 

Impor-

tant 

Support 

Contra-

dictory 

to 

50 diverse Modularisation has to be constantly pulled. Diverse Diverse n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       

51 diverse 

Support to foster data/information availability, time and 

motivation are vital for modularisation. Diverse Diverse n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       

52 diverse 

Understanding , support and evaluation/pull of manage-

ment OR financial evaluation Diverse Diverse n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse 59 55   

53 diverse Coordination of architecture between different projects Diverse Process n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse 60 55   

54 diverse 

People have to be convinced about the importance of modu-

larisation Diverse 

Introduc-

tion 

Change 

Manage-

ment Diverse n.a. n.a. 63 60   

55 diverse 

Modularisation requires enough knowledge about market 

and technology in order to come up with the required pace Diverse Process n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse 71 68   

56 diverse 

Simplify and make things leaner instead of always placing 

something on top! Diverse 

Introduc-

tion 

Change 

Manage-

ment Diverse n.a. n.a.       

57 diverse 

Raise importance of product architecture documents that 

are the only documents that glue the overall view together. Diverse Diverse n.a. 

Marketing / 

Product 

Management 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       

58 diverse 

Motivation of single engineers, motivation of management 

to drive the overall modular system Diverse Diverse 

Change 

Manage-

ment Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       
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 Id 

Detailed 

Source Important Factor 

Product Design 

/ Life cycle 

Phase 

Aspect 

Classifi-

cation 

Sorting 

Classifica-

tion 

Company 

Function 

Scope Classifica-

tion 

Modular 

System De-

sign / Life 

cycle Phase Issue 

Impor-

tant 

Support 

Contra-

dictory 

to 

59 diverse 

General success factors: 

- Management commitment -> Pull from Management 

- Team-oriented approach (interdisciplinary 

- Availability of sufficient resources concerning time and 

know-how, monetary budget 

- Creativity 

- Integration of tools and methods into existing processes 

- Benefit management and realisation 

- Effective communication of reasons for change 

- Effective training scheme for organisation Diverse Diverse 

Change 

Manage-

ment Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       

60 diverse 

Established measurement of what is good and what is bad 

modularisation. Diverse 

Evalua-

tion n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       

61 diverse 

Establish clear decisions for modules: This is our standard 

module for this function. (modularisation doesn't work if all 

exra-wishes are tried to be met) Diverse Diverse 

Standardisa-

tion R & D 

Modular System 

Scope n.a.       

62 diverse 

Everything has to be considered that it comes down to 

BOMs (e.g. view on product structure) Diverse IT n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope n.a. 134 124   

63 diverse 

It is important to have top-down and central architecture 

with project-neutral elements Diverse IT n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse 151 130   

64 diverse 

Pursuing a product line approach is a strategic decision - a 

product line should not be pursued for a single project 

=> it must be a formal decision by company management Diverse 

Introduc-

tion n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       

65 diverse 

In a product line approach, Configuration Management shall 

be established for the modular system instead of for the 

project Diverse 

Introduc-

tion n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       

66 diverse 

Development documents should be structured to suit the 

needs of the overall product line => modularly divide into 

common, optional and variant parts Diverse 

Introduc-

tion n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       
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 Id 

Detailed 

Source Important Factor 

Product Design 

/ Life cycle 

Phase 

Aspect 

Classifi-

cation 

Sorting 

Classifica-

tion 

Company 

Function 

Scope Classifica-

tion 

Modular 

System De-

sign / Life 

cycle Phase Issue 

Impor-

tant 

Support 

Contra-

dictory 

to 

67 diverse 

Establish a change control board to manage the divergence 

between the product line and products/projects 

- change affecting the common product architecture 

- communication to stakeholders Diverse 

Organisa-

tion n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       

68 diverse 

The product line responsible should have enough power and 

authority against projects/products. It should be on a higher 

hierarchy level. Diverse 

Organisa-

tion n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       

69 diverse 

Compatibilities and constraints between option and variant 

modules have to be determined and attached to the highest 

configuration item Diverse IT n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       

70 diverse 

Module variants shall be managed like a "normal" product 

(e.g. with its own approved documentation and its own 

Baselines) Diverse Diverse n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       

71 diverse 

Decide what to do when a project cannot wait until the 

development of a common module: 

- either have a temporary (alignment later on) deviation 

from the modular system or a lasting lower level of modu-

larity Diverse Process n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       

72 diverse 

Overall LL 

- Not only concentrate on single platform projects but widen 

approach towards strategic positioning of product portfolio 

and prioritization of innovation resources 

- Include value chain and IT architecture to ensure an 

holistic approach and full benefit 

- Get a clear top down commitment based on:  

a) the mutual understanding that complexity management 

by modularization is an important enabler for the com-

pany's competitiveness 

b) an overall strategy with a clear picture for the mid and 

long-term approach Diverse Diverse n.a. n.a. 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       
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 Id 

Detailed 

Source Important Factor 

Product Design 

/ Life cycle 

Phase 

Aspect 

Classifi-

cation 

Sorting 

Classifica-

tion 

Company 

Function 

Scope Classifica-

tion 

Modular 

System De-

sign / Life 

cycle Phase Issue 

Impor-

tant 

Support 

Contra-

dictory 

to 

73 diverse 

Exclude products with fixed delivery schedules from domain 

engineering (in PLE approach) Diverse 

Introduc-

tion n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.       

74 diverse 

- Full re-allocation of responsibility and monetary budget is 

needed 

- Experience and knowledge is needed for domain engineer-

ing 

- After concept phase, product architecting is by no means 

completed 

- Consider the way how the products will evolve over time 

- Don't design an architecture that shall cover everything 

and hence, are too costly or do not provide any concrete 

support 

- close collaboration between platform and application 

engineering (in order to avoid double work in both disci-

plines) 

- Don't be too optimistic on actual skills and practices and 

jump from single product development toward development 

of modular system at once => give it more time Diverse Diverse n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.       

75 diverse 

There is a real trade-off to make between a too detailed 

reference architecture that would bring unjustified con-

straints on future projects and a too open one that would 

bring only little added value.  Diverse Diverse n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.       

76 diverse 

One ground-breaking modularisation project is needed that 

pulls the organisation toward attention for modularisation. 

=> Everything that makes marketing for modularisation is 

helpful Diverse 

Introduc-

tion n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.       

77 diverse 

In order to avoid problems, we have to quickly come from 

solution-neutral space to technical concept, even though this 

is very difficult for platforms Diverse Process n.a. n.a. 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       
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 Id 

Detailed 

Source Important Factor 

Product Design 

/ Life cycle 

Phase 

Aspect 

Classifi-

cation 

Sorting 

Classifica-

tion 

Company 

Function 

Scope Classifica-

tion 

Modular 

System De-

sign / Life 

cycle Phase Issue 

Impor-

tant 

Support 

Contra-

dictory 

to 

78 diverse 

- Targets have to be realistic for development later on. If 

these targets cannot be met, we have to start at the begin-

ning with modular system development 

- All project team members and other impacted personnel 

have to understand the decisions that are made 

=> Communicate and fix realistic decisions, document 

reasoning, otherwise extra wishes come up again and again Diverse Diverse n.a. n.a. 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       
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LIX 

The following table shows an export of the coding database with a special focus on support for modularisation transition. 

Table D – III: Export of coded modularisation transition support 

Id 

Disguised 

Source Support 

Product Design 

/ Life cycle 

Phase 

Aspect 

Classifi-

cation 

Sorting 

Classifica-

tion 

Company 

Function 

Scope Classifica-

tion 

Modular 

System De-

sign / Life 

cycle Phase Issue 

Impor-

tant 

Factor 

Contra-

dictory 

to 

1 

Secondary 

case 

Devoted process phase / organisation for extended re-

quirements engineering 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Requirements 

Phase Process n.a. n.a. 

Modular System 

Scope 

Planning 

Modular 

System 1 1   

2 

Primary 

case C 

At Primary Case C we spent most of the time figuring out 

which features to include into the modular system=> we did 

this with feature trees and estimated sales volume 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Requirements 

Phase Process n.a. 

Marketing / 

Product 

Management 

Modular System 

Scope 

Planning 

Modular 

System       

3 

Primary 

case C 

Market volumes & target costs for features and modules; 

simulations for mid- and top-segment 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Requirements 

Phase Process n.a. 

Marketing / 

Product 

Management 

Modular System 

Scope 

Planning 

Modular 

System       

4 

Primary 

case C 

Important to document restrictions of variety so that man-

agement cannot come up later on with wishes for product 

variance 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Requirements 

Phase Process 

Variant 

Manage-

ment Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope 

Planning 

Modular 

System       

5 

Primary 

case C 

Part number reduction comes close with modularisation 

and reduction of variants which needs strong discussions 

with PRM and sales 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Requirements 

Phase Process n.a. 

Marketing / 

Product 

Management 

Modular System 

Scope 

Planning 

Modular 

System       

6 

Primary 

case B 

Without modularisation process/method, engineers might 

not consider important module drivers, etc. as they are not 

used to this thinking from the past => Method considering 

this helps here 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Concept Phase Process 

Sys-

tem/Produc

t Archi-

tecting R & D 

Modular System 

Scope 

Planning 

Modular 

System       
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LX 

Id 

Disguised 

Source Support 

Product Design 

/ Life cycle 

Phase 

Aspect 

Classifi-

cation 

Sorting 

Classifica-

tion 

Company 

Function 

Scope Classifica-

tion 

Modular 

System De-

sign / Life 

cycle Phase Issue 

Impor-

tant 

Factor 

Contra-

dictory 

to 

7 

Primary 

case B 

Process with step that considers module drivers, PLC issues 

& that parts are VARIANT, DEVELOPMENT, BASE or OPTION 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Concept Phase Process 

Sys-

tem/Produc

t Archi-

tecting Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope 

Planning 

Modular 

System       

8 

Primary 

case B 

Module specification with CRs, PPs, Strategic Drivers, 

Sketches, impacted modules in case of change all other data 

for module 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Concept Phase Process n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope n.a.       

9 

Primary 

case B 

Module variants are built based on the goal values of the 

product properties . Ideally, each goal value of a product 

property gets its module variant => configuration matrix 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Concept Phase Process n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope n.a.       

10 

Primary 

case B 

Apply black magic for module grouping, i.e. experience in 

market development, modularisation and technology 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Concept Phase Process 

Sys-

tem/Produc

t Archi-

tecting R & D 

Modular System 

Scope 

Planning 

Modular 

System       

11 

Primary 

case B Size of modules has to be determined with experience. 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Concept Phase Process 

Sys-

tem/Produc

t Archi-

tecting R & D 

Modular System 

Scope 

Planning 

Modular 

System       

12 

Secondary 

case 

Leave those parts of the product with unstable or unknown 

customer requirements outside the modular system 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Concept Phase Process 

Sys-

tem/Produc

t Archi-

tecting R & D 

Modular System 

Scope 

Planning 

Modular 

System       

13 

Secondary 

case 

Involve all company areas: a) show them impacts each time 

a new MV is introduced, b) show them how they can best 

benefit from a modular system 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Concept Phase 

Introduc-

tion 

Change 

Manage-

ment Diverse n.a. n.a.       

14 

Secondary 

case 

Prioritisation of targets (e.g. purchasing price, dynamic 

appearance, weight, quality,…) in order to resolve issues 

between module responsible and project responsibles 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Concept Phase Process 

Sys-

tem/Produc

t Archi-

tecting Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope 

Planning 

Modular 

System       
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Id 

Disguised 

Source Support 

Product Design 

/ Life cycle 

Phase 

Aspect 

Classifi-

cation 

Sorting 

Classifica-

tion 

Company 

Function 

Scope Classifica-

tion 

Modular 

System De-

sign / Life 

cycle Phase Issue 

Impor-

tant 

Factor 

Contra-

dictory 

to 

15 

Secondary 

case 

De-couple different technologies as they have different life 

cycles (SW, electronics, mechanics) 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Concept Phase Process 

Sys-

tem/Produc

t Archi-

tecting Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope 

Planning 

Modular 

System       

16 

Secondary 

case 

Discussion and evaluation of product architecture much 

more valuable than tools, methods, etc. 

a) algorithm => suggestion for modules => discus-

sion/evaluation => modules 

b) matrix => discussion/evaluation => modules 

c) visualisation => discussion/evaluation => modules 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Concept Phase Process 

Sys-

tem/Produc

t Archi-

tecting R & D 

Modular System 

Scope 

Planning 

Modular 

System       

17 

Primary 

case A 

Group parts into modules through: variance vs. Standard, 

possibility of change, etc. 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Concept Phase Process 

Sys-

tem/Produc

t Archi-

tecting R & D n.a. n.a.       

18 

Primary 

case A 

When will I make global platform, when local platform, 

when variant?? => make decision 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Concept Phase Process 

Sys-

tem/Produc

t Archi-

tecting R & D n.a. n.a.       

19 

Primary 

case C 

Justified (with data), triangulated, traceable and docu-

mented decisions that we carry throughout the modularisa-

tion process => to avoid discussions; constantly monitor this 

data 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Concept Phase Process n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       

20 

Primary 

case C 

Break down target prices into different modules, over 

importance/requirements 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Concept Phase Process Financial 

Marketing / 

Product 

Management 

Modular System 

Scope 

Planning 

Modular 

System       

21 

Primary 

case C 

Cluster very critical and varying success factors into mod-

ules with defined interfaces 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Concept Phase Process 

Sys-

tem/Produc

t Archi-

tecting Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope 

Planning 

Modular 

System       
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Id 

Disguised 

Source Support 

Product Design 

/ Life cycle 

Phase 

Aspect 

Classifi-

cation 

Sorting 

Classifica-

tion 

Company 

Function 

Scope Classifica-

tion 

Modular 

System De-

sign / Life 

cycle Phase Issue 

Impor-

tant 

Factor 

Contra-

dictory 

to 

22 

Primary 

case C 

Modules have to be created/suggested from experienced 

design engineers instead of with method or with consult-

ants! 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Concept Phase Process 

Sys-

tem/Produc

t Archi-

tecting R & D 

Modular System 

Scope 

Planning 

Modular 

System       

23 

Primary 

case C 

For modularisation, certainty about technology is necessary 

=> although this contradicts to solution-neutrality, already 

start from the beginning to think technically, to research, to 

simulate, to make tests, to develop 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Concept Phase Process 

Sys-

tem/Produc

t Archi-

tecting R & D n.a. n.a.       

24 

Primary 

case C 

Apply modularisation method (architecting part of it) as 

check rather than as tool to set it up 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Concept Phase Process n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope 

Planning 

Modular 

System 80 78   

25 

Primary 

case C Onion peel model with criteria for each layer! 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Concept Phase Process n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       

26 

Primary 

case A 

Establish same interfaces for the same function (e.g. gener-

ate heat, transfer energy) 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Concept Phase Process 

Sys-

tem/Produc

t Archi-

tecting R & D n.a. n.a.       

27 

Primary 

case A 

Negotiations to reduce variety of module variants what is 

technical reasonable from platform point of view and what 

is reasonable from market point of view. Be careful, not all 

reasonable decisions lead to successful products. 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Concept Phase Process n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope 

Planning 

Modular 

System       

28 

Secondary 

case 

Making a module out of an item, makes it sure that the item 

will also be reused in other projects as long as the interface 

is described and prescribed for other projects 

Therefore, all possible applications have to be considered 

where the module has to be applied (though, difficult from 

engineering and PRM point of view) 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Concept Phase Process n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope 

Planning 

Modular 

System       
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Id 

Disguised 

Source Support 

Product Design 

/ Life cycle 

Phase 

Aspect 

Classifi-

cation 

Sorting 

Classifica-

tion 

Company 

Function 

Scope Classifica-

tion 

Modular 

System De-

sign / Life 

cycle Phase Issue 

Impor-

tant 

Factor 

Contra-

dictory 

to 

29 

Secondary 

case 

Approval Management - Architecture design 

- independency of modules, de-coupled interfaces, func-

tional independency (Rückwirkungsfreiheit) 

- separation into safety-relevant and less safety-relevant 

modules => cluster into modules according to safety-

criticality. 

=> only approval of deltas for new version 

(see research notes on 21.04.2015) 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Concept Phase Process 

Sys-

tem/Produc

t Archi-

tecting R & D n.a. n.a.       

30 

Secondary 

case 

In most cases, choosing the right product architecture 

alternative requires to get agreement by management, 

customers and other stakeholders. 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Concept Phase Process 

Sys-

tem/Produc

t Archi-

tecting R & D n.a. n.a.       

31 

Secondary 

case 

Create different architecture alternatives => then rate them 

according to the diverse requirements that you consider as 

important to be fulfilled by the architecture 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Concept Phase Process 

Sys-

tem/Produc

t Archi-

tecting R & D n.a. n.a.       

32 

Secondary 

case 

Each variant to be generated has to be justified with a 

validated Return on Investment, etc.  

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Concept Phase Process n.a. 

Marketing / 

Product 

Management 

Modular System 

Scope 

Planning 

Modular 

System       

33 

Secondary 

case 

Architecting: 

-> Choosing between different alternatives based on differ-

ent criteria (e.g. effectiveness, performance, cost, schedule) 

- static analyses of architectures 

- dynamic analyses of architectures 

- experiments 

- trials 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Concept Phase Process 

Sys-

tem/Produc

t Archi-

tecting R & D 

Modular System 

Scope 

Planning 

Modular 

System       

34 

Secondary 

case 

Proper architecture planning, storing and making product 

architecture information available across projects 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Design Phase IT n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       
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Id 

Disguised 

Source Support 

Product Design 

/ Life cycle 

Phase 

Aspect 

Classifi-

cation 

Sorting 

Classifica-

tion 

Company 

Function 

Scope Classifica-

tion 

Modular 

System De-

sign / Life 

cycle Phase Issue 

Impor-

tant 

Factor 

Contra-

dictory 

to 

35 

Secondary 

case 

Transparency: Installing identification mechanisms to 

identify already existing modules 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Design Phase IT n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope 

Developing 

Modular 

System       

36 

Primary 

case B Interface specification with a… b) …c) 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Design Phase Process n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope n.a.       

37 

Secondary 

case Define and display unchangeable platform dimensions 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Design Phase IT 

Sys-

tem/Produc

t Archi-

tecting R & D 

Modular System 

Scope 

Developing 

Modular 

System       

38 

Secondary 

case 

Define PDM with modularisation drawings as leading 

system, modularisation item masters in ERP, but different 

manufacturing BOMs in ERP 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Design Phase IT n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope 

Developing 

Modular 

System       

39 

Primary 

case A 

During development process audits, during quality gates 

and milestone reviews, do not ask about the product, ask 

about the platform and modules 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Design Phase 

Evalua-

tion n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope 

Developing 

Modular 

System       

40 

Primary 

case C 

Think more in terms of BOMs (i.e. DEV, MFG, Service) than 

in terms of abstract methodologies  

(CAD, PDM, ERP, IM) 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Design Phase IT 

Sys-

tem/Produc

t Archi-

tecting R & D 

Modular System 

Scope 

Developing 

Modular 

System 134 56   

41 

Primary 

case C 

Single modules have to be clearly managed by an expert 

with enough capacity to manage a module (up to namings, 

classification, KPIs, IT-Integration, LOV, maintaining trans-

fer documents, morphological box, assigning always same 

parts) and knowledge to still oversee all interfaces to the 

whole product 

(At primary case C we made the mistake to assign all mod-

ules to one engineer, see automotive industry where all 

teams work on modules and dedicated interfaces only) 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Design Phase 

Organisa-

tion n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       
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Id 

Disguised 

Source Support 

Product Design 

/ Life cycle 

Phase 

Aspect 

Classifi-

cation 

Sorting 

Classifica-

tion 

Company 

Function 

Scope Classifica-

tion 

Modular 

System De-

sign / Life 

cycle Phase Issue 

Impor-

tant 

Factor 

Contra-
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42 

Secondary 

case 

From systems engineering, internal and external interfaces 

(up to drawings, etc) are treated equally to components. 

They first have to be detailed before they are given to 

internal or external designer => well knowing that this is 

only valid for single system development. 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Design Phase Process n.a. R & D n.a. n.a.       

43 

Secondary 

case 

Giving "meat" to different concepts: 

- break even point for single product development versus 

full configuration on the other side of the scale 

- different product reuse categories (see secondary case Y) 

or different LEVELS OF MODULARITY 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Design Phase Diverse n.a. R & D n.a. n.a.       

44 

Secondary 

case 

Dedicated process to find out whether newly created modu-

lar solution can fulfil customer needs or not 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Testing Process n.a. 

Marketing / 

Product 

Management 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse 4 5   

45 

Secondary 

case 

Dedicated process to find out whether technical concept of 

new modules is feasible or not 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Testing Process n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       

46 

Secondary 

case 

Dedicated process to find out whether modular system can 

be realised or not (e.g. through own process or to gradual 

process implemented in development projects) 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Testing Process n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse 6 9   

47 

Primary 

case A 

Product Architecture Process (PAP) has to at least end with 

feasibility study of modular system => more than A-Sample 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Testing Process n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope 

Planning 

Modular 

System       

48 

Primary 

case C We blocked a lot of time with no other work only for testing 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Testing Process n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope n.a.       

49 

Primary 

case C 

In order to convince engineers, it is important to make a dry 

run or a conceptual study before one fully starts with 

modularisation. 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Testing Process n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       
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50 

Primary 

case C 

Before one details the modular system and before freezing 

these details (in NPD), it is important to come up with A-/ 

and B-Samples 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Testing Process n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope 

Developing 

Modular 

System 91 50   

51 

Primary 

case A 

Benchmark partner V: shift from product plants to module 

plants that deliver different final assembly plants for prod-

ucts 

PLC - Product 

Development: 

Production 

Ramp-up 

Organisa-

tion n.a. Production 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       

52 

Secondary 

case 

Engineering change process that controls the creation of 

new module variants according or in alignment with plans 

Evolution of 

Products, Reuse, 

Design Modifica-

tions, Engineer-

ing Change Process n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope 

Maintenance of 

Modular 

System       

53 

Secondary 

case 

Measurement and reporting whether the modular system is 

developed according to the plans 

Evolution of 

Products, Reuse, 

Design Modifica-

tions, Engineer-

ing Change 

Evalua-

tion n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       

54 

Secondary 

case 

Single projects have to have benefit in sticking to modular 

system (e.g. through fulfilling important metrics that in turn 

have an effect) 

Evolution of 

Products, Reuse, 

Design Modifica-

tions, Engineer-

ing Change 

Evalua-

tion n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope 

Developing 

Modular 

System       

55 

Secondary 

case 

Description of phase of evolvement of modular system must 

be available. 

Evolution of 

Products, Reuse, 

Design Modifica-

tions, Engineer-

ing Change Process n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       
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56 

Secondary 

case 

Dedicated change process to change modules, parts within 

modules or interfaces 

Evolution of 

Products, Reuse, 

Design Modifica-

tions, Engineer-

ing Change Process n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope 

Maintenance of 

Modular 

System       

57 

Secondary 

case 

Modules can be kept stable if changes to them always go 

over module responsible 

Evolution of 

Products, Reuse, 

Design Modifica-

tions, Engineer-

ing Change Process n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope 

Maintenance of 

Modular 

System       

58 

Secondary 

case 

If requests from marketing/sales cannot be fulfilled with 

existing modules (over product configuration), sales has to 

show financial benefits through introduction (e.g. volume > 

300 pcs.) and modular system responsible has to outweigh 

internal costs for it. 

Evolution of 

Products, Reuse, 

Design Modifica-

tions, Engineer-

ing Change Process n.a. 

Marketing / 

Product 

Management 

Modular System 

Scope 

Maintenance of 

Modular 

System       

59 

Secondary 

case 

Starting with a few fixed modules and then modularising the 

product portfolio gradually 

Evolution of 

Products, Reuse, 

Design Modifica-

tions, Engineer-

ing Change Process n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope 

Maintenance of 

Modular 

System       

60 

Secondary 

case Permanently measure complexity in projects. 

Evolution of 

Products, Reuse, 

Design Modifica-

tions, Engineer-

ing Change 

Evalua-

tion n.a. R & D n.a. n.a.       

61 

Secondary 

case 

More important than method is coordination of architecture 

between different projects 

Evolution of 

Products, Reuse, 

Design Modifica-

tions, Engineer-

ing Change Process n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope 

Maintenance of 

Modular 

System       
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62 

Primary 

case C 

Establish process for changes on architecture (e.g. inter-

faces, module envelopes, variance goals) 

Evolution of 

Products, Reuse, 

Design Modifica-

tions, Engineer-

ing Change Process n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope 

Maintenance of 

Modular 

System       

63 

Primary 

case C 

As we cannot detail the modules from the very beginning, it 

is important to constantly maintain architecture documents 

with overall information that "glues" the fragile modular 

system together. 

Evolution of 

Products, Reuse, 

Design Modifica-

tions, Engineer-

ing Change Process n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       

64 

Primary 

case A 

Integrate modular system development into quality gates of 

product development process! 

Evolution of 

Products, Reuse, 

Design Modifica-

tions, Engineer-

ing Change Process n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       

65 

Primary 

case C 

Comparison to machinery industry:  

central module development with scope on different appli-

cations, for new modules a request to central department 

had to be written and this was developed or rejected 

Evolution of 

Products, Reuse, 

Design Modifica-

tions, Engineer-

ing Change 

Organisa-

tion n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope 

Maintenance of 

Modular 

System       

66 

Primary 

case A 

Introduce release engineering as interface between product 

structuring and PLC 

Evolution of 

Products, Reuse, 

Design Modifica-

tions, Engineer-

ing Change Process n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       

67 

Secondary 

case 

For changes on modules: 

- change boards/change meetings 

- dedicated senior architecture roles > project roles 

Evolution of 

Products, Reuse, 

Design Modifica-

tions, Engineer-

ing Change Process n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope 

Maintenance of 

Modular 

System 145 n.a.   
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68 

Secondary 

case 

Separate Interfaces versus Interfaces within modules 

=> Make decision how to handle fixation of interfaces 

- What changes more frequently: Module or interface 

- What is intended to be kept stable? 

- What is intended to be interchanged? 

- What is intended to be reused across product generations? 

 

Pro separation of interfaces: 

- stability of interface < stability of module 

- reuse of interface, interchanging interface 

- potential of interface commonality 

- effort to change interface > effort to separately handle 

interface 

- if I change the interface, I don't have to change the modules 

 

Pro interfaces inside modules 

- interface less an end in itself 

- focus on reusing modules instead of interfaces 

- stability of interface 

- interface vital part of interchange ability of modules 

- high effort to handle interface separately 

 

(see research comment from 30.04.2015 -> Example that 

the same interface is used to connect different modules. If 

the interface changes, all modules have to be adopted for 

interface inside modules. If the interface changes for sepa-

rate interfaces, the interface only has to be handled once 

while no module has to be touched.  

Evolution of 

Products, Reuse, 

Design Modifica-

tions, Engineer-

ing Change Diverse n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       
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69 

Secondary 

case 

Regular or need-based product line reviews to decide 

whether to make amendments to the modular system or 

whether to develop a new modular system and to assess 

performance against the plan (reduced time to market, 

reduced cost, cost saving and quality improvement through 

common tests) 

=> product line evolutions and updating the plan. 

Evolution of 

Products, Reuse, 

Design Modifica-

tions, Engineer-

ing Change Process n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope 

Maintenance of 

Modular 

System       

70 

Secondary 

case 

Regular review of product line strategy: based on customer 

and competitiveness expectations 

Evolution of 

Products, Reuse, 

Design Modifica-

tions, Engineer-

ing Change Process n.a. 

Marketing / 

Product 

Management 

Modular System 

Scope 

Maintenance of 

Modular 

System       

71 

Secondary 

case 

Architecture change management: 

Monitor technology changes, monitor business changes, 

Arrange meetings of Architecture Board 

Evolution of 

Products, Reuse, 

Design Modifica-

tions, Engineer-

ing Change n.a. n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope 

Maintenance of 

Modular 

System       

72 

Secondary 

case 

Finding tested and usable building-blocks =>  

- reference in databases/catalogues for non-authors/non-

direct-developers 

- documentation of building blocks is written also for non-

authors/non-direct-developers 

Evolution of 

Products, Reuse, 

Design Modifica-

tions, Engineer-

ing Change IT n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       

73 

Secondary 

case 

Feature models have to be reviewed by stakeholders regu-

larly in order to remove obsolete feature, to add new one 

and to update configurations with new bids; that allows 

updating product line road maps. Building feature models 

are iterative processes, the product line design has to 

remain stable whole protecting and sufficient adaptability in 

order to answer to evolution of market needs. 

Evolution of 

Products, Reuse, 

Design Modifica-

tions, Engineer-

ing Change Process n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope 

Maintenance of 

Modular 

System       

74 

Secondary 

case 

In production there has also to be a series responsible 

compared to a project responsible 

Value Stream - 

Production Process n.a. Production n.a. n.a.       
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75 

Secondary 

case 

Organisational entity that controls the creation of new 

module variants according to original plans Diverse 

Organisa-

tion n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       

76 

Secondary 

case 

Install new modular system development process "above" 

product development project with dedicated budget and 

organisation or give extra budget for product development 

projects for modularisation. Diverse Process n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       

77 

Primary 

case B 

Process integration of modularisation relevant activities 

into company standard processes Diverse Process n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       

78 

Primary 

case B 

Separate module development process (e.g. in parallel to 

product development) Diverse Process n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       

79 

Primary 

case B 

Get the understanding of an informed and committed 

management. Diverse 

Introduc-

tion 

Change 

Manage-

ment 

Top Manage-

ment 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       

80 

Primary 

case B 

Central modular system development organisation 

equipped with enough resources. Diverse 

Organisa-

tion n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       

81 

Primary 

case B 

For gradual development: separation in more or less to be 

fixed module variants, modules and interfaces which can be 

fixed at different stages Diverse Process n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope 

Developing 

Modular 

System 23 23   

82 

Primary 

case B Separate module and interface management process Diverse Process n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse 24 24   

83 

Secondary 

case 

Higher hierarchy levels have to make stringent decisions 

throughout the process from introduction onwards Diverse Process n.a. 

Top Manage-

ment n.a. n.a.       

84 

Secondary 

case 

Introduction of central and strong module responsibles 

(with knowledge about commonalities) with power over 

local and project responsibles. Process must go over central 

responsible. Diverse 

Organisa-

tion n.a. Diverse n.a. n.a. 29 29   

85 

Secondary 

case 

Technical modular system responsible who protects mod-

ules but also interfaces on platform drawings. Diverse 

Organisa-

tion n.a. R & D n.a. n.a.       
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86 

Secondary 

case 

Module organisation with: Development Tasks List, Module 

Roadmap, Module Meetings, Module Review, Module Day, 

Documentation Diverse 

Organisa-

tion n.a. R & D n.a. n.a.       

87 

Secondary 

case 

PRM and engineers have to be trained and guided by their 

managers Diverse 

Introduc-

tion n.a. Diverse n.a. n.a.       

88 

Secondary 

case 

Make a shift from single product and project centred ap-

proaches (modules, evaluations, responsibilities, costing) 

toward module-centred approaches Diverse Diverse n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse 34 34   

89 

Secondary 

case 

Add overhead cost for complexity to product cost calcula-

tions. Diverse 

Evalua-

tion Financial Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       

90 

Secondary 

case 

Constant measurement of complexity and modularisation to 

pull the programme. Diverse 

Evalua-

tion n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       

91 

Secondary 

case 

Modularisation over highest hierarchy and on the agenda on 

the company's strategy Diverse 

Introduc-

tion n.a. Diverse n.a. n.a.       

92 

Secondary 

case 

Constant monitoring of development of market demand and 

target costs => functional-technical dependency gets rele-

vant here. Diverse 

Evalua-

tion Financial 

Marketing / 

Product 

Management n.a. n.a.       

93 

Primary 

case A 

Vital to get agreed concept (modular system and processes) 

and cost reduction for the concept at a quite early state Diverse 

Introduc-

tion n.a. Diverse n.a. n.a.       

94 

Primary 

case A 

Major support: financial facts about optimum variety, etc. 

AND time, motivation, information Diverse Diverse 

Change 

Manage-

ment Diverse n.a. n.a.       

95 

Primary 

case A 

Metrics to make success and benefit of modularisation 

transparent => start with goal values for metrics from the 

very beginning. Diverse 

Evalua-

tion n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       

96 

Primary 

case A 

Establish either financial evaluation OR pull of management 

for modularisation Diverse 

Evalua-

tion n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse 59 38   
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97 

Secondary 

case 

Different levels of architectural strategy with different 

requirements, support, pros and cons => decide before 

project Diverse 

Introduc-

tion n.a. Diverse n.a. n.a. 61 40   

98 

Primary 

case A 

Primary case A, Secondary case Y: Product Line Review per 

PB - where are we, where do we want to go to, what are our 

figures (sales per feature, comparison to plan, target cost, 

see secondary case Y Excel-Files) Diverse 

Evalua-

tion n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope 

Planning 

Modular 

System       

99 

Primary 

case A 

Tailoring of modularisation process: for new product 

development, for redesign of existing products Diverse Process n.a. Diverse n.a. n.a.       

100 

Primary 

case A 

First we have to know the overall picture before we can 

proceed with such a huge process Diverse 

Introduc-

tion 

Change 

Manage-

ment Diverse n.a. n.a. 63 41   

101 

Primary 

case A 

Modularisation should not (only) be integrated into the 

process by adding new QG Questions and columns in tem-

plates => overall initiative Diverse 

Introduc-

tion 

Change 

Manage-

ment Diverse n.a. n.a. 63 41   

102 

Primary 

case C 

If the risk is too high, if we don't know enough and if we 

don't have the time, an offensive decision against modulari-

sation has to be made and marketed Diverse 

Introduc-

tion n.a. 

Top Manage-

ment n.a. n.a.       

103 

Primary 

case C 

For modularisation under technological constraints and 

time pressure it is better to focus on a few core modules one 

is confident with Diverse Process n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse 71 42   

104 

Primary 

case C 

For support, try to make simple and lean things instead of 

always adding something on top (even though it might be 

necessary to shift workload with modularisation) Diverse Diverse n.a. Diverse n.a. n.a.       

105 

Primary 

case C 

Process integration and scaling modularisation based on: a) 

level that shall be achieved, b) knowledge about market, c) 

knowledge about product, d) available time and resources, 

e) existing modules, architecture, commonalities, f) platform 

risk / fluctuation Diverse 

Introduc-

tion n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope n.a.       
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106 

Primary 

case C 

Roadmapping: products, modules, etc. and constant moni-

toring of underlying data very important Diverse Process n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope n.a.       

107 

Primary 

case C Let final decisions agree by top management! Diverse Diverse n.a. 

Top Manage-

ment n.a. n.a.       

108 

Primary 

case C 

Accompany modularisation (workshops) with technical 

workshops to clarify the detailed solution and with testing Diverse Process n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope n.a.       

109 

Primary 

case C 

In order to keep the overall overview about the whole 

modular system, a module-module variant matrix and a 

module - product family matrix with roadmaps proved to be 

helpful Diverse Process n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       

110 

Primary 

case C 

Modular systems definitely work in different industries (e.g. 

automotive industry, home appliances, machine industry), 

why? => a) modular systems serve all customer demands, b) 

no development outside modular system Diverse Diverse n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       

111 

Primary 

case C 

Top-down support to focus on an overall platform has to be 

available while considering all consequences of such a 

strategy => that has to be constantly measured Diverse 

Evalua-

tion n.a. 

Top Manage-

ment 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       

112 

Primary 

case C 

Layer model: development process triggered by change of a 

module dependent on position on layer model: 

a) Inner: Full NPD Project 

b) Middle: Modification Project 

c) Outer: Engineering change process without product 

development project (quickly), see quick fix Diverse Process n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       

113 

Primary 

case C 

Feature tree good tool to visualise overall variance of 

modular system => we don't have another tool for that so 

far. Diverse Process n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       

114 

Primary 

case C 

KPIs with purpose to measure stability of modular system, 

how is the modular system developing, how successful are 

we? Diverse 

Evalua-

tion n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       
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115 

Primary 

case C 

Lessons Learned from Study XY: Think modules properly to 

the end, roadmapping for platform and modules, Interdisci-

plinary (production, SCM, controlling), evolution of modular 

system and variant projects in parallel, definition of respon-

sibilities Diverse Diverse n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       

116 

Primary 

case A Remove Plant/Project anarchy Diverse 

Organisa-

tion n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       

117 

Primary 

case A 

Ratio-Projects / Benchmark projects on modules instead of 

on single products Diverse Diverse n.a. R & D n.a. n.a.       

118 

Primary 

case A 

In order to think in modules, secondary case X removed the 

term "platform" Diverse 

Introduc-

tion n.a. Diverse n.a. n.a.       

119 

Primary 

case A 

Modularisation needs high management commitment, 

changed mindset and new approaches throughout the whole 

organisation Diverse 

Introduc-

tion 

Change 

Manage-

ment Diverse n.a. n.a.       

120 

Primary 

case A 

Develop modules in module centres instead of in product 

development projects (or only very short product develop-

ment projects) 

Benchmark partner V structured products into independent 

modules and develops modules relatively independently. 

However, through that they can be combined and used for 

all brands. =>> For that, all appliances first need the same 

product structure with the same interfaces!! Therefore, the 

architecture has to be quite mature Diverse 

Organisa-

tion n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       
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121 

Secondary 

case 

Benchmark partner B: Platform has to be developed until B-

Sample (quality gate 0 - quality gate 2), (3-5 years DEV of 

platform, platform life cycle 8 - 10 years), afterwards main-

tenance of platform (exchange with Mr. XY from UZ) => 

customer project (h) << platform project, deviations from 

platform are not known, some special customer wishes have 

to be paid for themselves => designated processes 

- platform covers as much as possible => very expensive 

- platform checklist with different areas 

- outside platform decision by management 

- for customer projects only delta FMEAs => savings 

- no dedicated methodology for platform design, discussions 

and review Diverse Process n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       

122 

Primary 

case A 

Management has to understand that they have to invest 

more money at the beginning => projects have to be organ-

ised differently => modular system development project as 

pre-development, benefit does not come before variant 

projects Diverse Process n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope 

Planning 

Modular 

System       

123 

Primary 

case A 

Two different possibilities to transition toward modular 

system development:  

- Gradually like Primary case A, con: for a very long time you 

cannot see anything -> gradually increase number of prod-

ucts that are covered by modular system, very bumpy 

- Once, centrally like WZ: con: a lot of effort without benefit 

for long time Diverse 

Introduc-

tion n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       

124 

Primary 

case A 

Transfer documents: 

- Full architecture requirement engineering-Template 

- Feature Tree 

- Module-Product-Matrix 

- Module-Variant-Matrix 

- Interface-Matrix 

- Variant Tree Diverse Process n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope 

Planning 

Modular 

System       
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System De-
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tant 

Factor 

Contra-

dictory 

to 

125 

Primary 

case A 

Introduce modularisation over complexity cost approach 

2000 / 3000 / 6000 versus 

2000 / 5000 / 30000 Diverse 

Evalua-

tion Financial Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       

126 

Primary 

case A 

Modularisation as innovation and feasibility project for 

variant projects => however, it is questionable whether this 

is the holy grail or not Diverse Process n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       

127 

Primary 

case A Establish rules for BOMs: BOM rules or BOM guideline Diverse IT n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope 

Developing 

Modular 

System       

128 

Primary 

case C 

Don't establish modular system if there is no commitment 

for frontloading. Diverse 

Introduc-

tion n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope 

Developing 

Modular 

System       

129 

Secondary 

case 

Modular systems are pure trust in the concept by manage-

ment. Otherwise it does not work (see secondary case X). Diverse 

Introduc-

tion n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       

130 

Primary 

case B 

No need to follow method, it is necessary to define what 

steps have to be done with which purpose and to control 

that Diverse Process 

Sys-

tem/Produc

t Archi-

tecting R & D 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       

131 

Primary 

case A 

Measure with KPIs so that no one can claim what is good 

and what is bad modularisation => quantifiable Diverse 

Evalua-

tion n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       

132 

Primary 

case A 

Establish measurement at the point where complexity is 

created => there, complexity has to hurt Diverse 

Evalua-

tion n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       

133 

Primary 

case A 

The critical point is that management sets complexity on the 

broader scope as stringent target! Diverse 

Introduc-

tion n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       
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to 

134 

Primary 

case A 

Different strategies how to transition toward modular 

system: 

- modular system by products 

- modular system by functions 

- hybrid strategy 

(further options: see research notes 12/06/2012) Diverse Process n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       

135 

Primary 

case A 

Acceptance on modular system depends on degree to what 

extend the modular system is already filled! Diverse 

Introduc-

tion 

Change 

Manage-

ment R & D 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       

136 

Primary 

case A 

It is vital to show that this sort of modularisation is some-

thing NEW: Show the difference of what we intent now to 

what we have done in the past: 

- modular products vs. modular system 

- fixed and broad requirements 

- scope 

- interfaces 

- commonality planning 

- stability of commonality 

- cross-brand, cross-site, cross-XYZ 

- ... Diverse 

Introduc-

tion 

Change 

Manage-

ment Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       

137 

Primary 

case A 

Share of product architecture information between different 

derivative teams: 

- documentation 

- PLM 

- regular meetings 

- workflow 

- heavy-weight platform manager Diverse IT n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       

138 

Primary 

case A 

Modularisation can be pulled on engineer level if they are 

triggered by their managers: e.g. through audit => if they get 

asked: "What are you doing to keep your modular system 

sustainable?" => They will come and ask what they can do! Diverse 

Evalua-

tion n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       
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139 

Secondary 

case 

Central configuration department at secondary case Z: 

They realised that de-central does not work for central 

product architectures. That is why they established a central 

coordination office that harmonizes between market and 

manufacturing and that sets rules for the platform Diverse 

Organisa-

tion n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       

140 

Primary 

case C 

Modularisation can be pulled (change in mindset??) by 

coupling modularisation targets with bottom-up and top-

down target agreement of employees Diverse 

Evalua-

tion n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       

141 

Secondary 

case 

We need organisational entity that balances out the inter-

ests between PRM and ENG, or between commonality and 

variety. Diverse 

Organisa-

tion n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       

142 

Secondary 

case 

Architecting should start on high-level and be broken down 

until design engineers can start to design their components 

based on specifications and interface descriptions => lower 

levels have to stick to higher level design & architecture 

rules. Design on lower level should fit into the design of 

higher levels, in case changes on higher level architecture is 

necessary, there should be a change process under consid-

eration of all impacts Diverse Process n.a. R & D n.a. n.a.       

143 

Secondary 

case 

- Pre-thinking of modular system/ generic architecture: 

rules, roadmaps & plans 

- prescribed product structure 

- central, neutral elements which will be linked 

- planned reuse of elements 

- measurement / architecture or commonality targets Diverse IT n.a. R & D n.a. n.a.       

144 

Secondary 

case 

Each time different naming, no classification, you don't find 

anything 

=> normative framework in process and IT is a great chance 

to get transparency about those issues, though, high 

amounts of resources have to be invested Diverse 

Introduc-

tion n.a. Diverse n.a. n.a.       
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145 

Secondary 

case 

Define the architectural design iteratively on different 

levels: 

- needs representation 

- System interactions and functions: 

- Logical architecture:  

a) create high level logical architecture, b) perform the 

internal functional analysis, c) develop the logical architec-

ture, d) allocate requirements 

- Physical architecture that formalises how the technical 

solution performs the required operations within the 

deployed system 

a) identify alternative physical solutions, b) select solution 

from different alternatives, c) justify the technical solution 

- System Breakdown that formalises the acquisition of its 

components 

a) finalise the system design, b) consolidate the configura-

tion items requirements, c) control the design process d) 

control the quality of the system design and perform the 

gate review 

(from systems engineering) Diverse Process 

Sys-

tem/Produc

t Archi-

tecting Diverse 

Product / Project 

Scope n.a.       

146 

Secondary 

case 

The organisational concept of a market-PLM > product 

manager versus a design authority > architecture responsi-

ble > product developer Diverse 

Organisa-

tion n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       

147 

Secondary 

case 

Separation of generic module development and develop-

ment of products. However, products have to stick to ge-

neric modules later on. Diverse 

Organisa-

tion n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       
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148 

Secondary 

case 

Design constraints as design requirements for respective 

products/systems: 

e.g. 

- Architecture specification requirements 

- Make / Buy / Reuse strategy results 

- Reuse opportunities 

Use of COTS, COSS ( Open Source Software), freeware 

Product line components 

Reusable software components from the company's library 

functional models 

- architecture specification 

=> link these requirements to product (integration) tests or 

the like Diverse Process n.a. R & D 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       

149 

Secondary 

case 

Like in the PLE approach, distinguish between modular 

system development (domain engineering, coming from 

product policy, market needs) and development for projects 

(application engineering, coming from "manage bid", cus-

tomer needs) Diverse Process n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       

150 

Secondary 

case 

Establish following points for PLE / preconditions: 

- standardised market for development of generic products 

- PRM has to know that the products will stay inside vari-

ability limits and that going outside these limits is impossi-

ble and fraught with costs and delays 

- separation of modular system development and project 

development in order to avoid project-driven specifities. 

Modular system owners must have a weight larger than 

project heads. 

- funding must be ensured to sustain the intended imple-

mentation of the product policy with building blocks Diverse Process n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       
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151 

Primary 

case A 

Apart from a good modularisation method, following is 

needed: 

- Modularisation approach integrated into process land-

scape to reduce internal effort and to avoid double work or 

separate method 

- more than 30% of the required steps are already part of 

the product development process (e.g. requirements engi-

neering, quality function deployment, function analysis) but 

they are not clearly and continuously linked to modularisa-

tion 

- Excellent and stable market input including such tools 

market segmentation/positioning as a base for modularisa-

tion, rather mature markets 

- Internal modularisation coaches 

- Establish awareness and culture of modularisation and 

complexity management including necessity for frontload-

ing 

- Strong management commitment and stringency (see good 

example at site XY) 

- Stringent rules and discipline concerning modules and 

complexity management 

- Establish module organisation and module administration 

(module owner who protects modules and interfaces from 

unauthorised changes)  Diverse Diverse n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       

152 

Primary 

case A 

Conditions to realize complexity reduction potentials:  

- Launch of modular system 

- Strong management commitment from top management 

and from all sites 

- Strong cooperation with product management  

- Build up know-how  

- Full integration into processes, IT and organisation Diverse Diverse n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       
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153 

Primary 

case A 

BU-approach to collect synergies in product lines, even 

though cross-BU synergies and systems approach might fall 

short Diverse 

Organisa-

tion n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       

154 

Primary 

case A 

Build up internal knowledge for modularisation in order to 

spread it to product management and DEV (e.g. through 

central department and internal consultants) Diverse 

Introduc-

tion 

Change 

Manage-

ment Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope n.a.       

155 

Secondary 

case 

Domain dictionary or glossary or standardised entries in IT-

systems Diverse 

Introduc-

tion 

Change 

Manage-

ment Diverse n.a. n.a.       

156 

Secondary 

case 

Different types of organisational scheme:  

- Distinguish between central development and project 

oriented development 

- assign following activities to one of above development 

types => organization ranges from centralized toward 

integrated and decentralized: 

bids & projects, project engineering, product/platform 

engineering, definition of product customization, application 

engineering module engineering, technology development 

=> synergies versus products with very specific market 

requirements fulfilment Diverse 

Organisa-

tion n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       
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157 

Secondary 

case 

Triangle representation: 

Relative weight of ...  

Platform engineering (resources organized by product line, 

priority on leveraging product line benefits) VERSUS 

Project engineering (resources dedicated to specific pro-

jects, priority on project delivery and client proximity) 

VERSUS 

Engineering discipline (Sys, SW, HW) (resources pooled by 

technical competences, priority on skills, technologies and 

specialities transverse to products & projects) 

= With modular system development: shift from projects 

toward platform while keeping engineering disciplines 

stable. Diverse 

Organisa-

tion n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       

158 

Secondary 

case 

Intra-group sharing: 

- Product line responsible to address product sharing 

opportunities within company 

- a library of components or providing access to platform-

related resources (documents, code, test results…) Diverse Diverse n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       

159 

Secondary 

case 

Different ways of how to transition: 

- develop the modular system first: develop the scope first 

and use it as a mission statement. When the core assets are 

developed, products may come quickly to market with 

minimum development. Requires upfront investment and 

predictive knowledge. 

- starting with one or more products: from them, generate 

the product line core assets and then future products; the 

scope may evolve significantly. Requires, to start with, a 

base line robust, extensible and appropriate to future 

product line needs.  Diverse 

Introduc-

tion n.a. Diverse n.a. n.a.       
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160 

Primary 

case A 

Implementation schedule for modularisation 

see elements and timeline of different implementation 

charts of supporting consultancies and what was done at 

Primary case A Diverse 

Introduc-

tion n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.       

161 

Primary 

case C 

Modularisation has to be coordinated with other processes: 

- e.g. validating features with customers during user experi-

ence 

- validation and testing in order to get feedback on feasibil-

ity of modular system Diverse Process n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       

162 

Primary 

case A 

See overall framework for modularisation, standardisation 

variant management (see Wildemann Ordnungsrahmen) Diverse Diverse n.a. Diverse 

Modular System 

Scope Diverse       
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Appendix E: Pre-selected questionnaire for metric 

requirement prioritisation within company 

The following Table E-I shows a questionnaire which was used to prioritise requirements 

for evaluation of modularisation within the primary case company. The questions were 

already pre-selected in order to ensure a high reply rate (i.e. adequate number of ques-

tions to be asked) and to make sure that also non-modularisation experts can contribute 

to the quantified requirements collection (i.e. not too deep, abstract or theoretical). Sev-

eral modularisation-savvy engineering managers contributed to the pre-selection of re-

quirements during iterative sessions. The questions were sent out by email to mainly en-

gineering managers and engineers. Results of the requirements collection are given in 

Section 7.3.1. Amongst other criteria, these results have been used to develop and validate 

the modularisation metrics of Chapter 7. Another purpose of the requirements prioritisa-

tion was to collect awareness and justification for later implementation of the metrics 

within the company. 
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Table E-I: Questionnaire for requirements prioritisation of modularisation metrics 

 

  

Purpose:

Instructions: 

Priority

Priority

Additional comments:

Thank you very much for your kind support!

Please send the completed requirement prioritization list back to [Organization] Heilemann. 

Due date: Highly appreciated until [Date] (Latest submission: [Date]). 

In case of questions or further comments, please do not hesitate to contact [Organization]-Heilemann.

Evaluation has to be done several times during product architecture lifecycle (sustainability of architecture)

Evaluation has to be aggregated from product/project to business unit or company level

Evaluation has to compare sequential projects (e.g. compare 1st and 2nd generation)

Please feel free to add additional requirements here if needed

Please feel free to add additional requirements here if needed

Evaluation has to be done through integration in milestone reviews or quality gates (QG)

Evaluation has to be done by a "stand-alone" assessment

Evaluation has to be done by a neutral assessor

Evaluation has to be done by business unit or site in the course of the project

Evaluation has to be done once in a project

Evaluation has to be done several times in a project (e.g. in all or several QGs)

Evaluation has to consider one input factor (e.g. # parts)

Evaluation has to consider more than one input factors (e.g. # parts, # variants, and # interfaces)

Evaluation has to be based on qualitative criteria

Evaluation has to be based on quantitative criteria

Evaluation has to be done with one single key figure

Evaluation has to be done with a key figure system

Evaluation has to consider internal complexity (e.g. # of parts)

Evaluation has to consider reuse of e.g. modules/interfaces for next generation or cross products/platforms 

Evaluation has to consider the point of variance creation in the production sequence

Please feel free to add additional requirements here if needed

Please feel free to add additional requirements here if needed

Requirement on "how" to evaluate modularization

Evaluation has to consider the project (e.g. one or several appliances or systems)

Evaluation has to consider single products (e.g. one appliance or system)

Evaluation has to consider the modularization process

Evaluation has to consider how well roles and responsibilities are aligned to modularization

Evaluation has to consider how much modularization knowledge  is available in the organization

Evaluation has to consider external variance (e.g. # product variants)

Requirement Prioritization for Evaluation of Modularization 

In order to develop a company-wide evaluation approach, the aim of this prioritization sheet is to find out 

what  you want to evaluate and how you want to evaluate modularization within the company (e.g. process 

audits vs. measuring one technical property)  

Please prioritize preselected requirements by assigning the status "low", "medium", or "high" in the priority column. 

Free rows can be used for adding requirements from your side. You may also add additional comments at the end 

of this sheet.

Requirements on "what" to evaluate of modularization

Evaluation has to consider the modular platform (e.g. appliance or system platform)
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Appendix F: Overview of selected existing modularisation 

metrics 

The following Table F-I shows the formulas of selected existing modularisation metrics of 

the state of the art Section 7.2. The focus here is on metrics assessing modularity princi-

ples and on complexity metrics. These are the categories to which the developed architec-

ture-related metrics (see Section 7.4.5) and result-oriented metrics (see Section 7.4.4) 

could be assigned to. It is the purpose of this appendix to give readers some sort of feeling 

how the characteristics of the developed modularisation metrics of Section 7.4 are com-

pared to existing modularisation metrics. It is not the purpose of this appendix to provide 

a complete overview of all existing modularisation metrics. 

 
 
Table F-1: Formulas for existing modularisation metrics 
 

Refer-

ences 

Formula of metric 

Assessment of modularity principles 

Functional structures: 

Holtta and 
Otto 
(2005, 
2003) 

(%)flow  functional of change of degree

(%)work  design additional of degree estimated
  metric Complexity   

e.g. a 1 % change in a functional flow requires 1,5 % (0-3 % in general) re-
design effort of the original design effort of the module, i.e. the complexity 
metric is 1,5 

Stone 
(1999) 

NNT ˆˆ = customer weighted sub-function similarity, 

ij = elements of Λ, projection of the ith product on the jth product = similar-

ity index 
 
Where: 

N̂  = matrix of unity normalized 
product vectors (each vector of N is 
renormalized to one), 
N = normalized version of Φ, 
Φ = m x n product-function matrix 
with elements Φij for the ith function 
of the jth product and with m as the 
total number of different sub-
functions for n products, 
vij = elements of N 
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in the jth product, 
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 = average number 

of functions, 
H = Heaviside step function or unit 
step function whose value is zero for 
negative argument and one for posi-
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tive argument 

Stone 
(1999) 

 
 


n
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i
ipj

j

j

v
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s
1 1

1
= aggregate customer need rating for module j 

 
 
Where: 
n = number of products, 
g = number of modules in the prod-
uct under investigation, 
j = 1...g indicates the module to which 
the value corresponds, 

 
 
fj = the number of sub-function in 
module j, 
vip = elements of N corresponding to 
the ith sub-function of the module j 
in the pth product 

Functional-physical relations: 

Steva et al. 
(2006) 

F-Ci = 
i component by performed (n) functions of number

CF
1

ij


n

j
, 

 
F-Ci = Function-Component Frequency of component i, 
 

CFij = 
products of number total

 jfunction performs i component where products #
, 

 
CFij = Component Frequency Score of component i for function j, 
 
e.g. The shutter regulates electromagnetic energy in 100 % of the products 
and actuates mechanical energy in 50 % of the products which makes a F-Ci 
of (100 + 50)/2 = 75 %. This kind of analysis can be taken to analyse which 
parts or functions to include into the platform. 

Mattson 
and 
Magleby 
(2001) 

Modularity metric (M) = 
functions

ules

N

Nmod  

e.g. M = 1 for maximum modularity while the degree of modularity decreases 
with the value of M 

Physical interactions between elements: 

Gershen-
son et al. 
(1999) 

Relative Modularity = 
outin

in

outin

in

DD

D
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Where: 
Sin = Similarity between components 
within a module, 
Sout = Similarity between a compo-
nent of a concerned module and 
other components outside of the 
module 

 
 
Din = Dependency between compo-
nents within the module 
Dout  = Dependency between a com-
ponent within a module and a com-
ponent outside of the module 

Guo and 
Gershen-
son 
(2004) 
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Where: 
MM = Modularity Metric measuring 

 
 
nk = index of first component in kth 
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coupling between components inside 
and between modules in a modular-
ity matrix/DSM, 
Rij = each value of the ith row and jth 
column in the matrix 

module, 
mk = index of last component in kth 
module, 
M = total number of modules in the 
product, 
N = total number of components in 
the product 

Holtta-
Otto and 
De Weck 
(2007) 
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Where: 
SMI = Singular Value Modularity In-
dex which measures the degree of 
modularity and type of modularity of 
a product based on its internal con-
nectivity structure, 
N= number of components = number 
of rows and columns in the DSMij 
with the ith row and jth column, 

 
 
σi = singular values 1 to N which are 
the square roots of the eigenvalues of 
DSMTDSM and corresponding or-
thogonal eigenvectors, they are ob-
tained by performing a singular value 
decomposition on the binary DSM 
matrix showing connections between 
components of the product 

Holtta-
Otto and 
De Weck 
(2007) 
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Where: 
NZF = Non-Zero Fraction which is the 
fraction of non-zero entries in the 
DSM, excluding the diagonal, measur-
ing sparsity of connections of a sys-
tem, 

 
 
N= number of components = number 
of rows and columns in the DSMij 
with the ith row and jth column 

Mikkola 
and Gass-
mann 
(2003), 
Mikkola 
(2006) 

Nsn

NTF
NTFenM 2/2

)( 
  

 
Where: 
M(nNTF) = modularisation function 
measuring degree of modularisation 
embedded in product architectures, 
nNTF = number of new-to-the-firm 
(NTF) components, 
N= total number of components, 
s = substitutability factor, 
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Where: 
L = number of product families PFj, 
K = total number of interfaces of NTF 
components, 
kNTF = interfaces of NTF components, 

 
 
δ= degree of coupling, 
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Where: 
I = number of subsystems i 
kc = total number of interfaces in 
subsystem i 
nc = number of components in sub-
system i 

Martin Based on a matrix representing estimated strength of couplings between 
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and Ishii 
(2002) 

components (on a stepwise “unregular” scale from zero to nine), the re-
searchers calculate two coupling indices: 
 
CI-S = The coupling index–supplying indicates the strength (or impact) of the 
specifications that a component supplies to other components. 
 
CI-R = The coupling index–receiving indicates the strength (or impact) of the 
specifications that a component receives from other components. 

Sosa et al. 
(2005) 
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Where: 
M(ID)i = In-Degree Modularity of component i, it is equal to the number of 
other components that component i depends on for functionality,  
n= number of components of product, , the higher the metric the higher the 
degree of modularity, 
 

 


n

j iji Xx
1

, 

xmax = maximum value that Xij can take, 
Xij = non-zero elements of design dependency matrix X, if component i de-
pends for functionality on component j, thus it indicated the strength of the 
design dependency 

Sosa et al. 
(2005) 
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Where: 
M(OD)i = Out-Degree Modularity, i.e. the number of other components j that 
depend on component i, the higher the metric the higher the degree of modu-
larity, 
n= number of components of product, 

 


n

j jii Xx
1

, 

xmax = maximum value that Xji can take, 
Xji = non-zero elements of design dependency matrix X, if components j de-
pend for functionality on component i, thus it indicated the strength of the 
design dependency 

Sosa et al. 
(2005) 
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Where: 
M(IT)i = In-Distance Modularity, measures how distant component i is from 
all other components in the product, the more distant the component is the 
more modular the product, 
n = number of components in product, 
d(i,j) = geodesic of design dependency between component i and component 
j 

Sosa et al. 
(2005) 
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Where: 
M(OT)i = Out-Distance Modularity, measures how distant components j are 
from component i, the more distant the components are the more modular 
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the product is, 
d(j,i) = geodesic of design dependency between components j and component 
i 

Sosa et al. 
(2005) 
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Where: 
M(B)i = Bridge Modularity of component i based on the number of times it is 
on the path of two other components, components lying on most geodesics 
are the one bridging most components and therefore are least modular, 
n = total number of connected components in product, 
ndab(i) = total number of geodesics between two components, a and b, which 
contain component i, 
ndab = total number of geodesics between component a and b 

Allen and 
Carlson-
Skalak 
(1998) in 
Holtta-
Otto 
(2012) 
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Where: 
“Interactions” = ratio of interaction inside a module to the total number of 
modules, 
M = total number of modules, 
N = total number of components in the product, 
nk = index of the first component in the kth module, 
mk = index of the last component in the kth module, 
Rij = value of the ith row and jth column element in the modularity matrix 

Whitney 
et al. 
(1999) in 
Holtta-
Otto 
(2012) 
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Where: 
WI = Whitney Index which measures the ratio of interactions in a modularity 
matrix to the number of elements in a modularity matrix, 
M = total number of modules, 
N = total number of components in the product, 
nk = index of the first component in the kth module, 
mk = index of the last component in the kth module, 
Rij = value of the ith row and jth column element in the modularity matrix 

Sosa and 
Eppinger 
(2003) in 
Holtta-
Otto 
(2012) 
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Where: 
Modularity = ration of interactions in modules to the total number of interac-
tions in the DSM, 
M = total number of modules, 
N = total number of components in the product, 
nk = index of the first component in the kth module, 
mk = index of the last component in the kth module, 
Rij = value of the ith row and jth column element in the modularity matrix 
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Whitfield 
et al. 
(2002) in 
Holtta-
Otto 
(2012) 
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Where: 
MSI = Module Strength Index for estimating the goodness of a single module, 
n1 = index of the first components in the module, 
n2 = index of the last components in module, 
N = number of components in the DSM, 
wij = dependency weights while i and j are column indices 

Yu et al. 
(2005) in 
Holtta-
Otto 
(2012) 
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Where: 
MDL = Minimum Description Length based on the information needed to 
describe a modularity matrix, 
nc = number of modules, 
nn = number of rows or columns in the DSM, 
cli = size of module i, 
S1 and S2 measure additional information needed to describe the DSM be-
yond listing the module and bus numbers in sizes, in short they measure: 
S1 = number of cells that are in a module or on a bus, but are empty, 
S2 = number of cells that is one in between the modules and buses, 
 
n.b. above mentioned equation has been simplified by Holtta-Otto (2012) by 
substituting equal weights 1/3 for all terms in the overall equation as sug-
gested by Yu et al. (2005) 

Assessment of internal complexity / commonality 

Collier 
(1982, 
1981) 
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Where: 
DCI = Degree of Commonality Index, 
Φj = the number of immediate parents component j has over a set of end-
items or product structure level(s), 
d = total number of distinct components in the set of end-items or product 
structure level(s), 

β=  

d

j j1
  = the total number of immediate parents for all distinct compo-

nent parts over a set of end-items or product structure level(s) 
Wacker 
and 
Treleven 
(1986) 
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Where: 
TCCI = Total Constant Commonality Index, 
Φj = the number of immediate parents component j has over a set of end-
items or product structure level(s), 
d = total number of distinct components in the set of end-items or product 
structure level(s) 
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Martin 
and Ishii 
(1996) 

10,

1
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Where: 
CI = Commonality Index, 
u = # unique part numbers, 
pj = # parts in model j, 
vn = final # of varieties offered 

Beisheim 
and Stotz 
(2013) 

SDU = Standardisation Degree regarding part usage 
SDC = Standardisation Degree regarding part consumption 
SD = Standardisation Degree overall 

Sinigalias 
and Dent-
soras 
(2015) 
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Where: 
Ic(a) = Composite Standardisation Index, i.e. percentage of common parts 
being used in the system, 
Im(a) = Commonality Index for the assembly a, i.e. compliance of all parts 
with the pertinent standards, 
Is(a) = Absolute Standardisation Index for the assembly a, 
wm = weight factor for commonality index of assembly a, 
ws = weight factor for absolute standardisation index of assembly a 

Kota et al. 
(2000) 
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Where: 
PCI = Product Line Commonality Index, 
CCIi = Component Commonality Index for component i = iiii fffn 321  , 

MaxCCIi = Maximum possible Component Commonality Index for component 
i = N, 
MinCCIi = Minimum possible Component Commonality Index for component i 

= 
2

1111

iiii

i
nnnn

n  , 

P = Total number of non-differentiating components that can potentially be 
standardised across models, 
N = Number of products in the product family, 
ni = Number of products in the product family that have component i, 
f1i = Size and shape factor for component i, 
f2i = Materials and manufacturing processes factor for component i, 
f3i = Assembly and fastening schemes factor for component i 

Siddique 
et al. 
(1998), 
slightly 
adapted 
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Where: 
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by 
Thevenot 
and Simp-
son 
(2006) 

%C = Percent Commonality Index, 
Ii = Importances (Weighting Factors), 
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Where: 
CI(C) = Component Part Commonality Index, 
d = total number of distinct component parts used in all the product struc-
tures of a product family, 
j = index of each distinct component part dj, dj ,...,2,1 , 

Pj = price or estimated cost of each component part, 
m = total number of end products in a product family, 
i = index of each member product of a product family, mi ,...,2,1 , 

Φij = the number of immediate parents for each distinct component part dj 
over all the product levels of product i of the family, 
Vi = volume of end product i in the family, 
Qij = quantity of distinct component part dj required by product i, this can 
also be calculated by multiplying quantity per operation q through the levels 
of the product tree, i.e. 

i product in d item each for,...,2,1,0 and ,...,2,1, i
1 0
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h
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h = one particular path from the item dj to the end item node through the 
levels of the product tree for a particular end product in the family, 
nh = total number of paths for dj within product i, 
nk = total number of parent nodes on path h, 
k = index of the nodes on path h, 
qhk = quantity per operation (either manufacturing or assembly) of node k 
required by its immediate parent node along path h 

Johnson 
and Kir-
chain 
(2010) d
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CPiece = Piece-based commonality 
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metric measuring whether a part is 
shared 
 

CΦ = Weighted commonality metric 
with following suggestions to be 
weighted: 
CΦ=Mass = Mass-weighted metric based 
on the relative mass of a component 
CΦ=Cost = Cost-weighted metric based 
on the fabrication cost per piece 
CΦ=Invest = Investment-weighted met-
ric based on the fabrication invest-
ment required for a component 
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CPV = Production volume-weighted metric calculated using the relative pro-
duction volumes required for each variant 
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CPV/Φ=invest = Production volume/investment-weighted metric combining rela-
tive production volume and fabrication investment weightings 
 
Where: 
γij = binary variable, γ = 1 if variant j contains component i, γ = 0 if this is not 
the case, 
m = total number of product variants, 
d = number of distinct items in the bill of material, 
Φi = weighting factor reflecting the importance of component i like mass, 
piece cost or fabrication investment 

Blecker 
and Ab-
delkafi 
(2007) 
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Where: 
n = Number of must-generic items, 
m = Number of option categories (can-generic items), 
mi = Number of variations in an option category, 
hi = Path in the generic BOM from node i to end product, 
(Nk)hi = Quantity per operation of node k required by its immediate parent 
node along path hi, 
A = Probability that the end product is equipped with an option, 
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αi = Conditional probability that the end product is equipped with option 
category i, knowing that the end product is equipped with an option 

Ro-
manowski 
and Nagi 
(2005) 
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Where: 
S = Sparsity value, calculated for the sparsity matrix Dab,  which represents 
the ration of the sum of non-zero entries to the toral number of entries in the 
matrix. This represents the similarity between two BOM-trees, 
Dj = Sum of non-zero entries in Dab, 
n2 = Number of entries in the matrix, 

Dab = Delta-matrix between the two adjacency matrics A and B, BADab  , 

A = Smaller adjacency matrix of Ga and Gb, constructed of a graph G, 
B = Larger adjacency matrix of Ga and Gb, constructed of a graph G, 
Ga = Ga(Va,Ea), 
Gb = Gb(Vb,Eb), 
V = set of vertices (nodes in a graph representing the BOM tree, 
E = set of edges (arcs) in a graph representing the BOM tree, 
G(V,E) = a graph made up of vertices V and edges E, 
  = ring-sum operator, 
  = union operator 

Thevenot 
and Simp-
son 
(2007) 
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Where: 
P = Total number of components, 
ni = Number of products in the product family that have component i, 
f1i = Ratio of the greatest number of products that share component i with 
identical size and shape to the number of products that have component i 
(ni), 
f2i = Ratio of the greatest number of products that share component i with 
identical materials to the number of products that have component i (ni), 
f3i = Ratio of the greatest number of products that share component i with 
identical manufacturing processes to the number of products that have com-
ponent i (ni), 
f4i = Ratio of the greatest number of products that share componenti with 
identical assembly and fastening schemes to the number of products that 
have component i (ni), 

max

1if  = Ratio of the greatest number of products that share component i with 

identical size and shape to the greatest possible products that could have 
shared component i with identical size and shape schemes, 

max

2if  = Ration of the greatest number of products that share component i 

with identical materials to the greatest possible number of products that 
could have shared component i with identical materials, 

max

3if  = Ratio of the greatest number of products that share component i with 

identical manufacturing processes to the greatest possible number of prod-
ucts that could have shared component i with identical manufacturing proc-
esses, 

max

4if  = Ratio of the greatest number of products that share component i with 

identical assembly and fastening schemes to the greatest possible number of 
products that could have shared component i with identical assembly and 
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fastening schemes, 

Ci = Total cost for component i, 



in

j
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1

, where Cij is the total cost for com-

ponent i variant j, 
min

iC  = Minimum total cost for component i (obtained when the component is 

common between all the products having component i), 
max

iC  = Maximum total component cost (obtained when the component is 

variant in each of the products having component i) 
Alizon et 
al. 
(2009b) 
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Where: 

PFamilyCDI = Commonality-Diversity-Index for the family of products P, 

F = Number of functions in the family, 
Kij = Component j of function i, 
Gik = Subgroup k of components of function i, 

mikgdivcomallowednon ___  = Non-allowed commonality/diversity for sub-

group gm, 

mikgdivmax  = Ideal maximum diversity for subgroup gm 

 
 


